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TOSHIBA CD SOUND TAKES YOU
OUT OF THIS WORLD.
When Toshiba's unique, compact design blends with Toshiba
technology you get high quality CD sound that will take you out of
this world.
Toshiba specifically developed its ewn LSI/IC technology for the
XR-P9RC and the XR-J9 so that they could create superb compact
disc players with brilliant sound quality.
If you're looking for a new CD experience that makes the best
out of digital source technology, try aToshiba. It's out of this world.

XR-P9RC
PORTABLE CD PLAYER WITH REMOTE CONTROL
• Portable • Low battery use • Infra- red remote control
unit • 16 programme random memory • All repeat
• FF/REV • UP/DOWN quick track access • LCD
display • Headphone output • 126 x 178.5 x 39.5mm
•AC adaptor • Sophisticated design suitable for
both battery and mains operation

XR-J9
COMPACT CD PLAYER WITH 16 PROGRAMMABLE
RANDOM MEMORY
• Top loadiqg • 16 programme random memory
• Elegant low- profile design • All repeat
• UP/DOWN quick track access • Random memory
repeat • FF/REV • Headphone output with volume
control • LCD display • 250 x 130 x 47mm

TOSHIBA
Toshiba ( UK) Limited: Tosruba House, Frimley Road, Frimley, Camberley, Surrey GU 165JJ, England Tel.: 027E-62222 Fax: 0276-682256 Telex: 858798
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NEXT NIONTI I
The June issue celebrates 30
years of HFN/RR! Yes, the very
first issue of the magazine's forerunner, HiFi News, was published in June 1956, and our
thanks to all those who have
stuck the course since then!
Equipment
featured
in
our
anniversary issue includes the
very special MkV version of the
SME tonearm and the cost- noobject SP- 11 valve preamplifier
from Audio Research, as well as
the Decca Supergold cartridge,
PCM processors from Sansui,
Sony
and
JVC,
and
an
anachrophilic look at the classic
Revox G36, while on offer from
the Accessories Club will be the
gold-plated mains plugs and
sockets from Incatech.
On the music side, Steve Harris
will be looking at jazz on Compact
Disc, Denis Argent will be paying
tribute to Ella Fitzgerald, and our
record reviewers will be giving
the third degree to the latest
releases on black and silver disc.
Place your order with your
newsagent now. Or better still,
take out a post-free subscription
for just £ 14.40!

HiFi News & Record Review is published monthly on the third Friday of the month preceding cover date by Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. © Link House
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"The sort of features and performance
that others really don't match at
present" NEW HI-FI SOUND April 1986

NAD 3130 Amplifier

NAD has always been known as the performance
product for the audiophile on abudget. This
philosophy was best exemplified by the 3020
• Unmatched NAD sound quality
• Power output conservatively rate° at 30 watts per
Amplifier— the best selling amp in the history of
Hi Fi. In the ensuing years, NAD has continued to
channel, but capable of much higher levels
improve upon the performance characteristics of
• Low level muting device incorporated for high
the basic units. Now, Hi Fi Markets bring you the
output of CD
• Separable pre/power amp to increase power at a NAD 3130 Amplifier. It includes NAD's high
current design and + 3db of IHF dynamic
later stage
headroom. This means that the 3130 can develop
• 8ohm impedance selector
more than 60 watts of power per channel into
• 2sets of speaker outputs
• 2tape deck inputs ry• tape and video
speaker impedances of almost any value. The

NAD 4130 AM/FM Tuner
The 4130 Tuner employs aMOSFET front end that
is nearly immune to strong signal overload. The
combination of adirect 75 ohm coaxial input for
maximum sensitivity and shielding and atotal of

three ultra- linear ceramic I.F. filters results in
excellent selectivity and very wide stereo
separation. The tuner alsofeatures NAD's dynamic
blend circuit (to reduce noise in weak stereo
signals without impairing stereo separation) and a
dual notch, low-pass multiflex filter that

speaker impedance selector matches the power
supply to the speakers. This allows for the high
current necessary to drive low impedances, an
area most budget amplifiers fail to address.
Instead of the usual spring clips, heavy duty
speaker binding posts are used to ensure low
resistance connections for high current delivery
with any type of speaker cable.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£149.00
completely suppresses SCA subcarrier
interference.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

£149.00

NAD 7130 Receiver — Saves you almost £40 by combining the above units

Combining an AM/FM stereo tuner with an
integrated amplifier on asingle chassis saves cost
and simplifies installation. But with NAD it does
not mean sacrificing sound quality, since NAD

receivers contain the same circuitry as NAD's
separate tuners and amps. The 7130 consists of
the 3130 integrated amplifier and 4130 tuner,
making it the best performance/price value in

stereo today.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£259.00

HIM MARKETS
3 Great Cassette Decks from NAD
NAD 6220 Cassette Deck
This is ano- frills cassette deck
in the traditional NAD style.
A high performance model
featuring Dolby Band C noise
reduction with alow- noise
integrated circuit. There are 5
LED record meters per channel
and ahard permalloy head.
Available at your nearest Hi Fi
Markets store now.

Hi - Fi Markets Price

£139.00
NAD 6240 Cassette Deck
A feature- packed cassette
deck designed for the
audiophile to achieve optimum
record and playback facilities.
10 LED record meters per
channel, Dolby Band C.
special large flywheel tape
mechanism, uses Dyneq to
provide an even higher high
frequency playback level. Also
2heads, Play Trim, low- noise
integrated circuit, and much,
much more.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£199.00
NAD 6155 Cassette Deck
Features include Dolby B plus
Dolby C- type NR. The
"Amorphous" head is
remarkably saturation- free
even at recording levels of OdB.
Play Trim, anew circuit
developed by NAD and Dolby
restores true brilliance and
clarity to recordings. And
Dolby HX Pro Headroom
Extension dramatically
improves high frequency
headroom.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£249.00

NAD 5355E
Came as the elAD 5355 but
without remote control.

Hi - Fi Markets Price

£329.00
NAD 5355 Compact Disc Player
Precise tracking and powerful error- correction
circuits ensure flawless playback of discs that
may be dirty, scratched slightly warped or
defective. The NAD 5355 offers wireless

infra- red remote control for maximum
convenience, logical controls that are
fractional and flexible, and both passive and
active output filtering for smooth sound without

transient distortion.

Hi - Fi Markets Price

£399.00

Hie MARKETS
["In ahome environment, the NAD 2200
may well be the most powerful
amplifier you can buy" STEREO REVIEW October 1985
NAD 1155 Pre Amp
Thistop specification pre amplifierfrom NAD incorporates
extremely low noise and high headroom for total dynamic
range exceeding 102dB in every stage. Bass EO and
infrasonic filtering for solid powerful deep bass without
boomy mid bass.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

£199.00
NAD 2200 Power Amp
The 2200 is specifically designed to give the best
reproduction of today's digitally mastered recordings.
Reproducing musical signals, the 2200 will routinely
deliver 500 Watts per channel into typical loudspeaker
impedances. The NAD 2200 is atruly ' dynamic' power
amplifier. Its heart is the unique Power Tracker control
circuit, which automatically adjusts the amplifier's
maximum power output according to the dynamic
character of the signal that is being amplified.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

£389.00
Where less power is required we recommend the NAD 2155/1130 combination
NAD 1130 Pre Amp
The ideal pre amp for discriminating audiophiles on a
budget. Features include discrete transistor phono pre
amp, steep infrasonic filtering, overload- proof CD input
and ahigh- gain headphone output.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

£129.00
NAD 2155 Power Amp
The NAD 2155 is NAD's versatile " building block - power
amplifier. Conservatively rated at 55 Watts per channel
with 3dB of dynamic headroom (over 100 Watts per
channel for peaks), the 2155 includes abridging switch
that combines its two channels into amono amplifier
rated at 150 Watts continuous, 250 Watts dynamic.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

£199.00
NAD 3155 Amplifier
The 3155 is two products in one. As apre amplifier it
matches most separate audiophile pre amps in sonic
performance and surpasses them in operating flexibility.
Asa high- current high- headroom poweramplifier it drives
loudspeakers to surprisingly high volume levels with
clean, solid, full-bodied musical sound. With flexible and
musically useful controls including CD input, very low
noise and wide dynamic range. the 3155 represents the
kind of value that has made NAD world famous.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

IMO MI110,01101 'MI
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£249.00
NAD 4155 Digital
AM/FM Tuner
Through numerous refinements in front end and I.F.
circuits, and NAD's new Dynamic Separation circuit, the
NAD 4155 is nearly twice as sensitive as other FM stereo
tuners. High AM rejection and low capture ratio suppress
multipath interference in both strong and weak signals
and there's exceptional immunity to strong- signal
overload. Other features include convenient highprecision digital tuning with 5FM and SAM presets.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

£239.00

AWARDED HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
PRODUCT OF
THE YEAR

NEW Yamaha CD-X3 Compact Disc Player

The CD-X3 uses Yamaha's new generation of LSI's,
developed to the uncompromising " 2- micron" rule
standard. This kind of precision creates ahigher circuit
density for expanded control and function capability, as
well as greater reliability and stability in digital signal
processing.To match the increased precision and tracking
servo control capabilities of the new LSI's. the CD- X3 is

equipped with an incredibly accurate 3- beam laser
pick-up system. Other advanced features include
programmable random access playback, index search,
3- way music search and multi- function LED display.
Another outstanding compact disc player from Yamaha,
highly recommended by Hi Fi Markets.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£249.00

NEW Yamaha CD- 400 Compact Disc Player
Yamaha A-320 Amplifier
Power output is apowerful 30 watts per channel (8 ohms,
20-20,000Hz) with 0.05% total harmonic distortion, and
the A-320 boasts an ,mpressive list of features. Low noise
phono equalizer, pure current servo amp, built-in
subsonic filter, gold plated phono terminals.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£99.50
Yamaha T-320 AM/FM Tuner

Matching tuner to the A-320. the Yamaha T-320 ensures
extremely high broadcast reception quality with the use
of exclusive Yamaha tuning technologies. It offers an
attractive choice to those tuner enthusiasts who prefer
the manual control and "feel" of analogue tuning.

Offering all the features of the CD-X3 in awider chassis

Hi Fi Markets Price

£269.00

NEW Yamaha CD- 500 Compact Disc Player

Hi Fi Markets Price

£99.50
Yamaha K-220 Cassette Deck

Features not normally found on cassette decks at tnis
price are standard on the K-220— the high performance of
Dolby C noise reduction and full logic controls are just
two examples. Then there's 2motor microcomputer
transport control for smooth, positive switching.

Hi Fi Markets Price
C129.00

The CD- 500 offers an excellent combination of
reproduction performance and versatile programming and
playback features. It offers the convenience of 10- key

direct selection access, an LED multi- function dis
and remote control.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£359.00

2 Superb Audiophile Units

Yamaha A-420 Amplifier
Low impedance drive capability enables the A-420 to
drive two sets of speakers simultaneously or use low
impedance speaker systems. Very high dynamic power
enables it to reproduce the full dynamic range of high
quality music sources such as digital audio discs.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£149.00

Yamaha T-520 AM/FM Tuner

A total of 8AM and 8FM stations can be preset for
instant, one-touch tuning. The FM stereo/mono mode is
also memorized along with the station's frequency. And
the new IF count PLL synthesizer tuning system used in
the T-520 ensures easy, one touch tuning.

Hi - Fi Markets Price

£149.00

Yamaha K-320 Cassette Deck

Features high sensitivity hard permalloy heao and
Yamaha's original 2motor transport with micro computer
controls. Also Dolby Band C. 7segment LED peak meter,
intro scan forward and reverse, music search facility,
record return, auto record mute and auto source change

Hi- Fi Markets Price

£159.00

Yamaha A-520 Amplifier

Yamaha R-3 AM/FM Receiver

The A-520 is equipped with Zero Distortion Rule
circuitry which eliminates amplifier induced distortion
by comparing the shape of the signal as it enters and
leaves the amplifier section. Power output is 75 Watts
per channel and with low impedance drive capability
the A-520 lets you drive two sets of speakers
simultaneously.

The R-3 is a35 W/ch receiver designed for high
dynamic power and low- impedance drive capability.
The tuner section features the new IF Count PLL
Synthesizer tuning system, for maximum tuning
accuracy with preset and Auto Search tuning, and
8AM/FM preset station tuning provides one- touch
tuning convenience.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

£199.00

Hi Fi Markets Price

£189.00

Top Turntable Value
Yamaha PF20 Turntable
Designed for the audiophile on abudget, the Yamaha
PF20 incorporates afloating sub- chassis to assist in
accurate cartridge to disc contact. Come along to
Hi Fi Markets and see for yourself the excellent
value offered by the Yamaha PF20 — complete with
quality cartridge.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

£109.00

ji 11 MARKETS
Hi - Fi Markets Fantastic Speake
Ranges
New KEF C- Series
With the new C- Series, KEF have held prices
constant yet performance and aesthetic
improvements abound. The introduction of
polypropylene as the new cone material in
particular has brought major benefits of reduce
colouration and substantially improved
efficiency. Many of the C- Series drive units are
very similar to those used in the computer
matched Reference Series. Consequently they
benefit from the same fine engineering.

Hi Fi Markets Price
KEF C20
KEF C30
KEF C40

Exclusive Purchase
SAVE MO on
AR19B Speakers
Here's afantastic offer from Hi Fi Markets — apair of top
quality AR19B speakers at asaving of £30! The 19B's
with the latest speaker technology please the eye as
beautifully as the ear. The softly curving edges represent
an important advance in acoustic design, reducing
deffraction distortion to aminimum. And new high
performance drivers give the AR19B's wide dynamic
range, adequate power handling and low colouration.
Visit your local Hi Fi Markets dealer today and audition
these superb speakers. You'll agree that they're abargain
too good to be missed at Hi Fi Markets special offer price.

Normal Price £1--Paoo
Hi Fi Markets
Special Price
£89.00 PER PAIR
While Stocks last.

£119.o
£149.o
L199.o

TI FI MARKETS
The largest specialist hi-fi retailer in the country
AVON
Bath
C Mi'some
11/12 Northgate St. Tel 0225 65975
Bristol
Hi Fi Markets
36 Union Street. Tel 0272 294183
Radford Mr Fi
52.54 Gloucester Rd. Tel: 0272 428248
Weston Super Mare
Paul Roberts Hi- F1
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423

BEDFORDSHIRE
Bedford
Bedford Audio.Comrn
76 Bedford Road, Kernpston Tel 0234 854133
Dunstable
Ashtons
6 High Street South Tel 0582 608003

BERKSHIRE
Bracknell
B & B Hi - Fi
The Pavilhon. Princess Sq. Tel: 0344 424556
Maidenhead
Hi Fi Markets
18 King Street. Tel 0828 73420
Newbury
BA B Hi Fi
62 Northbrook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Reading
B & B Hi Fi
38 Minster Street Tel: 0734 583730
Windsor
Redford Hi Fi
43 King Edward Court. Tel 95 56931

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury
Aylesbury Hi Fidelity
98 Cambridge Street. Tel: 0296 28790
High Wycombe
B & B Hi Fi
4 Priory Road Tel: 0494 35910
Milton Keynes
JCV Hi•Fi 6 Video Superstore
1Viscount Way. Dukes Drive.
Bletchley. Tel 0908 367341

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Carnbddge
Hi- Fi Markets
19.20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240
Peterborough
The Hi- Fi People
42 Compete. Tel 0733 41755

CHESHIRE
°teeter
Peters Hi Fi
4 St Michael. Square
Grosvenor Precinct. Tel: 0244 21568
Warrington
Doug Brady Hi Fi
Kingeway Studio., Kingsway North.
Tel 0925 828009
Wilmslow
Swift of Wilmslow
4/8 St. Annes Parade Tel 0625 528213

CLEVELAND
Middlesbrough
Gilson Audio
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793
McKenna & Brown
190 Linthorpe Roed. Tel: 0642 248345
Redcar
McKenna 6 Brown
135/137 High Street
Tel: 0842 477358

CORNWALL
Truro
Truro Hi Fi
25 King Street Tel 0872 79809

CUMBRIA
Barrow in Fumes.
Soule Audio
223-225 Rewlineon St Tel 0229 21233

DERBYSHIRE
Cheaterfield
Auchoscene
132 Chàteworth Road. Brernpton
Tel: 0248 204005
Derby
Active Audio
12 Osmeeton Road, The Spot.
Tel 0332 380385

DEVON
Exeter
f6 J,8, Electronice
143. Fore Street, Tel: 0392 37888
Redford Gulliford
28 Cowick Street, St. Thomee.
Tel: 0392 218895
Plymouth
Frampton. Ltd
90/92 Cornwall St Tel 0752 27600

Weymouth
Dorset Electronics Centre
28-29 Walpole Street Tel 0305 785729

DURHAM
Wallop Auckland
McKenna d Brown
82 Newgate Tel 0388 602266
Darlington
McKenna & Brown
11 Bondgate Tel, 0325 485990

ESSEX
Barking
Hyper- 1i
28-32 Longbridge Road, Tel: 01-591 6961
Basildon
Woolfrnans
59 Upper Mall, Eastgate Shopping Centre
Tel 0268 285922
Braintree
Beechwood Audio
6 Market Street. Tel: 0376 29080
Chelmeford
Kirnberley Hr • Fi
20 Exchange Way. Tel. 0245 266247
Colchester
Golding & Co
14-16 Culver Street West Tel: 0206 48101
Lyon Audio
16 Peertree Business Centre
Peartree Road. Stanway. Tel 0206 560259
Epping
Chew EL Osborne
148 High Street. Tel 0378 74242
Harlow
Essex Discount
57 Harvey Centre. Tel 0279 26155
Homchurch
Waters 6 Stanton Electronics
12 North Street Tel 04024 44765
Ilford
A.T. Laboratories
442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gents Hill.
Tel 01-518 0915
Loughton
Essex Discount
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Rontiord
Essex Discount
8/9 Swan Walk, Tel 0708 46600
Saffron Walden
Chew Si Osborne
26 King Street. Tel 0799 23728
Southend
Essex Discount
15.24 Southchurch Road, Victoria Circus
Tel: 0702 63400

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham
Absolute Sound 6 Video
42 Albion Street Tel. 0242 583960

HAMPSHIRE
Aldershot
Br/tints Hi Fi
81 High Street Tel 0252 20728
Andover
Andover Audio
105 High Street Tel 0264 58251
Farnborough
Farnborough Hi Fi
7Queenonead. Tel: 0252 520148
Portsmouth
Hopkin• Hi Fi Centre
38-40 Fretton Road. Tel 0705 822155
Southampton
Sextons
37 Bedford Place. Tel 0703 228434

HERTFORDSHIRE
Berkhamated
Berkhameted Photogrephic
48 Lower Kings Road Tel 04427 5943
Bishops Stanford
Carevelle Products
9 Bakers Welk. Sawbridgewoith
Tel: 0279 726748
Harpenden
Studio 99
82 High Street, Tel 05827 84246
Hitchin
The Record Shop
Herman* Road. Tel 0482 34537
St Alban.
Square Deal Electronic.
101 Victorie Street, Tel: 0727 52501
Watford
Hi Fi City
88 High Street Tel: 0923 28189

HUMBERSIDE
Grimeby
SuperFi Gnmsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472-43539
Hait
Simply Hi Fi
48 Springbank. Tel 0482 29240

DORSET

KENT

Bournemouth
Sutton. Hi•Fi Centre
10 Gervi• Place. Tel 0202 25512
Christchurch
H.A TV
183 Bern., Road. Tel: 0202 473901
Gillingham
Blackmore Vale Shope
The Square. Tel 07476 2474/2728
Poole
Direct Vieron
The Arndale Centre. Tel 0202 432143

Canterbury
Canterbury Hi Fi Centre
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315
Chatham
Sevenoake Hi Fi & Video
4 Railway Street Tel 0634 48859
Sevenoak.
Sevenoaks Hi Fi 6 Video
Ill London Road Tel: 0732 459555
Tunbridge Well.
Sevenotske Hi Fi & Video
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543

LANCASHIRE

MIDDLESEX

Blackpool
Practical Hi.Fi
198 Church Street. Tel 0253 27703
Clitheroe
Hi- Tech Audio
7 Moor Lane Tel 0200 26563

Enfield
AT Laboratories
159, Chase Sod, Tel: 01-367 3132
Harrow
Harrow Audio
27 Springheld Road. Tel: 01-863 09»
Hounslow
Musical Images Ltd
45 High Street Tel -01-570 7512
Uxbridge
Uxbridge Audio
278 High Street Tel 0895 33474

Practical Hi Fi
84 Penny Street Tel 0524 39657
Preston
Goodrights
1Friargate Tel 0772 57528
Norman Audio
51 Fishergate Tel: 0772 53057
Southport
Goodrights
Lord Street Tel 0704 43615

LEICESTERSHIRE
Leicester
Mays Hi- El
27 Churchgate. Tel 0533 58662
Kimberley Hi-fi
6 Silver Walk. St Martins Sq. Tel 0533 539753
Loughborough
Stuart Westmoreland
33 Cattle Merket. Tel: 0509 230465

LINCOLNSHIRE
Lincoln
Super- Fm Lincoln
271a High Street Tel: 0522 20265
Stamford
Rodger & Green Hi Fi
9 Red Loon Square. Tel: 0780 62128

LONDON
Manor Perk £ 12
Kimberley Hr- Fr
698 Rornford Road. Tel 01.478 5137
London £ 17
Myers Audio
7 Centre' Parade. Hoe Street, Tel: 01.520 7277
London N7
Bartlett's Hi Fi
175-177 Holloway Road. Tel: 01-6137 2148
London N12
Analog Audio
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London N13
SPI Soundvrtion
359 Green Lanes, Palmeri Green.
Tel: 01-882 5882
London HIS
SPI Soundvision
West Green Road,
Tottenham. Tel: 01.802 4488
London N22
Hi Tek
150 High Road. Wood Green, Tel: 01-881 3320
London NWO
Studio 99
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01.328 6888
Audio T
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01.794 7848
London W1
Hi Fi Market.
20 Tottenham Court Road. Tel 01-580 9098
Hi Fi Molote
28 Tottenham Court Road. Tel 01-638 7536
Brian'. Hi Fi
19 Tottenhem Court Road. Tel: 01-631 1109
Spatial Audio di Video
29 Tottenham Court Reed. Tel: 01-637 8702
Creig Hi - Fi
47 Tottenham Court Road, Tel: 01-580 9951
Hi Fi Experience at Lion House
227 Tottenham Court Road. Tel, 01-580 3535
K.J. Lertureeound
48 Wigmore Street. Tel 01.486 8263
London W2
Kimberley Hi.Fi
378 Edgware Road, Tel: 01-724 0454
London 683
Acton Camera & Hi Fi Centre
88 High Street. Acton. Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
tondo, 6814
Kensington
288 Kensington High Street. Tel: 01-602 7088
London 8E13
Bill Von Sound System.
248 Lee High Road. Lewieham, Tel: 01-318 5755
London SE10
Sevenoake Hi Fi & Video
182 Powie Street. Woolwich, Tel: 01-855 8016
London SW7
Unilet
14 Bute Street Tel 01-589 2588
London SW11
Sound Information
13 St. Johns Hill. Tel 01-228 71213
London SWIG
M. O'Brien Hi Fi Ltd
95 High Street. Wimbledon Village,
Tel: 01-948 1528

(GREATER) MANCHESTER
Bolton
Cleartone Hi Fi IS Video
235 Blackburn Rd. Tel: 0204 31423
Mancheeter
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video
82 King Street Tel: 081-835 1158
Rochdale
Cleartone Hr- Fr 6 Video
52 Drake Street. Tel 0706 524852

MERSEYSIDE
Liverpool
W.A. Brady 6 Son
401 Smithdown Road. Tel 051-733 5859
Beaver Radio
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel 051-709 9898

NORFOLK
Great Yarmouth
Martins Hi Fi
2 Broad Ro. Tel: 0493 855044
Kings Lynn
Martins Hi Fi
5 High Street. Tel 0553 61683
Norwich
Martins Hi Fi
85-91 Ber Street Tel: 0603 627010
Scarf. Audio Visual
161 Unthank Road Tel 0603 622833

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Northampton
Listen Inn
32A Gold Street Tel 0604 37871

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
Audio Times
85 Royal Avenue, Tel: 0232 229907
Audio Times
47-49 Fountain Street, Tel 0232 249117
Coleraine
Best Hm Fr
24 Kingsgate Street. Tel. 0265 52843

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham
Nottingham I-ii- Fi
120.122 Alfreton Rd. Tel 0602 786919
Super- Fi
15 Market Street. Tel 0602 412137

OX FORDSHIRE
Orford
Absolute Sound it Video
19 Old High Street, Headington,
Tel: 0865135961
Absolute Sound 6 Video
256 Banbury Road, Sumrnertown.
Tel 0865 53072

SALOP
Shrewsbury
Avon I-11 ,F,
12 Barker Street Tel 0743 55166

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
Holburn Hi
441.445 Holborn Street Tel: 0224 585713
Dundee
The Hi Fi Shop
53 Overgate. Tel 0382 28900
Edinburgh
Hi Fi Comer
1Haddington Place, Tel: 031-556 7901
The Gramophone
Rose Street, Pedestrien Precinct.
Tel 031.225 9535
Glaegow
Hi Fi Comer
52 Gordon Street Tel: 041-248 2840
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street. Tel 041-332 5012
Hamilton
Tom Dickson Cameras
8/10 Cadtow Street Tel: 0698 283193
Tele on- the- Blink
85-87 Tomnaurich Street, Tel: 0483 233175

SUFFOLK
Lowestoft
John Wells Photo II Audio Ltd
44 London Road North. Tel 0502 3742
Ipswich
Eastern Audio
41 Brernford Road. Tel 0473 217217

SURREY
Croydon
Hi-Voltage
53-59 High Street, Tel: 01-681 3022
Spalding.
352.354 Lower Addiscombe Road,
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Dorking
Detaeound
23 South Street. Tel 0306 882897
Woking
Aerco
11 The Broadway Tel 04862 4926
New Malden
Unilet
35 High Street, Tel: 01-942 9567

SUSSEX
Brighton
Sevenoake Hi Fi
55 Preston Street Tel 0273 733338
Burgos. Hill
Mid Sussex Electronics
1133/165 Church Road. Tel, 04446 42338
Chicheater
Malcolm Audio & TV
12 South Street Tel 0243 787562
Hastings
Meetings Hi- Fl
32 Western % ed. Tel 0424 442975

Y NE & WEAR
Gateshead
LIM°. Audio
7-11 Park Lane. Tel 0632 774167
Newcastle Upon Tyne
Hi- Ft Opportunities
33 Hanydsides Arcade. Tel: 0632 327791
Sunderland
Saxons
20.22 Waterloo Place Tel 0783 657578

WALES
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
134 Crwys Road
Llandudno
Peters Hi Fi
Victoria Building,
Crarg.Y.Don. Tel
Sw
Audio Excellence
9 High Street. Tel

Tel. 0222 28565

Mostyn Avenue,
0492 76788

0792 474608

WARWICKSHIRE
Warwick
JCV Hi Fi a. Voleo
Wharf Street Tel 0926 493796

WEST MIDLANDS
Birmingham
Norman H Field
35.37 Hurst Street Tel: 021 ,622 2323
Cowentry
Frank Harvey
8 Marlborough Road, Ball Hill.
Tel: 0203 458946
Walsall
Bndge Hi Fi
Tudor House, Bridge Street, Tel: 0922 640456
Wednesbury
Woods Audio Visual
IUpper High Street, Tel 021.556 0473
Wolverhampton
Woods Audio Visual
39 Victoria Street. Tel: 0902 772901
Yardley
Kimberley Hi Fi
Swan Centre. Coventry Road,
Tel 021.707 3640

WILTSHIRE
Louie J. Rutter
17 The Brittox, Tel 0380 2288
Salisbury
Sutton. Hi Fi Centre
7 Endless Street, Tel: 0722 27171
Swindon
Absolute Sound & Video
60 Fleet Street Tel 0793 38222

WIRRAL
Birkenhead
Peters Hi Fi of Cheeter
11 St Werburgh Square,
Grenge Precinct, Tel: 051.647 5626

WORCESTERSHIRE
Worcester
Johnson. Sound Service
43 Frier Street, Tel 0905 25740

YORKSHIRE
Barntley
Barneley
Fi
40-42 Sheffield Road Tel. 0226 205549
Bradford
Erricks of Bradford
Fotosonic House, Raweon Square
Tel: 0274 3092613
Ceetieford
Eric Wiley
84 & 85 Beencroft Roed. Tel 0977 553066
Huddersfield
Hudderefield Hi Fi Centre
2.4 Crose Church Street. Tel: 0484 544868
Leeds
Super- Fr
34-36 Queen Victoria Street,
Tel 0532 449075
Image Hi -Fi
8 St Anne's Road, Headingley
Tel 0532 789374
ShefReld
Superb
IRockingham Gate, The Moore.
Tel, 0742 23768
York
Sound Organisation
38 Gillygate Tel: 0904 27108

Head Office: Cousteau House.
Greycaine Road. Watford, WD2 4SB.
Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted In the Hi- 5 Markets
advertisements are correct at time of
going to press (24/3/861 but may be
subject to change without notice due to
fluctuations in Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT

15%

Not all the products featured in Hi Fi
Markets advertisements are available
at all branches.
Please check before travelling.

109-113 London Road

SEVENOAKS
e

4RailwayStreet

CHATHAM Kent

Kent

(
0732) 459555

(0634) 46859

162 Powis Street Woolwich

55 Preston Street

BRIGHTON Sussex
(
0273) 733338

°
C
I:

If you eon buy
cheaper ehinihere,
fella- vie want
to know!

51 Beckenham Road

BECKENHAM Kent

ALL BRANCHES CLOSED
WEDNESDAY

70W
70W
Compact speaker
system
3
/
4- ferrofluid dome
tweeter, fie
plastiflexed woofer

100W
100W
Compact 19mm
ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 117mm
plastiflexed woofer

FREE TARGET STANDS

* * Save

100W -i- 100W
High performance
speaker system
3
/
4"ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 8'
plastiflexed woofer

(
01) 658 3450

e

125W
125W
Speaker system
ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 8"
polypropylene
woofer

150W • 150W
Broadcast monitor
ferrofluid dome
tweeter,
reinforced 8"
woofer

and 6 metres QED cable wuth above Loudspeakers (" Suggested Systems" excluded)
over £
50 on these great Hi -Fi Systems. Each component has
been acclaimed ' Best Buy' in the UK HiFi Press, and as
systems offer unbeatable value for money

Dual
CS505/2

JPW Pl

Rotel RA820
(or Nad 3120)

(or Mission 7011)

(Deluxe
add £20)

Dual
CS505 2
(Deluxe
add £ 20)

* * *
Including cartridge and
all leads. FREE
carnage UK
Mainland

Nad 3020B

Wharfedale 506

(or Rotel RA820BX)
or
(Nad 3130 - add f20)

(B&W DM110
or Monitor
Audio R252v add £25)

Including cartridge and
all leads. FREE

carnage UK
Mainland

emp,25.

Dual
CS505/2

Cyrus One

Mission 737

(or Nad 3130)

(or B&W DM220
or Monitor
Audio R352)

(Deluxe
add £20)

Inciuding cartridge and

all leads. FREE
carnage UK
Mainland

OIL

Why
not add
atuner to your
existing or new system')
NAD 4130
NAD 40208
Rotel RT820
Rotel RT830
Rotel RT850
Cyrus Tuner

£ 149.95
£99.95
£ 69.95
£ 99.95
£ 149.95
£ 199.95

You can buy with confidence from Sevenoak,
& Video
We've been in business to:
nearly 14 years and have tots of expenence with persona:
callers and Mail Order customers All goods are BRAND NEW.
FULLY GUARANTEED and maintained by our own serviei•
department
for personal attention and demonstrations call into any of our branches. should
you live too far away - don't worry - our efficient Mail Order department at the
'.i•vi.noaks head office ought to have your system safely delivered within 10 days
',ring Carnage is free to Mail Order customers on all orders in excess of £ 2130 and
are insured against loss or damage in transit.
Payment may be

made by cash cheque Access

or Barclaycard.

11I
17
)111

order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,109/113

Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555
Please Send me
I
enclose cheque/cash/card no.

I

London

inc l
ud
ing

p. &p.

II

Name

Address

I.

WWI 'MI
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MI BM

1111

4
/
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/
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FOR
COME
AND SEE WHY

The Price
The Choice
The Service
LUS
P

AFTER
OPEN
TILL EIGHT SALES
SERVICE

Monday to Friday q00arn till 800pm
luesday 9 30am till 8.00prn
Saturday 9am till 530pm
All Scottish branches are also open
every Sunday 10ant until 5pm
opt Ayr. Duml ries arid Green°, k

No natter what you buy
from Comet, everything is
guaranteed for d full 12
months. inrluding parts
and labour

CAR
PARKING

There is ample car parking at,
or dose to, most Comet
branches, so you can park
easily and shop at your leisure

DELIVERY SERVICE
A fast effic lent delivery service

INSTANT
CREDIT

Up to £ 1,250 Instant
Credit with no deposit
available now. ( A.P.R.
31 3% variable). We also
accept Access and
Barclaycard.

to your door

COMET Radiovision Services Limited, George House, George Street, Hull Prices correct at time of going to press. All offers subject to availability

Today's Lowest Priced

Amplifiers...
Sall-S-111e-

A500 Stereo Amplifier

Rau

• 40 watts RMS per channel

urea wan

PM151 Stereo Amplifier
• 40 watts RMS per channel
• 4source inputs including CD
• Output for two pairs of
loudspeakers
• Source input indicators
• Headphone socket
• Bass, treble and loudness controls

• Slider bass/treble tone controls
• Connections for driving 2sets of
loudspeakers (A, Band A + B)
• Slider volume control
• Loudness
• Headphone socket

£66.90
COMET PRICE

inc. VAT

COMET PRICE

£69.95
inc. VAT

Sa nsuLe

A700 Stereo Amplifier
• 65 watts per channel ( Din)
• Slider bass, treble, volume and
balance controls
• Connections for driving two sets
of speakers (A, Band A + B)
• Loudness
• Two tape inputs
• Input selection indicator
• Headphone jack

COMET PRICE

£99.90
inc. VAT

Instant Credit up to £1,250...

THE BEST
PRICES
TODAY AND
EVERYDAY...

CDPIONE-Elly
SA760 Stereo Amplifier
•
•
•
•
•

62 watts per channel
Non switching type II
Speaker A or Bselector
Bass, treble and loudness controls
Tape dubbing and CD input

COMET PRICE

£104.90
inc. VAT

THAT'S ACOMET
PROMISE
"If you should find that any item you intend
buying at Comet is currently advertised and in
stock at a lower price in any other showroom
... let us know and ...

... WE WILL BEAT THAT
PRICE ON THE SPOT
on all brand new merchandise in stock."
cl.^.".

t

Michael Hollingbery
Chairman

"Everyday without fail we monitor our competitors
prices to make sure that we are keeping our promise
and offering you the lowest Hi Fi prices in the U.K.
So, before you buy always check the current Comet
price ... it could be lower than published."

11111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

"Our aim at every Comet store is to make shopping
adelight. To provide an atmosphere of light and
space, peacefulness and luxury, with merchandise
displayed in the clearest possible manner, all at the
best possible prices. All we ask is please come along
and judge for yourself."

AKA!

W. J. Mason,
Managing Director.

AKAI
AMA3015 Audio-Video Integrated
Amplifier
•
•
•
•

65 watts RMS per channel
Two video inputs for audio dubbing
LED source playback level meters
Output for two pairs of
loudspeakers
• LED function indicators
• Headphone socket

COMET PRICE

£124.95
inc. VAT

BIGGEST CHOICE
Because we are Europe's biggest discounter of Hi Fi
equipment, our buying power allows us to offer you
the biggest range of Hi Fi equipment at the best prices.
You'll find the very latest in Hi Fi technology and
Audio development, including such top brand names
as Akai, Aiwa, Ortofon, T.D.K., Maxell, Koss, Garrard,
B.A.S.F., Pioneer, Sanyo, Marantz, Goodmans, Sharp,
Sony, Ferguson, Fidelity, Amstrad, Philips, Solavox,
Tensai, Sansui, etc... It's along list, so if you're
serious about Hi Fi then Comet is right up your street.

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

/
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Sansui>
T500 Analogue Tuner
•
•
•
•
•

3band LVV/MVV/FM
3LED signal strength meter
FM muting to eliminate interstation noise
PLL multiplex IC for stable stereo reception
Stereo indicator

COMET PRICE

£54.90

o

inc. VAT

i«DpioNicerz

pioNeefi

TX560L Analogue Tuner
•
•
•
•

LW/MW/FM wavebands
Slimline design
Stereo and tuned indicators
Thumbwheel tuning

COMET PRICE

mint

wo

£64.90

inc. VAT

e

ST1511 Quartz Synthesiser Tuner
• AM/FM wavebands

•
•
•
•

8 FM/AM presets
Digital frequency display
Stereo and signal strength indicators
Soft touch tuning operation

COMET PRICE

£79.90

inc. VAT

Superb After Saks Service

Today's Lowest Priced

Timers and
Tuner Amplifiers
1AKAI

ATA301S Quartz Synthesiser Tuner

,
Lki

•

••","

GGP
Looddorem Iiirrerrem

C1=1=C=7

•
•
•
•
•

LW/MW/FM wavebands
16 random preset stations can be memorised
Lithium type memory back-up system
Digital frequency display
Auto scanning of preset stations

COMET PRICE

£85.90

inc. VAT

(V)pionicerz

SX2121 Tuner/Amplifier
•
•
•
•
•
•

25 watts RMS per channel
Analogue 3waveband LW/MW/FM tuner
Stereo and tuned indicators
LED tuning pointer
Headphone socket
Bass, treble and loudness controls

COMET PRICE

£114.90

inc. VAT

AKAI

AAA1L Tuner/Amplifier
•
•
•
•
•
•

30 watts RMS per channel
Analogue 3waveband LW/MW/FM tuner
LED tuning and stereo indicators
Bass and treble tone controls
Loudness switch
Compact disc input facility

COMET PRICE

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

£114.95

inc. VAT

Today's Lowest Priced

Turntables...

CO PIONEER
PL560 Belt Drive Turntable
• Semi-automatic
• Straight tone arm with
dynamic resonance
absorber
• Plug in T4P cartridge

COMET PRICE

£74.95
inc. VAT

A
It*

111.,

TT151 Belt Drive Turntable
•
•
•
•

Semi-automatic
Plug in T4P cartridge
Low mass tone arm
Front operation
COMET PRICE

£54.90
inc. VAT

PD15 Direct Drive Turntable
• Automatic arm return
• Plug in T4P cartridge
• Low mass straight
tone arm
• Front panel operation

Lowest Prices

COMET PRICE

£59.95
inc. VAT

Thad aPromise

COMETCARE
asuperb
after sales
service
We not only offer you the biggest range of top
brand Hi Fi at the lowest prices, but we also provide
an After Sales Service that is dedicated to customer
satisfaction.

Every product range on display in our stores has
already been fully tested at our own specialist
electronic laboratory, and must meet our exacting
standards of durability and performance before even
being allowed onto the shelves. But we still give
every item afull 12 months' guarantee, which also
covers parts and labour.
If you do have aproblem, then we can rectify it
quickly, without any fuss or inconvenience.
Our own Service Division employs over 1,000
skilled service personnel throughout the U.K., many
on call via radio linked vehicles. Once you've notified
us of your particular problem, we are in touch with
the nearest engineer immediately. He'll be on your
doorstep before you know it.

Increase your cover with
a5year guarantee
Why not extend your initial guarantee period?
One modest payment ensures that you are covered
for a5year period.
It's avery attractive .
option and one that ;j4e
means that you
can forget about
rising repair
costs.

.

APA201C Direct Drive Turntable
• Auto tone arm return
• Plug in T4P cartridge
• High precision straight
tone arm
• Slim profile
• Front operation

• • •

COMET PRICE

£84.95
inc. VAT

DISCOUNT HI- Fl AND VIDEO

Kum _ ioret Ent
SD151 Dolby B NR
Cassette
• Metal tape facility
• Left and right microphone
sockets
• Soft touch controls
• Headphone socket
COMET PRICE

£74.90 inc. VAT

Sansui_

D35BF Dolby B NR Cassette
• Full logic tape control
• Soft touch operation
• Instant recording
• Auto tape selector
• Automatic level control
• Record mute
• Microphone input with mixing
control

COMET PRICE

£74.95
inc. VAT

AKAI

HXA1 Dolby B NR Cassette
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soft touch controls
Timer start/record facility
LED peak level meters
Manual tape type selector
UR microphone jacks
Tape counter

COMET PRICE

£79.95 inc. VAT

Professional Service

Sound

Today's Lowest Priced

Hiifi Stereo
Cassette Decks...
AIWA

ADF250 Dolby B + C NR Cassette
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soft touch controls with cue/review
Timer standby ( rec/pb) facility
Bias fine adjuster
Normal Cr0 2/metal tape
Peak level LED meter
Digital tape counter

COMET PRICE

£94.90
inc. VAT

letDpioNcen
CT1060W Twin Deck Cassette
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dolby B + C NR
Continuous play
Timer standby record/playback
Synchro recording ( normal/double speed)
One touch recording
Auto tape selector
Cue + review

COMET PRICE

£139.90
inc. VAT

AKAI

HXR40 Auto Reverse Cassette
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advice

Dolby B + C NR
Plays both sides without removing cassette
IPLS — finds next track on tape
Intro scan — plays first 10 seconds of each track
Peak ievel meters
COMET PRICE
Timer start facility
Manual tape type selector
inc. VAT

£142.90

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

Today's Lowest Priced

Loudspeakers...
I

Trefreler

Goodmans
Quartet Q55

• Suitable amplifier power 10-60 watts
• 2way speaker switch
eee>

"

COMET PRICE

£39.90

inc. VAT

A
LAV7C 37
.

./10WHARFEDALE

TB80
• Suitable amplifier power 15-80 watts
• 3way bass reflex system

Diamond Mk II
• Suitable amplifier power 15-75 watts
• Two way speaker system
COMET PRICE

£79.90

COMET PRICE

£57.90

inc. VAT

inc. VAT

Instant Credit up to £1,250...

COMET
FOR CREDIT
Provides you with instant access to awide range of
top brand products — all at terrific discount prices.
And the beauty of aComet Account is that it enables
you to forward plan your spending budgets, so that
you know exactly what you're paying every month.

OWHARFEDALE Y
304
• Suitable amplifier power 15-75 watts
• Two way
COMET PRICE

£79.90

inc. VAT

How it works

Decide to pay afixed amount each month. Anything
from £5 amonth. This entitles you to an instant
credit of 24 times your monthly payment. So, £ 10 a
month will give you £ 240 instant spending power.
Each month your payment
is deducted from your
balance, which
means that
you can
use your
Comet
Credit Card
again,
having
made part
payment for
your original
purchase.

Goodmans.
PC)150

• Suitable amplifier power 15-120 watts
• 3way bass reflex
COMET PRICE

£129.90

it,. VAT

No
Deposit
Instant Credit
up to £1,250
(APR 3L3%1
Call into any Comet Discount store, fill in an
application form and you could have £ 1,250
credit, on the spot.
Comet is aCredit Broker for this service.
Instant Credit available subject to status.

erdidi

ffi r

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

Goodmans

GCD500 Midi Compact Disc Player

•
•
•
•
•

16 track memory
Elapsed time/track no. display
Repeat one or all tracks
Music search
Fast forward and reverse
COMET PRICE

£179.90

inc VAT

maramiztelmralt7>
CD 45 Compact Disc Player
• Direct access of 99 tracks
• Random access 20 track memory
• Forward/reverse variable speed search with
sound
• Repeat of all or selected tracks
• Digital display showing track and
remaining/elapsed time
• Full floating sub- chassis to neutralise
acoustic feedback
COMET PRICE

£199.95

Inc VAT

PD5010 Compact Disc Player
•
•
•
•

Random programming for up to 27 tracks
Track search and manual search
Track number display
Repeat function
COMET PRICE

Lowest Prices

£239.95

inc. VAT

That aPromise

bdr
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Today's Lowest Priced

Compact Disc
Players...
AKAI

CDA 30 Compact Disc Player
AI Al

rMen,•,
:eiKiM:îl •

-

•
•
•
•
•

36 track programming
High precision 3beam laser pick-up
Dual display of track/index or elapsed time
Index or manual search
Programme repeat

COMET PRICE

£214.95

inc. VAT

Sansiii_
PCV750 Compact Disc Player
•
•
•
•

3beam laser pick-up
8track random access programming
Auto spacing inserts 4second gap between tracks
Fluorescent display shows track number —
elapsed time and remaining play time
• Repeat ah ior just programmed tracks

COMET PR'ICE

£289.90

inc. VAT

1(V
)Plormeen

PDM-6 Compact Disc Player
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full remote control
1D- M6 multi play magazine
Up to 32 track pre- selection
4repeat modes
3speed manual search
Headphone socket with output level

COMET PRICE

• • •

£339.95

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

inc. VAT

geese°.

Today's Lowest Priced

HiFi Systems...
AKAI
M666 Midi System
•
•
•
•
•
•

30 watts RMS per channel
Dolby B NR cassette deck
FM/MW/LW tuner
Semi automatic turntable
Magnetic cartridge
2way speakers

COMET PRICE

£279.95
inc. VAT

A
CD PIONEER
XZ1010 Hi -Fi Rack
System
• 32 watts RMS per channel
• 3waveband LW/MW/FM
analogue tuner
• Belt drive semi- automatic
turntable
• Dolby B NR cassette deck
• 5band graphic equaliser
• Complete with two way
loudspeakers
• Rosewood look cabinet with
glass door and top
COMET PRICE

£284.95
inc. VAT

.Bimatoege__
CD2000 Compact Disc
Midi System Featuring
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
• Playback up to 20 tracks
in any order
• Full digital display
• Repeat playback for
whole disc or selected
tracks
• Fast search forward/
reverse with second
monitor cue
• Complete with amp,
tuner, twin cassette
deck, turntable and
2-way loudspeakers
COMET PRICE

£299.95
inc. VAT

Unbeatable After Saks Service

AKAI

Pro A200 Rack System
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

35 watts RMS per channel
AM-A200L amp
9band graphic equaliser
Will handle 2pairs of speakers
AT-A200 3waveband quartz
synthesized tuner
12 station presets
HXA 200 Dolby B NR cassette
deck
APA-100C turntable
SRHA 101 speakers

COMET PRICE

£334.90

AKAI

WOW Midi System
• 2x30 watts amplifier
• 3waveband LW/MW/FM digital tuner
• Twin cassette deck with high
speed dubbing
• Belt drive semi- automatic
turntable
• Dolby B NR
• MIC mixing facility on amplifier
• Input for compact disc player
• Complete with 2way speakers
COMET PRICE

£384.90
inc. VAT

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

Today's Lowest Priced

HFR Equipment...
Stereo Amplifiers continued

Hi -Fi Stereo
Cassette
Decks

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

AIWA ADF350
with Dolby B & C NR .£ 123.95
AIWA ADR550
Dolby HX Prof
£199.95
AKAI HXA3 with
Dolby B & C NR
£94.95
AKAI HXA301W twin
deck, Dolby B NR ...£ 119.95
MARANTZ 51)155
twin deck,
Dolby B NR
£ 122.90
PIONEER CT660
Dolby B NR
f79.95
PIONEER CT760
Dolby B & C NR
£ 94.95
SANYO RDW4OD twin
deck with Dolby B NR .£ 94.90
SHARP RT160
with Dolby B & C NR £ 74.90

Tuners

3V48 Hi -Fi Stereo VHS Cassette
Recorder
A superb Hi Fi stereo video cassette recorder that offers
you the best of both worlds . . .
. . . It records crystal clear TV pictures and FM stereo
radio simultaneously. The result - good viewing that
sounds great.
The 14 day, 4event timer means that you'll never have
to miss your favourite programmes, and the ' Display Off'
facility ensures that the recorder switches itself off after
recording.
The instant play-back button, pause picture and frame
advance, picture search - forward or reverse at 9times
normal speed and 16 channel tuner allow for the ultimate
in recording and viewing. And you can control
everything from the comfort of your chair courtesy of a
full function infra red remote control unit.
It's atremendous example
COMET PRICE
of advanced technology at its
best - so you won't be
surprised by the quality
of its performance.
What will surprise
you, though, is the
incredibly low discount
inc. VAT
price.

.9

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

AKAI ATA1L
LW/MW/FM
£61.95
PIONEER TX960L
LW/MW/FM synthesised
tuning, 8FM/8AM
(LW/MW) pre-sets
£79.90

Tuner/
Amplifiers

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

PIONEER SX-V200BK
2 x30, 8FM/8AM ( or
LW) station pre-sets ..£ 174.90
SANSUI R610L 2x40,
LW/MW/FM quartz
synthesised tuner, 6FM
& 6AM pre-sets
£137.95

Stereo
Amplifiers
AKAI AMA1 2x30
AKAI EAA22 9band
graphic equaliser
PIONEER SA560 2x40
with 2tape inputs

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

£66.95
£64.95
f79.90

PIONEER SA960 2x87,
non- switching
£129.90

PIONEER GR560 7band
graphic equaliser
£96.90
SANSUI 5E300 7band
graphic equaliser
£62.90

Compact/Midi
Systems

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

AKAI M8W 2x25
AKAI M2OW 2x40
PIONEER 5110 2x32
PIONEER 5330 2x50

£319.99
£434.99
£241.99
£341.99

Hi -Fi Rack
Systems

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

AKAI PRO A100 2x35.£289.90
PIONEER XZ3030
2 x 52
£384.90

Compact Disc
Players
AKAI CDM515

Turntables

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

£ 189.95
COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

All include magnetic cartridge
AKAI APX1 belt-drive.... £ 64.90
MARANTZ TT251
direct- drive, semi- auto
with pitch control
£69.90
PIONEER PL460
belt- drive
£59.95
PIONEER PL760
direct- drive
£94.95
TENSAI TD885L
belt-drive
£59.90

Loudspeakers

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

All speakers are priced as pairs.
Suitable Amplifier Power (Watts)
GOODMANS Quartet
Q45 2way ( 10-50)
£34.90
GOODMANS Quartet
Q70 3way ( 10-70)
£63.90
GOODMANS PQ130
3 way bass reflex
(10-100)
£89.90
SOLAVOX TB40 2way
(15-40)
£37.90
SOLAVOX TB70
2way ( 15-70)
£47.90

Unbeatable After Saks Service

COMET

PERSONAL
CREDIT

Loudspeakers continued
SONY APM22ES
2way (15-80)
£189.90
WHARFEDALE 302
2way (15-75)
£69.90
WHARFEDALE 306
3way ( 15-85)
£99.90
WHARFEDALE Shelton
Mk II (
15-50)
£44.96

Speaker Stands
SOLAVOX SV1 trolley
type with castors
SOLAVOX SV2 pillar
type for book shelf
style speakers

Microphones
ROSS RE336
ROSS RE342 stereo

Headphones

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

£16.90

£27.90
COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

£ 7.25
£12.90
COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

AKG K130
£ 17.95
GOODMANS HP1
with volume control
£8.90
GOODMANS HP2
£9.90
HI-TECH ST-60
£3.90
KOSS K6X
£ 19.90
PIONEER SE2
£ 13.95
SOLAVOX SH200 £6.90
SOLAVOX SH300 £7.90

Cartridges

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

GOLDRING G800 £ 8.90
GOLDRING G950 £ 8.50
GOLDRING G950E £ 10.90
ORTOFON VMSSE £9.90
ORTOFON OMP-10
T4P mount
£12.95
ORTOFON VMS10E £ 16.90
ORTOFON VMS20E
Mk II
£26.95
SHURE ME75E1 £ 11.25
SHURE ME75ED £ 15.25

Styli

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

GOLDRING 0110 (
G800) £3.95
GOLDRING D110E (
G800E) £8.25
GOLDRING D150 £4.90
GOLDRING D150E £ 6.90
°RIX:WON NF15E
(FF15E)
£6.95

Styli continued
ORTOFON D2OE
(VMS20E)
£15.95
ORTOFON D1OE
(VMS10E)
£10.90
ORTOFON D5E (
VMS5E) ..£ 6.90
SHURE N75EJ (
M75E.1) ....£ 7.50
SHURE N7SED (
M75ED) ..£9.25
SHURE N95ED (
M95ED).£11.25

Blank Cassette
Tapes

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

BASF
LHEI C60 3pack
£2.20
LHEI C90 3pack
£2.75
LH Maxima C90 3pack £ 3.65
Chrome ll C90 3pack
£3.90
Maxell
UL60 3pack
£2.25
UL C90 3pack
£2.85
UD1 C90 2pack
£2.60
XLIIS C90
£ 2.15
XL1 C90 2pack
£3.00
XL2 C90 2pack
£3.30
MX C90 metal
£3.00
UD35 90 7" 1800' spool £ 4.10
Sony
HF60 3pack
£2.15
HF90 5pack
£4.50
HFS 90 3pack
£3.25
UCX 90 2pack
£2.75
TDK
D60 3pack
£2.40
090 5pack
£4.50
D120
£ 1.50
AD60 2pack
£2.25
AD90 3pack
£3.60
ADX90
£ 1.70
SA902 pack, chrome bias £3.45
SAX90 chrome bias
£2.50
MA90 metal
£3.50
MAR90 metal
£5.40
LX35/90 open reel
£3.75

Accessories
ALLSOP 71300
audio head cleaner

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

£3.95

Extend your guarantee to
five years for just one single
payment. Ask for details at
your local Comet store.

Increased
Spending Power
Allows you to buy now and spread your
payments over achosen period to suit your pocket.
There's no need to wait. You can take advantage
of Comet's low prices today and spread the
payments to suit your needs.
It's an extremely attractive credit facility and one
that offers our customers real value for money.

Up to £1,250
Instant Credit
You can spend
up to £ 1,250 simply
by making a10%
deposit and settling
your account by
equal monthly
instalments with up
to 3 years to pay.

Flat Rate 17%
Typical APR 33.2%.

For example:
A Hi Fi SystemCOMET PRICE £ 349.90
Your deposit will be £ 35.90 with the
balance paid over 36 months by equal
monthly instalments of £ 13.04. Total
credit price £ 505.34.
And of course you can pay the balance
in less time if you prefer.

UP

to3yearstopay

Over £1,000 Credit
A 10% deposit
gives you over
£1,000 credit,
repayable by equal
monthly instalments
with up to 5years
to pay.

Flat Rate 16%
Typical APR 29.4%.

For example:
A selection of Hi Fi itemsCOMET PRICE £ 1,200
Your deposit will be £ 120 with the
balance paid over 60 equal monthly
instalments of £ 32.40. Total credit
price £ 2,064.00.

upto5yearstopay

Ask at any Comet Sales Counter for full details. Written quotations are available
on request via your local Comet Store. All transactions are completely confidential.
Comet is aCredit Broker for this service.
COMET 01.40.0v1S.ON SERVICES ITO

Gi ORGE ST

HULL

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

COMET
COME AND

''ÇZ>

SCOTLAND WAREHOUSES • ABERDEEN: 96 Willowbank Rd., off
Holburn St. Tel: 0224 590529 • DUNDEE: West Hendersons Wynd. Tel:
0382 28101 • EDINBURGH: 1Newhaven Rd. Tel: 031-554 4454 • ELGIN:
Weston House, South St. Tel: 0343 48644 • GLASGOW: Blytheswood
Court, The Anderston Centre, Argyle St. Tel 041-204 2355 • GLASGOW:
Argyll Av., Blythswood Trading Estate, Renfrew. Tel: 041 886 5731 •
GLASGOW: Kilmuir Rd., Birkenshaw Industrial Estate, Tannochside,
Uddingston. Tel: 0698 815134 • GLASGOW: 235/241 Dumbarton Rd,
Partick ( Nr. Partick Cross). Tel: 041 334 0707 • INVERNESS: Chapel St. Tel:
0463 241922 • IRVINE: 85 Lamont Drive. Tel: 0294 78917 • KILMARNOCK:
2 Simonsburn Rd, Loreny Farm Industrial Estate. Tel: 0563 20126
KIRKCALDY: The Esplanade. Tel: 0592 268405
DISCOUNT SHOPS • AYR: 41-43 Dalblair Arcade. Tel: 0292 262284 •
DUMFRIES: 66 Glasgow St. Tel: 0387 63958 5 DUNFERMLINE: Aberdour
Rd. Tel: 0383 735136 • EDINBURGH: 118 Dalry Rd., West Haymarket. Tel:
031-346 0191/2 • FALKIRK: Meeks Rd. Tel: 0324 34247 • GALASHIELS: 25
Market St. Tel: 0896 57722 • GREENOCK: 4Jamaica St. Tel: 0475 20261 •
PERTH: 15 Canal St. Tel: 0738 29117/8 • SHAWFIELD: Shawfield Industrial
Estate, Boundary Rd., Nr. Rutherglen, Glasgow. Tel: 041-647 5832 •
STIRLING: Wallace St. Tel: 0786 72370

TDK D90
Triple Pack

This is just one
example from the
fantastic selection of top
brand Audio Cassette
tapes available at Comet
. . . all at unbeatable
Discount Prices . . .£
COMET PRICE

Clew

10

•

inc. VAT

Sir

Lowest Priced
Audio
Cassettes

NORTHERN ENGLAND WAREHOUSES • BARNSLEY: Twibell
St. Tel: 0226 204069 • BIRKENHEAD: 10-22 Hamilton St. Tel: 051-647
6481/2/3/4 • BLACKBURN: 25 King St. Tel: 0254 54298 • BRADFORD:
Cemetery Rd., off Thornton Rd., Four Lane Ends. Tel: 0274 45384 •
BURNLEY: Yorkshire St. Tel: 0282 412546 • CARLISLE: Crown St. Tel: 0228
38441 • DARLINGTON: 24 Grange Rd. Tel 0325 57361 • DONCASTER:
Unit 4, York Rd. Tel: 0302 786670 • GRIMSBY: Pasture St. Tel: 0472 59623
• HALIFAX: Bull Green. Tel: 0422 59434 • HUDDERSFIELD: 23 St John's
Rd. Tel: 0484 540261 • HULL: 140/150 Clough Rd. Tel: 0482 46441 •
JARROW: 56-64 Ellison St. Tel: 091-489 2211 • KEIGHLEY: 2 Sainsbury
Centre, Cavendish St. Tel: 0535 67021 • LANCASTER: Parliament St. Tel
0524 62904 • LEEDS: 78 Armley Rd. Tel: 0532 440551 • LIVERPOOL:
Sefton Works, Field Lane, Litherland. Tel: 051-928 6688 • MANCHESTER:
Cheetham Hill Rd., Cheetham Hill. Tel: 061-833 0200 • MANCHESTER:
Marlborough Mill, Poplar St., Failsworth. Tel: 061-682 6016 • NEWCASTLE:
Ponteland Rd., Cowgate. Tel: 0632 868811 • PONTEFRACT: 63 The
Horsefair. Tel: 0977 704249 • ROCHDALE: Richard St. Tel: 0706 50606 •
ROTHERHAM: Canklow Rd. Tel: 0709 361901 • SCUNTHORPE: Berkeley
Court, Scotter Rd. Tel: 0724 869615 • SHEFFIELD: 15 Guernsey Rd., Queens
Rd. Tel: 0742 580501 • SHEFFIELD: The Mill, 1Loxley Rd., Malin Bridge. Tel:
0742 341721 • SOUTHPORT: Regent Court, Lord St. Tel: 0704 31813 •
SPEKE: Unit G, Speke Industrial Pk., Speke Rd., Liverpool. Tel: 051-494 9933
• STOCKPORT: Lower Hillgate. Tel: 061-477 20005 STOCKTON: Teesway,
Portrack Lane. Tel: 0642 612311 • SUNDERLAND: Roker Avenue. Tel: 0783
659993 • WAKEFIELD: 44 lngs Rd. Tel: 0924 371499 • WARRINGTON: Unit
G, Cockhedge Centre. Tel: 0925 54439 • WIGAN: Wharf Mill, Princess St.
Tel: 0942 34741 • WORKINGTON: Unit 12, New Yard, Clay Flatts Industrial
Est, Tel: 0900 2225
DISCOUNT SHOPS • ASHTON UNDER LYNE: Clarence Arcade, Stamford St.
Tel: 061-308 4225 • BARROW-IN-FURNESS: Rawlinson St. Tel: 0229 31520
or 31595 • BOLTON: 63-79 Blackburn Rd. Tel: 0204 387153/5 •
BRIDLINGTON: 26/27 Prince St. Tel: 0262 672050 • CHESTER: 43-45 St.
James St., off Black Diamond St. Tel: 0244 313724 • CHESTERFIELD: 40 St.
Mary's Gate. Tel: 0246 71390 • CREWE: 249/251 Edleston Rd. Tel: 0270
214328 • DEWSBURY: 71 Daisy Hill. Tel: 0924 461203 • GOOLE: 62/64
Pasture Rd. Tel: 0405 3449 • HARROGATE: 16 Parliament St. Tel: 0423
67312 • HORSFORTH: 101 New Rd. Side. Tel: 0532 588679 • HULL:
George St. Tel: 0482 20681 • LEIGH: 96 Bradshawgate. Tel: 0942 670711 •
MACCLESFIELD: 17A Chestergate. Tel: 0625 610030 • MANCHESTER:
Deansgate House, 274 Deansgate. Tel: 061-834 1861 • MANCHESTER:
320-326 Palatine Rd., Northenden. Tel: 061-998 1183 or 1657 • PRESTON:
37 Church St. Tel: 0772 21900 or 21909 • SCARBOROUGH: 8 & 9York Pl. Tel:
0723 375537 • YORK: 55 Piccadilly. Tel: 0904 21654
MIDLANDS WAREHOUSES • BIRMINGHAM: Heeley Rd., Selly Oak.
Tel: 021-472 6181 • BIRMINGHAM: The Swan Shopping Centre, 1570-1572
Coventry Rd., Yardley. Tel: 021-706 0684 • BURTON-ON-TRENT: 2Union St.
Tel: 0283 69109 • COVENTRY: 322/324 Walsgrave Rd. Tel: 0203 440151/
440176 • DUDLEY: 132 Wellington Rd. Tel: 0384 214511 5 HALESOWEN:
91-107 Dudley Rd. Tel: 021-503 0880 • HANLEY: 46 Bryan St., Stoke-onTrent. Tel: 0782 264495 • KETTERING: Unit B, Meadow Rd. Tel: 0536
515191 • LEICESTER: Syston St. Tel: 0533 530236 • LINCOLN: Tritton Way,
West Trading Estate. Te ,:0522 37437/8 • NORTHAMPTON: 139/141 St.
James Rd. Tel: 0604 54572 • NOTTINGHAM: 121 Town St., Sandiacre. Tel:
0602 396116 • NOTTINGHAM: 786 Mansfield Rd., off Daybrook Square,
Arnold. Tel: 0602 204972 • WEST BROMWICH: 14 New St. Tel: 021-553
2001 • WILLENHALL: Walsall Rd. Tel: 0902 60411 S WOLVERHAMPTON:
21-25 Snow Hill. Tel: 09C2 29672 • WYLDE GREEN: 346/350 Birmingham
Rd., Wylde Green, Sutton Coldfield. Tel: 021-382 8866

OPEN
TILL EIGHT

FOR
SEE WW1
DISCOUNT SHOPS • LEAMINGTON SPA: 39 Bath St. Tel: 0926 39417 •
MANSFIELD: 57 Westgate. Tel: 0623 35112 • NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME:
London Rd / Brook Lane. Tel: 0782 626435 • NUNEATON: 96/100 Queen's
Rd. Tel: 0203 387023 • SHREWSBURY: 7 Barker St. Tel: 0743 67629 •
TELFORD: 8-10 Tan Bank, Wellington. Tel: 0952 47261/2 • WORCESTER: 4
Wylds Lane. Tel: 0905 356805

EAST ANGLIA WAREHOUSES • CAMBRIDGE: 280 Newmarket Rd.
Tel: 0223 312248 • IPSWICH: St. Matthew's St. Tel 0473 53124 •
NORWICH: Roundtree Way. Tel: 0603 411831 • PETERBOROUGH: 48 The
Broadway. Tel: 0733 46633 or 46683
DISCOUNT SHOPS • GREAT YARMOUTH: 137/138 King St. Tel: 0493
858828/9 • KINGS LYNN: 18/20 Railway Rd. Tel: 0553 762043
LONDON WAREHOUSES I BROMLEY: 51-57 Masons Hill. Tel: 01-460
4272 • CATFORD: 80/82 Rushey Green. Tel: 01-690 8611/2 • CHINGFORD:
Unit 12, Deacon Est., Cabinet Way, Walthamstow Ave., North Circular Rd.
Tel: 01-531 3817/8 • DAGENHAM: Rainham Rd. South. Tel: 01-595 5111 •
HACKBRIDGE: (
Nr. Croydon), 190 London Rd., Hackbridge. Tel: 01-669 4321
• HAYES ( Middlesex): Silverdale Rd., Pump Lane. Tel: 01-573 1841 •
ILFORD: 114 Cranbrook Rd. Tel: 01-554 1322 • NEASDEN: The Old Book
Centre, Brent Trading Estate, North Circular Rd. Tel: 01-459 8877 •
POTTERS BAR: Station Close, Darkes Lane. Tel: 0707 43491 • ROMFORD:
Southend Arterial Rd., Harold Wood. Tel: 04023 74841 • SWISS COTTAGE:
117-121 Finchley Rd. Tel: 01-722 6486 • TWICKENHAM: 2/4 Heath Rd. Tel:
01-891 6461 • WEMBLEY: Unit 4, Block C, Olympic Industrial Estate. Tel:
01-900 0777 • WIMBLEDON: 153-161 Broadway. Tel: 01-542 2201/2
DISCOUNT SHOPS • BEXLEYHEATH: 288-290 Broadway. Tel: 01-301 1881
• FINCHLEY: 208/210 High Rd. Tel: 01-444 5150 or 5159 • HOUNSLOW: 10
Staines Rd. Tel: 01-572 5013 or 5023 • KINGSTON: 117 London Rd. Tel:
01-549 8799.
SOUTH WAREHOUSES • BLETCHLEY: South Terrace, Albert St. Tel
0908 79262 • BRIGHTON: 15 Station St. Tel: 0273 692421/4 •
CHELMSFORD: 45 Broomfield Rd. Tel: 0245 266212 • CHRISTCHURCH: 2
Wilverley Rd., Somerford Rd. Tel: 0202 476581 • CRAWLEY: Telford Pl.,
Southgate Ave. Tel: 0293 543551 • EASTLEIGH: Chickenhall Lane. Tel: 0703
614722 • GUILDFORD: 7 Woodbridge Rd. Tel: 0483 38003/4 •
MAIDSTONE: 60/61 High St. Tel: 0622 672218 1 NEWHAVEN: Avis Way. Tel:
0273 515081 • OXFORD: Ferry Hinksey Rd., Osney Mead. Tel: 0865 248232
• POOLE: 17 Redlands, Poole Rd., Branksome. Tel: 0202 760060 •
PORTSMOUTH: 84/90 Palmerston Rd., Southsea. Tel: 0705 824666/7/8 •
READING: Monarch House, 75-81 Caversham Rd. Tel: 0734 599911 •
ROCHESTER: Maidstone Rd. Tel: 0634 49171 • SOUTHAMPTON: East St.
Centre, East St. Tel: 0703 36944
DISCOUNT SHOPS • ALDERSHOT: 75-79 High St. Tel: 0252 331142/3 •
AYLESBURY: Unit 2A Cambridge Close. Tel: 0296 28771/2 • BASILDON:
High Rd., Vange, Pitsea. Tel: 0268 556299 or 556349 • BEDFORD: 8
Kingsway. Tel: 0234 46625/6 • BOURNEMOUTH: 210 Old Christchurch Rd.
Tel: 0202 293334/5 • CANTERBURY: Unit 4, Cotton Rd., Wincheap
Industrial Estate. Tel: 0227 456744 • COLCHESTER: 27/31 St. Botolph's St.
Tel: 0206 41382/3 • EASTBOURNE: 50 Kingfisher Drive, Langney District
Shopping Centre. Tel: 0323 766010 • FOLKESTONE: 26-30 Tontine St. Tel
0303 59166/7 • HIGH WYCOMBE: 16 Frogmoor Tel: 0494 444771/2 •
LUTON: 52-52A Wellington St. Tel: 0582 414965 or 419888 • SALISBURY:
33 Catherine St. Tel: 0722 24562/3 • SLOUGH: 270 High St. Tel: 0753
70535/6 • SOUTHEND: 817-821 London Rd., Westcliff-on-Sea. Tel: 0702
715151 • STEVENAGE: 74 High St., (Old Town). Tel: 0438 316545 •
SWINDON: 73-75 Cricklade Rd. Tel: 0793 641606/7 • TUNBRIDGE WELLS:
41 Mount Pleasant Rd. Tel: 0892 41477 • WATFORD: 78 Queens Rd. Tel:
0923 21311/2 • WEYMOUTH: 54 St. Thomas St. Tel: 030 57 74711 •
WOKING: 6/7 High St. Tel: 048 62 20026 • WORTHING: 16-18 Brighton Rd.
Tel: 0903 211161
WALES AND SOUTH WEST WAREHOUSES • BATH: 3-4
Manvers St. Tel: 0225 64302/3/4 or 64201 • BRISTOL: Barton Hill Trading
Estate. Tel: 0272 559841 • CARDIFF: 52 North Rd. Tel: 0222 394016 •
CARDIFF: 558 Cowbridge Rd. East. Tel: 0222 566138 • CHELTENHAM:
Tewkesbury Rd. Tel: 0242 573440 • CLEVEDON: 4-9 Kimberley Rd., ( off
Strode Rd.). Tel: 0272 876041 • EXETER: 17 Frog St. Tel: 0392 76435 •
NEWPORT: Maesglas Industrial Estate. Tel: 0633 50431 • PLYMOUTH: 119
Mayflower St. Tel: 0752 229501 • RHYL: St. Asaph Avenue North, Kinmel
Bay. Tel: 0745 32361 • SWANSEA: Metropole House, Wind St. Tel: 0792
463332 • TORQUAY: 12-14 Market St. Tel: 0803 28323 • TRURO: 29a River
St. Tel: 0872 71039
DISCOUNT SHOPS • BRISTOL: 16a St. Thomas St. Tel: 0272 293395 •
GLOUCESTER: Morroway House, Station Rd. Tel: 0452 411233 •
HEREFORD: 65 St. Owen St. Tel: 0432 59259 • TAUNTON: 5Eastgate, East
St. Tel: 0823 86116 • WREXHAM: 20-26 Brook St. Tel: 0978 357115
All branches open Monday to Friday 9am-8pm,
Tuesday 9.30am-8pm. Saturday 9am-5.30pm.
All Scottish branches open Sunday 10am-5pm.
(Except Ayr, Dumfries and Greenock).

OR SIMPLY ORDER
FROM HOME
If you can't get down to your local Comet store or
haven't got the time, then simply order the goods
you require from the comfort of your own home.

BY PHONE

Ring your local Comet store, tell us what you'd like
to order, then sit back and pay cash on delivery. We
operate avery prompt delivery service and will be
on your doorstep before you know it.
If you want to buy on Access, Barclaycard or Comet
Credit Card then phone your order through to

COMET 0532 440551

OR MAIL
ORDER

Access

Send your order by
post to the Comet
address listed
below. Include
the appropriate
delivery
charge in
your cheque
or postal
order made
payable to Comet.
You'll receive your
goods quickly, courtesy
of Comet's express delivery
service.
If buying on Access, Barclaycard or Comet
Credit Card include your card number and
mark your order "Access/Barclaycard/Comet Card".
Goods purchased by mail order are origin marked in accordance with
the Trade Descriptions (Origin Markings) Miscellaneous Goods Order,
1981, and are returnable within 14 days in accordance with the
above Order.
Securicor Delivery: All stock items will be delivered by Securicor
(mainland U.K. only). Please add £5.75 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.
Postage and Packing (
per item): Cartridges 80p, Styli 70p,
Headphones £1.75, Microphrnes £1.60.
Blank Tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity: Spool tapes,
Cassettes, Video tapes £1.20.

All orders to: Comet Discount Warehouse
78 Armley Road, Leeds 1512 2EF

APERSONAL GIFT
DELIVERY SERVICE
Birthday, Anniversary or Wedding. Whatever the
occasion, make it alittle bit special by sending
someone you love apersonal gift from Comet.
Whatever you select in our stores, together with your
personal mecsage, will be delivered (for anominal
charge) to 7.nywhere in the U.K.
You can also ' phone your order' quoting your Access,
Visa or Comet Card Number to Leeds (0532) 444395.
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is heard with what is measured, ' there are a
that HFN/RR has, in fact, aduty to promote
lot of loose ends'! Heyser, the onlie begetter
CD against LP, or cassette, or any other
of Time Delay Spectrometry ( TDS) and a
medium? Apart from an overall philosophy
man with astack of published papers to his
that listening to the music in the home is a
credit, put forward aconvincing case that
worthwhile activity, in my view, ahi-fi
traditional measurements, where one
magazine does not exist in order to promote
parameter is assessed against anotherone particular narrow view ( although there
frequency response presents amplitude vs
are publications which do just that). Rather,
frequency, for example - are inadequate
it should hold amirror up to the world of
when it comes to sound quality.
reproduced music and as long as that mirror
He had, in fact, become interested in hi-fi
reflects as wide aselection of informed
some 25 years ago when loudspeaker
opinion as possible, it should allow the
measurements failed totally to indicate
magazine's readers to make their own
potential sound quality. As aresult of this
decisions about what to support.
disparity, he evolved the TDS technique,
A consequence of doing so, of course, is
where aloudspeaker was fed aswept tone
that some readers will always disagree with
and the analyser used asynchronised but
some of what is published, as with Mr
delayed swept bandpass filter. This enabled
Cordesman's criticisms of specific reviewers'
him, as expected, to measure the speaker's
opinions. ( Surely it couldn't be that the
anechoic frequency response in aroom.
alternative explanation, that CDs are getting
What he hadn't expected, however, was that
better, is true?)
it would enable him also to assess the
And there is no reason why the magazine's
energy vs time behaviour at the measuring
contributors should always agree on every
mic position. This unexpected benefit of TDS
aspect of music and hi-fi. That most
led him to realise that what we hear is a
definitely would lead to astultifying
multi-dimensional array of information and
complacency. The Universe is rather more
more sophisticated measuring techniques
complex than any one man can conceive and
are required which take this intQaccount. In
Iam convinced that more accurate
effect, the whole is greater than the sum of
descriptions of reality can only emerge from
the routinely- measured parts.
the clash of polarised but necessarily overHeyser gave as an example of this
simplified opinions, aprocess analogous to
something with which we are all familiar yet
arranging acollision between two
cannot be measured, the concept of ' Chopinarticulated lorries piled high with books and
ness'. Any music student can churn out a
hoping that the ones left on the top of the
piece of music which ahuman listener will
heap will be the ones worth reading.
recognise as being similar to what Chopin
This intellectual atom-smashing is not
would have written; it is hard to conceive of
always an efficient process, thus it can
aset of measurements which acomputer
sometimes take along time for the truth to
could use to come to the same conclusion.
emerge. One such area where the dispute
It is dangerous to be dismissive, therefore,
has raged for many years, for example, is
of observations which offend what we would
whether amplifiers do or do not sound
regard as common sense. In Heyser's words,
different. Many ' objective' tests have
'I no longer regard as fruitcakes people who
indicated that the latter is the case, but Ihave
say they can hear something and Ican't
found it harder and harder to reconcile that
measure it- there may be something there!'.
description of reality with increasing
To return to more worldly matters, we
experience of high fidelity. In fact, HFN/Res
welcome to the staff this month Christopher
amplifier reviews - Martin Colloms
Breunig who, as Music Editor, replaces Ivor
examines an interesting bunch starting on
Humphreys, who left alittle while ago for
p71 - take as their starting point that
greener pastures at Gramophone.
subjective differences can be significant.
Christopher's name will be familiar to
The world is changing, however. Doubt
regular readers from his terse yet
was recently cast by an AES paper to which I authoritative record reviews which have
referred last month (' Comment' p31) on the
appeared in the magazine for more than two
validity of the published proof for amplifiers
decades, and he brings to the job awide
sounding pretty much the same. And last
experience and knowledge of recorded
December the British branch of the Audio
music and awell informed, if idiosyncratic,
Engineering Society carried out acarefully
approach to hi-fi and its role. v
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CONNECTORS

SILTECH

CABLES

THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

After months of intense evaluation, Absolute Sounds have decided that
Siltech's range of pure, linearcrystal, oxygen-free silver ( LC-OFS) cables
represent the state of the art in speaker leads and interconnects for truly
musical, accurate audio systems.
These complex multi core leads show what can be accomplished in
cost- no- object designs, for no compromises were allowed to stifle their
development. The Siltech interconnects and speaker leads handle music
signals with such authority, transparency, and accuracy that we can guarantee
an overall improvement when they are incorporated into any system of high
pedigree. Be warned that any sonic weaknesses heard in aSiltech-equipped
system are signs of fallibility in the other components rather than the cables.
To make certain that Siltech leads will be used in optimum conditions once
they reach the consumer, we fit all leads with WBT connectors, using
high quality Wonder Solder. These ingredients combine to form the final
stages in the creation of the ultimate wire. WBT connectors grip the socket
with atenacity that offers both security for the signal and peace of mind for the
.
user. The WBT-0101 coaxial plug incorporates internal and external spring
contact, construction from special OFC alloy, hard 24-carat gold-plating, Teflon
insulation, and aprotective steel sleeve to resist HF radiation. Uniquely, the
WBT locks to any phono socket by virtue of its speciallydesigned collet-chuck
mechanism.
We invite you to share the enlightening experience of Siltech speaker and
leads and interconnects.
We believe that you'll agree that the final link has arrived.
Note: WBT line plugs and chassis sockets are available separately for use with
other fine cables and electronics.

Write or phone for perceptive
advice and details of nearest
dealer.

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
42 PARKSIDE, LONDON, SW19
TEL 01-947 5047
TELEX 894800 Absol G

"I have the simplest of tastes . . .
Iam always satisfied with the best".
Oscar Wilde

VIEWS
... about short measure
From: Len Gregory, Wings of Whyteleafe, 88
Southbridge Road, Croydon
Dear Sir, As arecord retailer, Iworry that my
customers are receiving short thrift from
some record companies, notably PolyGram.
In ' Notes', March, Edward Seckerson
mentioned the Compact Disc of the Borodin
Quartet with Richter playing the two Dvorak
Piano Quintets ( 412 429-2), as being a CD
bargain'. It is good value for money at £ 11
for asingle CD which plays for 66 minutes,
but you can imagine my surprise to discover
that the cassette version ( 412 429-4) is more
expensive at around £ 12.50, despite being
recorded on asingle cassette. Irang
PolyGram, who explained that this was due
to the pricing of the LP version ( 412 129-1),
which is atwo- record set, despite the music
being easily accommodated in these days of
dmm technology on two LP sides. ( One side
runs for just over 10 minutes, another for just
over 13!) At least on the Philips live
Winterreise (
416 289-2), the 2- CD set
includes afiller which the single cassette
omits. Some would say that the Dvorak
recording seems like an attempt to present
CD as better value for money than either LP
or cassette; could PolyGram comment?
Yours faithfully

... about the Exposure amplifiers
From: John Farlowe, Exposure Electronics,
The Works, 59 North Street, Portslade,
Sussex BN4 1DH
Dear Sir, We were most happy to see the
review of our Exposure VI, VII and VIII units
in the March issue of HFN/RR. We were most
impressed with the integrity of Mr
Humphreys and Mr Crook on i) listing, and
ii) measuring, the performance of our
cheapest and smallest amplifier and
preamplifier.
It was very nice to see the information
given was correct, unlike some magazines
who manage to misinterpret things said to
them. However, we were somewhat dubious
about the RIAA accuracy quoted by Mr Crook
—we believe that the small bass boost shown
in the magazine is wrong! This is just asmall
point.
Can Ialso give you forthcoming
information regarding the inputs on the
preamplifier. We are about to bring out an
expansion box which will expand the
preamplifier to at least 6assorted inputs
which will no doubt cope with the more
modern male or female usage of the
equipment.
You really must look more closely at our
equipment— the bigger and better units!
They could seriously change your perception
of recorded music.
Yours faithfully

. . . about paralceets & digital
From: Ronald Harrison, Killearn,
Stirlingshire, Scotland
Dear Sir, Michael Leeds of California (' Views'
March) uses his parakeet as the final arbiter
of his sound systems. Here in Britain we use
arara avis known as the Cross- billed Kessler.
Could the link be that both are rewarded in
peanuts?
Has Mr Leeds asked his bird for its terms of
reference? It may be reacting to that system
which more nearly resembles the mating call
of its kind. If so, Ihave ahi-fi at home which
could be guaranteed to give his beastie three
orgasms in arow!
It is also worth noting that the type of
music favoured by the Kessler indicates that
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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its responses are of asimilar sort to its
American cousin.
Yours faithfully

... more about parakeets & digital
From: Martin McCue, Linn Products,
Glasgow, Scotland
Dear Sir, Regarding Michael Leeds' letter in
March about his musical parakeet, Itoo have
apet, ahamster called Sniggs. When Iplay
my analogue records, the hamster sleeps
peacefully, but when Iplay digital records he
gnaws at the bars of his cage and becomes
agitated. This obviously indicates the
musical superiotiry of analogue over digital,
and would also suggest that hamsters are
more discriminating than parakeets!
My hamster has also done A/B
demonstrations of HFN/RR vs HFA as a
material for making up his bed and you will
be pleased to know that nine out of 10 times
he prefers HFN/RR. Is this arecord?
Yours faithfully

allout the missing oit hestra
From: Guintin Ballardie, Managing Director,
English Chamber Orchestra, London
Dear Sir, Whilst on tour in Italy with
Rostropovich and the Orchestra, Ihappened
upon acopy of your excellent magazine and
read with great interest the ' Flutter' on p91 of
the February edition. Your correspondent
was most informative as to the latest news of
Jeffrey Tate and his recent, most prolific
recordings for EMI. Incidentally, Mr Vlatkovic
is not Czech, he is Yugoslavian. One tiny
question occurred to me, was there at any
time an orchestra involved in any of these
activities?
Yours faithfully

... about Curio( & Chopin
From: Peter Katin, Croydon, Surrey
Dear Sir, Here Iam with another bee in my
rather worn bonnet ( too many bees).
This time it concerns the— to me—
welcome reissue of the 1933/4 Cortot
recording of Chopin's Etudes (
EMI Reference
2905 401). Mr Breunig (
HFN/RR March p119)
says anumber of things about the playing
with which Iwould agree, but one has to take
into account Cortot's nervousness which
was greatly intensified in the recording
studio. He was, as everyone must know,
embarrassingly inaccurate at times, and I
always found his habit of splashing out at
unwritten bass notes, too often missed, a
sad lapse of taste, as in those moments
when he fell off the tightrope of romantic
playing and straight into amudheap of
sentimentality.
It is also true that, tantalisingly, he made
another recording of the Etudes within two
or three years ( either side— Iforget) of the

set under review, and they were significantly
cleaner technically. But— and here is my bee
—technique does not mean mechanical
perfection ( at least, it didn't), and wrong
notes aside, Iwould like to hear who these
days can bring to the first C major, the F
major and the A-flat major of Op.10 the sheer
apparent ease of execution coupled with the
kind of imagination that makes music of
these poor hammered- out little
masterpieces. In fact, his is the only
recording that conveys most of the
expression marks to be found in the score,
and that, alas, cannot be said for even our
best modern recordings. Ido agree about
transfer quality, though. Ihaven't heard this
latest one, but in most cases Ican do rather
better with my own gear. And if the new
reissue is still presented with the Etudes in
the wrong order ( as they were on 78s in
order to accommodate them on the basis of
so many per side) Ican only ascribe that to
laziness. Sorry, and all that ...
Yours faithfully

... about subjectivity & Klemperer
From: RW McKenzie, Darlington, Western
Australia
Dear Sir, Ido not wish to detract from the
merits of the ' subjective approach', where,
as you asked recently, can objective
measurements be sufficient when
technology is intended to be at the service of
art? Imerely note, however, that some of
HFN/RR's contributors and correspondents
have professed to hear differences in sound
quality due to the presence or absence of
transducers in the listening room, the use of
different species of cable and the application
or removal of ballast to turntables.
But if it is possible for the ear to detect
such changes in sound quality at the margin,
Ishould have expected no one to miss the
flaws in the three Compact Disc transfers of
Klemperer's Beethoven which have
appeared so far. To my ears, the ends of
several of the movements have been cut off
before the reverberation has ceased. In the
case of the third movement of the ' Eroica'
symphony, the truncation is severe, creating
the impression ( subjective or otherwise) of
the microphones having been switched off
before the performance was finished.
Comparison with my ASD transfers from the
'70s revealed no such effects on the LPs.
My first thought after hearing these CDs
was that while acertain contemporary
publication of yours might just be prepared
to ' swallow' the aforementioned flaws ( and
so it subsequently did), from the sharper
ears and pens of HFN/RRthere would come
an angry rebuke. Not abit of it: in November
you published aPanglossian review of the
CD transfer of the ' Eroica' in which the
truncation, which is perfectly audible to
everyone to whom Ihave played the silver
disc, was not even mentioned.
Reluctantly, Ihave to state that this
episode revives aquestion concerning the
record reviewing fraternity that has long
troubled me: do they actually listen to the
sound coming out of the speakers? Not that I
would imply any conscious attempt on their
part to misreport; merely that they are
absorbing the sound subjectively — that word
again.
Whatever the truth of that matter, my
response to these discs was that Icould live
without them, even though it meant having
no CD versions of these marvellous
performances. In short, the manufacturer
has lost asale, and there is nothing remotely
subjective about that fact!
Yours faithfully
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...
From: Cyrus hroff, Upminster, Essex
Dear Sir, With the change in direction taken
by HiFi for Pleasure and the departure of
Stan Curtis from its pages, one is left with
HFN/RR alone as what might be termed a
'conservative' magazine.
The consumer, of course, must rely
initially on reviews in the hi-fi press, even
though ultimately the decision must rest
with his own ears. Nevertheless, the
influence that some critics exert is farreaching and long lasting.
Martin Colloms has always been and still
is one of the finest reviewers available to us.
Furthermore, one can always rely upon him
to give areview that is based upon acertain
criteria peculiar to him; consistent in its
application and derived without the
influence of certain politics that all too often
made nonsense of asupposedly objective
review. Ihave admired MC for precisely
these qualities and have relied upon his
reviews to provide avalid assessment of the
sound of various components. In fact, so
consistently have Ifound his tastes to
correspond with my own, that Ihave almost
bought speakers ( such as KEF 105-4s, Rogers
LS7s and Spendor SP1s) simply on his
recommendations. However, recently Ihave
been disturbed by what Ican only call a
glaring inconsistency in MC's reviewing, of
which Ishall give detailed examples later.
The activities of Automation Sciences and
Absolute Sounds have resulted in the
expansion of the top end of hi-fi where the
market was previously dominated by Linn
and Naim. The options open now to the élite
audiophile are overwhelming, and the
prospect of spending afortune on aproduct
that may be ' in' one minute and ' out' the
next, must be worrying.
NEWS 1(z RECORD REVIEW
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MC's review of the Burmester 838 in
HFN/RR May 1984 ran along these lines:
'In the treble the impression was given of
great precision; off- encountered deviations;
'glassiness', ' grain', ' edge' or ' sibilance',
seemingly were banished . . The m- c838
specifically showed great transparency,
appearing to resolve the subtlest details in
low level signals ... When equipment is this
good, it is hard to describe adequately . . .
The background silence of the 838 may
prove alittle worrying on first hearing, and,
as with CD, may suggest amild loss of
depth. Continued listening proves that this is
notthe case ...' ( All italics my own.)
Admittedly, MC concludes that the 838 is
no SP10 beater, but then again ' splendid
results were obtainable from this preamp
(838), which manages to make its immediate
competitors sound old-fashioned'. Does this
include the SP8, Iwonder?!! One might
therefore be forgiven for thinking that unless
one was prepared to shelve out £ 3500 for an
SP10, there was only one alternative,
especially bearing in mind MC's reservations
about the SP8, which he reviewed before the
838 ( Feb 1983). In fact, in ' Habits and
Habitats' ( March 1984), MC stated his Krell
deserved something better than the LINNK,
such as the Burmester 785, but that the 838
would probably be his final choice.
However, in HiFi Choice 1985, the
Burmester receives no recommendation and
the treble was said to have a ' hazy effect',
notably when compared with agood tube
preamp; and although adding the 846
'softened the treble ...' ultimately ' neither
unit proved capable of revealing the full
texture and dimensional quality present in
the test program' — this capability being
'mandatory' at this price level.
Of course, one appreciates that MC was
here reviewing an improved SP8 nearly one
year after reviewing the 838 in HFN/RR, but
can one product be so highly regarded one
minute, and not the next? After all, MC did
have access to a ' good tube amp' ( JA's SP10)
in May 1984, and is one year not arelatively
short time in relation to hi-fi at this level?
Another disturbing aspect is the
discrepancies between reviewers within the
same publications. Ken Kessler, for example,
raves about the Beard P100 in November
1983 and July 1984, where it '... never
seemed less than relaxed ... an amplifier
that knows no bounds', providing
'uncoloured sound without sounding ultrahygenically solid-state'. MC, however, in HiFi Choice, stated that ' when the Beard was
driven hard, it sounded less, '
valve-like'and
revealed some of the tonal thinning more
common with transistor electronics'. ( Again
my italics.)
This is not to say that two critics should
have the same tastes ( and Ifully appreciate
that one would have to search far and wide
to find someone with KK's tastes), but then
again, as MC has obviously been converted
to the 'tube sound' over the past few years,
surely they should be able to agree on
something as minimally subjective as to
whether an amplifier sounds ' valve- like' or
not when driven hard?
It ought to be said that Ipersonally favour
the tube sound. In fact, having lived abroad
for many years, Iwas fortunate enough to
have listened to the likes of Audio Research
and conrad-johnson, while UK shops only
stocked élite amplification from one notable
manufacturer. Now I'm not suggesting for
one moment that Absolute Sounds have
taken over that political soundstage, but that
if Iwere Ricardo, I'd be feeling slightly less
aggrieved than Jacob Zelinger.

In conclusion, it is right to say that it has
perhaps been unfair to single out MC for
inconsistencies ( albeit remote) in his
reviewing, but he is, in my submission, the
most able critic in England, and one is
therefore entitled to expect from him
consistency of the highest order.
Yours faithfully
Martin Colloms comments:
Iam flattered that readers such as Mr Shroff
take my reviews so seriously but at the same
time Iam very concerned about his justified
criticisms concerning review inconsistency. I
do try very hard to maintain consistency but
concede that aweakness has been found in
continuity of opinion before and after the
Burmester 838.
The criticisms do, however, take some of
my comments out of context, and they are
also unable to take account of the chain of
events which led to the revised opinions as
published. Briefly outlined, amplifiers have
taken adramatic turn for the better since the
introduction of the SP8 II. Previously Ihad
owned and used an 838 for about ayear
which is quite along period for acommitted
reviewer! Yes, the later SP8 caused areevaluation of standards and at the same
time, Imay not have explained this
sufficiently. The subjective comments on the
original 838 must be taken in the context of
auditioning undertaken early on in 1984,
with the original Krell KSA50 and long before
more recent developments in ' transparent'
cables. Ifaithfully recorded what Iobserved
at the time. With hindsight and with later
experience of still better equipment, these
views have had to be revised as Mr Shroff
has correctly observed.
Taking the later HiFi Choice ratings for the
838, the highly competitive and valueconscious nature of this publication must be
taken into account. In this context it is
possible to be more objective in comparative
criticisms than is possible in asingle HFN/RR
review context.
Istand by my ratings for the Beard P100,
and as far as Ken's comments are
concerned, Ican only say that it is hard for a
lone reviewer working with alimited number
of products to be totally right, especially
when the performance vs. price equation
looks so impressive when compared with his
home country's imported competition.

... about lo.ing our reaon and our
Ilene
From: John Harris, Frant, Kent
Dear Sir, Iam along-time reader of HFN/RR,
but not until now have Ifound it necessary to
enter the lists. However, Iam very concerned
that this much- loved publication is about to
lose its reason or its nerve, or both, over the
advent of Compact Disc.
It was the aggrieved tone of Ken Kessler's
January ' Comment' which finally compelled
me to write. As Iread it, the majors are
conspiring against the interests of the
consumer in promoting CD, and the interests
of real music lovers and those who are
concerned with keeping up standards of
sound quality are being disregarded. A new
'Dark Age' is here . .
But wait aminute, who promoted the
long-playing microgroove record when it
first appeared? Was it asmall dedicated
group of enthusiasts concerned with the
intricacies of the hardware as much as, if not
more than, the software? No, it was the large
manufacturers who saw that, while indeed
the vinyl LP represented aconsiderable step
forward in terms of sound quality and
storage of recorded information, it also held
35
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Peter Herring comments:
One of the dangers of any kind of critique is
to so emphasise one aspect, for good or bad,
at the expense of creating an unbalanced
whole. This is especially so where there
simply isn't the space to discuss the pros and
cons at length, to add the necessary
qualifications, and to so ensure the final
impression will be that intended.
In the case of the Klemperer ' Eroica', the
ambience at the end of the third movement
is indeed ' rolled- off' more rapidly than is
desirable, and certainly more sharply than
on LP. Idid indeed notice it, but with due
respect, Irather think Mr McKenzie is
exaggerating the effect: there's surely no
doubt that the music has finished!
The dilemma is whether to make mention
of what — to me— is arelatively minor defect,
in the kind of succinct review required by the
erstwhile ' CD Monitor' feature. If Ihad said
tersely, ' Ambience is abruptly cut off at the
movement's end', it gives the reader no real
clue as to the true nature of the effect, just
how damaging ( or insignificant) it might be.
On the other hand, if Itake pains to put the
fault into perspective, rather like I've tried
here, Iwill have absorbed over half the
allotted wordage for the review and, in an
attempt to demonstrate how relatively minor
it is, have given the ' fault' undue attention at
the expense of the performance as awhole,
which is avery great one, deserving of CD
remastering ( even if it could have been
performed with more finesse). And Iwould
hate to deter anyone from hearing and — I'm
sure— enjoying it purely because of afew
seconds of lost ambience. Personally, I
would rather have flawed greatness than
perfect mediocrity— as, I'm sure, in the final
analysis, would Mr McKenzie.
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Some people think
CDs look after themselves
The truth is that CDs must be cleaned regularly to
reproduce all their digital brilliance.
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At the same time, the Bib CD design team have come
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up with an elegant, practical means of storage and
touch- release access for your precious digital CDs.
Interlocking storage modules in tough ABS plastic hold
10 discs. As your collection grows, you simply expand
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... about The \ Vell-llung Blue Peter
From: Roy Dynan, Wood Green, London N22
Dear Sir, Imust say that while reading
Christopher Breunig's writings on the WellTempered Arm (
HFN/RR November '85 and
March '86) Ifound myself involuntarily
looking at the cover of the magazine at least
three times ... Iwas checking to see if it was

dated April 1st by some strange temporal
quirk!
It was not at all the prospect of a
suspended arm that bothered me, since I
have seen the idea before and was
pleasantly surprised to see that most of the
final problems of the method had been
eliminated by the clever use of adashpot
together with an inspired choice of axis of
rotation.
Of course Isuffered that familiar
bittersweet feeling 'Why didn't Ithink of
that?' which dogs anyone who has any
pretensions of finding the elegant solution
themselves. No, it was the prose that went
with the review that triggered disbelief. Iwas
heartened to see some glimmer of atonguein-cheek, however, and devoured the text
eagerly until Icame to the sticking point...
£550.
Surely the whole point of such a
breakthrough is that by removing almost all
the engineering problems it enables the
device to be made simply and cheaply! I
immediately set to work to produce my own
VVTA clone and was rewarded with almost
immediate success. Even by using the
simplest of materials Ihave an arm with an
effective mass below 10gm, frictionless
bearings and acoustically dead tube and
suspension which easily outperforms my old
SAU2. Iwas almost converted to the ' goldeneared paean' style of appreciation but
returned to earth with abump when I
considered both my current system and the
obvious engineering compromises of the old
SAU2.
Still, 'The Well Hung Blue Peter' impressed
even my good lady who was originally
extremely upset by the idea of having her
records played by abalsa tube on nylon
threads damped by an elegantly carved
bottle top. ( Actually appalled would be too

weak aword — screams of rage have turned
to gurgles of delight.)
Yours faithfully

... about the 1985 Penta Show
From: JH Devlin, Watton, Norfolk
Dear Sir, Keith Howard's comment on hi-fi
shows (
HiFi Answers March) prompts me to
write to tell you that Itotally disagree with
him. Ithoroughly enjoyed my visit to the
HFN/RR show at the Penta Hotel last
September. It was very exciting to compare
all those wonderful sounds.
How pleased Iwas to have acouple of
minutes' chat with John Atkinson at the
HFN/RR stand, mainly just to thank him for
giving us such an outstanding magazine
every month. No other hi-fi magazine can
come anywhere near it. Iwas disappointed,
however, not to meet Ken Kessler, as I
wanted to thank him personally for his
excellent writing on valve amplifiers and for
his great enthusiasm for Garrott Deccas.
Please thank Chris Breunig for his most
interesting articles— another Decca
enthusiast— and also Steve Harris for his
special jazz feature — more please Steve!
Martin Colloms is always apleasure to read,
so dependable and knowledgeable.
Iam about to audition the latest musical
Fidelity 'The Preamp Il' against my Meridian
101B; by Martin's findings, it seems the 101B
will be outclassed and I'll be in for a
worthwhile upgrade. Iuse Swallow ALS2
active loudspeakers, which are absolutely
wonderful. Mike Stephenson, Swallow's
designer, has sold out to aMr & Mrs CWall
of Haddenham in Buckinghamshire, and I
hope that they will advertise Swallow in
HFN/RR and put the ALS2 back on the map.
Again thank you and see you at the next
Penta Show.
Yours faithfully
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considerable commercial promise.
It is beyond doubt that the CD is a
considerable improvement on the vinyl disc;
absence of background noise, wow and
flutter are indisputable gains. Nondeterioration in use ( given reasonable care)
is another. Sound quality to those who care
about it and beyond certain generally agreed
and well recognised standards, is amatter of
opinion. Why else are there so many
successful manufacturers of loudspeakers
and pickups, for example?
CD is an agreed international standard and
it will succeed. In the early days of LP the
software was better than the hardware, but
slowly the latter improved, to such an extent
that it showed up the imperfections in the
former. The position with CDs and players is
analogous except that both seem to be
improving together. It is now time that
HFN/RR stepped off the fence and
recognised that this is the cause it should be
championing. I
was never aware that HFN/
RR was amagazine chiefly concerned with a
small minority, but when you give such
prominence to Harry Pearson's article on
'transparency' ( February) in which Iread
lofty remarks about ' We at the high end' and
condescending remarks about CD players
and those who use them, Istart to wonder.
Hi-fi is about listening to music through
equipment not about listening to equipment
through the music.
Yours faithfully

HFN/RR ACCESSORIES CLUB
John i‘tkinson des( rib(s thy Soundbase', astand for floor-mountcd bonds ) cakers

Accessories Club Hotline: 0234 741152
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HAT IS GOOD BASS? ICAN
REMEMBER WHEN ' BASS'
MEANT apuddingy kind of
noise which accompanied the
music spouted forth by one's hi-fi. An
important aspect of the evolution of sound
reproduction in recent years is the gradual
improvement in bass reproduction, so that,
as in real life it has acutting edge as well as
weight. Rather than be ' impressive', aword
that implies an ill-defined ' boom' in the
upper bass region from 90Hz to 150Hz, real
bass should be clean, with appropriate
weight resulting from extension, the ability
to move air at low frequencies.
Idon't think that, putting to one side the
theoretical parameters of loudspeaker bass
loading and ' CI', there is anyone now who
would doubt that good bass ' leading edges'
and extension depend on the way the
loudspeakers are coupled to the floor on
which they sit.
There is no mystery to this, it is simply a
practical demonstration of Newton's Third
Law of Motion, that for every action, there is
areaction. The voice-coil makes the speaker
cone move, thus generating sound, but the
speaker chassis and cabinet also move,
admittedly to amuch smaller extent, in the
opposite direction. This movement may be
small, but it is not insignificant, and if the
speaker is sitting on athick- pile, compliant,
carpet, will have an audible effect in the
midrange and above out of all proportion.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

'Soundbase' is fitted with upward- pointing
spikes to lock it to the base of the speaker,
and four downward-pointing plastic feet.
These are identical to the ones fitted by KEF
to their R104/2 model: they screw in — the
thread is identical to Quadrapod's — and can
be adjusted for levelling; the cylindrical feet
can be pulled off, leaving standard spikes
exposed.
I
tried apair with C80s, these have
good bass extension but sitting on my
Wilton, the upper-bass/lower-mid
lacked transparency. With the
Soundbases, extension was
coupled with clarity, to the
N
benefit of the music. The
Soundbase can be

An additional benefit to the use of spikes is
that, as they push the carpet pile aside, you
are spared the depressingly familiar eyesore
of an apparently permanently depressed
area of carpet if ever you need to move the
speakers.
The floor- stands used for small
9
loudspeakers have long had the provision
for fitting spikes, but KEF's David Inman
alerted us to the fact that those who have
enthusiastically
0 '1.(13. ••'..
floor-standing speakers, who don't want to
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64 Eastgate Street, Winchester, Hampshire S023 8DZ
Telephone: Winchester 0962 61703
SUPPLIERS OF FINE QUALITY MUSIC
REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS

rICOUS -flCS, INC

If you live in or near Hereford, Gloucester, Swansea, Cardiff, Luton,
Oxford, Swindon, Bristol, Newbury, Reading, Basingstoke, Trowbridge, Bridgewater, Frome, Salisbury, Winchester, Farnham,
Guildford, Tunbridge Wells, Brighton, Portsmouth, Southampton,
Bournemouth, Lyme Regis, Exeter or Plymouth and you want to
hear about Apogée ( all models), then contact the agent for this area
(you lucky little music lover you) on Winchester 61703 anytime, for
all information on availability, home demonstrations, sales, service
and part exchange.

NEC AUDIO/VIDEO

TECHNICS CD
PLAYERS

Technics have added three new
models to their range of CD players. The midi- sized SL-PJ11
(£254.95) offers 15- step random
access programming, a multifunction LCD display showing
track and index numbers, as well
as real time, high and low speed
search, and skip facility which
works in conjunction with the
indexing arrangements. The two
full width models, the SL- P100
(£277.951 and SL- P300 (£ 332.951,

provide 20- step random access
programming, 8-digit indication
LCD display, repeat playback, ard
an auto space facility which
inserts three- second gaps
between tracks — a boon to those
of you copying CDs on to tapes
for playback in cassette decks
with track-seeking facility. The
added cost of the SL- P300 pays
for a full-function remote control
as well as programmable music
scan for reviewing the first few
seconds of each track. Panasonic
UK Ltd, 318 Bath Road, Slough,
Berkshire.

for ' Matrix', ' Hall', pseudo- stereo,
and true Dolby Stereo decoding.
NEC have released what seems The unit will take up to four video
to be the most comprehensive components as well as tape, CD,
product yet for marrying video to or similar line level audio source,
hi-fi. Their new integrated ampli- and the speaker complement will
fier, the AV- 300E, contains not suit two, four, or five speaker
just the usual range of audio and installations. The system
video inputs and outputs but a includes full remote control and a
whole section for the various subwoofer system for £479; the
forms of rear- channel sound. AV- 300E can also be purchased
Yielding an output of 40W x 4 with afive speaker array for £599.
channels or 60W x2, the AV- 300E NEC, NEC House, 164-166 Drumhas a signal processing section mond Street, London NW1.

PRESENCE AUDIO
LATEST

Joining the rapidly expanding
family of products distributed in
the UK by Presence Audio are the
Ensemble speaker and the Phonoamp preamp from Switzerland, the Milltek m-c cartridge,
and the Plenitude power amplifier. Ensemble's PA1 is a small
(35x23x23cm) high- quality minimonitor which squeezes three
APOGEE NO.4
As the speaker is shorter than drivers into its tiny enclosure; the
In keeping with their practice of its siblings, much work has gone trick is the rear-facing B139 bass
making each new loudspeaker into keeping its bass response driver. Price is £ 1000 per pair in
more affordable than the last, usefully extended. Most novel walnut or rosewood, with
Boston- based Apogee Acoustics aspect, however, is the use of a optional black or white finishes.
have designed a new model curved ribbon for the upper freThe Phonoamp is an elegant
geared to bring full- range ribbon quencies, and much work has purist design offering only phono
technology to a larger section of gone into determining the best and one auxiliary input for optithe music- loving public. Yet to be compromise between vertical mised phono reproduction. The
christened, the new speaker was dispersion and tonal accuracy. case, carved from solid timber,
heard in early prototype form at While our listening sessions sports gold-plated socketry and
the Randolph, Massachusetts, occurred too early in the develop- the minimum of controls. We'll
factory in late February, during ment pro9ramme to allow confithe fine-tuning process leading dent predictions, it would be safe
up to the June launch at the 1986 to suggest that the product on
SCES in Chicago.
speaker will retain the surprising
The prototype, constructed to bass capabilities and superb
enable rapid changeover of the attack and transparency of the
mid/treble ribbon, looked like a prototype.
half- scale version of an unclad
Those who have been critical of
Scintilla; its dimensions approxi- HFN/RR's coverage of the more
mate those of a Quad ESL- 63 expensive Scintilla will be
without stands, Apogee recognis- pleased to note that the planned
ing that domestically acceptable US price for the new speaker will
proportions are just as important be in the region of $ 1500/pair,
as affordability. Like the Duetta, whicn — at current exchange rates
the new speaker is a two-way — wdl mean aUK price close to or
model, set up for biwiring, and it even below that of the ESL- 63.
has been designed to work 'even And it is planned to introduce an
with a 50watt receiver', underlin- even less expensive model, to
ing Apogee's intention to widen sell for under $ 1000/pair, in the
their market base.
next two years.

MORI/PHILIPS POLL

A survey undertaken by MORI at
Philips' behest reveals that over
30% of correspondents rated
satellite broadcasting and flatscreen televisions as the most
attractive developments foreseen
over the next decade. Compact
Disc rates highly in the category
regarding which electronic products consumers actLally expect
to acquire during the next 10
years, with over 20% of the males
surveyed expecting to own CD in
addition to the aforementioned

ERRATLJM
We reported, erroneously, in
April ' News', that the Sansui AUG3OX amplifier was designed
'with input from British experts,
including our own Martin Colloms'. This, in fact, was not the
case, for the Sansui was
designed entirely in-house after
liii I \ IV,.,'. RI (

) 10) \ \\

television acquisitions. Women
remain less committed to h'-tech
vvitn only 15% expectin9 to buy a
CD player, 13% anticipating a
flat-screen TV in the future, and
only 9% expressing interest in
satellite reception. Regional differences show that consumers in
the North and Midlands place
greater emphasis on appliances
like microwave ovens and cordless phones for future consumption, while those from the South
showed greater interest in home
entertainment
various British hi-fi authorities
demonstrated to Sansui staff
what the British considered to be
accurate sound quality. We
apologise to Martin for any
embarrassment this may have
caused, as well as to Sansui's
designers for underrating their
role in the conception of this fine
product.

be able to give you more details
when our review sample arrives,
but we can tell you that it sells for
£895, with a reference version
available for £ 1195. The Milltek
cartridge is a lower- priced
alternative to the Kiseki range of
m-cs ( see ' Briefing' April). Milltek's Aurora is a high- output
design selling for £ 195; it's been
described as ' an audiophile bargain'. Presence have also
informed us of an addition to one
of their existing ranges, the Plenitude power amplifier designed to
match the well- received Nuance
preamp. Offering 80W/channel,
the Plenitude is designed with the
same no-nonsense attitude as the
Nuance, and this is reflected in
the relatively sensible £695 price
tag. Presence Audio, Eastland
House, Plummers Plain, Horsham, West Sussex RH13 6NY.
Tel: 044485 333.

MONITOR AUDIO
R652

Monitor Audio's newest speaker,
launched at the Las Vegas CES in
January, is the R652. A replacement for the R552, the new
speaker is a two-way design
incorporating the company's
own bass/mid driver, which utilises a diecast aluminium chassis
and thermo-formed polymer
cone. Impedance is 8ohms, with
a sensitivity of 89dB for 1 watt,
and the dimensions are
512x200x270mm. The price of
£299 inc. VAT includes the choice
of teak, walnut or black veneers;
yew, rosewood, oak and mahogany are available to order. Monitor Audio Ltd, Unit 34, Clifton
Road, Cambridge CB1 4ZW. Tel:
0223 242898.
39
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£10.95

£1 695

ME75ED

ME95ED

ME97HE

£21.95 £2495

£3995

With five Encore
you'd expect us
to bring the
house down.
Not our*
Shure have always been at the & forefront of cartridge
technology. Now we've developed III advanced new production
techniques that let us cut the cost of III producing our best-selling
Encore range. And naturally, we're
passing those reductions
on to you. So today, you can not only
take your pick from an
unbeatable range of high performance
Shure cartridges. You
can also be certain of an unbeatable
price. But do hurry to
your local stockist. With prices like these,
you won't be the
only one demanding an Encore!

Above prices may be subject to currency surcharges

To: HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Telephone: 01-607 2717
Please send me full details of Shure Encore' cartridges and other models in the Shure range.
Name

'ENCORE

Address

ri •Nr- 86

NEWS
EVENTS

WIGMORE
STREET W1
CITY OF WESTMINSTER

STUDIO 2

NOW OPEN

Completely refitted, Studio 2effectively
doubles our demonstration capability and
provides probably the best and most
comprehensive listening facilities in Central
London.
Both studios are bookable — so ring now for
your appointment.

The CHICAGO CES takes place
from June 1st to 3rd.
FIRATO, the Dutch audio, video
and music fair, will be held at the
RAI International Exhibition Centre in Amsterdam from August
27th to September 7th, the first
two days being trade- only.
SIM, the Italian hi-fi and music
exhibition takes place in Milan
from September 4th to 8th.
A ' Digital Audio Colloquium' is
planned by the AES for May 13th.
Venue is the IEE, Savoy Place,
London, and time is 6.30 for 7pm.
ASTON AUDIO are presenting a
musical evening on Monday May
1st at the Stanneylands Hotel,
Wilmslow, Cheshire. Absolute
Sounds will be demonstrating
the Apogee Duetta full- range ribbon loudspeaker, the two-way
baby sister of the Scintilla. Ring
0625 525225 for tickets.
HFN/RR SHOW dates are
September 18th- 21st; venue is
the Heathrow Penta Hotel.
Montbuild's trade- only CES
exhibition takes place at London's Olympia 2from April 20th23rd. The FBA are encouraging
British hi-fi companies to take
part.
The FBA are planning to promote
apublic hi-fi show in late November at Olympia 2.

BRIEFING

Brands Featured:
A & R Cambridge • AucHolab • AC Research
Alphason •
Audio Research
Beard • B & W • Celestion • DNM • Denon
• Diesis • EAR • Cale • Coldbug • Heybrook
KEF • Koetsu
• Krell
Linn • Magneplanar
Magnum • Meridian
Michell
• Mission
Musical Fidelity • Nairn • Nakamichl • Principle
Design • Quad
Revolver • Revox
Rogers • S.D. Acoustics
• Sondes • Spendor • Systemdek • Tannoy • Walker •
Wharfedale • Zeta

111551
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DAD
7000R
CD Player
This remote controlled CD player from
Mission offers significant advantages over
most mass produced players from the far
east where quality and performance are
sacrificed on the altar of lower selling prices.
This is a " no compromise" high performance
machine with Mission's own circuitry
incorporated.
If you want to enjoy the full benefits of
Compact Disc don't be seduced by some of
the attractively low prices around — you
usually get what you pay for! Come and
audition the Mission CD player today.

AL\
48 WIGMORE STREET
LONDON WI
Telephone 01-486 8262/8263
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
Open: Munglihriatianhay lawn - ILOOpoh Thurs. ...IN 7gont.

tiFWS,t. RECORD RI VIEW

KEF have a new recruit in the
form of the renowned loudspeaker engineer and theorist
Richard Small, who joins as Head
of Research. Dr Small was previously a Senior Lecturer at the
University of Sydney, and
received the AES's Silver Medal
for his 1972 papers on loudspeaker
low
frequency
behaviour.
PHILIPS are planning to spend
£5m promoting Compact Disc in
the UK during 1986. For comparison, this is around the annual
turnover of atypical large British
hi-fi company.
RUARK ACOUSTICS is the name
of the new loudspeaker manufacturing concern formed by Brian
O'Rourke, formerly of Diesis. The
first model will be launched
soon; address is 51 Louis Drive,
Rayleigh, Essex. Tel: 0268
777352.
TWEEK, the electrical contact restorer and preservative has been
repackaged. No longer available
in a neat syringe, it comes in a
small bottle, the same amount
diluted with isopropyl alcohol. It
is applied with asmall brush, and
is said to give amore predictable,
accurately known, amount.
The GLC (
as was) have concluded
in a report called The State of the
Art or the Art of the State? that a
successful independent record
industry with public backing is
crucial to the future of British
popular music.
TDK have announced price
increases of 8-10% on audio cassette prices due to the appreciation of the Yen against Sterling.
AKAI have introduced a 9- band
stereo graphic equaliser, the EAA22, which will sell for £ 69.90.
PROTON products are distributed
in the UK by Ventura Leisure Ltd,
not by Hi Fi Markets, as has been
said elsewhere.
MERIDIAN's MCD Professional
CD player has been selected as
'Top Imported Hi Fi Product of

the Year' by the Japanese Grand
Prix Selection Committee.
AR have introduced a new range
of in- car loudspeakers, as well as
a four- channel amplifier to complement the range. Prices start at
£19.95 per pair for the dashmount GCS 1200, up to £69.95 for
the GCS 300. The top- of- the- line
GCS 100 and 200 models will be
available by special order only.
DEPRESSION among record
company moguls should end
now that reports reveal that 1985
showed a 12.3% growth rate over
that of 1984. Consumer spending
on records, tapes and CDs
reached approximately £ 600 million compared with £ 534 million
the previous year. LPs remained
the primary source, accounting
for 47% of the market, but this is
down from 60% in 1980. The LP's
performance remained static,
while CDs, cassettes, and singles
sales have continued to improve.
THORENS have announced the
release of a version of the popular TD- 316 without tonearm. Also
announced is a range of upmarket electronics under the Restek
banner, which includes the V3
preamp (£799), D2A tuner (£7991,
E3 mono 400 watt amplifier
(£1500), and ES3 stereo 200w/
channel amplifier (£ 14001. The
range also includes three active
loudspeakers and aline of modular components.
GRANT AMPLIFIERS are now
located at Unit 6B, Ratsey Lane,
Lower Brookfield Road, Fratton,
Portsmouth P01 5JN, Hants. Tel:
0705 839667. All models in
Grant's valve line-up have been
redesigned, and prices now stand
at £ 600 for the G100PV preamp,
£2800 for a pair of G200AMS 200
watt mono amps, and £850 per
pair of G60AMS 60 watt mono
amps. Prices are ex- VAT.
AYLESBURY HI-FI, 98 Cambridge
Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, opened
a second single- speaker dem
room at the end of March. Agencies now include Manticore,
Beard, Castle, Gyrodek, Gale,
Diesis and Philips CD.
DAVID PHILLIPS died in February
aged 80. A pioneer audiophile,
David reviewed systems in early
issues of HFN with Consultant
Editor Donald Aldous. Working
originally with EM Ginn ( his
nephew), David later formed
Expert Gramophones Ltd, of New
Oxford Street, London. He also
created several reflex speakers,
including the elongated ' Acoustic
Column' and the renowned corner ' Master', which used a 15in.
Tannoy dual concentric.
BINATONE claim to be the first
company to get super- cheap CDbased systems into the shops
with ' vertical music centres' starting at £299, based on an integral
Philips CD- 150. They expect
eventually to sell the player alone
for £ 149!
PHILIPS' technologically advanced but commercially ill-fated
V2000 video system, launched by
Philips and Grundig in 1979, is
officially ' dead'.
AMSTRAD's pre-tax profits for
June- December ' 85 trebled to
£27.54m, on sales of £ 128.3m.
Computers, naturally.
ELITE HI- Fl is a new shop in
Harrogate. Stockists for the Elite
Rock, Heybrook, Quad, Celestion,
Beard, MYST, etc, they can be
found at 178 Kings Road, Harrogate HG1 5JG. Tel: 0423 521831.
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Torlyte Platforms

INCON Interconnect Cables
New technology cables using
OXYGEN FREE HIGH
CONDUCTIVITY copper
conductors.
Take alook at the micro
photographs and you will see for
Normal high purity copper
yourself why its no surprise the
QED INCON sounds better than
other cables — the secret's in the
copper!
HI- Fl Answers ( May 84)
commenting on INCON " With
O.FHC NCON
INCON the sound was sweet, open, transparent, tuneful
and very easy to follow. Both sonically and musically the
QED cable transformed the sound."
Prices from as little as £ 7.95 for ahalf metre pair of phono to
phono cables or cable off the reel at £ 1.10 per metre.

INCON
P.A.G.

INCON as
Speaker Cable

Replacement
pick-up arm cable
using graphite
screened INCON.
This plug-in
replacement cable
fits all LINN.
MISSION, AR, and
A.D.C. arms.

Used as speaker cable, it is
important to keep cable
lengths to less than 5metres
per channel.
The same sonic
improvements apply as for
INCON interconnect,
particularly the " mid" and high
frequency reproduction.
Note: INCON can be
paralleled up with thicker
cables such as QED 79
strand or C38 for extra
"bass weight" and for
longer cable runs.

PRICE

£17.50

PRICE

£1.10

per metre

Improve the sound quality of your turntable ( or amplifier)
by placing it on aQED TORLYTE Isolating Platform.
HI- Fl News ( Aug 84) concluded that, "the TORLYTE
platform is the clear FIRST CHOICE, offering the most
relaxed and encouraging listening."
PRICES
Remember, QED TORLYTE
platforms work — the difference is
clearly audible.

£33-£35

Available in four sizes including one for C D. players.

The BEST BUY of
Speaker Cables
Over 2million metres of
genuine QED 79 strand speaker
cable has so far been sold, making it the
most popular speaker cable ever
produced.
HIFI Answers ( Nov 82) concluded
that, " Changing from bell wire
or mains lead to QED 79 STRAND
SPEAKER CABLE is the cheapest
upgrade you will ever make."

PRICE

79p

per metre

WARNING: Beware of cheap imitations. Genuine QED 79 strand is
embossed " QED AUDIO PRODUCTS"

Sound definition Speaker
Stands
Speaker stands do not
generally receive the
attention they deserve —
they are avery important part
of agood HiFi System.
QED produce arange of
five stands from £ 22.50 to
£59.00 per pair.
The SD19S, SD15 and
SD24 are " spiked" both top
and bottom. To find out why
and for afull explanation
why speaker stands s
different, send for
Catalogue No

OED Products are recommended by au leading manufacturers and importers of HiFi
Equipment. They are available from around 1000 HiFi retailers throughout the U.K.
Alternatively, order direct and we will despatch your order within 24 hours ( subject to
availability). Post and packing free'. All prices include y. A.T. r, 15%.
'Add 50p to orders under £ 500
For technical and nearest dealer information ring ASHFORD ( Middx) 46236— area
code inside LONDON 69 or STD 07842
QED Audio Products Ltd., Unit 12. Ashford Industrial Estate. Shield Road, Ashford,
Middlesex. TW15 1AU
North American Distributor. May Audio Marketing Ltd., 646, Guimond Blvd..
Longueuil, QUE J4G 1P8 Tel ( 5141 651-5707

ECHNICAL SECRETS ARE HARD TO
keep now. Even though the new'
British patent laws are nearly 10
years old, firms and private
inventors still haven't woken up to their key
feature: patent applications are now
published while they are still pending. This
used to happen only in some foreign
countries. Now nothing stays secret in
Europe for more than 18 months. Although
American patent applications stay secret
while pending, if the same case is filed in
Europe, the secret is blown. In Britain, the
files of the patent office are now wide open
for anyone to read, at 50p afile.
So filing apatent application is atwoedged sword. In return for the chance of
legal protection on an idea, you forfeit all
chance of privacy and secrecy. There can
now be no secrets between an inventor and
the Patent Office. The public file lays
everything bare. The examiner is even
obliged to make written notes of any
telephone calls from the inventor.
Sir Clive Sinclair learned about this the
hard way several years ago when details of
his all- secret flat screen TV tube were
published in aFrench- language patent
application. Publicity for anew video
system, called McNallyvision, vaunted new
laser technology. The inventors kept prying
hands well away from the prototype. Patents
showed it to be amodified back projection
film system!
If potential investors had looked more
closely at the patents on the Nimslo 3-D film
camera, they might never have become
investors. An impressive- looking patent,
with pages of technical text, laid legal claim
to only aminor innovation. And that was in
the days before the new laws laid bare all
secrets between inventor and Patent Office.
Recently, the electronics industry got itself
in aheadline tizz over apatent ( 2 109 629B)
granted to aStanley Bracey. At first sight,
Bracey's patent appeared to lay all- embracing claim to the basic technique of surface
mounting technology— that's mounting
short-wired components on acircuit board
with the solder joints on the top side. There
was hysterical talk of electronics companies
worldwide having to pay royalties.
Don't panic. Although Bracey's credentials
are not in dispute, the files on 2 109 629B at
the British Patent Office put alarge question
mark over the real value of his patent. They
show that Bracey made adisastrous tactical
error when he filed his application in 1981.
He did not employ apatent agent. As a
result, the technical description was
inadequate. The case was passed through a
series of Patent Office examiners, who bent
over backwards to help Bracey put his case
in order for grant. In mid- 1982, Bracey tried
to add the kind of technical description
which should have been filed in the first
place. The Patent Office examiner was
obliged to reject this as new subject matter.
After lengthy correspondence, in which
Bracey criticises aconsultant who helped
him with the application and pleads
unemployment and shortage of cash, the
Patent Office examiner helped Bracey
concoct awording which was formally
acceptable. But on the face of things, the
claim to monopoly is so broad that it may
also cover the old-fashioned and pre-printed
circuit board idea of soldering components
on the top of atag board. If so, the claim is
legally worthless.
There is only one way that an inventor can
prevent publication — and that is to withdraw
and thus kill his own patent application. For a
while, the Patent Office didn't publish lists of
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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with Dolby name tag, and built-in rear amp
for around £ 180. In America, at least one LP
release of afilm soundtrack is encoded in
Dolby Surround. More maybe similarly
encoded, without our knowledge. Can we
please now have an Ambisonics decoder
with Dolby surround switch position? It's
long overdue and could do so much to get
Ambisonics out to awider market.
Exporting to Japan — Inc rupoilw
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BARR \' FOX
dead applications. Now they are doing so
again. A recent list shows that application
84/01099 is now dead. So what?
This application was filed by Cliff Stone on
his loudspeaker stands. At arecent press
launch, for anew stand, Stone said he would
never reveal the secret layering of sand and
lead used. It was, he said, like the Coca Cola
formula. If Stone hadn't let his patent
application die, the secret mix wouldn't have
stayed secret.
Surrotind-ound

itIVO LI pliale

Dolby Labs picked up on what Iwrote in
HFN/RR Jan ' 86 about their patents on
surround- sound video. Dolby would like it
known that there is another patent which
covers the process. It is British patent 2006
583. This builds on the two Dolby patents ( BP
1522 135 and 1522 599) which cover the
main features of the Dolby stereo variable
area ( SVA) optical soundtrack.
Cross-talk between centre front and rear
surround is very disturbing in acinema
system. The actors' voices come out of the
surround speakers or the surround effects
muddle the dialogue.
Dolby's patent 2006 583 claims the idea of
using atime delay in the surround channel.
The Haas effect then takes over. If one of two
similar sound sources is delayed so that its
arrival time is between 5and 35milliseconds
after the other, the perceived sound appears
to come from the undelayed source. The
Dolby patent specifies atime delay of around
75% of the sound path delay from the front
to the rear of the cinema. In practice, the
delay needed in acinema will be between
25milliseconds and 120milliseconds. Note
that the delay is not recorded in the track; it
is provided by the decoder. So it is
adjustable to suit any cinema size.
Additionally, the bandwidth for the surround
signal is limited to between 80Hz and 7kHz
and processed with Dolby- B noise reduction.
This kills hiss, avoids overload clipping of
the surround speakers and reduces the
audible effect of high frequency cross-talk
caused by azimuth errors in the soundtrack.
All this technology is, of course, used in the
surround- sound decoders now being sold
for home video.
The Dolby trademark may be its most
valuable asset. Video software in surround
format carries the Dolby logo, so the public
will naturally look for amatching logo on the
hardware. But, as by some strange
oversight, no one has yet asked me to be a
patents judge; it's not for me to say whether
the Dolby patent is legally strong or not.
Two points worth noting. TEAC have now
started selling asurround- sound decoder

It is now seven months since Iwrote an item
in this column about exporting to Japan
(HFN/RR Nov'85). While visiting Matsushita
in Osaka, Ihad picked up the company's
foreign trading division on its claim that
Matsushita would like to import more
Western goods into Japan. Sticking my neck
out, Iinsisted that the company should say
clearly whether it would be prepared to
handle carriage trade hi-fi equipment from
Britain, even though Matsushita's own
Technics division might object to the
competition.
At first, the managers at Matsushita
Electric Trading ( MET) wriggled. But Ikept
on pushing — so hard, in fact, that one of the
other journalists on the trip afterwards
wondered whether Iwas trying to
become amiddle man with acommission on
sales. Eventually, the MET people explained
in private why they had been wriggling. Past
experience with British firms, they told me,
had not been happy. But, they went on, if
some British firms in the hi-fi business
without aJapanese sales connection were
serious about getting afoothold in Japan, it
would be in MET's interests to help.
The Japanese Government is currently
very worried about the imbalance of trade
and has been pushing large companies like
Matsushita to do something about it. Igot
the name of someone inside MET who
promised to give personal attention to any
enquiries. With the jibe about becoming a
middleman firmly in mind, Igave the name
and MET's address to the editor of HFN/RR
and suggested in print that readers should
contact the editor, not me.
So what happened? Igot one telephone
call from someone Ialready knew. He works
for the British subsidiary of aJapanese firm,
and was asking for further information which
he could push under the nose of an allBritish hi-fi firm which hadn't contacted me.
The editor of HFN/RR received one enquiry.
And that is all — unless, of course, anyone
else has been in touch while these words are
going through the pipeline into print.
British politicians, unions and civil
servants, accuse the Japanese of boycotting
British goods and creating import obstacles.
The truth is that the Japanese don't need to
put up any barriers. British industry creates
its own barriers— of incompetence, apathy
and disinterest.
It is pointless trying to sell to Japan by
post. You have to go there and be seen. You
also have to have alocal agent who knows
the local distribution system inside out. It is
no use taking aplane to Japan without first
getting introductions to the right people in
the right places. In Japanese culture,
introductions are everything.
What we were trying to do, through this
column, was offer an introduction to any
small firm in the British hi-fi industry which
wanted to make contact with the right
person in the right place inside the import
division of the largest consumer electronics
company in the world. Well, at least we tried.
Iam sending acopy of this article to MET,
with an apology for wasting their time.
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TECHNOLOGY

Question: What do Audio Research and Conrad-Johnson
have in common?

Answer: The Infinity Reference Standard IB speaker.
The Infinity RS IB is the reference loudspeaker utilized by both Conrad-Johnson ana Audio Research for all their major evaluative
work, as well as their listening pleasure.
These two distinguished valve amplifier manufacturer, along with the world's audio reviewers acknowledge that the RS-IB speaker
system is the finest available — surpassed only by Infinity's prohibitively expensive IRS system.
The Absolute Sound has written:". . . the Infinity RS-IB is the best speaker Ihave eves lived with. " And Stereophile concluded that
The " RS-IB must be ranked among the very best speaker systems money car buy."
The RS-IB system consists of four modules — two bass columns and two midrange/treble columns mounted in mathematically
curved diffraction control wings of solid oak The radiating sound waves produced are nearly spherical, approximating apoint
source. The result is a level of musical realism that will astonish you.
The RS-IB is aspeaker for the fortunate few whose training, temperament and passion for music are matched by the means to
acquire it
Where room size and budget are considerations the Infinity Reference Standard IIB is the only alternative« This speaker is ahighly
sophisticated adaptation of the technology used to create the RS-IB.
Much of the design philosophy embodied in the RS-IB and RS-IIB have been incorporated into much more affordable models.
The RS4B, for instance, captures the musicality and soundstaging of the costlier designs.
The Infinity Reference Standard Series of loudspeakers are now available through selected dealers in England, Scotland and
Northem Ireland.
Infinity Reference Standard loudspeakers are distributed by Automation Sciences Co.. 20 Little Gaddesden, Berkhamsted, Herts
HP4 IPA, 044284-2786.

/

HAVE OFTEN BEEN ASKED IF THERE IS
asmall but effective roof antenna not
readily recognisable as such, but which
is effective in areasonable signal
strength area. Dressler UK Ltd ( 191 Francis
Road, Leyton, London E10 6NR. Tel: 01-558
0854) manufacture amost interesting
general coverage VHF antenna covering 60
to above 500MHz. The antenna, together
with its preamplifier, is inside afat plastic
tube ( around 90mm diameter and about
450mm high). The active antenna has a
mount at the bottom which can clamp it to
the top of apole, and you could quite easily
fit it on achimney pot and claim an interest
in nature by calling it an ' owl rest', the top
being domed. The antenna is fed with DC
passing up the inner of acoaxial cable. The
powering unit is fed from aspecial mains
transformer/supply, and you connect the
output from the coupler unit direct into your
receiver. Although primarily designed for
use with scanning receivers, it could well be
useful for Band 2; we installed the antenna
on the roof at about 12m above road level,
and plugged the output through to aMarconi
2382 spectrum analyser. The manufacturers
claim about 15dB gain in the preamp; the
signals shown on the plot are good for the
main networks, but some of the local radio
stations are on the weak side if one takes into
account the gain of the preamplifier, and
hence the added background noise. As the
antenna is vertically polarised, it will receive
only the vertical component of the
transmissions, but most FM stations do now
have an appreciable vertical component in
their output. The main networks were
received extremely well on my Revox —
Radio London was quite acceptable — though
the ILR stations were just slightly noisy in
stereo. The antenna would be the equivalent

noise like asudden increase of hiss on the
right channel during the concert, which was
at first worrying as the B&K mic had been
very slightly crackly at rehearsal, although it
had quietened down. We eventually
discovered the cause: just behind the wall to
which the control desk faced there was a
gentlemen's toilet, which had not been in
use before. The hiss was literally the sound
of water flushing, being heard through a
grille somewhere in the wall near the right
speaker.
Iam fascinated that the B&K microphones
seem to have such asuperb omnidirectional
polar diagram, combined with avery flat
response. Many of the earlier omni
capacitors have not had aparticularly good
pattern, and instruments well off-axis tended
to be rather down in top in the old days, but
now are-evaluation of spaced omnis with
coincident pairs as fillers seems most
appropriate, so we are likely to hear the
BBC's use of the technique rather more
frequently in future as balancing styles
change slightly from decade to decade. Now
that microphones are becoming much
quieter, we will all have much more
flexibility in their use, and Ihope to comment
shortly on anew mic from Sennheiser.

ANGUS McKENZIE
receiving aparticularly fine performance
under their conductor, Christoph von
Dohnanyi.
During the rehearsal, the BBC studio
manager went to alot of trouble to show me
the difference between various stereo
coincident pairs, and abalance in which the
main contribution was from two Brüel &
Kjaer omnidirectional capacitor
microphones spaced avery considerable
distance apart; an AKG C422 being used to
give adegree of fill-in in the centre. Ihave to
admit once again that Iintensely dislike the
Barbican Hall, and Ifind it not only lacking
bass, but generally rather muddy. The
balancer's use of two omnidirectional
spaced mics is of course rare for the BBC,
although they have been used occasionally
at the Royal Albert Hall. Ihave tended to be
rather critical of many previous relays from
the Barbican, but this time the B&K mics

German radio
When Iwas in Hannover recently Iwas
fascinated to find that most of the FM
stations were much stronger than they are
around central and North London, and so the
signal/noise on my Aiwa stereo radio
headphones was far superior. In Germany,
they use rather more lower power repeater
stations than the BBC do in the UK, but many
of the stations seem rather closer to the
towns, thus producing higher signal levels in
transistor portables and cars etc. What Idid
DRESSLER ara 500

SIGNAL STRENGTHS RECEIVED IN BAND 2
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wave whip feeding directly into a
matched, very low noise, masthead preamp.
Iinterconnected the Dressler ARA500 into
my AR2002 scanning receiver, and found
that results were only slightly down on the
signals received from an enormous Discone
antenna at the same height, asystem that
could make estate managers fairly hot under
the collar, although most town council
planning departments would not worry
about it. The Dressler antenna was most
effective right up to 500MHz, but although it
is claimed to work up to 900MHz, the system
was extremely lossy above that frequency. I
can recommend the aerial for scanning
receivers as well as Band 2, but don't expect
miracles. The price tag of £99 is rather high,
but not unreasonably so, considering the
complexity of the preamplifier, which
employs some quite hi-tech circuitry.

\1
ic ro Atone techni ties
During January Iwas asked by the Cleveland
Orchestra to tape, on digital equipment, their
concerts at the Royal Festival Hall and the
Barbican, both being broadcast by the BBC.
Whilst the Festival Hall microphone lay-out
was quite conventional, the choice of
microphones for the Barbican concert was
most unusual. The concert consisted of
Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony, Mozart's
Oboe Concerto, and Tchaikovsky's
Pathétique Symphony, the last work
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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seemed to give amarvellous bloom to the
strings, and the ambience seemed somehow
much more appropriate. The contribution
from the C422 stereo microphone
considerably helped the positioning of
instruments around the centre of the
orchestra, so whilst the overall sound did not
quite have the positioning accuracy of a
normal stereo pair, the overall sound-stage
produced was very much more pleasing
than any previous broadcast that Ihave
heard from the hall. Ican remember
commenting to the balancer that Ithought
he had finally fixed the hall!
There was one particular problem which
scared the pants off all of us, when it first
occurred, but re-occurrences were soon
ignored. Every now and then we heard a
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find rather interesting was that only one
station was transmitting rock and heavy
metal music, whilst three stations were
transmitting various types of light mood
music, which can be regarded as quite
likeable musical wallpaper. There was one
classical station transmitting chamber music
late at night, and another transmitting
speech. All the transmissions were of very
high quality indeed, so the standard of
equipment used by the Hannover
broadcasting stations must be high. Perhaps
what is most important is that most of the
Continentals have amuch wider choice of
programme material than we have, and of
course if you live near aborder or two, such
as in Hasselt, Belgium, then your choice can
be very wide indeed.
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THE SUPREME
HI-FI DEALS
HITACHI
BRILLIANT VALUE

Dolby 'B' cassette deck, belt-drive
turntable, digital tuner with 16 presets, matching speakers and aFREE
CD Player! Supreme's fabulous deal
on the magnificent Hitachi S9 £ 39
rack system.

9.99

FREE CD PLAYER

This superb Hitachi DA5000 CD Player
is fully programmable, has digital
display, timer playback and manual
search. Worth £ 249.99

Electric Supreme is the great
new name for hi-fi enthusiasts to
remember.
Britain's latest, greatest
electrical chain, we're bringing
low hi-fi prices back to the High
Street. There's abrilliant range
of models - from portables and
towers to the latest compact disc
systems. All the top names, all
at guaranteed low prices, all
backed by Britain's finest aftersales service!

FREE CD'S WITH JVC

Buy any NC CD Player and well give you L35
worth of compact discs absolutely free. You can
choose them from any HMV record shop before
June 30th 1986.
JVC XLV20 CD PLAYER
£20 off and £ 35 worth of free CD's - that's our
great offer on this front- loading CD player
With 10 programmes and
digital display.
Was f299.99 SAVE f20 £ 279.99
AKAI CDM515 CD PLAYER
Programmable, front- loading CD Player with
digital display, music search and random play
features. Excellent
value at under £ 200

MIDI SENSATION
Twin Dolby 'B' cassette decks,
two-way speakers, 2x25
watts per channel and aLW/
MW/FM stereo tuner make
the Akai M7 one of the finest
Midi buys
around.

£299.99

£199. 99

PHILIPS CD150 CD PLAYER
•¡i;i::•:->ki>:,

SHARP VZ1610 MIDI

SHARP
CD SUPER- BUY

The Sharp DX110 compact disc player has
so much to offer. Front-loading, auto
programme facility, cue-and- review, digital
display and an
auto programme
locate device

£19 9.99

1

UP TO E1,000
INSTANT CREDIT
Electric Supreme offers full
credit facilities.
Details differ in certain stores please ask for full written details.
Access, Visa, Debenhams and
Burton cards also welcome
MIR

A stylish front- loader with 15 programmable
facilities, digital display and search facility
Outstanding offer.
SAVE f30 Was f229.99 £ 199.99

Features twin cassettes, a continuous play
turntable, 2-way speakers and aLW/MW/FM
stereo tuner
Great value

£199.99

PHILIPS CD MIDI SYSTEM
The brilliant FCD562 comb ,i•
Player,
twin Dolby 'B' cassette dec k
equaliser and a
LW/MW/FM stereo tuner £ 329.99
Where aWAS price is shown thés has been diaioect al the
ElectrK Supreme branch in Harrow but not necessarily for 2Ei
•
ive days e the last 6 months All éitters tubp.tt

ONLY ELECTRIC SUPREME
OFFERS ALL THIS.
Huge choice of everything
electrical. Guaranteed low
prices. Top brand names. "High
Street" convenience. Expert
sales staff. Over 160 service
points nationwide. 5- year
guarantees Swift delivery

BRINGING LOW PRICES BACK TO THE HIGH STREET

THE SUPREME
DEALS ARE HERE
THERE'S AN EL ECTRIC SUPREME
BRANCH NEAR YOU
*ABERDEEN
*IPSWICH
(0224)580710
(0473)55971
**BASINGSTOKE
**LEEDS
(0256)50542/3
(0532)431072
*BEDFORD
*LUTON
(0234) 47903
(0582)456819
*BLACKBURN
**MAIDENHEAD
(0254) 54187
(0628) 73139
**BLETCHLEY
*MANCHESTER
(0908) 72755
(061) 8330324
*BOURNEMOUTH
*MANSFIELD
(0202)292193
(0623)654730
**BOURNEMOUTH
*MIDDLESBRouGH
(0202)309436/7/8
(0642) 222579
**NEWBURY
*BRIGHTON
(0273) 687488
(0635) 35200
sBRIGHTON
*NORTHAMPTON
(0273) 770447
(0604) 22823
*BRISTOL
*NORWICH
(0272) 279079
(0603) 625282
**BRISTOL
*NOTTINGHAM
(0272)279152
(0602)410719
*BROMLEY
*NUNEATON
01-2900318
(0203)371611
*CAMBRIDGE
**ORPINGTON
(0223)322163
(0689) 76899
*CANTERBURY
*OXFORD
(0227)450148
(0865)241044
*CARDIFF
*OXFORD STREET
(0222) 394493
01-491 3601
*CHELMSFORD
*PLYMOUTH
(0245) 264226
(0752)21269
**PLYMOUTH
ACHESTER
(0244)315751
(0752)672261
**PORTSMOUTH
**CHICHESTER
(0243) 784449
(0705)694731
ssCOLCHESTER
*READING
(0734)500594
(0206) 48850
**CRAWLEY
*ROMFORD
(0293) 26638
(0708) 66865
*SALISBURY
*CROYDON
01-760 0636
(07221330700
**CROYDON
*SHEFFIELD
01-681 8013/4
(0742)739714
*DERBY
**SLOUGH
(0332)384816
(0753)76568/9
*SOUTHAMPTON
*DUNDEE
(0382) 28455
(0703) 332454
**EALING
**SOUTHAMPTON
01-8405485
(0703) 37937
*EASTBOURNE
*SOUTHSEA
(0323)35731
(0705)861453
tEASTBOURNE
*STAINES
(0323)35731/2/3
(0784) 64900
**STAINES
*EDINBURGH
(031) 2258403
(0784)57571/2
*EXETER
*STIRLING
(0392) 218118
(0786)73107
**EXETER
*STOCKPORT
(0392) 53833
(061) 4290348
**FINCHLEY
*STOCKTON-ON-TEES
01-446 6753
(0642)671410
*FOLKESTONE
*SWANSEA
(0792) 475945
(0303) 45798
*GLOUCESTER
*SWINDON
(0793)614207
(0452)31450
**GLOUCESTER
**SWINDON
(0452)421486
(0793) 24420
*GUILDFORD
*TAUNTON
(0483) 505333
(0823) 85875
**GUILDFORD
**TAUNTON
(0483)571027
(0823)54591/2
*HAMMERSMITH
*TELFORD
01-741 5919
(0952)507175
*HARROW
'WATFORD
01-863 6081
(0923) 33849
**WATFORD
sHASSOCKS
(07918)4373
(0923) 50330
*HASTINGS
**WEMBLEY
(0424)441809
01-9001533
**HASTINGS
(0424) 427188
(0842) 323052
sHAYWARDS HEATH * WORTHING
(0444)451089 ( 0903) 207883
**HORSHAM ** WORTHING
(0403)59117 ( 0903) 206635
SHOVE
** YEOVIL
(0273)722408/9 ( 0935)26561
*HULL
(0482) 28487
* In Debenhams ** Supreme tWas Rayford
St Keddies
In Browns
In Clements

These special offers are also available at

uulmAti
ELECTRICAL SUPERSTORES.
ANDOVER
(0264) 55228
AVONMOUTH
(0272) 826423
BARKINGSIDE
01-551 43)6
CHARLTON
01-853 5623
CHRISTCHURCH
(0202) 479764
DAGENHAM
01-5921821
!DUDLEY
(0384) 79338
EDMONTON
01-884 3582
FAREHAM
(04895) 81044
HARLOW
(0279)41227
NEW CROSS
01-732 8833

NEWPORT
( 0633) 53737
ORPINGTON
( 0689) 77979
PLYMOUTH
( 0752)346431
ROTHERHAM
( 0709)371294
SCUNTHORPE
(0724) 856658
WORTHING
( 0903)211267
SWANSEA
( 0792)579130
SWINDON
( 0793)616714
WEMBLEY
01-903 9020
YORK
( 0904) 436088

Ultimate and Electric Supreme are members of the
Hams Queensway Electrical Division

DIARY OF MY SONGS
(JOURNAL DE MES
MELODIES) by Francis
Poulenc, translated by
Winifred Radford. 160pp. 15
illustrations. Bibliography.
Discographical appendix.
Hard covers. £9.95. Published
by Victor Gollancz Ltd,
14 Henrietta St. London
WC2E 80J.

As Graham Johnson writes in his foreword
'This journal is perhaps the most unusual
part of the Poulenc legacy .... No other
creator of songs has left us such abook — it is
an indispensable document'. Here we have
the French text of Poulenc's own diary in
which he discusses how he wrote his songs
and how he wanted them interpreted with
excellent parallel English translations by
Winifred Radford. He writes ' If I
were a
singing teacher Iwould insist on my pupils
reading the poems attentively before
working at asong' and he frequently makes
the point that many singers over-elaborate
and thus ruin the essential simplicity of
some of the songs. He also writes ' Iprefer a
pretty voice without brains to the pseudointelligent singer, usually without voice'.
This is, of course, only ahalf truth, for his
long artistic association with Pierre Bernac
showed how much he appreciated an artist
whose voice was not outstanding but who
used it quite beautifully and with great
intelligence. Ihad the good fortune to hear a
recital by Poulenc and Bernac at the
Wigmore Hall in 1945, and it was an
unforgettable experience. This book which
reveals the thought process of agreat
composer is certainly a ' must' for the singer
who ventures to include French song in his
or her repertoire.
John Freestone
ELECTRONIC & COMPUTER MUSIC by Peter
Manning. 291pp. Illustrated. Hard covers. Price f19.50.
Published by Oxford University Press, Walton Street,
Oxford 02 6DP.
This is adeeply informed and lucidly written
book. This praise is not lightly earned sinc
the subject matter is technically complex and
often esoteric. Dr Manning's detailed
knowledge of the mechanics and techniques
involved does not prevent him from
providing simple, clear explanations ( much
needed by anyone approaching the subject
for the first time). He presents an
entertaining and thorough history of the
subject (from the 19th Century up to c.1980)
in which he critically examines such seminal
(and at times contradictory) issues as
Musique Concrète and Elektronische Musik.
He also attempts ( adequately, but inevitably
incompletely) to assess the contribution
made by pop music and even essays some
cautious thoughts about the future. The book
is invaluable for its thorough history and
technical explanation, afair bibliography
and auseful discography. In its detailed
information and balanced treatment, this
book has no rivals. The subject isn't light
reading, but with this book the reader will
become very well informed — and do so with
little pain and agood deal of pleasure.
Benedict Sarnaker
MUSIC MASTER, 11th Edition.

Soft covers.
1332pp. Price £ 19.95. Published by John Humphries
(Publishing) Ltd, Birkett Lodge, Fourteen Acre Lane, Three
Oaks, Hastings, Sussex TN35 4NB.

1985 must have been abumper year for vinyl
releases, because this latest edition of the
discographer's bible is much, much thicker
than its predecessor. It remains the essential
guide for the vinyl junkie/record collector,
listing in great detail just what's available by

whom, for how much, from whence it came,
and when it was released. Basically, the
domestic version of the red hardback your
local vendor dips into when you want to
order aback catalogue item, Music Master is
much more than amere list of pop LPs ( and
singles), and no self-respecting record
collector should be seen without it. Keep
ahead of the mindless shop assistant who's
never heard of Tom Waits or Mink Deville.
Buy this.
Ken Kessler
INTERNATIONAL MUSIC & OPERA GUIDE,
1986. Edited by Hugh Canning. 256pp. Flexi-cover. Price
£6.95. Published by Tantivy Press Ltd, Magdalen House,
136/148 Tooley Street, London SE 1217.

This 10th edition of the IMG incorporates a
change of emphasis by adding ' Opera' into
the title and an increased concentration on
matters operatic. Obviously, the Editor has a
bias towards opera and, by removing some
sections on music and music in print, anew
feature covering operatic calendars for most
of the major Western countries has been
included.
The ' Musician of the Year' has been
deleted, and for technically interested
readers, the section on hi-fi/recording
developments has also been abandoned.
New features have national or regional
focus, with pages on Scandinavia, Great
Britain, USA, Australia, Canada, France,
West Germany, GDR, Hungary, Italy, Japan,
Switzerland, Spain, Denmark and New
Zealand.
Thirty pages are devoted to arecord
survey, by several contributors, plus acritics'
choice of ' Records of the Year'. Book reviews
by Nicholas Kenyon, ànd helpful lists of
music magazines, schools, competitions,
and music shops around the world are
included.
Donald Aldous
OPERETTA — A THEATRICAL HISTORY

by
Richard Traubner. 461pp. Many illustrations. Bibliography.

Index. Hard Covers. Price £ 12.95. Published by Victor
Gollancz Ltd, 14 Henrietta Street, London WC2.

Richard Traubner has written afascinating
book which covers the history and
development of operetta in some detail from
its beginnings in the mid 19th Century. He
considers that the first true operetta was
Hervé's Don Quichotte et Sancho Pan ça,
which was written in 1848 and first
performed at the Theatre National in Paris.
Starting from this time, almost every work of
any importance in this particular field is
covered and details of original casts and
important revivals are also given. There are
chapters dealing with the growth of operetta
in France, Austria, England and America and
abrief mention is also made of the Spanish
Zarzuela. Towards the turn of the century the
Pasticcio appeared and this was aform of
operetta based on the music of one
composer. The first was Wiener Blut
arranged from Strauss compositions by
Adolf Müller, and amore recent example
was Song of Norway, featuring the music of
Grieg which had very successful runs in New
York and London.
The book is, in fact, quite encyclopaedic in
its scope and at the same time eminently
readable and profusely illustrated. It will
prove invaluable as awork of reference and
must now be reckoned as the standard
authority on its particular subject. The book
contains an extensive bibliography and a
very useful index making for easy reference.
Altogether it is avolume which will prove
indispensable to lovers of operetta.
John Freestone
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THE BASSET 16

A DIY SUBWOOFER
S

Trevor Attewell redesi9 san old friend for the

OME LONG-TERM READERS MAY
recall a DIY subwoofer which first
appeared in this magazine in April
1969. The enclosure was designed as
awindow seat, with concealed drivers. Originally it had built-in passive crossovers to
separate the bass from the rest of the signal,
and it relied on acoustic channel mixing to
derive mono bass. An improved version
appeared in June 1978 with active crossovers, but this still gave mono bass using
electronic mixing. The nominal frequency
range was from 25Hz (- 3dB) to 100Hz. It
served well enough in its day, when only
master tapes and avery occasional LP could
provide anything like realistic levels down to
25Hz anyway.
In recent years the LP has improved a
good deal in terms of bass extension, and
the old Basset was already barely coping
when the Compact Disc arrived, extending
the bass range to the lowest normal musical
frequency of 16Hz ( the actual bottom limit is
nominally 5Hz). A new design, based on the
best current techniques, became essential.
This design would have to use an existing
bass driver, and the first company to be
approached for information on a suitable
product was Rogers ( Swisstone Ltd), in the
person of Richard Ross, their MD. He
showed considerable interest in the project
and, following further discussions, he and
his development engineer ( at that time
Andrew Ball) actually offered to do all the
design work, which they finally tested by
making aprototype, complete with the crossover electronics! Although my original specification was deliberately on a Herculean
scale, the result came very close to meeting
it in full! Richard Ross also willingly agreed
to make the design public, and to make
drivers and circuit boards available via the
HFN/RR Accessories Club for resale to the
public. It is most refreshing to find this kind
of personal enthusiasm and commitment,
and those who will benefit from the results
have reason to be grateful.
The new design gives stereo bass by
dividing a cabinet the size of the original
Basset into two sealed enclosures, each
driven by a Rogers 300mm drive- unit, the
RB16, which was specially designed for the
Basset 16, and uses stiffened spiders to
prevent possible cone sag when mounted
horizontally. The RB16 is built on asubstantial cast- alloy frame, and has aflared section
polypropylene cone, driven by ahigh- power
voice-coil. These drivers will be available
from the HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box
200, Bedford MK40 1YH at aprice of £ 117.50
per pair including VAT and p&p.
The frequency response of the new subwoofer extends to 16Hz (- 3dB), with apeak
output of 100.5dBA at all frequencies down
to 16Hz, measured at 2m, when radiating
into quarter-space ( in practice this reduces to
placing the enclosure along the floor parallel
with, and fairly close to, the wall behind it).
Among various options the crossover circuitry can be optimised for use with Quad
ESL-63 loudspeakers at a crossover frequency of 50Hz, or for a number of popular
alternatives such as LS3/5A, SL6 or SL600,
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he DIY Colloms DC1 ( see HFN/RR July ' 85)
and probably most loudspeakers with abass
response which is 3dB down at about 75Hz
with aQ of about 0.7 and asecond-order rolloff ( the figures apply to the anechoic
acoustic response of the loudspeaker alone).
The subwoofer enclosure design is the same
in all cases. A further option raises the corner
frequency from 16 to 30Hz ( for non-organ
persons!), with a 6dB increase in peak
output.
In the remainder of this article we will deal
briefly with subwoofer principles in general,
and then with the enclosure itself, followed
by a discussion of the necessary crossover
electronics next month.

Diving deep
Many of the popular, smaller loudspeakers
have aroll-off frequency only slightly below
100Hz, which is inadequate for the majority
of musical material. Even much larger units
commonly roll off less than an octave below
this. A subwoofer can fill this bottom-end
credibility gap, which exists for many
musical instruments, but especially pipe
organs, which ideally require aflat response
down to 16Hz. An added benefit of a subwoofer is that the low bass can be kept out of
the satellite loudspeakers, avoiding excessive cone displacement, accompanied by
distortion of the higher frequencies and
doubling of the lower notes.
A main problem with subwoofers is that
they take up a fair amount of room. Some
manufacturers have tried to fudge this issue
by producing subwoofers disguised as coffee tables ( or whatever), with the claim that
these can be used anywhere in the room
because ' positioning is unimportant at low
frequencies'. Ten minutes' experiment will
show that this is simply not true. As soon as
asubwoofer is moved significantly from the
line joining the main loudspeakers, the
stereo imaging starts to degrade in and
above the crossover region. There are also

a

tonal changes, most audible in the lower
instruments, arising from the fact that their
fundamental tone and harmonics are reproduced by different sources in different locations in the listening room. Moreover, the
acoustic output of the subwoofer ( and hence
the general sound balance) is considerably
affected by their position vis-à-vis the walls
and corners, and there are also time delay
problems. A small, passive subwoofer also
implies a higher crossover frequency.
A subwoofer will have difficulty in driving
a very small room. It may extend the bass
somewhat, but may not be worthwhile in
terms of its cost and the space it takes up. In
larger rooms the room dimensions produce
reinforcement or partial cancellation of particular notes, depending on the positions of
the drivers and the listener relative to the
walls. Although these are obvious when
listened for, the human brain seems able
largely to cancel the effect when concentrating on the program rather than the room.
One can spend too much time listening to
sound rather than music.
We can summarise good practice in the
use of subwoofers as follows:
1) The crossover between subwoofer and
satellite speakers must be at as low a
frequency as practicable, and certainly no
higher than 100Hz in an average room.
2) The acoustic phase must be preserved
through the crossover region as accurately
as possible.
3) The subwoofer and satellites must be
nearly equidistant from the listener.
4) The subwoofer should give stereo bass —
mono cannot give the image depth that
stereo can, and derived mono bass can
suffer cancellation effects where widely
spaced microphones have been used.
A certain amount of compromise is generally possible — for example, if the crossover
frequency is lowered, then there is more
freedom in placement, and so on.
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BASSET 16

Awakening the beast
The Basset 16, like its predecessor, does not
attempt to hide, nor does it look like a
loudspeaker. It forms a useful piece of
furniture, namely a seat for up to three
persons, and is designed for use against a
wall or in a bay window. Since it is astereo
unit it can, however, be divided into physically separate halves if required.
The one-piece version has been designed
so that anyone who still owns an original
Basset can bring it up to date cheaply rather
than start again from scratch. The procedure
is as follows:
Turn the Basset upside down, discard the
four drivers and remove the bottom panels.
If these were glued, prise them off, using a
chisel and mallet, having first removed any
screws or pins. The sloping partition comes
out next, together with the short vertical strip
that connects its bottom end to the original
bottom panel.These items will have been
mounted on battens, and are probably
glued. The battens should be visible and
reasonably accessible - remove all their
fixing screws and then chisel them ( and the
partition) free from the sides. If the partition
was atight fit, you may need to saw it in half
lengthwise - if you suspect that this may be
the case, do it before removing the battens.
A certain amount of playing- by-ear will be
necessary during the whole of this wrecking
job, but the main thing is to avoid damage to
the side walls.
Check that the remaining walls are free of
loose material. Make the new central partition from two thicknesses of wood firmly
screwed together. It should be secured to
battens ( 25 x25mm section is suitable) running around three sides, and the fourth side
must be flush with the walls of the open box.
It is essential to seal the partition, using glue
or silicone rubber sealer. Glue and screw
12.5 x12.5mm battens around the lower
inside edges of the box, flush with the side
walls - these will be used to secure the driver
panels.
The driver panels form the bottom of the
completed box, and can be in one piece or
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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two. First cut the large holes for the drivers,
which need to be accurate, because the
driver fixing holes come very close to the
edge of the rim. It helps to rebate the drivers,
as indicated in the sketch, but this is not
essential. Drill the panels to take the connecting terminals, which should be colour-coded
red and black or otherwise suitably marked.
If you can't find terminals long enough to go
through the panel, drill counterbores on the
inside for the fixing nuts and connecting

tags. Wire each driver to its own terminals
with 30/0.25 cable. Check that each driver
cone moves outward ( away from the magnet) when a 1.5V cell is connected across its
terminals, making the red terminal positive.
Where the wiring runs along the inside
surface of the driver panels, make sure it is
stapled down tightly on foam so that it
cannot rattle. The total length of wire should
be just enough to allow the drivers to sit
outside their holes while being wired, but
not long enough to come in contact with any
part of the structure when they are seated
normally.
Next fit the drivers, bedding them on the
felt sealing strips supplied. If there is no
rebate this will be difficult, so use selfadhesive foam sealing instead. If you cannot
tighten the fixing screws because the mounting hole is too big, a wood block can be
cantilevered out over the rear of the driver
rim at each of the four fixing positions,
securing it to the rear of the panel. This will
allow plenty of room for fixing screws or
bolts, but the cantilever must be fixed

securely to the inside of the panel, and it
must be substantial ( say 50 x25mm).
A little damping is required to ensure that
the cabinet air- modes do not affect the
acoustic roll-off. This is provided by a block
of low-density foam about 400 x400mm by
100mm thick, running from back to front of
the box just above each driver. This is the
most effective way of doing the job, and is
preferable to lining the enclosure. You can
use BAF wadding instead of foam, and either
can be supported on four 25mm diameter
dowels glued and screwed into wood blocks
which are glued and screwed to the walls, as
shown in the sketch. This has the advantage
of giving extra stiffening to the panels.
When satisfied that everything is in order,
secure the speaker panels to the bottom
battens on the four side walls at 100mm
intervals, using draught excluder foam as a
seal. It is essential to seal all the edges of this
design - each compartment should be airtight. Long-term pressure equalisation is
provided in the driver.
If you prefer to build the Basset 16 from
scratch, then the accompanying sketches
show the recommended dimensions for the
twin unit. For two separate enclosures
simply divide the twin version in two across
the middle, adding the extra four legs that
will be needed. The dimensions given are
internal, and external dimensions will
depend on the method of construction and
the material thickness. It is also possible to
modify the dimensions to suit particular
requirements, provided the following
requirements are met:
1) The volume of each enclosure should be
close to 1101itres, excluding any internal
bracing or other structure. No allowance
need be made for the damping material or
the dowels which hold it.
2) The cabinet should be
linear and, in particular,
should not be too small,
give a pipe- like structure
coloration.

reasonably rectithe driver panel
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Reeling, punchdrunk, battered and
broken.
CD crashes to the canvas floor. Out for
the count.
We can all dream.
But the reality is that CD with all of its
inherent problems, is here to stay — not
to conquer but certainly to compete.
Analogue must meet the challenge, and
it has the perfect champion in Thorens.
Backed by along line of classic designs
such as the now legendary TD 124 and
160S, Thorens has now focused its experience and expertise on producing acontender to outperform CD on the critical
grounds of both quality and price.
For the true audiophile, Thorens is the
logical choice. The ingenuity of design is
exemplified by the split- chassis and unique
leaf springing which isolates the arm
board mounting from the motor. This provides asimple solution to the problems
that have plagued rival manufacturers for
more than adecade.
The four new models are outstanding
in terms of value for money. The range
kicks off with the budget- priced TD 316
then follows through with the TD 318
model which comes with friction-free,
velocity-sensing electronic shut off.
The TD 320 has the additional attraction of aprofessional TP16 MkIll tone arm,
but the crowning glory of the new Thorens
300 series is the TD 321 which sits proudly
at the top end of the range. It doesn't
include an arm but easily justifies the price
tag on sheer quality of performance.
The CD cliques may scoff but the fundamental design of their system is intended
to, at the very least, inhibit if not completely eliminate the very idiosyncracies
and nuances of human genius and performance that go to create great music.
From the esoteric analogue audiophile
to the rising breed of digital enthusiasts,
the new 300 series offers awelcome confirmation of traditional standards married
to new technology — the result of which
has to be heard to be believed.
The masters have awoken.

TII0R213
MASTERS OF THE ANALOGUE SOURCE

When CD
threatens the
existence of
Analogue, it's
time for the
Masters
to start flexing
their muscles.

3) Each driver should be reasonably near the
centre of its panel.

THORENS SPECIALISTS
LONDON
BARLETTS HI-FI, N7.
01-607 2296
ANALOGUE AUDIO, N12.
01-445 3267
GRAHAMS HI-FI, NWI.
01-837 4412
AUDIO T, NW6.
01-794 7848
BILLY VEE, 5E13.
01-318 5755
Et AUDIO, SE20.
01-778 3737
UNILET HI-FI, SW7.
01-589 2586
O'BRIEN HI-FI, SW19.
01-946 0331
HI-FI EXPERIENCE, W1.
01-580 3535
KJLEISURE SOUND, W1.
01-486 8262
TELESONIC, WI.
01-6368177
KIMBERLEY'S HI-FI, W2.
01-724 0454
KENSINGTON HI-FI, WE.
01-602 7066
AUDIO ONE, W12.
01-5801326
AVON
RADFORD HI-FI.
0272 428248
BERKSHIRE
RADFORD HI- Fl.
95 56931
READING HI- Fl.
0734 585463
BEDFORDSHIRE
BEDFORD AUDIO.
0234 854133
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
TECHNO SOUND.
0908 604949
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
STEVE BOXHAL L
0223 68305
CAMPKINS AUDIO.
0223 312240
HI-FI PEOPLE.
0733 41755
UNIVERSITY AUDIO.
0223 354237
CORNWALL
ETS. 0736 5101
CUMBRIA
HL ELLIOTT.
0946 3671
PTYSON.
0228 25891
CHESHIRE
ARMSTRONG SMITH.
051-639 9257
HI-FI CENTRE.
0625 24766
NEW DAWN.
0244 24179
SOUND CENTRE.
061-928 3195
DURHAM
RED RADIO.
0783 72087
DEVON
PETER RUSSELL HI- Fl.
0752 669511
ESSEX
AT LABS. 01-367 3132
AT LABS. 01-518 0915
CHEWS OSBOURNE.
0799 23728
GREATER
MANCHESTER
CLEARTONE
0204 31423
HAMPSHIRE
AVT. 0256 24311
HAMILTON
ELECTRONICS.
0703 28622
LISTEN IN.
0604 37871
VIRGIN RECORDS.
0705 832398/816857
HE
ACOUSTIC ARTS
0923 45250
W DARBY.
0727 50961
HUMBERSIDE
FANTHORPE
0482 223096
HANDERS.
0472 $ 1391
KENT
CANTERBURY HI- Fl.
0227 65315
JOHN MARLEY.
0227 69329
SEVENOAKS HI-FI.
0732 459555
LANCASHIRE
MONITOR SOUND.
0257 271935
RECORD CENTRE.
0253 886163
STEREO ELECTRIC.
0201 690292
WILKINSON.
0282 62901

MIDDLESEX
HARROW AUDIO.
01-863 0938
MUSICAL IMAGES.
01-570 7512
UXBRIDGE AUDIO.
0895 333474
MIDLANDS
ALFA ELECTRONICS. •
0533 58597
BRIDGE HI-FI.
0922 640456
NICK DAKIN.
0602 781862
DESIGN STEREO.
0513 541338
FRANK HARVEY.
0203 158916

4) The main requirements for the enclosure
material are good internal damping and
adequate stiffness, 19mm blockboard or
high- density chipboard being the minimum.
A second prototype uses 25mm oak-faced
high quality blockboard, and sounds better
than the original 19mm one, being tighter
and more controlled in the bass and cleaner
in the crossover region. 19-25mm Medite or
25mm birch-faced ply might be better still,
but are expensive. The visible surfaces can
be laminated, veneered, painted or upholstered, without degrading the performance.

0926 493796
MIDLANDS HI-FI.
0902 77177
WEST MIDLANDS
AUDIO.
0905 58046
NORFOLK
MARTIN'S HI- F1.
0603 27010
NO RTH ANTS
LISTEN IN.
0604 37871
TECHNOSOUND.
0908 604949
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
PETER ELLIS.
0636 704571
JOHN KIRK.
0602 252986
OXFORDSHIRE
ABSOLUTE SOUND
VIDEO.
0865 05961
WESTWOOD 8 MASON.
0865 217783
SALOP
AVON HI- Fl.
0743 55166
SUFFOLK
EASTERN AUDIO.
0473 217217
SUSSEX
BOWERS 8, WILKINS.
0903 64141
HASTINGS HI-FI.
0424 442975
jEFFERIES HI-FI.
0273 609431
SURREY
AERCO.
048621667
SPALDINGS.
01-654 1231
SURBITON PARK RADIO.
01-546 5549
UNILET HI- Fl.
01-942 9567
STAFFORDSHIRE
E8N EFRENCH.
0287 892252
RTTS,
0543 262877
TY NE & W EAR
LINTONE AUDIO.
0632 774167
WARWICKSHIRE
ALTERNATIVE AUDIO.
021-742 0254
FIVEWAYS HI- Fl.
021-155 0667
SOUNDS EXPERIENCE.
0788 79736
YORKSHIRE
ERRICKS.
0274 309266
HUDDERSFIELD.
0484 544668
IMAGE HI- Fl.
0532 789374
MOORGATE ACOUSTICS.
0709 370666
SHEFFIELD SOUND
CENTRE.
0742 583507
TRC.
0422 66832
ERIC WILEY.
0977 556774
SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN
HOL BORN HI- Fl.
0224 585713
DUNDEE
STRATHVISION.
0382 28900
EDINBURGH
RUSS ANDREWS.
031-5571672
GLASGOW
HI-FI CORNER.
041-248 2840
JAMES KERR.
011-332 0988
STEREO SHOWCASE.
041-332 5012
WALES
COLWYN
ELECTROTRADER.
0492 48932

5) It is important to keep a clear gap of not
less than 40mm between the floor and the
bottom of the cabinet. If the legs can sink
into adeep pile carpet their length should be
increased appropriately.
Diving with a friend
If carpentry is not your most outstanding
accomplishment, or you don't have the time
for it, then you might like to take advantage
of another special offer. Steve Carter is a
craftsman who will make you aBasset 16, as
one ( twin) enclosure or two single ones,
either in kit form or fully assembled and
finished. Rebates will be provided for the
drivers. If you buy in kit form, you can
choose to have the visible surfaces left in
their natural state or fully finished. Prices for
the various alternatives are given in the
table. The standard finish is mid- oak stain
with semi- matt cellulose sealing on oakfaced blockboard, 25mm thick. Mr Carter is
willing to quote individually for other materials, thicknesses, finishes or even designs.
All prices are ex-factory — ie, carriage is
extra, if you cannot collect for yourself. The
address to write to is 18 Knox Road, London
E7, ( tel: 01-519 7915). Please note that the
woodwork is not available from the HFN/RR
Accessories Club, and the drivers and electronics are NOT available from Mr Carter.

What of the results? Don't expect very deep
bass from everything you listen to — the
source must contain bass before it can be
reproduced! On the other hand, badly
pressed LPs, or those with hum and rumble,
may be unplayable — fortunately, they are a
minority. Take time to adjust the relative
subwoofer and satellite sound levels, using a
number of extended sources. You will find
that these vary — even some CDs have too
little low bass, while some have too much,
and you need to find an average setting.
There is an initial urge to boost the bass and
wallow in all those low notes you never
heard before, but you will find the sound
most satisfying when the whole spectrum is
laid out in one smooth, even progression,
Treasure Trove
with no part exaggerated.
The subwoofer should not be fitted with
If you have been using the LS3/5As or an
spikes, especially if it is to be used as aseat —
equivalent, you will be amazed at how large
even unloaded its mass exceeds 55kg, and a
the sound becomes when you add the
nasty injury could possibly result if a snapmissing two- and- a- half octaves — it is like
ped- off portion of a hardened steel spike
passing through a small doorway into the
started flying around. In any case it is
auditorium itself! With the ESL- 63 the effect
extremely improbable that the inevitable
is far more subtle, but just as gratifying and
slight panel movements could be controlled
worthwhile. The Basset 16 really does help
from the bottom corners, where only nodes
to make the most of the CD! 0
are likely to be located, while, if you have a
suspended floor, the last thing you need is to Next Month, Trevor Attewell discusses the
couple low-frequency vibrations into it. With active crossover options.
regard to cabling, bear in mind that although
Table I: PRICE LIST
very low notes are relatively infrequent, even
in organ music, they can demand quite high ENCLOSURES
power levels for periods of up to tens of Available only from Steve Carter, 18
seconds. Hence the cable of decent gauge is Knox Road, London E7.
required. QED 79 in runs of about 8m proved Tel: ( 01) 519-7915
Double unit Single units

adequate on the prototype, and even a
per pair)
couple of metres or so more should not complete and finished £ 248.56 £ 281.88
Kit, exterior surfaces finished £ 215.25 £ 251.13
cause problems.
£ 194.75 £ 225.50
With any DIY project there are always folk Kit, plain wood
who wish to modify it in some way to meet
NOTE: The above prices are ex- factory
particular requirements. In this case it will be
obvious that the design forms acomplex and DRIVE- UNITS
completely integrated whole, for which the Available only from the HFN/RR Accestext has already given all the options which sories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40
have been considered. With regret, there- 1YH.
fore, neither the author nor Rogers ( Swis- Price: £ 117.50 per pair inc. VAT and p&p.
stone Limited) can undertake to deal with
queries about possible variants. As outlined
CROSSOVERS
earlier, it is reasonable to expect that any
Available from the HFN/RR Accessories
loudspeaker which meets the following
Club, ready built or as pcbs. Full details
criteria should be usable with the Basset 16
next month.
and the active crossover described.

For further details contact: The Thorens Sales Office,
Britannia Road, Waltham Cross, Hertfordshire. ENE 7EF.
Tel: ( 0992) 716666
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1) The anechoic acoustic output from the
loudspeaker, used on its own and including
its own internal crossover, should be about
3dB down at 75Hz, and should show a
second — order tall-off ( 12dB/octave) below
that frequency.
2) The overall Q of the loudspeaker at the
bass resonance should be close to 0.7. This
figure is rarely quoted in data sheets or
reviews, but should be obtainable from the
manufacturer concerned.
3) The acoustic sensitivity ( which is widely
quoted) should be within a dB or so of 82
dB/W at 1m for an input of 2.83V at the
loudspeaker terminals.
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P.170 from Musical Fidelity - yet another excellent product available from us - see the review in
March 86 edition of HFN & RR

MUSICAL FIDEL' IY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., Unit 34, Sapcote Trading Estate, Dudden Hill Lane, NW10 20J.
Telex: 21792 Ref.1200

There is one amplifier which will
dectly with all types of
signal sources.
Moving Coil and Moving Magnet cartridges,
Compact Disc players, tuners, tape decks and video recorders.
Its the Audiolab 8000A Integrated Ampl:fier. With the 8000A you
can be sure of real flexibility and exceptiona ,sound quality.
Call or write and well send full data plus details of your local
Audiolab dealer.

Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate
Godmanchester, Huntingdon
Cambs PE18 8LN Tel:0480 52521

THE ESSEX ECHO
UNIFICATION: TRACK ONE

F,
LU

Malcolm Hawksford attem ts to tie to:ether dis arate threads in audio theory

A

RECENT AND ENTHUSIASTIC
meeting of the British Section of
the Audio Engineering Society, via
ashow of hands, expressed aconsensus that, in principle, amplifiers do
exhibit perceptual differences in performance when auditioned under favourable conditions. The occasion was Martin Collom's
lecture entitled 'Amplifiers: Do they sound
different?' ( see p.67), when over 120 AES
members gathered to experience a lecture
integrated with discussion and audio
demonstrations.
1985 saw an emerging awareness that
there are numerous error sources within an
audio system that demand more detailed
research, as it is evident that they contribute
directly to perceptual sonic differences. Over
the next four editions of the ' Essex Echo', I
am going to explore several facets of error
mechanisms with a particular emphasis on
the loudspeaker- interconnect interface,
capacitors and inductors.
Our thesis will attempt a unification of
these interactive error processes by both
presenting and applying a detailed study of
transmission line systems and supporting
electromagnetic theory. This avenue of
research stems from the observation that
several linear error mechanisms result
directly from wave propagation in the acoustical, mechanical and electrical domains that,
in turn, are linked by mutual interdependence. It will be shown that, in essence, a
single mathematical model is applicable
directly to both interconnects and capacitors
and when compounded with our notion of
the transfer-error function' 2 a powerful conceptual model of error structure emerges. In
part, the presentation will be rigorous
though interlaced with illustrative discussion; Ihope the mathematical detail will
provide a more comprehensive background
to allow agreater appreciation of the theory
and thus gain in tutorial value.
In the present series, we will err on the
side of caution and attempt to create amodel
only for the linear and continuous set of
systems: Iwill leave more radical investigation for a later date as my personal conviction suggests that low-level threshold phenomena, conductor granularity and directionality set bounds upon the ultimate transparency of an audio system, factors that I
collectively term ' Fuzzy Distortions'.
However, a linear system implies that the
principle of superposition and Fourier analysis form an exact system description in both
the steady state and the transient state,
when rigorously applied to describe a
system.
Applying a logical strategy to the subject
of interconnects, there appear to be three
areas for research:
(i) Low-level systems, where signal levels fall
to 10s of nanovolts, may well fall into the
regime of Fuzzy Distortions.
(ii) Medium- level interconnects, where there
is no significant signal power, may nonetheless introduce perceptual change, not so
much by the interconnect directly but by the
change the cable characteristics impose
upon the electronics. Thus, when performing
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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measurements, it may well prove constructive to look for a differential in the overall
system transfer- error function when interconnects are changed.
(iii) High-level signals over the loudspeaker
interconnect, where interconnects play a
dominant role in establishing an error
mechanism.
Those readers familiar with my earlier
essays in HFN/RR'nwill be aware that Ihave
used the transfer- error function as amethod
of exposing the linear distortions exhibited
within an audio system ( in earlier articles I
have used the term ' error function', though I
now prefer the generic term 'transfer-error
function'). This function has already been
experimentally used by both John Curl"
and, more recently, Martin Colloms° where
Martin also presented a convincing public
demonstration using music signals, during
his AES lecture. ( A discussion on the error
test is presented in the accompanying
appendix.)
It is important to note that though a
system may exhibit noise and non-linear
distortion < 80dB, that linear distortions"'
are orders of magnitude above this figure
and often within a range 50 to 60dB below
the primary signal. Ipersonally advocate that
much of the non- ideality exhibited by audio
equipment is more accurately specified by
linear distortion. In practice, our measurement techniques do not always address this
aspect of distortion though recent research,
for example, on Cepstrum analysis" offers a
welcome advancement. Also, at a more
philosophical level, engineers often fail to
appreciate that ultimately all objective
measurements are subjective: they require
interpretations as to their sonic character, a
sequence of numbers is not by itself sufficient unless of vanishing magnitude,
though this is never achieved for complete
systems. Thus even though the transfererror function is capable of an exact representation of linear distortion, it is the subjective interpretation of the resulting error that
is the final arbiter.
My motivation for composing a further
treatise on interconnects and capacitors has
resulted from four disparate experiences
during 1985. Two have already been adequately reviewed, namely John Curl's error
test° during my visit to San Francisco last
May and, later, Martin's AES lecture on
December 10.
The third factor is due to Dennis Morecroft
of DNM who walked into my office at Essex
University and placed anumber of electrolytic capacitors on my desk, claiming they
were of modified construction, where the
conductive surfaces had been partially slit,
as Dennis explained, to reduce circulating
currents within the plates. He claims that this
technique, of implanted alignment to the
distribution of current, lowers the inductive
component and results in an improved high
frequency performance. Dennis is an audio
designer with exceptional intuition, and one
learns to take notice of his work.
The final node in the network occurred
during a recent visit to Paris where Peter
Ainscough runs ahigh-end, audio company

called FAMCO ( French American Company).
Visiting Peter is always a rewarding experi- X
ence, as he has immense enthusiasm for his LU
work and this occasion was to be no excepCn
tion. On Friday evening we drove into the
suburbs of Paris to visit Yves Bernard Andre. Ci)
It was on this cold Parisian evening that Iwas
to experience, for me, a quantum step
forward in audio reproduction. Yves has
researched and developed every element of
his system, no component or interconnect
has been passed without careful audition as
to sonic characteristic and directionality. To
say this system was impressive is an understatement: the sound exhibited a dynamic
and transparent quality that embeds a very
convincing sense of realism, the very characteristics so often missing from reproduced
music, that immediately informs the listener
the sound is not live. This system further
convinced me that the quest for dynamic and
transient integrity ( no compression of transients) is afundamental objective and when
integrated with our notion of dimensionality
(as initially proposed by Jacob Zelinger of
Automation Sciences) and transparency ( see
Harry Pearson's recent essayl, we can only
then begin to contemplate perfection.
Stanley Kelly recently related a story" to
me during HFN/RR's Annual Dinner ( thanks
for the invite, John, Iliked the white suit!) of
avery high quality professional reproduction
system that was directly linked to the studio
complex. The reproduction, however,
although of high calibre, simply did not
convey asense of live music and this was an
environment where such an objective could
be expected. Iwould suggest at this point in
time that this situation is rather typical,
suggesting factors still not universally
understood or appreciated. Ianticipate the
final steps in opening- up system transparency may upset some engineering sensitivities, but then as Martin proclaimed during
discussion time at the AES: ' Failure to
consider these factors will result in audio
performance remaining trapped in the
1980s'.
For me, 1985 will be remembered as an
occasion for appreciating the work of designers from various countries, where Inow
feel Ihave agreater overall awareness of the
objectives and ultimate capabilities of an
audio system that transcends certain
engineering dogma. Iwill, therefore, attempt
to assimilate some of these notions by
re-exploring the models upon which design
principles are based. This quest commences
in this current series.
The primal concept is that many error
mechanisms are associated with wave propagation whether these are interconnects 3,
large- area capacitors, loudspeaker
diaphragms or loudspeaker enclosuree".
Recently there has been a trend to model
interconnects and capacitors using multistage, lumped arrays of LRC components in
an attempt to realise an improved match
between system and model. This method,
though useful, does not result in an exact
model for arbitrary bandwidth and actually
leads to far greater computational complexity due to multi- node analysis.
The approach we shall adopt is to use a
distributive structure using the principles of
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Fig 21b1 Electrical impedance model of drive

transformer coupled to a resistor RE.
The complete model is shown in fig.2b and
is similar to that presented in Stanley Kelly's
recent HFN/
RR article on loudspeakers".
However, the coupling to the pole pieces is
often not represented in equivalent circuits,
yet measurements have shown it to be
necessary in accurately linking measurement and theory. Iam indebted here to my
research student Paul Mills for his detailed
and more extensive study of this phenomena. The coupling of coil to magnetic
circuit is important on two counts: firstly, it
results in an extra resistive loss component
in the equivalent model and secondly it
generates even- order distortion. This latter
effect is most easily appreciated by considering the demagnetised state where B - O.
Hence, the induced field in the pole piece,
resulting from current in the voice- coil,
exhibits a reactionary force that depends
•
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Fig 21a)

Mechanical series impedance model of drive unit
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electrical domains. Central to this transformation is the ( B1) product where, in
general.
{B11 â =

C,B,dl

âis aunit vector mutually at
right angles to the plane
containing the vectors Band
dl: it is directed along the
axis of the voice-coil

where, É is the magnetic flux density, dl an
element of the voice- coil and C0 acontour in
space defined by the voice- coil path. In
practice, the product ( B1) is non-linear with
the axial displacement of the voice-coil and
is a fundamental distortion mechanism. In
this article, we will note its existence but
assume linearity: (
brackets are used to
indicate an integration taken over the coil
length where, in general, B is non- uniform.
There are two governing electromagnetic
principles in the operation of the drive- unit;
these are the motor and generator effects,
respectively, which are represented by the
two relationships,
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Fig 3 Loudspeaker system crossover

and

drive unit electrical

model

IL elestion SL600

velocity, force
voltage. The analogy even
includes a constant force generator, ( B1; i.
To establish an accurate prediction of
drive- unit input impedance, the mechanical
impedance is transformed into the electrical
domain and combined with the static impedance components which result from primarily three contributions:
(i) the voice- coil
when clamped
(ii) the voice- coil
(iii) the voice- coil
magnetic circuit
loss. This effect

upon geometric asymmetry of the mecha
nical assembly - it favourable compares with
the electric door chime (
Avon factor). To
reduce this distortion, the change in magnetic stored energy with coil displacement
must be minimised ( for agiven coil current).
Also, for areduction in eddy- current loss, the
magnetic circuit should have low conductivity in the direction of the induced electric
exhibits static inductance field.
To complete the transducer models, the
equivalent circuit parameters must be
obtained by measurement for both tweeter
winding has resistance
and bass/midrange, then the drive- units can
be interfaced with the SL600 crossover netmutually couples with the
resulting in eddy- current work to form the complete systems model
is shown in fig.2b as a shown in fig.3. In practice, the parametric
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transmission line theory". This allows, for
f = ( 131; i
example, an accurate prediction of interconnote the ; 131; product in each case
nect non- ideality when loaded by a high
e = ( B1) y
performance loudspeaker, such as the Celescurrent in voice- coil, ampere
tion SL600 both within and beyond the
f, total force on voice- coil, newton
audioband. The model can readily incorpov, velocity of voice- coil, metre/s
rate the internal conductor wave effects',
e, generator EMF in speech- coil, volt
giving rise to skin depth, where Iwill later
show a loudspeaker interconnect to be a
The two equations enable a transformatwo-dimensional, distributive transmission tion from mechanical impedance Z„, to elecline. Also, as a bonus, the final calculations trical impedance Zo,where
are relatively straightforward and computationally efficient, even though the intermediif, Z,„ = fN, Zo - e/i, then Zo - ( Bi ( 2/Z,,,
ate derivations are somewhat tortuous.
To commence our study, this first track will
Since this series of articles is only
revise atypical loudspeaker model incorporindirectly concerned with drive- unit performating two drive- units and a crossover with
ance, we shall assume the diaphragm to
the aim of accurately predicting the loud- operate in the piston region (
ie, all elements
speaker impedance that will ultimately load
move as asingle entity) whereby the mass of
the loudspeaker interconnect. This impe- the coil and diaphragm assembly can be
dance is then used as areference for compalumped as a single mass M„,. Similarly, the
rative interconnect assessment.
suspension and enclosure volume is modelled as a linear compliance Cr,. Also, when
Loudspeaker system impedance
in motion, there is an acoustic air load on the
modelling
diaphragm together with a resistive loss
A typical loudspeaker, moving-coil drive- unit component when the suspension is flexed.
construction is shown in fig.1 where the Consequently, the classic series analogue
principle system elements are the magnet, equivalent circuit of the mechanical paramagnetic circuit, moving- coil motor, meters can be represented as in fig. 2a 14 ,
diaphragm system and suspension.
where velocity ' flows' through each compoThe first objective is to make an estimate nent producing aresulting force: it is directly
of the drive- unit impedance as seen at the analogous to current and voltage, current
voice- coil terminals, this impedance can
then be interfaced with the crossover topology to allow a complete evaluation of the
composite, input impedance.
The voice coil and magnet system act as a
transformer between the mechanical and the
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measurements are more intricate than is
suggested by my description. Thanks again
to Paul for his assistance in extracting the
necessary data.
The composite equivalent circuit of fig.3 is
finally analysed by computer to obtain the
magnitude and phase of the SL600 load
impedance. In fig.4, three traces are shown:

them in close proximity to the power
amplifier, which achieved five principal
advantages:
(i) reduction in composite interconnect transfer- error function

Trace 1: actual measured modulus of impedance of typical SL600

(ii) individual HF and LF interconnect structures can be optimised for their respective
bands of operation, with a reduction of
current demand on each interconnect

Trace 2: computer estimate of SL600 impedance ignoring pole- piece coupling

(Hi) enhancement in crossover earthing configuration

Trace 3: computer estimate of SL600 impedance including pole- piece coupling

(iv) simple pseudo- active configuration
feasible using separate power amplifiers for
each filter section. This achieves a closer
approximation to star earthing for each filter
section and significantly reduces amplifier
current demand both by eliminating input
impedance interaction of the parallel filter
sections and by separating HF and LF signal
components

Examining the traces reveals excellent
agreement between measurement and computer results, where trace 2 illustrates the
importance of including pole- piece coupling,
especially close to a resonant mode.
The principle advantage of establishing a
computer model of the SL600 is to enable a
data file of both amplitude and phase to be
(v) almost complete elimination of crossover
embedded within the final transfer- error vibration as filters now external to loudfunction analysis program. It also enables
speaker enclosure
the effect of component tolerances and
individual component sensitivities to be
[These comments apply to most loudspeaker
explored as part of a more general research.
systems and do not suggest any principle
failing of the SL600. The SL600 was selected
Digression
here primarily on its very excellent subjecAs an aside, while debating the SL600 load
tive merit.]
impedance, it is clear from fig.3 that the HF
and LF crossover filter sections are indepenThe modification ( iv) is particularly applicdent, that is until a long interconnect
able for remote power amplifiers such as the
between amplifier and loudspeaker is introQuad 405, where a dedicated stereo
duced. Fig.5 shows the individual impedance
amplil.,:r is used for each channel with the
plots for the respective crossover sections,
inputs simply paralleled, as both amplifiers
where the results reveal a less demanding
require the same gain. Did I hear Peter
load compared with the composite plot of Walker murmur that there is something in
fig.4, trace 2. At Essex, we separated the
subjectivity after all?! Thanks in particular
filter sections of our SL600 and repositioned
are due to research students Paul Mills and
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Richard Bews for their enthusiastic ( out of
hours) pursuit of this modification.

Conclusion
The main characteristics of the loudspeaker
load impedance are now complete as a
prelude to the more formal study of transmission line theory to be presented on later
tracks in this series. The principal objective is
to establish a model for interconnects that
includes distributed inductance, capacitance
and loss fields for non- granular conductors.
This model when interfaced to aloudspeaker
load will enable an exact prediction of the
error mechanism both within and beyond
the audio band, the latter being important for
amplifier loading.
A second factor of interest is the characteristic impedance of an interconnect, where it
will be shown that at audio frequencies this
impedance is generally misrepresented and
that the concept of cable matching, as normally applied, is essentially a nonsense.
Also, Iam concerned by the figures often
quoted for loop inductance; they do not
always appear to agree with the basic
theory.
At the commencement of Track I, Iintimated that the transmission line model
would be extended to include capacitors,
thus forming amore unified concept. Indeed,
observations of the structure of large, electrolytic capacitors reveal plate dimensions in
excess of 6m: the structure is an open- circuit
transmission line with propagation in two
dimensions; we will later attempt to relate
this to Dennis Morecroft's claims on slit
plates.
Our investigations are attempting to show
that audio system evaluation often fails on
two counts: first, the exactness of the designer's model may be flawed, and second, the
accuracy and interpretation of measurements do not result in aprecise specification
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APPENDIX: Comments on Measurement of Capacitor Errors using Difference Techniques
The test circuit that was introduced by John
Curl is shown in fig.6 and was originally
presented in HFN/Re with a later, more
detailed, discussion, both in The Audio
Amateur' and in HFN/RR in joint authorship
with Walt Jung. In principle, Ibelieve this
test to be a useful method of exposing
capacitor errors, though certain qualifications should be noted. Hence, in order that
we achieve a fuller understanding of the
error test, let us explore its operation in
greater depth.
The essence of the measurement is that
we take two notionally identical circuits and
extract the difference in response, where the
residual represents non- ideality. Indeed, it is
useful to form acomparison with the techniques employed in computer optimisation.
Essentially, a model of the non- ideal component ( here a capacitor) is compared
against a reference circuit, where the model
parameters are adjusted to achieve a minimum error signal based upon some error
functional. When the residual is minimum,
the model is then a best fit to the reference
within the context of the test signal. From a
knowledge of the optimised model, a better
understanding of the actual component is
achieved, while measuring the residual indicates the accuracy of the approximation and
thus the completeness of the model used to
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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To illustrate this observation, consider an
example where both the reference and test
capacitors have parasitic series inductances
Lo,L, henry, such that wno = ( LoC 0) " and
= ( L,C 1)
-" respectively.
Repeating the error analysis of the test
circuit now reveals,

FIG 6Basic capacitor error test circuit af ter John Curl
represent the test component.
In John Curl's test, he models a capacitor
as a theoretical capacitor in series with a
resistor ( the effective series resistance). He
then compares this against areference capacitor and observes the residual error for a
range of time- domain excitation, that can
include music. In principle, the non- ideal
model representation only includes asub- set
of the capacitor parasitic elements where a
more exact representation would include, for
example, inductance and dielectric absorption. We therefore expect the residual of
John's test to result in part from the exclusion of these parasitics.
The central problem in performing the
error test is knowing when the variables
have been optimised in a global sense and
not just locally optimised either to a local
minimum or to a specific test signal. The
latter point is particularly important when
the number of variables are small ( local
minima are a problem as the number of
variables in the optimisation proliferate). The
danger is that we optimise the circuit to a
specific test signal, eg, asingle sinewave or a
single rectangular pulse, otherwise the
observed distortion is misleading. For audio,
I would suggest that band- limited white
noise is applied to the test circuit and the
variables optimised to achieve a minimum
RMS error signal; the high-pass, frequency
selectivity of the error signal also needs to be
accounted in the operation.
Assume we have a reference capacitor Co
with an effective series resistance r
o which is
compared against a test capacitor C, with
effective resistance r
l. The test circuit is
shown in fig.6, where the difference
amplifier gain is A and the non- inverting and
inverting inputs have small gain errors
(1 + x), ( 1 - x) respectively ( x <= 1).
Let,

To = RoCo

t
o = r
oCo

T, = RIC,

to = tICI

Analysing the transfer function VoN, of the
error circuit,
Ve, = jwA({(To - T1) + x(To + T11) +
jw{(Tot, - T, 01 + ( 2ToT, + Tt, + T1 to)))) /
(1 + jw To + to)) ( 1 + jwITI + t1))
{Note the sensitivity to x as T,
to)

To and t,

or for the case where x = 0,
Vs/V, = jwAl(To - T1) + jw(Tot, - Tit
o) /
(1 + jw ( To + to)) ( 1 + jw(T, + t,))
Balance is achieved where To = T, and
t
o = t, ( for x = 0) ie, both real and imaginary
parts must be zero. If both the test and the
reference capacitor an be modelled by a
single parasitic resistor in series with a
theoretic capacitor, then a broadband null is
attainable. However, if the basic model is
incomplete, the error circuit response cannot
be simultaneously nulled for all frequency as
the optimum alignment is frequencies
dependent.

VoN, = - jwA((T, ( 1 -( w/w„ 0)
2) - To(1-(w/w,112))
+ jw{T,to - Tot,}) / + jw ( To+t
o) + (jw/w, 01
2)
(1 + jw(T, + t
1)+ (jw/w„,1 2)
Since the error test circuit of fig.6 does not
include a balance mechanism for the inductive parasitics, then the expression reveals
that a broadband null is unattainable for
Wn0
Wnl as the imaginary term is frequency
dependent. Consequently, for this example,
John's test can only be balanced at a single
frequency, though that frequency can be
selected at random. A similar argument can
be presented for the parasitic elements that
model dielectric absorption. However, in
defense of the test, Ido appreciate that it is
not the intention to seek a broadband null,
thus compensating for all parasitics, as these
are reflected in the error signal. However, the
central question remains, that if the circuit
can be minimised at any preselected frequency, which frequency - if any - should be
selected?
This latter observation is the nub of the
problem and it is why it is fundamentally
important to minimise the error for a nonspecific test signal, otherwise the residual is
just an artefact of linear distortion resulting
from a particular alignment of the error test
circuit and, frankly, tells us very little. The
best test signal is probably bandlimited
white noise tailored to match the audible
spectrum, where the optimum alignment
would yield a minimum RMS value of the
error signal. Such a test exercises the total
range of operation of the error circuit in a
way that is more representative of nonspecific audio signals.
Ipersonally feel that the error test circuit
should employ a more representative capacitor model, the elements of which are then
optimised to reduce the error signal: the
parameters of the model then gain agreater
importance than the charactristics of the
error and once all the linear distortions
under ' normal' theory have been properly
accounted, the residual error may then yield
some hidden secret. Note also how important it is to have an error amplifier where the
gains of the non- inverting and inverting
inputs are identical ( = 0), otherwise afalse
balance and afalse interpretation of the error
results.
Finally, Iwould like to emphasise that the
error test as presented, though related to the
notion of transfer- error function, is not identical: in the test circuit the output error is
A - A1,whereas the transfer- error function is
(A - A,)/A,, ( A
actual transfer function, A,
target transfer function).
Hence for the example of fig.6, the transfer- error function E(f) is:
Elf) = A 1(1 - T1/10) + jw lt,- to T1/10)) / +
jw IT 1 + ti))
where t
o,
To are the reference time constants
and T,, t, the capacitor- under-test time constants.
It is important to note, however, that even
if questions are raised about tl:e nature of
the error signal, the fact that an error exists
when compared against a high quality reference capacitor, when ( some) first- order parasitics are accounted for, is positive evidence
for non- ideal capacitor performance.
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ments do not result in apfecise specification
due to poor measurement resolution and
measurement noise.
The revolution now encompasses dimensionality, transparency and transient and
dynamic integrity; they are the key to realism. There are at present several exciting
technological developments on the horizon,
using both optical and magnetic media.
However, for me, their ultimate success will
depend more on the elegance and precision
of the analogue signal processing and interfacing: of such stuff dreams are made ...

C.J. at A.A.

. . . yet another 1st for Acoustic Arts!
We make no excuses for blowing our own trumpet for we have long
recognised the superb performance of Conrad Johnson valve equipment.
We have a long army of more than satisfied customers who are more than
happy to endorse our own judgement of this superb equipment. The
range is wide, pre-amps range from the very affordable PV4 at just over
£700 to the Premier 3 at around £3400. CJ Power Amps run from the
marvellous new MV50 at just over £ 1500 to the awesome Premier 5's at
around £ 7000. Whatever price level you are considering you must hear this
truly stunning range of equipment.
Acoustic Arts were also first to unveil the beautiful Well Tempered Arm
and once again it has been more than successful with many of our clients
who share our view that it is simply the finest pick-up arm available. The
WTA is very versatile and works well with even the difficult but imposing
Decca cartridge.
Many turntables have now been made redundant by the superb
performance of `The Source' and here once again we were the first dealer
to recognise and stock this fabulous turntable in the South of England. We
have had a marvellous reaction from customers buying this turntable and
they share our enthusiasim for this wonderful product.
1986 seems to have heralded some really exciting equipment including the
amazing Apogee Scintilla speakers ( now on dem), the Infinity RS IIB, the
superb Van Del Hul MCIO moving coil cartridge and so on. All in all
Acoustic Arts is where its all happening and we invite you to pay us avisit
and audition this marvellous range of equipment.
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We Cater for Export Orders

Among the equipment we stock includes:
A & R, Akai, Alphason, Apogee, Audiolab, B.L.Q.,
Beard, Burmester, Castle, Celestion, ConradJohnson, Croft, D.N.M., Decca, Denon, Dual, Etude,
Goldbug, Heybrook, Infinity, KEF, Koetsu, Krell, tins,
Magneplanar, Meridian, Mission, Mordaunt-Short,
Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Oak, PS Audio, Proton,
Quad, Quicksilver, Revolver, Revox, Robertson,
Rogers, Rotel, SD Acoustics, Sansui, Sondes,
Spendor, Systemdek, Tannoy, Trio, The Source,
Thorens, Van den Hut, W.T.A., Wharfedale, Yamaha,
Zeta- Eclipse.
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OR AUDIO, THE BROAD RANGE OF
capacitors boils down into three categories of dielectrics:
1: Ceramics are naturally occurring
materials and their derivatives. In this class
are glass, micas and ceramics, including
minerals like steatite.
2: Plastic films are essentially gossamer-thin
sheets of a good insulating plastic.
3: Electrolytic capacitors incorporate apolarised conductor, the electrolyte. Polar and
electrolytic are thus part of the idiomatic
expression, but strictly, the dielectric they
share is an oxidised metal-film.
The gist of capacitor design is to concentrate capacitance into the smallest possible
volume, without unduly magnifying undesirable side effects. Capacitance between two
electrodes is proportional to the spacing
between them, so wafer thin dielectric materials can cut size dramatically. The small
capacitance of a single sandwich of reasonable area can be either magnified with
multiple layers, an n-decker sandwich ( fig.9);

Mu'Waver Construction
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Fig 9:

or awholly anti-social area of sandwich can
be rolled into a more compact volume. For
example, a typical plastic-film capacitor
begins life as a sheet of plastic, 3/
4in. X
several hundred feet ( fig.12).
We're now ready to look into the history
and characteristics of the capacitor families
within each dielectric classification. For brevity, the remarks which follow are generalisations: anyone can make apig's breakfast out
of the best materials. But don't overlook the
possibility of a cool designer producing an
above-average capacitor out of bog-standard substances.

Mica

The first call for mass-produced, low- loss
capacitors came late in 1915, as wirelesstelegraphy, the fledgling forerunner of electronics was brought into the marshy land
around the River Somme to help intensify
the sea of mud, blood and guts. Fortunately
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for His Britannic Majesty, one of Nature's
best insulators was in plentiful supply, the
Empire having confiscated the Kaiser's African colonies and with them, some mica
mines. This mineral occurs naturally in
sheets, which can be split, unlike slate, into
very thin, transparent wafers. In tune with
the pragmatic engineering ethos of the time,
it was easy enough to bang together a
working capacitor: first sandwich the mica
into thin sheets of silver foil; then stack and
guillotine the large sandwich into many
small rectangles. After riveting each pile
together, the assembled condensor could
then be dipped in some molten beeswax or
Fig 11: Ceramic chip capacitor cutaway
bitumen.
Though crudely put together, the early tors are based on barium titanate ( Ba0Ti0 2)
Mica ' condensors' ( fig.10) lasted barely long
which has avery high permittivity (
k). This is
enough for their own defects to become to say that for agiven thickness and area, the
apparent. The average lifespan of wirelesscapacitance attained is very much higher
telegraphy equipment at the Western Front than average. Alas, pure Ba0TiO 2 polarises
must have been a few hundred hours, at
easily, making it lossy and hysteristic. The
most. Today, mica capacitors are still with
remedy is to trade-off some of the permittivus, and the tell-tale slim, rectangular conity for a more consistent performance by
mixing in related inorganic materials. Accordingly, ceramic manufacturers offer their
wares in three grades. Grade Itypes are
tightly specified, contain < 45% Barium
Titanate, and make a tolerable ersatz- mica,
whereas type Ill ceramics contain upwards of
70% Ba0Ti0 2, have a limited rating ( say
25V), and unqualified stability and tolerance,
but are small enough to be crammed inside
Oriental consumer goods. In everyday parlance, these are ' high K' ceramics.
Fig 10: 100pF Mica capacitor, Ca. 1935
Ceramics come in asimilar range of values
struction still holds true. However, the con
to mica, but tolerances ( typically ± 5% to
ducting surfaces are now silvered, ie, metal
±50%) and dissipation factor are not so hot.
is sprayed directly onto the mica in a
Plastic films
vacuum. The raw mica will have been carefully scrutinised for flaws, and the encapsu- Herschel, Hoist, Jung & Kepler were all into
lent will most likely be a rugged epoxy planets, on differing levels. Meanwhile,
cement, to keep out moisture and contami- weighty astrological tomes are inclined to
nants.
classify their fatherland under Scorpio. This
From a top maker, we'd also expect the archetype tells of an intense, focused energy
capacitor to be 100% tested, and have an and the capacity to go to extremes. The
accurately defined value, say within 2% of peoples of the central European power gave
the label. This level of finesse is not just the lab facilities to Copernicus, liberated Engoutcome of 60 years of development; it also land from a warped Catholicism, and yet
reflects the continuing status of mica.
twice have come close to destroying the
Mica capacitors are commonly manufac- great European culture of which they were,
tured in values from 5pF to 10nF. They as Germans, the virtual centre. The capacity
withstand high temperatures, are usually for revenge, leading to self-destruction, is an
stable with time and temperature — remem- arch Scorpio trait: there's even aword for it;
ber the raw material has been lying about Gfitterdammerung. So it was regrettable that
underground for millions of years! — can be in 1919, the Allied powers failed to consider
cut to fine tolerances, and the dissipation DH Lawrence's warning as to the probable
factor is relatively low, to boot. Overall, this consequences when they signed away Gerleads mica capacitors to be favoured in many's machismo in a railway carriage,
circuits where high frequencies, voltages outside Versailles station.
and temperatures coincide.
The unexpected consequence of emasculation was a burst of creative energy:
Ceramic s
because the French curtailed Germany's
The first ceramic capacitors were produced mica imports in reparation, Germany
in the USA around 1942. During the ' 30s, became the first country to develop polymost of the world's then prime mica styrene capacitors, in the early ' 30s, just
deposits had been raided for consumer months after ICI's first success with
goods viz, wireless sets. With mica in scarce polymerisation. Since that day, German
supply, artificial ceramic materials were duly manufacturers have remained the dominant
investigated as a possible substitute. The force in plastic film capacitor technology.
outcome wasn't so rosy, but ceramic capaciPolystyrene is a polymer of the hydrocartors have nevertheless come into their own bon styrene, and the film is produced by
wherever cost and/or space are the overrid- extrusion. As it's difficult to deposit ametaling factors.
lic film on polystyrene ( because of its 85°C
The majority of modern ceramic capaci- softening temperature), the construction is
61
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—James Michael Hughes Hi Fi Answers
August '85

Hi-Fi in Somerset and the West
We can offer astudio or home
demonstration, by appointment, of
equipment we feel confident to
recommend for its high quality
performance and reliability.

AVALON 111-FI

Access and Visa facilities.
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PHONE GLASTONBURY
(0458) 50370
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Fig 12:

linearly, and b) irreversibly after soldering,
or in high temperatures, if the void doesn't
shrink back to its original size and shape
afterwards. The potential for ' non-linear
retrace' is overcome by repetitively cooking
or ' relaxing' the finished capacitors. Nevertheless, soldering any KS capacitor carries
with it the risk of loused- up tolerances.
Along with Polypropylene and Teflon,
Polystyrene is a non-polar dielectric: it has
(in theory) near- zero losses. Accordingly,
polystyrene capacitors have a marked insensitivity to frequency and temperature —
always provided this is below the 85°C
softening point. Made in values between 5pF
and 10nF, and less commonly up to 100nF,
with standard tolerances of 1or 2.5%, polystyrene excels where accuracy and reliable
performance are desired, especially in conjunction with high frequencies ( up to
100MHz) and high voltages. As we will see,
these factors make polystyrene a primary
choice for equalisation, filtration and compensation in precision audio networks.

Polyethyleneterephthalate
Easily mistaken for one of Gurdjieff's outlandish neologisms, this dielectric is thankfully abbreviated to polyester in everyday
parlance. Strictly, it is a polyester, a close
relative of nylon and terylene ( ugh!).
Polyethyleneterephthalate is formed by the
reaction between ethylene glycol ( car antifreeze) with terephthalic acid. The reaction is
exothermic ( emits heat) and absorbs water.
The film is produced by melt-casting with
subsequent stretching, and thermal treatments. This toughens and stabilises the
material over the rated temperature range.
Construction and electrode design are
essentially similar to polystyrene, but metallisation is the rule, rather than the exception
(fig.13). Also, the heat treatment on polyester capacitors produces very little shrinkage,
so their structure is less rigid and robust.
Thus, the raw capacitor element may be
alternatively flattened and heat- treated
under mechanical pressure. Effective encapsulation is vital, otherwise the limited shrinkage makes the polyester capacitor's insulation resistance susceptible to deterioration in
humid conditions.
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Polyester is a polar dielectric, and in this
sense, is not the best. In the ' 60s, it was
hailed as the first practical alternative to
paper, after PVC and other post- 1945 plastics
had proved unworkably lossy. Compared
with the electrolytic and ceramic capacitor
designs of the late ' 50s, polyester capacitors
were hot stuff, and cheap to produce.
Because it's easy to make polyester film
very thin ( 21.1m), and its permittivity is high,
polyester capacitors are the most compact of
the films, and as such, have been highly
developed by European and Japanese makers for ultracompact product design. The key
byproduct of this compactness is low inductance. Polyester capacitors come in values
between 1nF and 10µF, but values above
2.44F are relatively scarce, and tolerances
are commonly wide, at ± 5% to ± 20%. In
part, this reflects the relative instability of the
dielectric. Another clue: Voltage ratings
above 400V are rare.
To Marlowe, this bundle of characteristics
sounds suspiciously like a mylar capacitor.
Well it is: Mylar is just a US multinational's
brandname for the same plastic.

Polycarbonate
Developed by Beyer ( Germany's ICI), polycarbonate — the CD base material — is
another member of the polyester family.
Here, carbonic acid replaces the terephthalic
acid, and di- phenol ( a very nasty substance)
or another related aromatic dehydroxyl
replaces car antifreeze. The film may be
formed by extrusion or by solvent casting.
The cast film for capacitors is crystallised for
better performance at high temperatures,
then longitudinally stretched. Although its
structure is polar — nothing to do with
polarised— it's far less sensitive to temperature and frequency than polyethyleneterephthalate; this Hybridisation comes with a
trade-off in permittivity, so a real live polycarbonate is somewhat fatter than its polyester cousin.
The range of values is similar to polyester's, but if anything, the smaller values are
more scarce, whereas high voltage ratings
(>400V) are more prevalent.

MKP: More tunes from the missing
channel
Poly'prop'y'lene is a polymerised product of
propene — what older readers call propylene
— and ethene ( ethylene) gases. The film is
formed by an extrusion process at a very
high temperature. The dielectric is more
stable than polyester, but it's a difficult
material to work with, and reliable metallisation has taken a long time to come together.
A means of designing out probable weaknesses is shown in a Wima patent. Like
polystyrene, polypropylene is a non- polar
dielectric, so losses are low, and it exhibits a

similar insensitivity to temperature. Indeed,
the temperature where polypropylene's losses are lowest happily coincides with the
probable operating temperature ca 40°C.
Polypropylene capacitors were originally
put to use as film/foil assemblies in the ' 60s,
for macho power- electronics, where many
amps, Kvars or kV/ps had to be accommodated; in radar pulse modulators and powerfactor correction banks, for example. Over
the past decade, it's become more readily
available in the metallised format, and in
values, voltages and package sizes more
relevant to audio. Nevertheless, the range of
off- the- shelf values is restricted to a
relatively erratic range in the 10pF to 47nF
area. More than any other film capacitor,
large value polypropylenes are still made to
order. The range then broadens, up to 5 or
10i.iF. Voltage ratings are rarely below 160V,
because it's difficult to make the film any
thinner. On the other hand, ratings up to
1000V are commonplace, which is good
news for tube and ESL power supplies. ( And
now a question for you: What dielectric is in
those big, planar capacitors called Electrostatic loudspeakers?)
Polypropylene capacitors share the low
permittivity of polystyrene ( a hallmark of
non- polar dielectrics). In fig.14, this para-
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meter is expressed as the dielectric constant.
The upshot is that apolypropylene capacitor
ends up being around twice the size of an
equivalent polyester unit. In the credit column, however, polypropylene is a highly
stable dielectric, so it's available in tight
tolerances ( 1%), and because it's unrivalled
at handling the strain of fast, high current
pulses, leadouts tend to be chunky, for a
good, low resistance connection.
Exotic films
Paper is an excellent dielectric for very high
voltages (> 1kV), provided we can keep it
absolutely free from moisture. But below
1kV, run-of-the-mill plastic films can do
better in every way, so we needn't consider
paper any further.
Premium films include Teflon and
Parylene. These are non- polar dielectrics,
similar in essence to polypropylene. Teflon
is also good for frying pans. Manufacture is
limited to a handful of companies in the US
and France, and with the exception of Euro farad, there's a dearth of data. A military
secret, perhaps?

Polarised Ca mcitors
Dummer 3 states that the first electrolytic
capacitor was developed in Germany in
1880, but knowledge of this hadn't
(33

CAPACITORS

commonly film and foil, ie, wound up as a
metal/plastic/metal sandwich ( fig.12).
Polystyrene has a very low water absorption factor, and its permittivity is unaffected
by fluctuations in ambient humidity up to
about 80% RH. However, the expansion and
contraction of water vapour inside any voids
(viz spurious air spaces) carries the risk of
the capacitance value changing a) non-
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Fig 15:
A large aluminium electrolytic, post dissection

assembly. The juice serves as the second
'plate' in the capacitor, while the second foil
(the cathode) makes possible a low resistance contact to the outside world. At the
same time, this foil will inevitably have a
very thin oxide film, the natural outcome of
aluminium's instant oxidisation on exposure
to the atmosphere. As aresult, all real-world
electrolytics intrinsically comprise two capacitors in series. But the cathode's oxide film
DI- El NEWS é: RECORD REVIEW
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is very thin compared with the anode, so its
effect on the total capacitance is normally
small.
Back to forming: the maximum capacitance obtainable for agiven anode surface is
inversely proportional to the voltage used in
the forming process. Low voltage electrolytics have thinner films, so the capacitance
per unit volume is greater than in high
voltage versions. Also, the original forming
voltage defines the working voltage: if a
capacitor foil is formed at 110V, then the
rated voltage will be around 90% of this ie, a
100V rating. And because forming voltages
above 500V doesn't make the film any
thicker, this sets a physical limit on the
voltage rating of aluminium electrolytics, at
around 450V.
Now, let's consider the cathode's incidental atmospheric oxide film. Because it's
super thin, its voltage rating is abysmally
low, which in turn defines the maximum
reverse voltage at around 0.5 to 1.5V. By the
same token, the electrolytic isn't a wholly
polar animal: it does have the potential to
withstand back-to-front DC voltages.
In Bipolar or ' non- polarised' electrolytics,
this is taken a step further, by forming the
same thickness of oxide on cathode and
anode foils alike. The capacitor can now
withstand not only the rated DC voltage in
either direction, but also AC ( signal) voltages. A DC bias is still necessary, however.
Also, we now have two equal-value capacitors in series, so the trade-off is ahalving in
capacitance, for the same volume. Alternatively, we can achieve the same outcome by
connecting a pair of conventional, polar
electrolytics back-to-back.
The plain-foil electrolytic described so far
packs lots of µF in asmall value, by virtue of
the very thin dielectric: even the 'thick' oxide
on the anode is around 100 times thinner
than a polyester film!
The next step in miniaturisation — around
1958 — was to etch both the foils with acid.
This greatly increases their surface area,
making capacitance gains of between 5and
up to 50 times, possible in the same volume.
Meanwhile, the electrolytic liquid or paste
has no difficulty in following the undulating
surface. In the context of everyday use, the
vast majority of electrolytics have etched
foils, but the actual quality and degree of
etching varies widely — the latter being
directly reflected in the relative size, vs. the
CV product ( µF x voltage rating). Because
etched-foil electrolytics exhibit higher losses
than the older, plain-foil types, it follows that
miniaturisation is not without its setbacks,
and some companies ( eg, ERD) have reintroduced plain foils.
Aluminium electrolytics are commonly
available in values between 1µF and
20,000pF, and up to 100,000µF in limited
instances. Although voltage ratings up to
450V are possible, the predetermined CV
product limits the larger values (> 1000µF) to
more moderate voltages. Also, because
today's mass- market is concerned with
switch- mode mains power supplied ( SMPS)
where a 375V rating is adequate the 450V
electrolytics that were once standard for
tube amplifiers have become relatively
scarce.
Because the design of achemical capacitor
involves extra variables ( eg, electrolyte and
tissue composition, foil construction and
purity), the potential for variety is greatly
magnified: different models, and models
from different makers can vary widely. In the
ballpark, all electrolytics are between five
and twenty times smaller than equivalent
plastic films; that's in the overlapping 1to

10pF range. In all other respects, their performance is inferior, but not necessarily
inadequate. Unlike Tantalum Beads ( see
later), they're tolerant of current surges and
common polar types can handle small
reverse voltages non- suicidally. Relative to
ceramics and micas, their life-span is finite,
but a good equipment designer can extend
this to 20 years. In the debit column, they can
exhibit high losses, are sensitive to temperature, can leak badly ( and can disconcertingly
explode when reverse- biased — Ed]. In broad
terms, they have much in common with life
itself, being based on that same chemical
prima donna, the aqueous solution!
Tantalum electrolytics are a ' 50s development of the base aluminium species. The
starting point is Tantalum, a rare-earth element, which is sufficiently exotic and expensive for its role in capacitor technology to be
deliberate. The reason? Tantalum oxide has
25 times the permittivity of aluminium oxide,
thus pointing the way to an even smaller
volume per µF.
Three distinct sub- species are at large:
Tantalum foil capacitors are similar in principle to aluminium electrolytics, whereas the
wet and solid tantalums are distinctly different. Of these, wet tantalum isn't relevant to
audio, having been superseded by the solid
variety, first arising out of research at Bell
Labs in the USA in 1956. Twenty years later,
solid 'tants' became fashionable property in
hi-fi circles — later, I'll present evidence to
suggest that whoring after kinky little epoxy
beads may have been something of a mistake...
In manufacture, powdered tantalum is first
sintered (
coagulated under intense heat and
pressure) around a core of pure tantalum
metal, which forms the anode (+ ve) connection. The purity of tantalum powder determines parameters such as leakage current
and longevity, whereas the powder size
governs voltage rating vs µF. With tantalum,
'It's one or t'other; thy canna ' ave t'cake an
all'. Thus the CV product ( pF x vo4) is a
constant. The resulting slug is highly porous
(fig.16), so the extensive internal surface
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apparently reached England in the ' 20s. At
this time, aluminium electrolysis ( dipping
aluminium and tin electrodes into achemical
bath) was a popular grass- roots means of
rectifying AC power, to charge banks of
accumulator cells for the wireless. But there
was one problem, which I'll quote verbatim
from the March 1923 issue of one of Wireless
World's predecessors: ' During the suppressed 1/2 cycle, an infinitesimally thin insulating
film of oxide forms on the surface of the
aluminium plate, with the result that the
rectifier acts as a condensor of enormous
capacity — perhaps several microfarads
This perhaps accounts for the peculiar things
that happen sometimes ... the writer is
inclined to attribute the resonance effect to
the condensor effect in the rectifier'. Here,
the muse has handed out abig, big clue. And
yet, the first electrolytic condensors didn't
arrive until the mid ' 30s, at least as a
component part.
Why did it take so long? Well, without
hindsight, the conceptual leap between
simply packing- up raw insulators like paper
or mica, and building a full-scale ' chemical
capacitor' is abig one. To wit, it took nearly
30 nears before the potential space- savings
of electrolytics weren't marred by evaporating or leaking electrolytes, asurfeit of nasty
parasitics, or outright explosions.
Modern electrolytic capacitors comprise a
pair of aluminium foils, interleaved with
absorbent paper, which retains the electrolyte eg, our old Viniers friend Ethylene
Glycol, or Ammonium Borate. Prior to winding up the foils, the positive plate is 'formed'
— it's dipped into atank of electrolyte with a
constant voltage applied, and stays there
until the required thickness of oxide film is
produced. As with an anodised surface, this
film is apotent insulator: as adielectric it can
withstand close on 10 6V/mm, which
approaches the physical limit predicted by
ionic theory. Put another way, aluminium
oxide is an unprecedentedly thin dielectric,
relative to its voltage rating.
After forming, the two foils-cum-tissue
paper are wound up and impregnated with
the electrolyte. Fig.15 shows the complete

Manganese Dioxide

Tantalum

Tantalum
—

Pentoxide

Graphite, silver and solder
cathode connection

Fig 16: A solid tantalum slug

area is readily oxidised by dipping in phosphoric acid and applying aforming voltage.
The cathode is formed by dipping the slug in
manganese nitrate, which is reduced at high
temperatures into asemiconducting layer of
manganese dioxide. This substance acts as a
solid '
electrolyte'; it's really a semiconductor. The outer layer is subsequently coated
with carbon, then silver, to which the — ve
leadout can be soldered. After encapsulation
in epoxy, the slug takes on the familiar bead
65
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for the thinking man who knows his music
Ground and First Floor
Open reel tape stocked!!
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2Ingrave Road, Brentwood, Essex
Tel: ( 0277) 221210

Credit facilities
atwilable

OVER 20,000 PRODUCTS IN STOCK — AND YOU STILL GET PERSONAL SERVICE
Almost everything you need in music. Hi Fi products stocked from AKG, AR, Aiwa, Ariston/QLN, Audio Technica, B & W, Beyer,
Cambridge Audio, Castle, Denon, Diesis, Dual, Harman/ Kardon, JBL, Lux-Brid, Marantz, Mordaunt-Short, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Philips, QED,
Quad, Hotel, Sansui, Sennheiser, Tannoy, Teac, Trio, Wharfedale, Yamaha and many more.
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DO SOUND DIFFERENT
Martin Colloms re orts on the results of the AES blind listenin. test

T

HE THORNY QUESTION OF
whether or not amplifiers sound
different, even when not under
overload, has vexed audiophiles for
over a decade, with apparently ' objective'
listening tests ' proving' that, indeed, one
amplifier sounds more or less identical to
any other. From my reviews published both
in HFN/RR and in HiFi Choice, readers will
know that Ido not subscribe to this opinion,
and last December, Igave a lecture to the
London branch of the Audio Engineering
Society on amplifiers and their sound quality. Much of the presentation was based on
my amplifier review experience, and followed on from my lengthy exposition on
amplifiers that appeared in the May 1985
issue of HFN/RR. Ialso gave ademonstration
of the ' sound' of capacitors using adifferential bridge built by Ben Duncan along the
lines proposed by Walt Jung and John Curl
(see HFN/RR April ' 86). Amplifying the nulled
error signal by a modest 45dB or so proved
sufficient to show clearly the serious level
and nature of coloration involved.
The second part of the presentation was
devoted to acontrolled listening test, set up
in a large room adjacent to the IEE's lecture
theatre. Although Ihad planned the test, Idid
not participate, to ensure impartiality. An
independent operator ran the test, supervised by officers of the AES appointed as
observers.
The object of the test was to compare two
carefully matched, similarly priced, commercial amplifiers, without the use of a switchbox comparator or similar device. To some
extent, the test was carried out as a demonstration of listening test technique, and I
admit that I was not very hopeful of a
positive differentiation of the two amplifiers.
(The two under test were from the Mission
and Pioneer ranges.)
The participants — approximately 90 in all,
in three groups of 30 — were selected at
random from the large audience, using a
ticket system. Such a large number was
considered essential to generate sufficient
data for the statistical analysis. However,
previous experience indicates that the smaller the ' panel', the better the results, with the
most sensitive and, perhaps more importantly, consistent data obtained with experienced solo subjects. Few of the audience
were, in fact, experienced in assessing fine
differences in audio quality, nor were the
acoustics of the listening room all that
promising. The ceiling was high, but there
were large expanses of polished wood
panelling in the form of semi- rigid partitions
dividing the room from similar adjoining
ones. ' Slap' and ' flutter' echo were serious
problems, partially ameliorated by the use of
a number of felt-covered fibreboard panels,
2m high. All in all, not a very auspicious
beginning.
The 8ohm power level was limited to 32W
(15dBW) to guarantee that neither amplifier
would run into clipping. Given the considerable volume of the room, however, and the
size of the panel, a good-sized loudspeaker
with ahigh sensitivity would have to used. A
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uniform impedance characteristic would be
an additional advantage to help establish
consistent working conditions: the logical
choice was the KEF R104/2, a pair of which
were kindly loaned by the manufacturer. For
the treble radiation lobe to cover the audience properly, these were elevated on 0.6m
high stands. KEF also rewired them so that
the main lobe would be directed towards the
listeners. The speakers were placed about
0.5m from the rear wall, and the cable run
was 10m of lsoda, fitted with good 4mm
plugs, the amplifiers being adapted to take
the 4mm plugs in order to allow easy
connection. CD was used as the source —
Sony DAS-702es/CD-P552es — linked by Randall TX Flex to either of the test amplifiers.
The amplifier gains were carefully verified
and matched for absolute level using a test
CD ( Ihope it was the HFN/RR Test CD Martin,
Ed) and balanced at the speaker terminals,
on load, to an accuracy of ± 0.2dB at 1kHz.
Reference to the load impedance of the KEF
R104/2 will show a closely toleranced, uniform, 4ohm resistive characteristic. Frequency response variations due to differing
amplifier output impedances will be quite
negligible. Both amplifiers were extensively
lab tested prior to the test and the measurements lodged with the AES: they confirmed
that both possessed a substantially ' correct'
performance when assessed by all the usual
standards.
In particular, both were capable of passing
program peaks unclipped at the 17dBW level
into 4ohms, backed by a peak current capability of better than ± 15A. During the test,
the peak signal level was checked at 3dB
below clipping. Harmonic distortion and
related parameters were typically better than
85d8 below the fundamental. Noise levels
via the CD inputs were well below audibility
at a typical 100dBA below full power. Over
the 20Hz-20kHz bandwidth, the difference in
frequency response held to + 0dB, - 0.2dB.
The two amplifiers should be subjectively
indistinguishable as judged by accepted
technical standards. However, my personal
listening tests had indicated that they differed significantly in sound quality— rated on
ascale of 0to 15, with 15 as our present view
of the ' state-of-the-art', one amplifier would
score around 9whereas the other would rate
as a 5. The question Iwas hoping to answer
was: could a randomly picked audience at
the AES, on average rather older than those
usually taking part in listening tests, hear a
difference between the two amplifiers in an
unfamiliar environment with unfamiliar
music. And even if a difference was heard,
would it be statistically valid?

The results
It is with a sense of great relief that Ican
relate the findings of the independent statistician, Rosamund Weatherall, to whom the
AES sent the scoresheets for analysis. Each
test consisted of a sequence of four presentations of two pieces of music, a track
from James Newton Howard and Friends
(Sheffield Lab) and an excerpt from the
Blomstedt Bruckner Symphony 4 recording

on Denon. After presentations 2, 3and 4the
panellists had to answer the question ' Is this
amplifier the same as the last one or different?'. Various orders of presentation of the
two amplifiers were devised: these were
ABAB, ABBA and BAAB.
Overall statistical results were obtained for
the following changes: A then B; B then A;
and finally all comparisons of A and B in
either order. The overall summed result was
95 correct identifications out of 150 choices.
Table 1, compiled by RE Pinster, a secondyear student at Selwyn College, Cambridge,
who kindly sent me a brief outline of the null
hypothesis ' People are as likely to prefer
device A as device B', shows that 87 correct
identifications out of 150 are required for the

Table 1: Null Hypothesis: ' People are
as likel to irefer A as device 13'
Number

Min number required device A or B to show

of people
tested
10
20
30

Null Hypothesis is false je, that preference is
sound at 95% level
9
15
21

40
50
60
80
100
150
200

27
32
38
49
60
87
114

400
1000

220
531

Formula used: Where n is the number tested, min
number required is given by 1
2 1n+1.96 \
/
NB.
1: This only indicates that A is different from B, not that
one is better than the other.
2: A condition is that all people were independently
tested, je, cannot influence each other at all.
3: The 95% confidence level used.

usual 95% confidence level that adifference
was heard ie, the null hypothesis is invalid.
However: note that the test did not meet his
Condition 2, namely that all the listeners
were tested independently in order that they
could not influence each other in any way.
Our only defence — apart from the practical
one that to test 90 people one at atime was
out of the question — is that the deliberately
random choice of panellists even extended
to the seating, so it was extremely unlikely
that adjacent panellists were even known to
each other!
The panellists were also asked to score
each presentation numerically from 0 to 10
for overall sound quality, in much the same
way as do panellists on my review listening
tests. Analysis of these scores showed that
not only could the amplifiers be distinguished from one another, but also that the
listeners preferred one to the other.
The numeric difference was small — understandable in view of the adverse test conditions — but nevertheless statistically significant. B was preferred overall with a score of
6.090, A scoring 5.409, this preference following to a lesser degree the ranking from
my own listening tests. Ms Weatherall's
report now follows but Ishould add that the
volume of data is considerable and offers the
scope for a much wider analysis should
anyone wish to take this up. Write to me do
the Editor of HFN/RR.
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TORLYTE

The finest in recorded sound
from the masters of modern
recording technology.
THELMA HOUSTON

The proven advantages of Torlyte - namely high rigidity,
low energy storage and so better sound - are now extended
to acomplete range of equipment cabinets.
Combining modern design and advanced construction,
the new cabinets will enhance both the look and the
sound of your system.
For afull description of the techniques and principles
behind these remarkable products, send
for the new Torlyte brochure.

RUSS ArlDREWS TURfITABLE ACCESSORIES
EDGE BACK HOUSE, SKEL3MERGH, KEnDAL, cumBRira LF18 9F15
TELEPHOnE: 0539 83247
North Aniporin),K7ent
MAY AUDIO MARKETWIG
646 BLVD. GUIMOrlD, LoncuEuL, QUEBEC, crinapn

DAVID GRUSIN

JAMES NEWTON HOWARD & FRIENDS
KODO DRUMMERS

TOWER OF POWER
HARRY JAMES

CHICAGO SYMPHONY WINDS

ERICH LEINSDORF/LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC
Compact Discs and Direct Cut LPs
and on the PERFORMANCE RECORDINGS label"these fabulous James Boyk piano recordings (John liorv. wk. GRAMOPHONE Nov. ' 85)

Ask your record or hi-fi dealer, or contact us directly.

SHEFFIELD LAB ( EUROPE) LTD.
Suite 1, 30 Upper High Street, Thame, Oxon OX9 3EX
Thame ( 084 421) 7606

MVT super pre-amp from Musical Fidelity - the first truly esoteric pre-amp made in Britain.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., Unit 34, Sapcote Trading Estate, Dudden Hill Lane, NW10 2DJ.
Telex: 21792 Ref.1200

below were actually
obtained ( using the
Binomial distribuMAX
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tion): if this probabilPOSSIBLE
ity is < 5%, I have
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marked the results
with an asterisk.
These results can be
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taken as evidence that
the amplifiers do dif70
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fer ( or are similar in
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self- comparisons). I
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ignored those comAl
parisons where no
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preference
was
stated.
40
To interpret the
results given in Table
30
2, I would conclude
that the listeners
20
could tell the difference between A and
B, but more easily the
10
first time they heard
the comparison, as
MIN
013POSSIBLE
results for comparisons that were second
FIG 1 DIAGRAM REPRESENTING MEAN SCORES IN TABLE 2
or third are not as conKEY X AI FIRST HEARING OF .
411111E SESSION
clusive. I have not
x 42 SECONO
attempted to analyse
0 B1 FIRST HEARING Oa It TIE SEWN
0 B2 SECOND
the behaviour of individual listeners,
and Ihave also assumed that each judgeStatistical Analysis by Rosamund ment they made was independent of preWeatherall
vious judgements and have added results for
For each session ( 1, 2or 3), Ihave added up
the same listeners to each other.
the numbers of listeners who said that a
Curiously, the panel who compared B with
comparison was ' similar', different' or ' not
itself ( Session 2) were able to tell that it was
stated'. The results are given in Table 2.
similar but the panel who compared A with
To establish a statistical significance
itself ( Session 3) were unable to recognise its
(using a 5% level), Ihave assumed that if
similarity. This may throw doubt on the
there were no differences between the
other results for this panel; I have not
amplifiers so that the listeners were merely
excluded them, however, as they were able
guessing, then the probability of saying
to tell A from B in their first comparison.
'similar' or ' different' is 50:50. Ican then
The mean scores given to each type of
calculate the probability that the results
music on each hearing of the amplifiers by
each panel are given in Table 3. Ihave not
1101115M
carried out any analysis beyond calculating
Comparison session
No of listeners who said
Tot
the mean scores of the sessions ( and the
'different' ' similar'
total
not
standard deviations and standard errors
replies stated
which are not given here).
17*
8*
25
3
28
111st)
A then 13
11
9
20
8
28
113rd)
My conclusions would be:
MEAN SCORE

211st)
3 ( 3rd)
Bthen A
1 ( 2nd)
213rd)
3 ( 1st)
Bthen B 2 ( 2nd)
A then A 312nd)
all Athen B'
all Bthen A'
all comparisons of
A & Bin either order
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PROG2

16*
10
9
12
20*
2*
12
54*
41*

5*
10
13
5
5*
15*
11
32*
23*

21
20
22
17
25
17
23
86

95*

55*

150

8
9
6
12
4
12
6

29
29
28
29
29
29
29
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i) Program 2 [ Bruckner] consistently scores
higher than program 1 [ Sheffield].
ii) Amplifier B usually scores higher than A;
panels 1 and 2 thought so, but panel 3
apparently prefer A.
These results, however, have not been

shape, but outside of ' consumer' products, a
'silver' aluminium can with axial leadouts is
more prevalent,
Tantalum electrolytics commonly come in
values between 470nF and 470µF, Voltage
ratings go up to 100V, but with the CV
product being a constant, high values
(>100µF) are restricted to low voltages
(<6V). Summing up, tantalum caps involve
critical, finnickity manufacture, so they're
much more expensive than aluminium electrolytics. Tantalum is also ascarce planetary
resource, mined as it happens, by the absolute bête noire of criminally- negligent US
multinationals - no poison gas jokes, please
- so we can look out for adramatic spiralling
in cost towards 1992, as reserves are
exhausted.
The solid variety is easily killed by reverse
voltages, and even low impedance voltage
sources ( making them hopeless for power
rail decoupling() and as we'll see later,
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losses are high. On the credit side, solid
tantalums are tiny, dead reliable ( when not
abused), stay healthy at high temperatures
ri :.

17 Eun »wan (a)a(

itor t. odes

Developed by German makers Ernst Roederstein for plastic films with lengthy, unpronounceable names. The 1st letter, ' k' stands for
kondensator (
I'm sure that one needs no translation). The kis followed by adielectric code:
s for polyStyrene
T for polyethyleneTerephthalate ( polyester)
C for polycarbonate
P for polyPropylene
If acapacitor is film and foil, this completes
the code (
ie, KS, KT,
M ,
KC
.
s
,Ka
Pd
), db
eu
dtfor
viz me
mt
1
(
1
1
p
i
sed
ms, a suffc
,
•
Metallised Polypropylene.
Polar dielectrics have asymmetric molecular
qualities. This structural polarity has nothing
whatsoever to do with polar capacitors, which
only operate properly if biased with a DC
voltage of correct electrical polarity. The latter
are always electrolytic.

able 3: Am ) 1ifier mean scores
Session Music
program
1
1
2
2
1
2
3
1
2

First
A
4.69
5.20
5.19
5.51
6.20
6.44

Second
A
5.28
5.35
5.96
6.09
6.50
6.57

First

Second

5.43
5.77
6.40
6.45
5.83
5.62

5.71
6.12
6.23
6.61
6.18
6.44

tested to a known level of statistical significance.
Idid not try to compare individual panel
members nor to look at their position in the
lecture theatre: it might be possible with this
data, but Idoubt that it would have produced
very much as there are too many other
variables in such an experiment.
Rosamund Weatherall

Conclusion
Ifeel that at last

reliable evidence has been
produced that two electrically excellent
amplifiers can sound different, answering
the challenge set by Peter Walker in the
pages of this magazine some 8 years ago.
This is particularly noteworthy in that, to
some extent, the listeners themselves were
sceptical of this being possible. The collection of the data was independently monitored and is available for inspection, and the
statistical analysis was carried out by an
independent consultant: it is hard to see how
any charge of bias or interference with the
results can be made. Do we really have to
provide more backup for a fact which for a
majority of reviewers and enthusiasts is a
daily working actuality, namely that amplifiers do sound different?+
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Editor's Note
Those who noted my report last month
('Comment' p31) on the Leventhal AES paper
which casts doubts on conventional statistics used to analyse listening test results
should note that the crux of that paper
concerned tests with a limited number of
presentations.
With the large number featured in Martin's
AES test, the statistics satisfy the Leventhal
criteria - Ed
(up to 125°C), withstand g-forces up to
25,000g ( good for Astronaut Hi Fi and mis sile fuses) and exhibit a relatively low leakage - contrast their wet aluminium cousins.
Solid aluminium electrolytics present yet
another headache zone. Development began
as long ago as 1962, but it's taken another 20
years to harness manganese dioxide (
the
solid electrolyte again) betwixt aluminium
foils. As anticipated, this species is very
much ahybrid, the range of values, voltages,
the size - and the pros and cons - all lying
somewhere between solid tantalum, and
small ah' electrolytics. y
,
Next month, Ben Duncan examines how
physical capacitor attributes and sources of
aberrant electronic behaviour can degrade
sound quality.
Reference
3

GWA Drummer, Fixed capacitors (
Pitman), 1964.
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AUDIO INNOVATIONS
A remarkable pre/power valve combination from Britain. Of superb construction
and high value for money, we thoroughly
recommend this outstanding design. lt is
neutral, sweet, dynamic and one of the
finest amplifiers for driving old Quad electrostatics as well as the latest designs. Ask
for Interest free credit on this one!!
AUDIO RESEARCH
What can we say about this remarkable
range of valve amplification from the
U.S.A.? Yes, it is expensive, but then of
course the best always is. Despite the
£5,000 price tag, we've sold a number of
SP11's and of course the budget SP8 preamplifier at a mere £2,000 is still highly
popular.
Again, quality of construction and performance are second to none and it is probably true to say that these are the finest
valve amplifiers on the market. We've
always got afew previously owned units in
MINT condition from people upgrading to
their NEXT Audio Research — so just ask
us OK?? You normally save about 30% —
and get aguarantee too.
BURMESTER
Stunning equipment from acountry not
usually known for Hi Fi; Germany!! Dieter
Burmester has quietly from Berlin, built
himself a reputation for impeccably produced Solid State amplification and that
reputation is now worldwide. We have sold
over 40 of the 785 pre-amplifiers and 22 sets
of the 838/846 units. We've had less success
with the power amplifier, but that's probably because it costs £ 5,000.
Many people tell us they would have
bought the Burmester on the looks alone,
but of course this would be alittle silly. By
all means buy it for the visual appearance
and quality of construction, but bear in
mind the outstanding sound quality that
results from it too. THIS MONTH WE HAVE
A
SPECIAL
PROMOTION
ON
BURMESTER
CONRAD JOHNSON
A rival for the affections of our staff and
our public against the Audio Research.
Once again, the Americans are leading the
way with superb designs and one of the
strongest aspects of the CI range is their
high value for money pre-amplifiers —
starting at the very realistic £ 7% for the
PV4 with aproper MC (as opposed to High
Cain MM) input.
the Premier 5 poweramps are stunning,
being one of the very few power amplifiers
apable of driving the Apogee speakers;
but that's another story ...
KRELL
Personally speaking, my favourite
amplification of all time. The best constructed and most dynamic pre-power
amplifiers that I've come across — bar
none. " Pure Class A — from the U.S. of A".
Yes, they are expensive, but there is little
that these sonic marvels can't produce in
terms of musicality, accuracy, enjoyment
and sheer excitment. The Pam 5pre-amp
at just £ 1500 really must be one of the
bargins of 1986. And what-about the Mk3
KSA/50?? Always on demonstration here.
CABLES
We always were cynical about cables —
however, over the last few months, the
benefits of some of the high quality leads
have been revealed to us and in particular,
the Van-den-Hul range of interconnects are
outstanding. We even do their enormous
speaker cable at a mere £9-75 per mono
metre, although of course we do their
more modest cable at £ 2-50 per metre as
well.
Our biggest selling speaker cable is the
Absolute Link Force Four at amere £ 3-48
per metre, which gives noticeable
improvements in most audio systems. We
run a custom audio lead facility, where
high quality terminations can be provided
and full rotations are given.

QUAD
What can we say about this highly regarded British manufacturer, apart from the uniortunate fact that the waiting list for their
equipment grows and grows!! Certainly the
equipment looks alittle odd compared to
more modern tastes, but in terms of
reliability and value for money, it clearly
shows the way. Who else can supply a
highly reliable, rugged and well built
Itish 100-watt per channel power
amplifier for a mere £ 289?
BEARD
Good old Bill, churning out outstanding
valve designs, the envy of the world. In his
own way, -Bill is the valve counterpart of
Magnum. His new P/35 power-amplifier is
areal winner. Quality of construction once
again of avery high order and an after-sales
service second to none.

Personally speaking, we feel the Nakamichi
is sonically the best, but our customers
think differently, having voted the MCD
Professional from Meridian as the most
popular and this has rapidly become our
most consistent seller.

THE FAMOUS 7-DAY FACILITY (UK ONLY)
Other dealers HATE us for this one — but
the customers love it!!!

TUNERS
There's not much to report on this
particular front other than to say that the
Quad FM4 at £ 269 represents probably the
best value for money tuner on the market
currently and we have high expectations
of the Nakamichi ST/7E, although we've yet
to audition this unit. Surprisingly, in 1985
we sold 7Revox B/261 tuners despite the
high asking price of £897. The Revox is one
of the most beautifully engineered units
currently available, although personally
speaking, Ithink there's only a limited
amount of interesting music on the radio
to warrant such an expenditure.

MlfST
Probably the best integrated amplifier on
the market. Certainly afirm favourite here
with both ourselves and our customers. So
far, in over 50 units sold, we've had a100%
non-failure rate. This is unequalled by any
other of our suppliers and is atestament
to thorough design and their high quality
of production engineering.
Yes, we know it looks odd/strange/weird/
eccentric, but then that's quite acceptable
when you hear the sound quality. This
modest little amplifier at £249 can even
drive the might Quad ELS63's to arealistic
sound levels and really is far too cheap a
product for our Company to be sensibly
selling, but nevertheless, we continue to
do so.
LINN SONDEK LP/12
Over the 9 years of our trading, this has
been the biggest selling turntable so far.
What's exceptional about that, other than
to say that their turntables, however old
they are, are " futureproof" which means
that all modifications are retrofittable and
therefore, the turntable can be brought up
to current spec at modest cost.

ANYTHING ELSE?
Yes, there's so much more we could tell
you about us, the equipment we sell, the
special offers, our relationship with certain
suppliers, other dealers and some of the
genuinely funny ( humourous) and less
funny experiences that we've had — but
there's no place for that in this advert.

Cynical, sceptical, then why not pop in and
have a listen. There's no need for a
demonstration. If you are in the area, we'll
be delighted to show you what low-cost
equipment means in terms of high value.

Its stunningly built and immensely heavy,
but is only worthwhile in the truly finest
audio system, ie. those capable of
reproducing the thunderous bass which is
there in most analogue recordings, but
which lessor turntables fail to reveal ...

EXPORTS
Fast delivery at tax free prices worldwide.
Using our simple and cost effective proeedures, you can purchase from us
without risk — and get fantastic savings
too!

THIS MONTH WE ARE OFFERING INTEREST
FREE
CREDIT
ON
THIS
REMARKABLE TURNTABLE ...
MAGNUM
British-built and this means solid, reliable,
oustanding value and a high level of
musicality. At modest prices Magnum produce a range of units starting with the
modestly priced integrated unit ( IA-1251 at
£425, going up to their state of the art
Mono A/100's 0 325 watt per channel amps
at a mere £ 2,500 per pair.

HOURS OF OPENING
We are shut each Sunday and Monday, but
of course we are here from 10.00 am until
600 pm Tuesday to Friday inclusive and 900
am until 5.00 pm on Saturdays.

NAIM AMPLIFICATION
We are not stockists for this equipment
BUT we do have generally alarge amount
of secondhand Naim amplifiers from
customers making upgrades. You can
usually find 42/110 combinations at about
£300 and 32/250 combinations at about
t600.

Under this heading, we would include
Dual Turntables and of course the superb
Denon amplification, tuners and receivers.
Coupled with Wharfedale speakers, or the
lower priced Gales, you'd be surprised just
how good one of these lower priced
systems can be.

ZARATHUSTRA
The Soliloquy turntable may be alegend
in its own lifetime. Despite the £2,000 price
tag, we've sold 9of these units and we're
given to understand that its performance
with the new SME series 5is simply mind
blowing.

GUARANTEES
As aBADA member land proud of it), we
offer a 24- month warranty on all equipment, other than cassette decks, which
reluctantly, we can only offer 12 months
on.

LATE APPOINTMENTS?
By prior arrangement, we can do
demonstrations up until 8 pm on
Wednesdays and Thursdays of each week.
Demand is high, so please ring early.

BUDGET EQUIPMENT
Glancing through this advert, you might be
forgiven for thinking that we only sell
esoterica. Of course we don't and we are
able to put together remarkably clean
sounding and enjoyable systems from as
little as £ 500.

Can you think of an imported product that
has this facility? We can't! Sound quality
as ever is outstanding and whilst years ago
it looked expensive, compared to its peers,
it seems underpriced. The legend lives on,
and on, and on ... All our Linns are set up
by our Linn trained engineer.

It's too complex to go into here, other than
to say that we have aspecial sheet on this
unique aspect of our sales service and all
you need do is ask us for one. What it
means basically, is that subject to certain
very simple conditions, you can audition
an unlimited range of equipment in your
home without a financial penalty if you
decide not to proceed with a purchase.

HEADPHONES
Although were not particularly keen on
headphones, we appreciate that from time
to time, domestic considerations require
you to use headphones and the 2best that
we have found come from lecklin and
Nakamichi.

An upgrade from your Naim might not be
as costly as you imagine.

All equipment supplied by us has a 12
month warranty from us.
Ring or write for an up to date price list —
today!

If you really want to find out what makes
shopping at Subjective Audio so enjoyable,
you'll have to come along, or at the very
minimum, write off for our literature pack.
It costs just 50p and it's sent by 1st class
post.
It can tell you more about us than any
other dealer can!
MAIL-ORDER
Generally, awide range of our equipment
is available on amail-order basis, although
of course complex turntable combinations
preclude this method of purchase.
Everything else is fine by MAIL ORDER.
So if you want to try something in your
home for afew days and you are along way
away, or your local dealer can't, or won't
help you, then turn to Subjective Audio.
We'll be delighted to put something on
overnight transportation for you to
audition.

CREDIT (H.P ETC)
Yes, we offer credit, including interest-free
credit, instant credit, no deposit credit and
extended term credit. We have aseparate
sheet on our credit facilities — just ring up
and ask us and we'll send one today — first
class post too.

Who are we

In our opinion, these are the very few
amplifiers in the world capable of taking
on the Krell. During 1985, this was one of
our most popular makes and in all rimliability, will continue to be so in 1986.

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
2-4 CAMDEN HIGH STREET,
LONDON NM OJH
Tel: (01) 387-8281

CREDIT CARDS
ALL major cards are accepted here —
without surcharge.
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HELIUS ORION TONEARM
One of the finest tonearms we've ever encountered and recently, significantly improved by the addition of full Audio
Note/VDH cable. At £510, it isn't cheap, but
then the sound quality from this unit when
coupled to asuitable turntable (Gyrodek
or Sililoquy) is outstanding.

ASK FOR INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON THE
MERIDIAN " PRO" CD ...

Later this year we will see a "dynamite" pre
amp from Beard, capable for " taking on
the best in the world" — and it's British
too.
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COMPACT DISCS
We were one of the first specialist retailers
to embrace this exciting new technology
and having investigated most machines on
the market, we've limited our range to the
best 7 makes on the market. These are:
Denon, Ferguson, Marantz, Meridian,
Mission, Nakamichi and Revox.
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T HAS BEEN TWO MONTHS SINCE ILAST REVIEWED A SET
of amplifiers for HFN/RR, but such is the rate of development
that Ihave been able to put together another challenging
group for this issue. A mixed batch, they all have aspirations to
real quality and cover awide price range, from £ 220 for the
new Cambridge Audio Integer integrated amplifier, to £ 1550
for the mono Quicksilver valve amplifier.
Between these extremes comes the current series Mission Cyrus
Two (£260), assessed both on its own and with the auxiliary PSX
power supply with which it makes a £460 combination. Croft weigh
in with two new valve products, an advanced double- mono £ 250
version of their fine Micro preamplifier which was reviewed in
March, and the £650 power amplifier. Musical Fidelity's top
preamplifier, the nearly all- IC ( but none the worse for it) MVT goes
for £ 1000, while the top preamp price in the group is represented by
conrad-johnson's latest PV5 at £ 1875, partnered by their new
'Premier' power amplifier, the £ 1540 MV50.
We wanted to include one of the latest Naim systems, but Naim
have yet to nominate one of their dealers to loan us the equipment —
Naim will not supply equipment for review themselves. We can only
assume that everything eventually comes to those who wait! Ialso
would have liked to have reviewed Quad's new 306 power amplifier,
to complement Ivor Humphreys' subjective report on p83. Future
reviews will cover the revised version of the Linn LK1/LK2 ( already!!)
and the Audio Research SP- 11/M-100 combination, the latter an
astonishing £ 10,000 apair!
Some fine products featured in the March issue, but this month we
have been even more fortunate: the worst was actually pretty
decent, while the best bordered on true audiophile territory. All, in
fact, were adelight to audition and helped to maintain my faith in the
continuing search for better sound quality. All these products'
designers most definitely have their hearts in the right place!
For the auditioning, both integrated amps and the MVT coped with
both m- m and m- ccartridges. The c-jPV5 and the Croft preamps are
nominally m- m only, but had sufficiently quiet inputs, in the case of
the Croft of an especially innocuous nature, to allow direct
connection of some of the healthier moving- coils, such as the Denon
DL103, Ortofon MC20 Super, or as used for this test, avan den Hul
MC10. This was used in an SME MkV mounted on the classic Linn
LP12.
Compact Disc was also used for the listening tests, the source
being either aCambridge Audio CD1 or aSony ' 552/'702, with discs
including the excellent Sheffield Kodo CD. Loudspeakers included
Magneplanar MGM Ils, Spendor SP1s and experimentally bi-wired
SL600s. Reference amplifiers included c-jPremier 3and Audio
Research SP- 81I preamplifiers, and ARC D-115 II and Robertson
Forty-Ten, while Ialso enjoyed the brief loan of acurrent Premier 4, a
Krell KSA-100, and apair of the amazing ARC M-100 power amps, as
well as an SP- 10 preamp.

Cambrid je Audio Inte:er

imperfections. Audible effect can be expected below 500Hz and
above 3kHz. The tone controls, being passive, affect the sound very
little and in any case can be bypassed completely with atone defeat
switch. Two over pushbuttons cover tape monitor and power ' on'; a
mild thump can be heard from the speakers on switch- on, something
that Ithought had disappeared years ago. Cambridge would
probably argue that this indicates the absence of the usual output
relay which might degrade sound quality. ( Protection is with fuses.)
A line of phono sockets dominates the rear panel while speaker
cable protection is via plain 4mm sockets. As with much Cambridge
gear, the mains cable is captive and, in my view, rather short. A good
2m length would be more help.

Technical details
The power amplifier section is adirect- coupled, quasicomplementary design. A small- value resistor between the amplifier
and the speaker terminals provides some reactive current buffering,
replacing the inductor which is usually employed to define the I-IF
roll- off and thus ensure stability with awkward loads. A high peak
power is claimed, with generous current capacity: while it is not
rated for continuous duty into 4ohms, is nonetheless said to be
highly load tolerant. The power supply is conventional, with asingle
central toroidal transformer, and full- wave rectification. Two 6800/1F
50V capacitors provide the main split- rail reservoir, with regulators
feeding earlier stages and channels.
The disc input employs selected NE5534 IC op- amps arranged as a
low- noise, variable gain buffer. Further buffers isolate the RIAA
equalisation which is arranged in three passive stages. Noisewise,
the m- cperformance is satisfactory for higher output models such as
the MC20 Super and Audio-Technica AT31E.
The passive tone controls are arranged so that asmall DC offset
exists across the control wipers; this is to cancel the effects of any
contact rectification. From the layout, it looked as if, with the tone
controls defeated, the high-level inputs are fed direct to the power
amplifier via the volume control, even bypassing the balance control.
As aconsequence, the input impedance is lower than usual at
10k- ohms.

Lab results
Cambridge Audio's specs for the power were amply met on test:
rated at 17.4dBW, it happily cruised at 19dBW into 8ohms, channels
singly driven over the whole power bandwidth. Peak output reached
21dBW ( 125W), and this was held with only a1dB loss in level right
down to 2ohms ( for short-term pulsed working). With both channels
.
4 mBRIDGE :• C,0
\-LGER
RIAA ACCURACY
• •

£220

In adifferent incarnation, this inexpensive integrated amplifier is
built by Cambridge for Acoustic Research, where it has enjoyed a
continuing success in reviews. The AR Amplifier sells for around
£180, Cambridge's Stan Curtis justifying the price differential by
pointing out the power increase from 35W to 55W/channel as well as
the use of printed circuit boards featuring an improved layout.
The front panel features an impressive array of large rotary

1
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MORE II I

controls, which from left to right cover volume, source selector — disc
(a rear switch changes between m- m and m- c), tuner, CD and aux —
balance, bass and treble. The latter feature limited control action —
+/-5dB boost or cut nominally at 50Hz and 15kHz— but covering a
broad enough range to aid correction of recorded tonal balance
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NEW FROM LOGIC
TEMPO / DATUM II
The finest medium price range
turntablehonearrn combination
currently available

AVAILABLE NOW
THROUGH SELECTED DEALERS
AYLESBURY
Aylesbury Hi Fi
0296 28790

MIDDLESBROUGH
Gilson Audio
0642 248793

BIRMINGHAM
Alternative Audio
021 742 0254

MILTON KEYNES
Audio Insight
0908 561551

BOURNEMOUTH
Suttons Music Centre
0202 25512

NORWICH
Basically Sound
0508 70829

CAMBRIDGE
Audio Services
0223 68305

OXFORD
Westwood & Mason
0865 247783

COLCHESTER
Lyon Audio
0206 560259

PETERBOROUGH
Stilton Audio
0733 241063

GLASGOW
Prism Audio
041 332 1779

ROTHERHAM
Moorgate Acoustics
0709 370666

GLASTONBURY
Avalon Hi Fi Studio
0458 50370

RUGBY
Sounds Expensive
0788 79736

HARROGATE
Elite Hi Fi
0423 521831

RUSHDEN ( Northant's)
D.F Clarke Audio Services
0933 57349

HIGH WYCOMBE
The Sound Gallery
0494 31682
HUDDERSFIELD
Huddersfield Hi Fi Centre
0484 544668
INVERNESS
E.M.S.
0463 234115
LEICESTER
Audition Hi Fi Studio
0533 393607
LINCOLN
Critics Choice
0522 38718
LONDON
Leisuresound
01 486 8263
Bartletts
01 607 2296
Unilet Products
01 942 9567

SOUTHAMPTON
Suttons Music Centre
0703 32481
ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA
Hastings Hi Fi
0424 442975
ST. NEOTS
A.N. Audio
0480 72071
TONBRIDGE
Standens
0732 353540
WATFORD
Acoustic Arts
0923 33011
WEYBRIDGE
Cosmic Radio
0932 54522

Harrow Audio
01 863 0938

WOLVERHAMPTON
Midland Hi Fi Studio
0902 771774
Warstones Hi Fi Studio
0902 345114

MANCHESTER
E.U.2 Musik
061 945 1867

NORTHERN IRELAND
Zeus Audio
08687 67935

PRESENCE — ANNIVERSARY
On Thursday, 6th February Presence Audio celebrated its second
anniversary of starting business. Having expanded rapidly,
especially in the past few months, Presence has now become the
UK distributor for no fewer than 17 manufacturers. Founder Brian
Smith has also taken on an assistant, Mrs. Isabel Smith ( no
relation).
Latest Presence product news follows.

PRESENCE — MILLTEK
The Milltek Aurora is a high output ( 2mV) moving coil cartridge
which bears more than apassing resemblance to Kiseki. Its sound
quality is extremely good for the price and of course no
transformer or other step-up device is required. Superbly made
and only £ 195. Tel: 044485 333.

PRESENCE — NUANCE
With electronics designed by Britain's Dr. Malcolm Hawksford ( a
regular Hi Fi News contributor), styling by Italians and assembly,
not by robots, but by Frenchmen, the Nuance Mk II transistor
pre- amp is setting new standards ( see Ken Kessler review in
March Hi Fi News). This first model has the phono stage
optimised for moving coil, but a moving magnet version is
coming. Available in champagne or black the Nuance costs £695
and you are likely to have to look at afour-figure price to better its
performance. Tel: 044485 333.

PRESENCE — ODYSSEY
Beauty and the Best? The Odyssey RP1-XG Mk11 arm is one of the
world's best and certainly the most beautiful but at £798 is
beyond the budget of many enthusiasts. Odyssey designer John
Gordon has a prototype of a new arm to sell at £350-400.. Watch
this space. The Odyssey Perfect Lock Banana Plugs at £39 a set
have been selling thanks to unique design and excellent gift
potential. Tel: 044485 333

PRESENCE — OMEGA POINT
Developed from the Dais, the Omega Point turntable and unique
unipivot arm are British designer Tom Fletcher's finest products
to date. New thinking has produced top flight products and at
reasonable prices too. Turntable is £895 and the arm £298. Tel.
044485 333.

PRESENCE — PHONOAMP
The PhonoAmp is a remarkable new Swiss- made transistor
pre- amp optimised for phono reproduction, although there is one
auxiliary input provided. Beautifully made from solid wood with
gold plated sockets, its electronic design requires awhole article
in itself. More details will follow, but the PhonoAmp at £895 or the
Reference version £ 1,195 are comparable with the best. Tel:
044485 333.

PRESENCE — PLENITUDE
This 80 wpc transistor power amp comes from Famco of France,
the makers of the Nuance Mk11 pre- amp described earlier. Like the
Nuance it is available in champagne or black to form a matching
pair. This is a very well constructed, good sounding power amp
which at £695 also represents good value for money. Tel: 044485
333.

PRESENCE — STAD
The story
unable to
the Penta
Presence

of Stad ( or lack of them) is that the company has been
produce the range of three Stad models announced at
Show due to the cabinet maker going out of business!
hopes to resume Stad in the future. Tel: 044485 333.

PRESENCE — VECTEUR
Presence Audio announces the availability of Vecteur S speaker
cable which is in effect a quadrupuled standard Vecteur, specifically for use where cable runs exceed five metres in length and
especially with notoriously difficult-to-drive speakers such as
Apogee and Stax. Vecteur S is only necessary in these special
applications and prices range from £69 for a 1.0m pair to £389 for
10m pair fully finished. Vecteur 4 mm stackable, gold-plated
banana plugs are popular for certain applications ( connecting
electrostatic headphones or extension speakers?) and are certainly cheap enough at £5.95 for four. Tel: 044485 333.

PRESENCE - ZYP
LOGIC INTERNATIONAL LTD

logic

7/

19 Hurlbutt Road
lieathcote Industrial Estate
Warwick CV34 6TD
0926 20302

The last word in accessories from Presence Audio. The first
product is coming soon. Tel: 044485 333.

See last month's Presence News for details of
Audiostatic, Decca, Ensemble, Glanz,
Interface, Jecklin, Kiseki, MDM.
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The PV5 is quite well- established in the UK, being discussed in
other reviews as in the same category as the ARC SP- 8MkII, with
associated ' audiophile' status. More recently, though, the PV5 has
been subject to some detail improvements, including one of topical
interest. This is abypass option whereby the stereo/mono switch and
the balance control circuitry are bypassed with ahard- wired internal
links. Ihad tried this on an SP- 8with notable success and anticipated
the same gain in sound quality for the latest PV5. A single- box
design, the ' 5is now alittle narrower than before and c-jhave
dispensed with the black, rack- style handles. The main case is
finished in satin- black, while fascia and controls are in anodised
'champagne gold'.
The input selector allows achoice of disc ( nominally m- m), tuner,
aux ( CD), tapes one and two. Tape monitoring switches are provided
for both tape loops, making the preamp particularly useful in this
respect. Volume control is aprecision pot. Rear connections are
made via high quality phono sockets while the spare unshrouded
two- pin mains outlets are disconnected according to UK
recommendations.
The PV5 may be used without atransformer or headamp under
some conditions— this will depend on your system as well as choice
of m- ccartridge. For lower output ' coils, agood headamp such as Le
Pre Pre from L'Audiophile, or the Empire which partners the van den
Hul MC1000.
The MV50 retains rack- mount handles, the only control being the
on/off switch. A stereo amplifier, it has phono input sockets and
screw terminal connectors for the loudspeakers, with matching
provided for 4, 8and 16ohm speakers. ( Iwould have thought that
these days asingle 5ohm tap would have given the best overall
matching.)

Sound quality
Not surprisingly, the Integer showed afamily resemblance to the
AR Amplifier. On the high gain setting for m-cs, aslight hum was
audible on the disc input ( Cambridge say that this will be put right in
production), but taken overall, the sound quality showed small but
significant advance over that of its cheaper sibling. To tell the truth,
the numeric rating was not that far behind that of the Cambridge
separates favourably reviewed in March.
Via disc ( m-c(, the Integer was considered pleasantly balanced,
even ' sweet' when compared to much of the competition. The sound
remained ' open' and lively, however, and imagery was felt to be
well- focused, fairly transparent, pleasantly spacious, with very good
depth for the price. Bass and treble were well- rated, but aslight
softening of dynamic ' attack' was noted. Confirming the lab results
on power, it could be played loud without strain on avariety of
speaker loads.
Via CD, dynamics were noticeably, while the generally good sound
quality character was maintained. Still alittle soft at the frequency
extremes in terms of ultimate definition, it was nonetheless
rewarding for its pleasant tonal balance and relaxed presentation.

Conclusion
The Integer is well-equipped and notably powerful. Its exemplary
load tolerance helps to balance minor weaknesses in finish and ' feel'.
A better volume control would be useful.
Overall the measured results were very good, as was the sound
quality — all in all avery competitive performance. Amplifiers of
comparable quality in this territory can be counted on the fingers of
one hand; the Integer offers very good value and comes strongly
recommended.

conrad:olmson PV5 & MV50 £ 1875

I540

These well- matched, superbly finished units are manufactured in the
USA and conrad-johnson, like their compatriots Audio Research,
have achieved notable success with awide range of high-priced
valve products. The top c-jpreamp is the Premier 3, complemented
by the less- expensive PV5 reviewed here. This has amatching power
amplifier, the 50W/channel ( 17dBW) MV50.

Technical details
Circuit data are sketchy and the following was gleaned from avisual
examination. Solid-state regulators are used for the PV5 heater
supplies as well as for the HT rail. Single- ended class- A throughout,
the circuit is straightforward using low- noise ECC83 input stages and
ECC82 outputs ( or selected equivalents). Conventional series
feedback RIAA equalisation is used, well- proven in the case of valve
designs. [ The theoretically better shunt feedback would probably be
too noisy with valves— Ed.] All the valves are double-triodes and, as
with the SP- 8, some are shared between channels, afeature hardly
conducive to good channel separation. Very high quality
components are used, including custom-made high- value
polystyrene capacitors offering exceptional performance.
The MV50 is in many ways asuccessor to the modest MV45 power
amplifier but in contrast to the older circuit, the ' 50 includes
significant features of c-j's Premier series. With both channels built
on an aluminium chassis, it runs in enriched class-NB ( mainly
class-A) push-pull with the classic ultralinear connection to the
output transformer. The output tubes are the trusty EL- 34s ( US
Philips) and easy bias adjustment is assured by accessible
screwdriver slots working in conjunction with LEDs. The c- j
philosophy is to use asimple, transparent circuit with top quality
components.

Lab results
Looking at the power amplifier first: the 17dBW rating was
comfortably met at 8ohms, 1kHz, with some power loss at the band
extremes. For the type, the power bandwidth was quite good into
both 4and 8ohms; the midband 4ohm level measured 14.9dBW,
which was maintained when the 4ohm tap was used ( this tap
provided alittle more current sourced from alower impedance).
From this and the listening tests, it would appear that provided the
last ounce of volume was not necessary, the 4ohm tap will give the
optimum sound quality.
It should be noted that the tabulated power levels are determined
at the clipping point and that the distortion at 20Hz and 20kHz
exceeded our normal 1 % limit ( 6.5% and 3.5% respectively).
Correspondingly, the high power distortion measurements were
HI-FI NEWS 8: RECORD REVIEW
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driven, the level reduced to typically 16.4dBW ( a4ohm continuous
rating). On peak current, the Integer delivered an exemplary +/- 36.5A
— generous indeed! This amplifier should be capable of delivering
practically anything and must be considered happily load-tolerant.
For normal use, it could be considered equivalent to a20dBW ie,
100W/channel model.
At full power, harmonic distortion was notably consistent over the
frequency range, measuring - 76dB ( 0.015%). Full power HF
intermodulation was fine at - 75dB, improving to -89dB at OdBW ( 1W).
Negligible intermodulation was apparent via the disc input, in either
mode, even at high signal levels, indicating agood overload margin.
This was confirmed on measurement, where aconsistently ample
30dB was achieved over the whole range, again in both modes. Input
noise levels were generally good, while the DC offset was
satisfactory at around 20mV.
Channel separation was less than spectacular, being satisfactory
overall. The output impedance of 0.26ohms implies amodest
damping factor of 30 into 8ohms, but Ido not regard this parameter
as being particularly significant in any case. The spectrum for the
40Hz power test showed that power supply harmonics were
well- suppressed, despite the high currents being drawn, to around
-85dB, with low cross- modulation products.
At normal volumes, the channel balance was fine, but at - 60dB, the
error was 12dB; Iwould like to see abetter volume pot fitted. RIAA
equalisation was well- matched between channels, and almost
identical for m- m and m- c, showing aflat central region with modest
and sensible band- limiting at the frequency extremes. The main
30Hz-15kHz region met fine + 0.05, - 1.2dB limits. The disc input
impedance was constant at 47k: users of m- ccartridges might like to
fit loading resistors to bring it down to 100ohms or so.

1

some of its shine, but this current version puts it firmly back in the
running. In addition to its previous qualities, definition and
transparency are definitely improved, coupled with greater ' life' and
dynamics. The PV5 fits naturally into the audiophile market, offering
top-flight preamp performance in this price sector.
The MV45 was anice enough power amplifier, but lacked bass
'speed' and definition. It also suffered from confusion when driven
hard, and no sensible comparison can be made with the current
MV50. The MV50 played cleanly well into clipping, producing sound
levels considerably greater than might be anticipated from its
specification. Bass is now to generously good standard, with
considerable depth, speed and articulation. The treble proved clean,
open and detailed. Stereo focus bordered on the excellent over much
of the range as did stereo depth — this with reproduction of anatural
ambience two c-jhallmarks. Another was the neutral tonal colour,
free from ' glare' or hardness. Possessing good transparency, the
MV50 continued to improve when partnered with even more costly
preamps, always agood sign. If the budget was large enough, the
choice of ac-jPremier would not be out of place. When partnered
with the PV5, very good results were obtained, the match being
appropriate on grounds of both price and sound.

taken at amoderately reduced level of 20W, 8ohms. Only the
midband figure of 0.05% (- 66dB) was worthy of approval but
fortunately, both harmonic and HF intermodulation distortions
improved at lower power levels.

Conclusion
Conrad and Johnson have come up with two components that will
help maintain their position in the audiophile stakes. The PV5 has
been significantly improved, to an extent that indicates aserious
reappraisal, and the MV50 is an important newcomer to the UK tube
power amplifier market— in many respects it could be considered a
'baby' Premier 4. Together, the pair make aworthwhile combination,
offering afine standard of build, finish, and sound quality for the
£3400 asking price, which can be firmly recommended. Long live free
enterprise and healthy competition!
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Small Midlands- based company Croft Acoustics have entered one of
those periods of intense creativity, making it difficult for abusy
reviewer to keep up. Hard on the heels of the amazingly cheap,
utilitarian but good Micro preamplifier reviewed in March, we are
presented with anew series of preamplifiers called the Stereo
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Set to 8ohms, arespectably healthy + 7.3, - 9.7A peak current was
available, this increasing to atypical 10.5A from the 4ohm tap.
Unweighted noise was typically 100dB below full output.
The 40Hz high current test gave aspectrum dominated by
legitimate harmonics of the input frequency, the 50Hz supply
components being nicely rejected. The output impedance was fairly
high at almost 0.9ohm ( 8ohm tap); not specifically afault, but it will
lead to small variations in the perceived balance to occur, owing to
the speaker's varying impedance characteristic. This will need to be
allowed for in auditioning.
Turning to the PV5 preamplifier, it proved capable of agenerous
output, up to 50V with low distortion. ( Good input and output
headroom is typical of these valve designs.) Noise levels were
satisfactory, while channel separation, fine in the midband,
deteriorated at high frequencies, particularly via the aux input, falling
to just 36dB at 20kHz.
Volume control tracking was very good and channel balance was
very close. On RIAA equalisation, most of the range was very flat
through 100Hz-40kHz. There was aslight bass lift below 50Hz,
however, rising to about + 1dB at 20Hz before rolling off below 10Hz.
Via aux, the bandpass was very wide, the - 3dB points being below
3Hz and above 150kHz.

Sound quality

Listening was undertaken using the two units as amatched pair as
well as separate components. The PV5, in bypass mode, has
improved considerably when compared with earlier versions. The
original was an eminently ' musical' performer with real hi-fi class
and fine depth and ambience, but it did lack ultimate definition and
transparency. Conversely, presentation of stereo perspectives and
focus were always very good. When the competition
metamorphosed into the MkIlversion, the PV5 appeared to lose
74

Integrated' — what about abetter name Glen? — the least expensive
version of which was originally billed as the ' flash' Micro.
The Stereo Integrated series ( I'll call them SI for short) comprises a
full-size, low- profile chassis built largely to double- mono principles,
even down to the use of dual volume controls and selector switches.
Consequently, the fascia is impressive, belying the modest base
price of £ 250, for which the customer gets apreamp with the same
specification and facilities as the Micro, apart from the control of
balance made possible by the dual controls. The disc input is
moving- magnet- only, but is suitable for high- output ' coils. Another
£100 buys the next version, which offers tape facilities, the simple
circuitry of the ' Basic' being augmented by line buffers to drive the
tape outputs and isolate the tape loop from the main signal path. ( It is
worth leaving the tape- out leads of the Micro and the SI Basic
disconnected when not in use, as the reduced loading improves the
sound quality.)
Finally, amodest £ 50 gives £400 for the top SI preamp, which has a
valve m-cinput as well as tape buffering. ( A virtually identical
predecessor was reviewed by Ken Kessler in March 1984.) The m- c
sensitivity is quoted as 0.15mV for 650mV out, an overall gain of
74dB: ample for all but the very lowest output cartridges. Proper
termination is provided by the 100ohm input resistance in parallel
with a3.9nF of capacitance.
Returning to the SI Basic, the m- m sensitivity is 2mV in for 650mV
out, alittle higher than the 3mV of the Micro, and in my opinion,
quite anumber of moving-coils will drive this input satisfactorily.
However, one important assumption must be made, relevant to all
the Croft preamplifiers; that the power amplifier be relatively
sensitive, requiring 0.5-0.7V for full output. Not only are the disc
input gains set on this basis, but also the line- level inputs, CD, aux
and tape having zero gain, the line stage simply being aunity- gain
buffer. This does not present aproblem with CD since typical outputs
are 700mV, rising to an absolute maximum of 2V RMS. Some tuners
and tape decks generally provide rather less output than this and
compatibility in agiven system should be investigated before buying
til-FI NEWS 8: RECORD REVIEW
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Lab results
The measurements were essentially identical to the Micro which are
reproduced in the Table on p81. Note, however, that the m- m input
sensitivity is now 2mV and that stereo separation of the SI Basic is
better.

Sound quality
Highly rated, the budget Micro was considered as unassailable at the
price. Possessing an essentially neutral tonal balance, it provided a
coherent and believable sound- stage, with very good focus,
definition, and depth. Transparency was thought highly of, and the
only perceptible weakness concerned ahint of bass softness and
very mild treble grain. Dynamics were fine, especially at the price.
In truth, Iwould have been content even if the SI Basic didn't
improve on this; nevertheless it did so. Both focus and stage width
were better, the sound- stage now possessing more depth and sense
of ambience, while agreater transparency revealed more fine detail.
The treble was amite tidier and the bass, especially from CD, was
firmer as well as more dynamic. The notably improved SI Basic
preamplifier gave asound full of life and sparkle which was tonally
convincing yet low low in listening fatigue.

Conclusion
Croft's Stereo Integrated series of preamps are as much of abargain
in their price categories as the Micro is in its budget position. Ican
unhesitatingly recommend them, despite my personal dislike of
separate volume controls. The build quality is high, far above what is
usual at the price, while the sound quality is exceptional, perhaps
threatening established models costing upwards of £ 1000. The Micro
is an important model for impecunious enthusiasts, but for those
intending to use it with apower amplifier of comparable quality, an
Audiolab 8000P, for example, or avalve model in the £650-£1550
region, then the additional cost of the SI Basic becomes relatively
insignificant and Iwould be sorely tempted to pay the extra, except
at the very lowest price break.

Croft Series Four Power am

)

£ 650

Croft promised me that they would be introducing amatching power
amplifier while Iwas reviewing the Micro, and sure enough, here it
is, the 40W/channel ( 15dBW) Series Four. It costs £650, and comes in
alarge rectangular box finished in Croft's 'traditional' chocolatecolored enamel with gold lettering. Michell binding posts are used
for the speaker connection, with asingle transformer tap, nominally
matching 6ohms and suited to 4-8ohm loudspeakers. Bias
adjustment is accessible from the front panel with the aid of a
millivoltmeter.

Technical details

Anyone conversant with valve power amplifier design will find the
Series Four something of asurprise, as it employs circuit techniques
and features which are not fully realised in £3000+ gear. The HT rails

are fully- regulated throughout, even the output stage; moreover, the
regulators are valves, with selected neon voltage reference tubes.
Very high isolation from the mains is assured, blocking any noise
and similar interference. All the earlier stages also have separate
regulated supplies, and apart from the massive, centrally- sited
power transformer, the amplifier is built largely along double- mono
lines.
The output stage uses EL34s in aconventional, essentially class-A,
push-pull ultralinear configuration, with negative feedback taken
from the transformer secondary. High quality components are much
in evidence, including selected resistors and polypropylene coupling
capacitors.
Glen Croft noted that it is permissible to wire the output terminals
in parallel. If the same signal is fed to both inputs, the result is a
monoblock with twice the output current capability, hence twice the
power, into 4ohm loads, and about 60% more power into 8ohms.
Sound quality is improved, and at £ 1300/pair, Series Four
monoblocks are worth considering in their own right.

Lab results

With one channel driven, this amplifier just met the 16dBW Bohm
specification at 1kHz. If 2.5% harmonic distortion is allowed, the 20Hz
figure improves to 15dBW before clipping, but a14dBW level at
20kHz resulted in 10% distortion. Losses of around 3dB occurred into
4ohm loads, resulting in an absolute power similar to that into
8ohms. The 2ohm pulsed output was arather modest 8dBW, while
the peak current was unexceptional at around +/-4.5A. The output
rose to 18.6dBW ( 70W) into 16ohms, meaning that as the parallelled
monoblock would hold that level into 8ohms, around 80W will be
available into 4ohms. Peak current in mono mode reached 8.7A, and
this more expensive mode of operation must be preferred if high
levels into difficult impedances are required.
As full power distortion levels were rather high, those in the table
refer to half power, but these are still rather uninspiring. The 20kHz,
20W figure is 10%, but by 1W ( OdBW), midband distortion was
approaching -70dB ( 0.03%), while the 20kHz value was fairly
satisfactory at 1%. At half- rated power, the twin-tone
intermodulation was fine at - 53.2dB, improving to - 61.4dB at OdBW.
The power spectrum at half power into 4ohms with a40Hz signal
showed high harmonic distortion, but with negligible power supply
components. When the level was reduced to OdBW, the distortion
harmonics also became negligible.
Apart from acoustic mains transformer hum, noise levels were
fine, while stereo separation must be rated as ' very good' and
channel balance was excellent. The output impedance was a
moderate 0.46ohms over most of the range. while the input was easy
to drive at 100k in parallel with 30pF. Overall frequency response was
-0.2dB at 8Hz and 22kHz, with - 3dB points at 5Hz and 72.5kHz. The
above results are for astandard Four; asmall improvement in HF
performance has been made in current production.
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aCroft preamp. ( When discussing the ' passive' preamp idea three
years ago Iproposed the idea of an IHF standardised level of 500mV
for line- level signals, with power amplifiers conforming to the same
level for full output, regardless of power rating. This would greatly
simplify component and source matching.)
We chose to assess the SI Basic in this review, and my comments
should be read in conjunction with my review of the Micro (
HFN/RR
March p69). Technically, the two are quite similar, bar the inclusion
of some extra power supplies and the double mono construction of
the more expensive model. We were not prepared for the substantial
improvement in sound quality that was heard!

How much praise
can one cassette
deck take ?
Denon's cassette decks are well known for reliability without being overcomplicated
. . . The deck offers just about every useful gadget and facility Ican think of . . . A slick set of
controls and a generally fine, stable musical quality left me feeling quite enthusiastic
about what is clearly abetter-thought-out product than many at this model's price level. 55
New Hi Fi Sound
i Best cassette deck under £250 . . . Featuring the almost mandatory Dolby B and C
noise reduction, the Denon cassette deck shares, in common with the rest of the new Denon
range, arobust and reliable transport system which enables high quality recordings to be
made . . . A well made, reliable deck with the essential facilities at an affordable price. 55
What Hi Fi, January 1985
None of the gadgets or multiple music search systems that currently adorn nearly all
Japanese decks — instead certain key features that provide better sound quality . . . The
DR- M22 was easy and satisfying to use. It is rarity amongst Japanese decks, being clearly
designed to sound good rather than look good . . . Denon's transport was superior to the
usual standard expected . . . Sound quality was particularly clear, relaxed and unfatiguing.
There was plenty of insight into aperformance and fine stereo imagery . . . Overall quality
was very good and listening was pleasurable . . . Felt the DR- M22 to be afine machine. 55
Noel Keywood

Hi Fi choice cassettes 85/86

i An excellent deck, the DR- M22 stands comparison with the very best. 55
What Hi Fi, January 1986.
i In agood machine there will usually be more metal where it matters. Take the machine
Iwill be recommending for my cassette- only system, the Denon DR- M22. y
5
Buyers Budget Feature, What Hi Fi, January 1986.
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DR - M22. What Hi Fi award winner 1985
(Best cassette deck under £ 250 )
"Best Buy" Hi Fi Choice 1985 & 1986!
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The Series Four turned out to be ayet another remarkably
good- sounding design, but with one problem, the higher-than- usual
level of mechanical hum from the mains transformer. For me, the
only sensible location was remote from my listening position, sited
near the loudspeakers. Perhaps amechanically- minded owner could
isolate the transformer on rubber bushes? Meanwhile we must wait
for Glen Croft to solve this problem and potential customers should
check that this is satisfactory before purchase.
Fortunately, the amplifier was comprehensively auditioned prior to
being measured. Given the rather dubious set of results, there is no
way Icould have foreseen the high standard of reproduction
achieved by the Series Four. No excuses need be made, this is a
genuine audiophile- quality product offering afine subjective
performance, competing with some highly regarded products
costing up to £2000.
It produced volume levels higher than the rating would suggest,
sounding more like a60W model. Stereo imagery was unusually
stable and well-focused,while in terms of tonal balance it was
considered very neutral, more so in fact than anumber of highranked bipolar transistor models.
Bass articulation and definition met avery high standard; dry in
nature, italso lacked alittle in ultimate power and extension. The
treble was also well- rated, if on occasion slightly ' dull' with ahint of a
'mechanical' quality. Despite this, vocals reproduced well, with a
very natural ' feel' to breathiness and sibilance. Although the
midband had a ' light' texture, the amplifier sounded transparent and
gave aconvincing impression of depth and ambience. In this respect
it surpassed the Micro preamplifier and the SI Basic was felt to be a
more appropriate partner in order to exploit its potential to the full.
Overall, it gave astrong, coherent performance, musical without an
identifiable ' valve' or ' transistor' character.
In double mono mode, the Series Four proved both more powerful
and better behaved into 4ohm loads. The bass was alittle firmer,
while the mid focus was also improved. In context, however, it did
not sound proportionately better in respect of the doubling of price.

volume control.
Holden and Fisher produce the fine toroidal mains transformer,
which feeds asingle set of two ELNA 6800/1F reservoir capacitors.
The power stage is discrete transistor, with fast, high- current output
transistors working as adirect- coupled class-A/B complementary
pair. The internal heatsinking could be regarded as being rather
small for continuous 4ohm duty, but in practice, overheating
problems have proved to be rare.
Mission had long promised afurther improvement to the Cyrus
range in the form of an additional power supply called the PSX. This
took so long to become available that Ihad almost given up hope,
but it finally arrived, together with the latest Cyrus Two which
featured improved thermal tracking for the bias sensor on the output
stage.
Iinitially assumed that the PSX, built in amoulded case which
matched the Cyrus Two, was simply an add-on unit to increase the
system capacity. Indeed, the first thing Idid was to plug the PSX
cable into the appropriate socket and put arecord on. However, I
then discovered that for correct operation, the Cyrus cover must be
removed in order to remove the two power supply fuses located on
the pcb. This leaves the preamplifier powered from the integral Two
supply but not the power amplifier section, the output stage now
drawing current only from the PSX. In essence the Cyrus behaves
like atraditional pre/power combination with the PSX. The measured
results are similar in all modes, but sound quality is different.

Conclusion
The double- mono system still actually represents good value in the
power amplifier stakes and should be considered when maximum
output and best load tolerance are required. The standard stereo
Series Four concedes little in terms of real performance with normal
loads, however, giving an excellent subjective performance for the
price. When used with aMicro or SI Basic preamp, afine amplifier
system can be assembled which will bear comparison with models at
two or three times the price.

Mission ( vrus Two Sz. PSX

£460

The inexpensive Mission Cyrus One integrated amplifier was
reviewed in HFN/RR in August 1984. The upmarket Cyrus Two uses
the same case as the One but includes anumber of enhancements,
ranging from the dedicated moving- coil input to the revised power
supply and output stage, these serving to increase the power output
to 50W/channel ( 17dBW).
A compact ' straight signal path' amplifier, the Cyrus Two features
aclean fascia with just three rotary controls covering volume, source
(marked ' Listen') and tape out selector with achoice adisc, CD tuner
and tape— these are rather confusingly labelled P, R,CD and T. Pfor
black disc may be either m- cor m- m, selected by aslide switch on
the conveniently horizontal rear deck. Less conveniently, the
headphone jack socket is also located here, and the speaker plugs
must be disconnected to mute the main output, Mission's
perfectionist approach not allowing switches to be placed in the
signal path. Although the original Cyrus used binding posts, these
proved rather awkward to use, owing to the limited access, and have
been replaced with 4mm sockets. All input connections are made via
tinned (!) phono sockets mounted directly on the single printed
circuit board. Separate inputs are provided for m- m and m- c
cartridges, the Cyrus being one of the few amplifiers where two
turntables fitted with appropriate cartridges can be left permanently
connected.
The Cyrus Two is said to be load- tolerant, while the m-cinput is
sufficiently quiet to suit all but the lowest output cartridges, such as
old Ortofon and Fidelity Research models. The arrangement of
source switching allows the user to listen to any input whilst taping
from another, abonus for keen recordists.
The preamplifier section uses integrated circuit op- amps, with a
dedicated low- noise type used for the m- cinput. ( In the Cyrus One
the gain of the m- m input is simply changed for m- cuse.) The Two
uses 1% metal-film resistors throughout, while the few coupling
capacitors which are present have been carefully selected on sound
quality grounds. Mission were pioneers in the use of arelatively
high- gain power amplifier, allowing the usual line stage to be
abandoned. The line inputs go straight to the power amplifier via the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Lab results
Most of the results are valid for the standard Cyrus Two. The parallel
addition of the PSX lifted the continuous power ratings by some
20%, but did not provide the best sound quality. Correct connection
of the PSX gave results which were very close to those of the
standard Two. However, alittle more clean power was now available
at low frequencies, due to the larger reservoir capacity of the PSX,
which is choc a- bloc with parallelled capacitors as well as ahigher
regulation toroid.
The Cyrus Two cruises at 18.5dBW into 8ohm speakers on normal
program. Typically, it measured at almost 18dBW ( 60W) over the
power bandwidth, with aloss of around 2.5dB with both channels
driven into 4ohms. On short pulses, 15.5dBW was available into
2ohms with no apparent protection or limiting; this is equivalent to a
true peak power of 135W. Decent peak currents of +/- 20A were
available, ample for awide range of loadings.
All the measured harmonic and intermodulation results were very

good via all inputs, intermodulation being better than 70dB down
(0.003%). Noise levels were also very good, allied to handsome input
overload margins.
At the speaker terminals, the output impedance was amoderate
0.15ohms, with asatisfactory DC offset under 30mV for both
channels. The disc input showed achannel imbalance of 1.4dB, this
as yet unexplained, and also noted in an earlier Cyrus Two review for
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Sound quality

1

another publication. At normal volume settings, the channel balance
was otherwise fine, but there was a5dB difference at - 60dB. This
could be improved. The input sensitivities were fine, while the RIAA
equalisation was commendably flat in the main range, coupled with
sensible tailoring at the band extremes.
One continuing feature of the Cyrus range is the — Ipresume
deliberate — moderate measurements for channel separation., which
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are consistent at around 45dB at all frequencies. ( Nairn have also
done this with their neat NAIT.) This is good enough to avoid review
censure, but are much worse than that theoretically possible. One
could speculate on the possible effect on sound quality; on the face
of it, one might expect it to lessen the stereo dimension and depth.
This is refuted by the listening test results, however.

Sound quality
In earlier reviews, the Mission Cyrus Two performed very
competitively. In 1986 form, it has advanced still further, fully
maintaining its dominant position. It survived the most exhaustive
comparative tests, approaching the sound quality of respected
reference amplifiers costing upwards of £ 1000. With the PSX on
board, the approach was closer still.
The overall sound of the Cyrus Two can be described as ' crisp and
clear', with amildly lightweight, ' thinned' quality to the overall
midrange tonal balance. With ' forward' loudspeakers, some might
be more perturbed by this than Iwas. However, its character does
not border either on the ' hard' or ' glaring', and Iam happy to accept
what it has to offer as another way of approaching the truth.
On audition, one cannot fail to be impressed by the Cyrus' lively,
detailed nature. Dynamics were well presented, so much so that a
great deal of the competition is made to sound ' slow' and
uninvolving. Detail was apparent to ahigh degree throughout the
frequency range, while the quality of the bass was particularly good,
showing great ' punch' and articulation, as well as pretty fair
extension.
The Cyrus was an outstanding performer when it came to stereo
imagery. Images had good width, very good focus and amore than
decent presentation of depth and ambience. The sound was
genuinely transparent, to adegree barely touched by its immediate
rivals.
Adding the PSX— incorrectly— in parallel provided asmall
improvement. Yes, it could play alittle louder, but it was already
quite loud in any case due to its fine behaviour when overdriven,
though alittle more weight and ' authority' were in evidence. On the
basis of this evidence, Ididn't think that the PSX was worth the extra
cash. However, when Iconnected it up as instructed, it was clear that
Iwas dealing with adistinctly better class of amplifier.
With the PSX, the Cyrus Two's fine sense of grip and control was
developed further, showing more depth, with greater ' guts' and
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definition. The mid-treble appeared alittle clearer and sweeter. Detail
was further improved, with aconsequent refinement of stereo image
depth and focus. In my opinion, this puts the Cyrus Two PSX into a
new class, amply justifying the extra cost.

Conclusion
This great integrated amplifier has been improved for 1986, helping
to consolidate its competitive market position. More powerful
models may be bought for the same money, but the Two without
PSX gets louder than you would imagine, and was also very load
tolerant. The moving- coil performance was very good — comparable
with many headamps costing as mucn as the whole amplifier! With
its direct power amplifier connection, the CD performance was also
very good indeed, and Imust enthusiastically recommend this great
value design.
With the PSX, we effectively have afully-fledged £460 pre/power
combination which can see off most of the opposition at up to twice
the price. Although it then becomes not quite as good value as the
Two on its own, the duo are fine performers in their own right and
are strongly recommended. The ability to retrofit the PSX having
bought aCyrus Two is apowerful advantage.

Musical Fidelity NWT m-earn Adler

£ 995

The original MVT was nice enough, but pace Ken Kessler, who
reviewed it for HFN/RR in ' 85, Ifelt that it offered nothing really
special at the asking price of £750 or so. Recently, however, Ihad the
chance to try anew series MVT and was knocked out by it— areview
urgently appeared mandatory! This new version costs alittle more at
£995, but once heard, no one could complain. Musical Fidelity
supremo Antony Michaelson has decided to take on the US
competition with the MVT, and had specified afar higher standard of
build and finish than before. This one looks and feels like ahigh-class
product.
Presented as two units, the second, smaller case comprises aneat
power supply which may be remotely located for least noise.
Although originally finished in grey, this proved — as with so many
anodised finishes — unpredictable, and the MVT is now supplied in a
smart satin black. Controls comprise aswitches and knobs for power,
volume, balance, tape monitor and input selector — achoice is
available from analogue disc, CD, tuner and tapes 1and 2.
Moving- coil or - magnet is selected with arear- panel switch, and
separate inputs for both, allow connection of two players if so
desired. Both black disc inputs are duplicated to allow the easy
addition of parallel resistive or capacitive loading. All input sockets
are high quality phonos.
There are three sets of output sockets, polarity non- inverting in
both phono socket and hard silver plated XLR socket, and inverting
via phonos only. This is specifically included to allow easy selection
of bridge mode power amplifier operation, but it could also be used
to correct system absolute phase as an alternative to reversing the
loudspeaker connections.

Technical details
The slim 19in. package is well- packed with electronics, amixture of
integrated circuits and discrete transistor circuitry. The moving- coil
starts with two low noise, transistor array LM394 chips per channel,
used as asubstitute for the differential input of the following op- amp.
The main disc input mixes transistors and ICs, the latter including
standard audio quality TL- 074s and LM318s. High quality film
capacitors are used throughout, and an ALPS volume control is
fitted. The inputs are well- buffered, though Iwas less impressed by
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uicksitver 1110110s
£ 1550
These US- made mono power amplifiers arrived in the UK with a
ready-made reputation. Of all-tube design — even the rectifier diodes!
—these classy units offers around 60W into 8ohms, with amaximum
power of 90W into 5ohms. Quicksilver promote locating the
amplifiers adjacent to the loudspeakers in order to take advantage of

Lab results

Highly accurate RIAA equalisation was observed from 30Hz to 20kHz,
+0, -0.4dB. A gentle subsonic roll- off amounted to a3dB droop by
10Hz — quite sensible.The disc inputs were well- specified, delivering
very good noise figures, coupled with generous overload margins.
The m- csensitivity was fine at 0.09mV for an IHF 0.5V output, which
is sufficient for awide range of cartridges. Input impedances were
eminently sensible and agood level was available from the tape
output from alow source impedance.
The main output could provide up to 7.8V from alow 100ohm
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Spectrum: 40Hz, 500mV o/p
.mpedance. Channel separation was fine via the line inputs and was
still very satisfactory via m- cand m- m. Channel balance was
well- maintained via all inputs and frequencies over the whole
volume range.
Finally we come to the distortion measurements, which were of
negligible proportion. Harmonic distortion was -94dB in the
midband, while via CD, the HF intermodulation was an amazing
-109dB. The analogue disc inputs were also very good here. For
interest's sake, a40Hz spectrum was run at 0.5V output, as though
the MVT were a ' baby' power amplifier, and as the graph shows, the
mains supply components were utterly negligible at around - 96dB or
lower.

Sound quality
No one could maintain aprejudice against the use of integrated
circuits, having once heard them in the MVT. Its analogue disc inputs
sounded extremely good, both m- m and m- c, giving atop- grade
performance.
Thoroughly neutral in tonal balance, across the whole audio band
and not just in the midband, the MVT was genuinely transparent,
capable of aconvincing portrayal of space, ambience and depth in
the stereo image. Focus was very good, while stage width was nicely
presented. Backgrounds were silent, and the sound was dry and
beautifully controlled. A whole wealth of different sounds were
confidently handled, including full orchestra, piano and female voice.
The treble possessed fine detail and the bass was articulate and
solid.
Set against this exceptional performance from analogue disc,
sound from CD was alittle disappointing. Objectively rated, it was
admittedly very good, but in absolute terms it lacked alittle in bass
precision, stereo focus and depth. This wouldn't be relevant with CD
players costing up to £700, but certainly would be above that.

Conclusion

This excellent preamplifier demonstrated asuperb lab performance,
allied to aremarkably good analogue disc sound quality. CD was
very good, if not quite to the same exceptional standard. The build
quality and finish were commensurate with the price and the sound
quality was roughly equivalent to some top- rated preamplifiers —
including valve models — at twice the price. A strong
recommendation is the logical conclusion.
The MVT represents yet another component in Musical Fidelity's
strategy of producing major advances in sound quality. Plans are
well- advanced for aclass-A power amplifier with apower of between
150W and 200W, which could prove to be afitting partner for the new
MVT.
HI- 1-1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the sound quality improvement gained from using very short cables.
Iam in agreement with this, and it also means that the best possible
cables are still affordable. In absolute terms, the loss of quality with
long interconnects is less than with long speaker cables, and in any
case, the price per metre gets lower, the longer the length.
The Quicksilvers may seem abit primitive and old-fashioned, but
the story goes that every part has been carefully designed and/or
selected to maximise sound quality. This reasoning is put forward
even to justify the use of an apparently shoddy terminal strip for
speaker connection, asmall- area screwdown connector for which
only asmall spade connector will make asatisfactory electrical join.
Quicksilver say that this is an electrically ' short' terminal, which
allows direct soldering on the inside. On the inside, one finds a
relatively simple f•ard-wired circuit, with audiophile- grade
polypropylene coupling capacitors and other top quality
components.
Output tappings are provided for 8,4 and 1ohm loads, the latter
provided for some special ribbons and not really meant to imply that
the Quicksilver is Apogee Scintilla compatible. ( For that one really
needs 150-300W with adecent current capability of 40-60A.) Input is
via aphono socket, with an easy-to- drive 100k- ohm impedance.

Technical details
Quicksilver's designer has chosen to use large Sylvania 8417 TV
tubes for the output in carefully matched pairs. Run at 120mA bias,
these are being worked well within their operating limits, and the
specified output level ensures alarge area of pure class- A operation.
The big tubes also ensure ahefty output current, in contrast to the
6550 or EL34 based designs, which often require parallel valves to
achieve higher powers/currents.
No cathode resistors are used, and the fixed bias is set by inserting
amilliameter prone into ajack located in series with the output
cathodes. The output itself is aconventional class- AB push-pull
ultralinear configuration, while the overall negative feedback
employed is very low. No regulation is used, and the early stages use
classic series choKe plus shunt capacitor smoothing. 5AR4 rectifier
valves are used: these give agentle warm-up which will extend valve
life. They may also contribute to better sound quality, since their
turn-off cycle is free from recovery oscillation and valve diodes
exhibit much lower feed- through capacitance than semiconductor
ones. These aspects may reduce the amount of HF mains
breakthrough into the HT rails.
Early samples had acoustically noisy mains transformers, but this
has now been much improved. However, Quicksilver have yet to
improve the standard of the mains wiring, which has unshrouded
terminals and only single- pole power switching. The importers, Vital
Systems, claim that this will be sorted out very soon.

Lab results
I
have to say that this valve

amplifier performed in amanner
rather closer to my own targets than most. The designer had aimed
for asolid power delivery over awide range of loads rather than a
specific peak level into akinder, purely resistive load. The Quicksilver
will therefore throw peak currents of around 13-14A even on the
8ohm tap, peaking to 22A on the 1ohm tap. Peak current into 4ohms
is of the order of 17-18A.
On program, the Quicksilver cruises at around 18.5dBW ( 65-70W),
falling to atypical 17dBW over the whole bandwidth. No concessions
had to be made for higher distortion levels, and this is regarded as a
fine result. A loss of 2.3dB was noted into 4ohms compared with
8ohms, which is fairly typical; while the 4ohm tap did not specifically
provide ahigher power into 4ohms, it did give more into still lower
impedances. Even with 2ohm loads, the 8ohm tap cracked out a
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the long length of PVC- insulated ribbon cable used to link the input
socketry with the source selector switch. Could this be the reason I
found the analogue disc input more impressive than the CD, the
former having a ' straight' signal path, from sockets to RIAA stage to
selector?
Extensive distributed voltage regulation is used, while the
complementary-transistor line driver stages are exceptionally
powerful — each virtually a5W class-A amplifier— and will drive
virtually any conceivable cable.
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4CCESSORIES

THANKS TO CD - THEY LIVE ON
MORE VIVIDLY THAN BEFORE

13 DEVOILS LANE, BISHOP'S STORTFORD, HERTS. CIVI23 3XD
TEL 0279 56282

Suppliers of high quality audio and video accessories
ALLSOP

NAGAOKA
£4.95

Cassette Headcleaner

MP11 Cartridge

£19.50

Cassette Cleaner Refill
VHS Video Cleaner

£2.49
£14.95

M P11 Boron Cartridge
MP11 Stylus

£34.95

Beta Video Headcleaner

£14.95

MP11 Boron Stylus

£19.95

Compact Disc Cleaner

£19.95

Antistatic Record Brush

£5.95

AUDIO TECHNICA
AT110E Cartridge

£15.95
£65.00

AT31E Cartridge
AT110E Stylus
AT637 Electronic Stylus
Cleaner
CORAL
MC82 Cartridge

£9.50
£15.95

£ 119.90

DISCWASHER
D4 Record Cleaner
D4 6oz. Refill Fluid
SC2 Stylus Cleaner
CD Cleaner

£11.95
£4.95
£6.95
£22.95

DUAL
Turntable Mat for CS5051
GLANZ
MFG110EX Cartridge
MFG11 EX Stylus

£9.95

£21.95
£14.95

£9.50

ORTOFON
MC20 Super Cartridge £ 125.00
MC10 Super Cartridge £ 45.00
T5 Transformer ( pair) £ 20.00
QED
79 Strand Speaker Cable
black or white ( per mtr) £ 0.79
42 Strand Speaker Cable
white ( per mtr)
£ 0.38
P38 Banana Plugs ( 4) £ 2.75
CDS Compact Disc Switch £ 18.50
TP2 Torlyte Platform
(Linn/Rega) £ 35.00
P1 Incon Cable ( 1 mtr)
Phono- Phono
£ 8.95
RATA

Visit our studio to sample the sheer joy CD has to offer
to the genuine music- lover, when we shall be happy
to let you hear, for example, a Schnabel performance
of one of the Beethoven Concertos from the early
'thirties or Klemperer's 1961 ' Eroica', Kathleen Ferrier
and Bruno Walter in Mahler's ' Lied von der Erde' or
Maria Callas in one of her great operatic roles.
You can hear all these alongside the latest all- digital
CDs, reproduced on superb equipment, culminating in
wonderful loudspeakers such as the QUAD ESL 63 or
our own three-way system consisting of two BBC
LS3/5A units with the Audio Pro or Jim Rogers
Sub-Woofer. You will also discover what superb results
may be obtained without excessive expenditure,
because catering for ' the limited purse' has always
been a particular concern of ours - a concern
exemplified by the 20% discount on future CD purchases we
offer to all those who buy CD equipment from us.

£39.00

Thomas Heinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077

RP70 Cartridge

£69.00

Turntable Stand ( Linn)
Turntable Stand ( Rega)

£99.00

Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 (
Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.3)) to 71

Clamp 1
Super Clamp
RP20 Cartridge
RP40 Cartridge

£8.50
£19.95
£19.50

£99.00

HD410SL Headphone
HD414SL Headphone

£19.95
£27.95

HD420SL Headphone
HD540
Headphone

£34.95
£69.95

£6.95

TARGET
Si 16" Speaker Stands

£34.95

Multidaptor

£8.95

S2 24" Speaker Stands
TT1 Turntable Shelf
TT2 Turntable Table

£35.95
£34.95
£41.95

MILTY
Pixall Roller

£7.90

G1020 Cartridge

£44.95

G1010 Cartridge
EPIC Cartridge

£29.95
£16.50

HUNT EDA

MARBO

Gold Banana Plugs ( 4)

only by way of modern, fully- digital recordings, those of us
who cherish the great performances of earlier periods
have been astonished and delighted to discover that
older recordings - some dating back more than half a
century - sound better than ever via CD.

SEN NH EISER

GOLDRING

Mk 6 Carbon Brush

Although Compact Discs have been with us for little
more than three years, the repertoire is expanding
at a rate far exceeding our expectations. While
the full extent of CD's technical advance is to be experienced

TEK
£17.50

Zerostat Pistol
Tempo Timeswitch

£9.95
£22.95

FREE ADVISORY SERVICE: Please write or telephone for any information

1.1111811111111MICI
HAVE YOU HAD THE

SOLI-CORE(S)

EXPERIENCE?

or advice you may require
FREE DELIVERY: Free delivery on all orders over £ 5.00 in value. All items exstock and despatched within 24 hours.
TERMS: Payment by cheque, VISA or Access. Order by post or by telephone.
FULL RANGE: The most comprehensive range of accessories available
anywhere We stock every accessory available

nhoin sro,

WE STOCK THE FOLLOWING RANGES OF ACCESSORIES
AGFA • ALLSOP • AUDIO-TECHNICA • AVF • BIB •
CORAL • DISCWASHER • DUAL • FIDELITY FASTENINGS
• GLANZ • GOLDRING • GRADO • HUNT EDA • MARGO
• MASTERPLUG • MILTY • NAGAOKA • ORTOFON •
PIVOTELLI • QED • RATA • REFERENCE • ROSS •
SENNHEISER • TARGET • TEK • VIDEOTONE • WATTS

vn"

PLEASE WRITE TO US FOR DETAILS

Return this coupon to the above address and we will send
you our full price list by return.
Name

Now you can experience
real improvement in sound quality
without upgrading your system!
• SOLI-CORE(S) is asolid core cable with abig difference
• SOLI-CORE(S) easily outperforms conventional solid core cables
• SOLI-CORE(S) outmatches specially developed esoteric cables
manytimes its price

For use in loudspeaker and interconnect cables.
Worth over £ 10 per metre. PRICE 1.65 per metre!
WHY NOT ENJOY THE MOST FROM YOUR HI- Fl?

^Currently only evadable by Tali order

To:- CABLE DESIGN, 87 Cheered Crescent, Bittern., Southampton SO2 41111'
0703 442183

PLEASE SEND ME: -1 air of Soli- Corals) cables - each cable of length
Tick Box
required

Address

3m
£9.90

4m r 5m
£13.20 £ 16.50

Plus £ 2.10 Post and Packing = £

6m
£19.80

7m
£23.10

Post Code

iii N

9m
£29.70

pTOTAL ENCLOSED

Z. Please send me mo e information on Soli- Core.

Please send leaflets
on the following brands:

8m
£26.40

10m
£33.00

The 40Hz, 4ohms, power spectrum was at first sight uninspiring,
but inspection showed the amplifier to be close to clipping at this
level, with consequent production of distortion harmonics. However,
the mains frequency components at 100, 150 and 250Hz I200Hz is the
5th harmonic of the drive signal and is therefore ignored) were very
well suppressed, and the result must be considered very good.

respectable 15dBW peak.
The Quicksilver is agenuinely powerful, load-tolerant amplifier. At
full power, the distortion varied from alittle under 1% at 1kHz to a
maximum of 3% at 20Hz, this pretty harmless low- order stuff. At full
power, HF intermodulation was quite respectable, and improved
considerably at lower powers. Likewise, the midband distortion fell
to negligible levels under normal conditions of use. Noise levels
were very low, while there was zero DC offset due to the use of
transformer coupling.
One aspect of note is the relatively high output impedance of

'/T.aF,T
O H.
O ki*:

e

•
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STOP:

Bo: . a75 Hz
AO dB

Sound quality
Right from the start, it was clear that the Quicksilvers were top- class
amplifiers. Initially auditioned via the 8ohm tap, stereo imagery was
superbly dimensioned, with excellent transparency and depth. width
was also excellent, coupled with very stable, sharp image focus.
The sound was notably ' unforced', lively and dynamic, yet tonally
it was as neutral as could be wished for, both in the mid and in the
treble. In the bass, it was detectably ' rich', with ahint of overhang,
but this did not detract from a ' tuneful', musically involving sense of
rhythm. The sound was full of ' life', without exaggeration and was
very easy to listen to.
High sound levels were possible, coupled with an excellent feeling
of control, attributed to the amplifier's generous reserves of current.
When tried on the 4ohm tap, the maximum level was only slightly
diminished, while the bass attained avery high standard. The
general level of definition and focus was also improved.

"

Conclusion
Iliked the mono Quicksilvers very much, even down to the

500 Hz

Spectrum: 40Hz, ;3power, 4ohms

1ohm, due to the low level of negative feedback. Harmless in itself, it
will nevertheless lead to some modification of aloudspeaker's
'sound' due to the latter's variation of impedance with frequency.
Ideally, prospective purchasers should audition apair of Quicksilvers
with their chosen speakers.
The Quicksilver has awide frequency response, ( 3Hz to 100kHz for
-3dB, indicating avery good output transformer design. A 120mV
input raised 1W ( OdBW), so full clip on program will occur for about a
1V input. Its clipping behaviour was excellent, with arapid recovery
from overload.
Cambridge Integer

Model
DistortionldBI
Total harmonic distortion
Aux , nput
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, aux input
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, disc (m-m)
Intermodulation,19/20kHz, disc On-c)
Noisold8)
Disc ( m-m) input (IHF CCIR wtd1
Disc ( mcl input UHF CCIR wtdl
Aux/CD input (IHFCCIR Yield)
Residual unwtd (VIC at min)
inputOvedoadel
Disc 1m-rn I
input Del
Disc ( m-c) input IMF)
Aux/CD input ( HF)
Steno separation IdB)
Disc input 1
mcl
Aux/CD input

41PV5

Mission Cyrus Two

Croft

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
-75.0 - 78.3 - 74.3
Typically - 70
- 76.0 - 78.3 - 76.5
-75.0
-93.1
-78.1
-41.0
-73.1
-74.1
-59.9
-78.2
-81.3
32.1
32.7
<20
56.6
56.6

31.3
31.8
< 20

30.9
30.8
< 20

- 62
- 54
-80
- 76.5

36
56
< 20

40
50
<20

35
22.8
55
<20 <20

62
60

41
36

61.2
101.3

62.8
82.0

36.0
57.3

0.28

11.80

0.10
0.08

0.10

0.03

0.37
0.02

0.19

6.20

Model
POW« ClUtPUt
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec
Measured power output
One channel, 8ohm load
Eloth channels, 4ohm load
One chan nel, 2ohms, pulsed
Instantaneous peak current 141
Distortion (
dB)
THD at rated power

Cambridge Integer

4.0mV/47k/60pF

48

44

2.92mV/47k./110pF

50W117d8W1
20Hz
1kHz
17.7191
18
14.6(10)
15
15.5
-23/-18

-24.818)

-34.8 -36.3 -55.5 - 21.6
-64.8 - 68.1 -40
-53.2
-61.4
-84

ono

0/0
107

-84

42

52.0
107

65.0
85.8

52.8
61.4

5.0

0.45
0.27

0.25

0.48

-81

20kHz
17.8
14.7

- 74

-90

-80
-72
28/22

101

31.2
25.7
< 20

Quicksilver Mono

Mission Cyrus 2/PSX

20kHz
14.0(11
8.6

46

31.9
25.7
<20

1.78mV/46kJ60pF
0.09m1034ohms/25nF
89mV/45k
7.8Vmax/100ohms
+04111/0.3448
-0dB/- 0.34dB
£950

40W 116dBW)
20Hz
1kHz
0%111.7 16.2
11.2
11.7
8.0

-66.7

36
32.0
22
27.0
<20

0.32mV/47k/260pF
0.023mV/470ohms
60mV/141,./300pF
7.5V/700ohms (tape)
+0dB/-1dB
210v 90x 340mm
£60

Croft Series Four

- 75.0 - 78.3 - 74.3 -41.8

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
- 88.0 -94.0 - 82.9
-109.4
-75.3
-69.6
-77.0
-72.5
-93.0
<-90

47
43

50W117dBW)
20Hz
1kHz
16.2(41
18.1
14.4161
14.9
14.5
-7.3/-9.7

THD at OdBW
- 74.0 - 79.5 - 68.6121
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power
- 75.0(31
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz,OdBW
-88.8131
Noise I
dB)
(HF, CCIR wtd for OdBw
- 78.2131
Residual unwtd
-81.3(3)
22/19

36
23
< 20

al MV50

20kHz
16.2151
11.1171

20kHz
-74

1.6 (
significant)
0.05
0.15

0.56mV/46k/100nF 40mV/40k/70pF
52mV/43k/30pF
550mV/480k/45pF
13.0V max/40k (tape) <20V max/140ohms
11.1V max/500ohms
+0.05/-1.17dB + 0.43/-0.1dB +0.26dB/-0.16dB'
435 x70 x310mm
480x 270 x320mm
£220
£1875
£250

35W ( 17.4dBW)
20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
18.9
19.3
19.1
16.0
16.9
16.6
20.5 - 371-36

1kHz
-81
<-90
<-90
<-90

-72
38
26
<20

24.0
5.9
<20 < 20

52
65

0.53mV/47k/100pF

Musical Fidelity MVT

-76
-70
-80

41.7
40.5

0.21

20Hz
-84

- 73.5
- 92.0
-86.5

62.6
65.6

Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz
Volume/balance tracking via aux
Input Data (
Sensitivity/loading)
Disc m-m)
Disc ( m < I
Aux/CD
Outputs
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz 1mcl
Size
Typical price lint VAT)

DC output offset Im 1/1
Stereo separation at OdBW

brass-finished covers.Not withstanding minor reservations - the
highish output impedance and the internal mains switching, for
example - the sound was exemplary, with major elements more
typical of amplifiers priced in the £ 2500-£3000 region. In a
compatible system, its transparency was quite beguiling, with the
additional virtue of being load- tolerant. The Quicksilver amplifier can
be strongly recommended. On test, we achieved very good results
with the Croft SI Basic, Musical Fidelity MVT and bypassed conradjohnson Premier 3preamplifiers. In context, the price of £ 1500 for a
pair is really competitive, though the build quality and finish are not
quite up to that standard set by Audio Research or conrad iohnson.Ne-

60W 118d8W1
20Hz
1kHz
17.5
17.6
15.6
15.3
15.0
-141-13
- 30
- 47.2
-69

20kHz
16.9
14.4

-41.5 - 346
-66 -

-91.0
- 79.0

o

80

0.87
0.58
0.46
0.46
0.68
0.15
0.15
0.15
1.0
1.0
11
Output impedance (damping, ohMs)
0.22
0.29
0.26
0.87
0.04
Channel balanceldB)
120
Input sensitivity ImV)
114
111
100k-ohms
Input impedance
100k-ohms/270pF
£540
99k-ohrns/30pF
Typical price inc VAT
-£f650
2001PSXI
E1550/per
(1) 10% distortion at 20kHz 12) includes noise 131 via CD input 14) 6.5% distortion ( 5) 3.5% distortion (
6) 1.7% distortion 1714.1% distortion 18) at IV p- p191 18.1c1B1A/ with PSX 110) 16dBW
with PSX
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Acoustic Arts & Quicksilver
acombination to raise the temperature
Acoustic Arts are delighted to be the first appointed
dealer for the superb Quicksilver mono block
amplifiers. These truly remarkable amplifiers
really must be auditioned to appreciate the
meaning of the term mid- range transparency.
Capable of stunning results these 60 watt per
channel all valve amplifiers generate outstandingly natural reproduction bringing true highend performance at the remarkable low price of
£1.550 inc. VAT within the budget of serious
music lovers.
Also available at £275 inc. VAT is the equally impressive
Quicksilver moving coil transformer - amust for all valve pre-amp owners
wishing to use alow output moving coil cartridge.
Come and hear them and discover why people travel from all over the country
to shop at Acoustic Arts. You will receive astandard of service you thought had long since
ceased to exist.
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Acoustic Arts Ltd.,
101 St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts.
Tel: Watford 33011 45250.
Open Monday to Saturday9.30 - 5.30

We Cater for Export Orders

Among the equipment we stock includes:
A & R, Akai, Alphason, Apogee, Audiolab, B.L.Q.,
Beard, Burmester, Castle, Celestion, ConradJohnson, Croft, D.N.M., Decca, Denon, Dual, Etude,
Goldbug, Heybrook, Infinity, KEF, Koetsu, Krell, Lins,
Magneplanar, Meridian, Mission, Mordaunt-Short,
Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Oak, PS Audio, Proton,
Quad, Quicksilver, Revolver, Revos, Robertson,
Rogers, Rotel, SD Acoustics, Sansui, Sondes,
Spendor, Systemdek, Tannoy, Trio, The Source,
Thorens, Van den Hut, W.T.A., Wharfedale, Yamaha,
Zeta- Eclipse.

/HEYBRO • K
/ Hall of Fame
HB1 Loudspeaker of
the year 1984, 1985, 1986 —
What HiFi. Best Buy 1983, 1984,
1985 — HiFi Choice.
HB2 Recommended 1979, 1980,
1981, 1982, 1983, 1984 — Hi Fi Choice."They
possess that effortless sound quality which was
almost impossible to believe". Practical Hi -Fi 1980.
"...a clear recommendation". Hi Fi News 1983.
HB3 '
Exciting and very dramatic...with an effortlessness and ease. Rhythms are well defined and crisp...a warmth
and richness of tonal colour.., highly informative.. excellent levels
of instrumental separation...and dynamics". Practical Hi -Fi 1983.
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"
High sound levels without any noticeable compression...
0.
,
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convincing realism. Analytical sound reminiscent of studio
4o eye \
monitors'. Hi -Fi for Pleasure 1984.
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TT2 Recommended 1983, 1984, 1985 — Hi -Fi Choice.
" In terms of performance the TT2 can be welcomed to the select
band of high quality units". Gramaphone 1984. "... excellent,
well
made, above average performance". Hi -Fi Answers 1983.
,
0,) \
"The TT2 is asuperior product". HiFi News 1984.
\
\

HBS1 Loudspeaker stand of the year. Federation of British
Audio Awards 1984.
,
\

C2/P2 "... one of the very best combinations available under '
£ 1000". New Hi -Fi Sound 1986.
\ "... better than any equivalently priced amplifier Ihave heard."
Hi -Fi Answers 1986.

Ivor Humphreys auditions

the new Quad 306 power amplifier

T

HE LAUNCH OF ANY NEW PIECE OF KIT FROM QUAD
has to be something of an event because of the very
nature of the company and the people behind it. The last
thing that they do is to rush new units on to the
production line and the Quad purchaser knows that
when anew unit is introduced it is for good reason, not
because the whim of fashion renders this or that aspect of circuitry or
presentation de rigueur in hi-fi circles.
The release of the 306 power amplifier comes no less than eleven
years after the launch of the now legendary ' Current Dumping' 405.
That erstwhile model continued in production virtually unchanged
until aMk2 version, the 405-2, was introduced two years ago. Even
for Quad to announce aMk2 was an event, since although they
routinely incorporate subtle refinements to their designs as amatter
of course over aperiod of time, such alterations do not normally
warrant achange in name. The ' 2' of the 405-2 marked the
incorporation of anew Quad- designed protection circuit which
allowed the amplifier to deliverrnuch greater currents on short-term
peaks into awkward loads than could its predecessor, whilst
retaining its remarkable self-preservation abilities— always aQuad
hallmark. ( See HFN/RR May 1985 for awrite-up of the 405-2.)
Two Quad ' professional' amplifiers were launched awhile back,
the 502 mono and 520 stereo, both based on arefined version of the
feed-forward circuit which is at the heart of the 405, so it was to be
expected that anew ' domestic' amplifier was on the cards. Thus it is
that the 405-2, which remains current, so to speak, is now joined by
the 306, launched to celebrate Quad's 50th anniversary.
The 306 is anominally 70wpc into 8ohms stereo power amplifier
based on developments to the original 405 circuit. Various areas
have been looked at, but in particular the front end is newly
designed, using discrete active devices in conjunction with aB1FET
III II \ I
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op- amp to yield asurpassing noise performance: - 105dB
unweighted ref 50W as opposed to the 405's -93dB.
Visually, the 306 is adelight. The cabinet sleeve is the same as is
used for both the 34 preamp and FM4 tuner, with the front panel a
scaled- down 405-type vertical finned cast alloy heatsink pared away
at the bottom right for the logo and pushbutton mains switch. Tuner,
pre and power would look very classy stacked in the custom Quad
rack which is available. The rear panel sports afused IEC mains input
and aplain unswitched mains outlet socket, areset button for the
current trip ( more on that in amoment) 4mm ' banana' sockets for the
speaker connections and gold-plated phono, yes phono sockets for
the input. Quad are in fact going over to phonos for their entire range
soon, which many will hail as aconsiderable step in the direction of
accessibility, although those of us who are adept with aminiature
soldering iron accepted the Quad way as afact of life. Quad are also
dispensing with the mains voltage selector switches that they have
employed on all their units until now, and different models will be
supplied to foreign ma-kets. They're also now available in the UK in
the very smart grey livery which until now has been unique to the
export versions.
Inside, the unit is beautifully laid out. Gone are all those
marvellously neat wiring looms, and in their place asingle pcb which
supports all of the circuitry and the toroidal mains transformer.
Separate windings on the latter seed entirely separate bridge
rectifiers and smoothing capacitors for each channel, these being
situated at the heart of the active circuitry where the action takes
place. With the availability of miniaturised electrolytics of suitably
high quality, it is in many respects easier and certainly to no sonic
detriment to employ separate UR supplies in this manner.
Gone is the sophisticated protection circuitry of the 405 and in its
place is ano less sophisticated current trip on the primary side of the
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POWER PACKS

Ifyou can't tell whether it's aBechstein
or aSteinway, it isn't aWharfedale.
When afamous concert pianist insists
on playing a Bechstein rather than a
Steinway (or vice versa), we think that you
should be able to hear why.
So we've removed all traces of distortion
that would blur the differences between
one famous piano make and another.
The result is our newest mediumsized loudspeaker, the Wharfedale 507.
Its bass unit has been
developed from our expensive,
award-winning 708 model.
With rigid magnesium
chassis and mineral filled polypropylene cone, this unit is
assembled on our patented

Build Ring to the same minute tolerances
as any fine musical instrument.
And the 507's aluminium-domed
tweeter is equally sophisticated.
Metal domes produce an unequalled
combination of sweet sound and high output.
They're usually found in speakers
costing agreat deal more than the 507s.
But consider this. You can hear the
world's most famous makes
of instrument whether you're
seated in the most expensive
stalls or the upper circle.
Shouldn't it be the same
when you listen to Britain's
most famous make of speakers?
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mains transformer ( thus it is not in the signal path at all) which
integrates input current over time. This doesn't limit instantaneous
current at all and Quad reckon that you've got to go 3to 6dB over the
top into something like aKEF C60 or C80 ie, peaking at around the
100W mark, before it operates. As one would expect, the 306 is
unconditionally stable into any load with any signal. Basically it will
play as loud as the voltage rails allow, and it doesn't go nasty near
the limit.
At the time of its launch the input sensitivity of the 306 was 375mV
for 50W/8ohms, which may be rather too sensitive for most preamps
other than the 34 or 44. This is easily changed by the factory,
however, and Quad may decide to set it differently in full production.
375mV for this power gives exactly the same gain as the 500mV for
100W of the 405, so astraight swap is readily made.
So, what's it like in situ? Nice, very nice. Trying it with my Linn
LP12/Rega RB300/Grace F9- E, Sony 502es, Quad 34, Quad ESL- 63
set-up produced asound of notable ' ease', with plenty of air around
the notes and avery stable stereo placement regardless of program
demands. As with other components I've been impressed by, my
initial reaction was almost ambivalent- 1had expected, although 1
shouldn't have done, that the unit might be more, well, apparent
than it is. But it's apparent only by virtue of its essential anonymity,
and the only sonic signaturel became aware of was aslightly
warmer bass end than 1have been used to hearing of late with
amplifiers such as the Sondex PA30 and Hafler DH- 120. Martin
Colloms will be exploring this new amplifier in depth next month,
and will be able to place it in awider context than 1have been able to
here, but Ishall be surprised if he finds much to criticise. At its price
level of £ 229 inc VAT and sporting the far more universal phono
input connectors, it is well placed to cause abig upset in the market.
And quite right too,Isay.,/`-

£6.50 + 60p P&P EACH ( 4 OR MORE DISCS P&P FREE)
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Quantity
PHF 9 JOAN ARMATRADING
PHF10

QUINCY JONES

PHF11

SUPERTRAMP
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Breakfast in America
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PH F27

SOLD OUT

r's Lonely HeartsE
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PHF28

EARL KLUGH

PH F29

PINK FLOYD

PH F30

Living Inside Your Love

El

SOLD OUT Were Here

PAUL McCARTNEY

Band on the Run

& WINGS

WEA
PHF12

THE BEATLES

Feats don't fail me now

LITTLE FEAT

PHF13

RICKIE LEE JONES

PHF14

RANDY NEWMAN

Little Criminals

PH F24 JACKSON BROWNE

Running on Empty

PHF25

Desperado

EAGLES

PH F26 JONI MITCHELL

E

SOLD OUT Jones

E

FREDERICK DELIUS

CBS
PHF20

MILES DAVIS
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PHF21

JANIS IAN

...ctvveen the Lines

LI

PH F22

SANTANA

Borboletta

LI

Orchestral Works Royal

E
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STRANGER
THAN FICTION

S

Christ() Ater Breuni: nits

ETTING ASIDE MY EXPERIMENTAL CD PLAYER, WITH
its silicone fluid suspension tank, Iunlocked the rusting
steel door to my Chalk Farm laboratory and beckoned
inside the ashen figure of Ian Bolt*. He placed two
corrugated cardboard boxes on the workbench. Ian is
trouble-shooter and investigative agent of the HTS Group,
amega-sized company with atentacular spread of interest extending
to the import and selling of exotic fauna — their trapping and
marketing of the black Linx (
sic) is, Iunderstand, currently being
examined by the NZSPCA. Still in his safari clothing, knees and
forearms scarred by the vicious briar-thorn, Bolt had brought two
samples of the genus Goldbug, straight from the exhausting inner
swamps of the Land of the Rising Sun.
He described leaving his Spu Gold Suite at the Tokyo Hilton, his

artrid:es under the ink rosco e

of pupation, were tended. He was unwilling to break the secrecies of
this dark, dank place — presided over, strangely, by awoman
woodcarver, Yoshiko Sugano.
Eager to begin my own studies of these creatures Ibade him
farewell. As the mud- spattered, white, six- wheeled Range Rover
sped to the winter sunset, and to the M40, Inoted adried, flattened
cod lashed to the aerial, doubtless with astrand of Hitachi LOC cable,
awell wishing gesture from one of the Japanese fisherman at the
Yokohama quayside.
Regular readers of our research journal will recall the seminal
study of the Goldbug ' Brier' ( published in May 1983) by Professor
JAtkinson. Iam happy to follow the lead of our respected chief
entomologist, to confirm many of his findings, and to report recent
discoveries. The principle established by him was that the antenna of
the Goldbug — seen under the microscope as ahighly developed
tapering tube, with gradually reducing wall thickness — can be
stimulated to present minute electrical currents. By way of four
probe needles, these signals can be amplified and converted to
sound waves, and the unique character of the Goldbug analysed. The
apparatus is apivoted clamp, or 'tonearm', and stimuli are provided
by arotating vinyl disc having an engraved waveform.
The hard shell of the Goldbug, with its individual sheen and
markings, resembles the briar-wood. During 1985 the Japanese
realised that the Briers (
sic) could be sexed, with the ' Ms Brier' and
'Mr Brier' in ratios analogous to Queen and Worker bees. To obtain
private samples in this country costs, respectively, £875 and £649;
after about 500 hours of tests they should be returned to Tokyo for a
short dormancy. Happily, an extremely ugly charcoal grey related
bug, the ' Clement II', shares many of the energy-transfer features of
the Briers, and offers excellent value at £295. ( Whether named after
an intrepid field explorer, or in joking reference to prevailing Asian
climates, we are not told.)

Goldbug Variations

path strewn with lotus petals, and to the strains of one hundred
three-year olds playing Schein Rosmarin in unison, for less
welcoming terrain. Tokyo, its cultural life now eroded by Frank
Sinatra recordings, discarded Garrard 301s, and the ubiquitous
Wetley Ginseng teabags flooding in from South Korea, has to the
north-east ascarcely explored area, the only source of the Goldbug,
apebble- like, legless insect evolved with asingle transfixing red eye
and one antenna ( whose energy-translation characteristics form the
basis of this study). Bolt told of the humid rain-forests, thicketed with
bamboo, the air humming with mosquitos, the screeching of
bright- plumaged birds mocking his every cautious step. At one point
he crossed astill, opaque stream, its banks silvered with limitless
expanses of the deliquescent Nimbus digitalis fungus ( known locally
as ' 0 Won Cloud', and as poisonous to the Westerner as the raw fish
eaten by Japanese gourmands in contests. The boatman, asurly
figure crouched low, bearded, with dark straggled hair, had strung
together avessel from six Tannoy Autographs; an unknown had
scrawled 'Avilyn Gold' across its prow. Passing the Koetsu hills of
shale, crab- red, black and onyx shells, long vacated, and at nights
huddled near asmouldering twig fire, Ian had macheted apainfu:
track towards an old Buddhist temple, in orchre-stained timbers,
where on rows of porcelain dishes the Goldbugs, at different stages
"l am indebted to Ian for kindly arranging loan samples, and for his general attentiveness!
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(The humour stops here: now it gets serious.) Presentation and
printed technical specifications for the two Briers are identical, but at
the early stages of assembly those generators which measure
exceptionally well are set aside, and the Ms Brier housings are from
selected denser- grained root samples of the Erica Arborea, hollowed
to tighter tolerances. A ' flat' on the underside of the Ms distinguishes
it from the oval- bodied Mr. Stylus guards are not supplied for the
Briers. Every cartridge is elaborately packaged with its own
frequency test graphs; a ' brushed gold' card wrap houses asuede
box, the Brier itself being mounted in aplastic inner case, in a
complete functioning headshell, with standard two- pin bayonet
fixings, and provision for ± 3mm overhang adjustment. A short top
screw releases the cartridge for installation in fixed- head tonearms;
the Brier is secured by 2csk screws to a2gm aluminium perforated
plate, 2.7mm x 19mm 2.This can be set aside or, if the boat- shape
cartridge is considered too difficult to align in non- skeletal
headshells, retained to facilitate reference to template lines. There
are no lugs to the Briers, and one set ( only) of fixing screws, with
6.7mm of thread, is provided; the cartridge has threaded inserts, and
the importers strongly advise against overtightening. It is agood
practice to wrap the screwdriver blade with Sellotape to avoid
disfiguring the screw- head slots.
The Briers and Clement II are physically large, but not high mass,
low-output moving-coils ( 0.22mV/0.25mV). All three have oval
configuration styli, the Clement set in along beryllium cantilever, the
Briers in tapered aluminium tube. Specified playing weights are
respectively 1.3 ± 0.1 and 1.5 ± 0.2gm. My experience of the Ms
Brier, in aWell-Tempered Arm, was that the median setting gave the
best tonal balance; the tracking ability of these designs is such that
higher settings would not be advantageous. There is, additionally, a
£172.50 ' Medusa' cartridge, which Idid not test. These cheaper
models are in moulded hard plastic, with open lugs. Cartridge bolts
can be tightened with the slip-over stylus guard in place. Headshell
leads and mounting hardware are provided, and the presentation
cases include tweezers and high-quality screwdriver. A wide pin
spacing is afeature of all Goldbugs. ( Isee other reviewers have
found the headshell wiring fiddly to adjust in the lttok. The
'minimalist' arrangement of the WTA makes installation problemNEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sound judgement
My current reference cartridge is the van den Hul MC10, which has
ousted the GarrottDecca, being superior in all areas of performance
to at least acost-commensurate degree. Speakers are ( old) Quad
ESLs on Foundation supports, with D300S cable to power amps:
Naim 250, or Robertson Forty-Ten, with second generation vdH links
to DNM Series 2a preamp ( twin supplies), and to an up-to-date LP12.
RATA Torlyte stands and platforms, Flux Dumpers are used, and all
fuse- links are hardwired where practicable. Briefly, Celestion SL600s
were auditioned, and were considered to match well with the Briers.
Classical music recordings ranged from simple dances
('Terpsichore'/Contour) to Prokofiev's Sixth ( Chandos), digital DG
recordings of pianoforte, AAM in Vivaldi ( L'Oiseau Lyre), Hildegard
of Bingen ( Hyperion), the difficult Prades recording of Schubert's
String Quintet in C ( Philips), and to the Boston ( DG) Stravinsky
'Soldier's Tale'. With the familiar voices of Gielgud, Courtenay and
Moody, plus chamber ensemble, this is one of the most valuable
assessment discs Iknow: speech patterns and dynamics prove more
telling than music excerpts! Other useful material comes on Telarc:
Hoist etc ( Fennell), EMI: Sinfonia Antartica (
Haitink), DG: West Side
Story Dances ( LAPO/Bernstein).

Clement II
I
view this as aworthwhile alternative to aGarrottDecca with

MicroScanner tip. Reminiscent in sound quality in some ways, it is
less fragile, easier to set up, and to keep clean. It is acartridge that
encourages one to sit back and enjoy the music, without worry. It is
not as powerful, as transparent, as accurate in resolution as the vdH
MC10, although the lively flow made me prefer it to, say, the older
(non-linear crystal) MC1000. The sound is dynamic and involving,
with good presence in low-level detail. Double- bass harmonics in the
BPO ' Sabre Dance' arrangement ( DG) were well presented; in the
Karajan ( DG) ' Pines of Rome' the sense of both large orchestra and
large hall were well conveyed, the end-of-side ' singing out'. In the
French Decca ' L'Heure Espagnole' ( Ansermet) the clock- maker's
workshop was enchantingly atmospheric, and in Stravinsky's
tougher 'Agon' ( Wergo) there was good attack — you just wanted to
go on listening.
Ibelieve it was David Prákel who first used the word ' holographic'
to describe imaging ( of the old Quads?). If you consider the real
qualities of the average commercial holograph — slightly coloured,
not perfect in edge focus, but amusingly dimensional — then those
attributes can be applied to the Clement II. A rather valve- like
openness and euphony, dynamically lightweight, but sweetly
enjoyable.
Stylus replacement is by way of an exchange unit. Ihad thought
that ' Brier' standards might be approximated here by retipping the
Clement Il with aMicroScanner profile stylus, from the Garrott
Brothers*. However, their view is that the hollow cantilever
construction leads to some lack of treble control, and that to fit their
MicroScanner tip would give an unacceptably bright, fatiguing
sound. They suggest the less critical Weinz profile, as amore
appropriate option.
Ms Brier
In terms of aesthetics, the polished wood Ms Brier is clearly more in
the lineage of the Japanese raked sand rock garden, or the stylised
Noh Theatre, than of the credit-card FM, or inflatable doll. Ihave
already implied the simplicity of alignment in all planes with the
WTA; however, in use, the Ms Brier is not easy to cue from above,
when the stylus point is set back 5mm behind the curved nosing of
the casing. VTA and downforce settings can be determined by
listening to the way the sound- stage is ' depressed' in expansiveness,
and openness is lost. Unlike JA, Ifound the heat from aspotlight
helpful in the turntable vicinity.
The phenomenal qualities of the Ms Brier lie in the areas of
sound- stage width and depth presentation, space around
instruments, subtleties of tone-colour variation, and very low level
detail resolution. In my view, it loses to the MC10 in phrasing, power
and retention of the overall shape of apiece — more on this later.
The ability to define space around the instruments, in both small
and large-scale works, means that the Ms Brier allows you to follow
individual strands at will, to identify extraneous sounds within an
orchestra, random noises quickly forgotten when so sharply
resolved ( Casals' stamping in the Schubert Quintet finale; Gielgud's
sniffs and salivations). The focus of the two harps in the Clannad
track 'The Fairy Queen' gives them almost tangible presence — which
"A few months ago was able to help areader install athree-year old Asak retipped with
MicroScanner, in his Linn/Naim system. Initially dubious about the value of the exercise. I
was impressed by the end result. The price difference was marginal, but Garrott reworking
of the Asak merits wider consideration.
HI- H NEWS ez RECORD REVIEW
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is not to say the fingering ' rasps' are comfortable to the ear, etched
with such laser precision. The 11 bass drum stokes in the Telarc ' Rite
of Spring' ( end of Cercle Mysterieux) have areal placing in the
Severence Hall.
'That is the $64,000 question,' replied Donald Aldous, when Ionce
asked him, after he had explained the response curve of the Shure
V15- 11I was ' ruler flat', but how does it sound? How is one to interpret
the substantially flat traces on the frequency responses with the Ms
Brier, when the ear says the tonal balance is tilted to abass
lightness?
For all the wealth of subtle detail exposed in Clannad's 'Thios Fa'n
Chosta' introduction, the cartridge fails to deliver the ' slam' of the big
tune, or in ' Newgrange' the sensation of awall, or wave of sound
coming at you, as can be the case. Listening to the marvellous
Katchen Decca Rachmaninov 2nd Concerto finale, you don't get an
inference of the enormous muscular weight involved — and that is
magisterially conveyed by the MC10. On the other hand, in Mozart's
K488, in the reissued Rubinstein RCA recording, the Ms Brier sets the
piano, with all its overtones beautifully registered, in afar more
persuasive perspective than the MC10. A passage in the ' Soldier's
Tale' gives us another clue: when the soldier realises he is tricked,
the devil ( Ron Moody) dresses him down and breaks his confidence.
The actor uses technique to suggest afar higher dynamic level than
the microphone would allow; with aMs Brier you recognise the
'effect' of the speech, but it fails dramatically. Elsewhere, something
about the Ms Brier disengages you from involvement in the
narrative. In short, it somehow does not present the music in
paragraphs that the memory stores, to make atotal experience of
music structures. It works well on ear- pricking sonorities, especially
if these are unexpected, or not related to a ' comfortable' fie,
Westernised, post- 1700) bass line. Thus the wind lament in ' Soldier's
Tale' ( after he realises the cost of his ' bargain'), or movements such
as the spare Lento from Bartok's Quartet No.4, assume ahaunting
vibrancy.
Ian Bolt suggested amajor attribute of the Ms Brier is that it gives
'time' for the music to unfold. Yet Iwould say it just isn't the cartridge
for aBeethoven late quartet slow movement, rather it excels in small
ensembles with exotic sounds, transients such as the wood shells in
the Ballet°, side 2of Contour CC7565. Iwonder if it is an intrinsically
Japanese artefact? As Dr No said: ' For our ears only'. Listening to the
Schubert Quintet finale, with all its fallibilities of intonation, I
found
the Ms Brier induced afeeling of monotony, even one suggesting
lack of all distinction in the playing. It is as if it takes the music apart,
microscopically clear as ' sound' ( you can hear the different sonic
signatures of the three engineering teams that produced the Tokyo
Quartet's Bartok cycle, for instance), but the flow of performance is
withheld from the listener. Paradoxically, its resolution is such that
one would call it afast transducer, but amusician's perception would
be one of slowness. ' More things. .. than are dreamt of in your
philosophy'?

Mr Brier
Having set up the cartridge accurately, my first reaction was that the
sound was so nearly identical to that of the Ms that aprice
differential of £225 was insupportable, but more attentive listening
quickly confirmed the superiority of the more expensive unit. The Mr
Brier was more forward, not as delicate, or as controlled. By
comparison there was some muddle; even though the sound-stage
matched the openness of the Ms Brier, it was slightly compromised
in depth. With the ( poor— 1964) Gilels CBS recording of Chopin's
E- minor Concerto the piano had less ' air' behind it, the dynamic
compression was less acceptably reproduced, and tape background
was subjectively more obtrusive. In Vivaldi's ' La Notte' ( AAM/
L'Oiseau Lyre) there was some brashness on strings and
harpsichord, in the finale. The inescapable conclusion is that the Ms
Brier is more likeable, and at this level of ' affordability' purchase of
the Mr might be described as something of acompromise.

Conclusion
Ihave found the Briers impressive in many areas in the VVTA; they
are also well suited to the Zeta tonearm*, now distributed by Moth. It
would not be difficult to give apersuasive demonstration of their
finer qualities, and many will remain wholly convinced over along
term ownership period. Ifind JA presented abetter balanced
perspective, where Ihave tried to voice reservations of perhaps a
more abstruse nature. ( Iam, for instance, not disturbed by the bass
light character, and Idid not find the Briers in any way drawing
attention to LP surface blemishes.)
Of course, when Ihave solved the problems of laser refraction in
silicone fluids, we shall have no need of pickup cartridges. leImporter: HTS Group, Lane End, High Wycombe, Bucks.
Tel ( 0494) 881685.
9 believe current examples are even further improved in finish and assembly tolerancing.
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free, except that the wide body of the Goldbug can foul the underside
earth-tag on the arm-tube.
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Revox B215 Cassette Deck

L

ike Citroen and B&O, Revox have their own unique
approach to ergonomics. Imention this at the outset
because, more than any other aspect of the B215's
design, it is the operating procedure and unconventional
behaviour of this cassette deck which makes it stand out
from the pack. That it's also the only serious rival for the
top Nakamichis I've ever used lifts it from the merely memorable into
the consummately desirable.
A replacement for the company's B710, the new model goes along
way in dispelling the notion that Revox cassette decks' only virtue is
indestructibility. Irecall asingle-blind listening session when even
two Revox employees preferred the then- current mid- priced
Nakamichi to the B710; they no longer need fear comparisons with
any other makes.
Massive, and built like abrick scheiss-house, the B215 oozes
'professional', even in this domestic form; aslightly modified unit is
available for studio use. Flashing lights have no place in the crowded
fasc!a, and the complete absence of rotary controls and sliders tells
you straight away that this is one deck you cannot approach without
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studying the owner's manual. True, there are enough obvious
controls to enable you to enter the playback mode, but 30
pressbuttons, numbering among them such tags as ' loop', ' save
status', and ' align' suggest that ajourney through the spiral- bound
instruction booklet could prove rewarding.
The proliferation of controls on this four- motor, three- head deck is
aresult of its highly computerised nature, with microprocessors on
hand to optimise performance for avariety of tape formulae, with
instant recall for six of your favourites, asurprisingly usable
automatic record level control, facilities to locate specific spots on
the tape, fade in/out control that works with the pause for one-touch
fades, real-time counter, and repeat mode for the two programmed
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HESE NEW £ 30 IN- THE- EAR CANS CAUGHT MY EYE
(ear?) not least because they sport LC OFC copper for the
braided tinsel used for the flexible lead. Ithought highly
of the first series of these miniature devices. For most
people these fitted directly in the first aperture of the ear
canal, the pinna, and were originally supplied with the
Sports Walkman FM radio cassette player. That test proved that they
could withstand temporary water spray and momentary immersion.
As separate cans, with alonger cable, they were called MDR- E252.
HI-FI NEWS 3: RECORD REVIEW
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locations ( loop). The B215 can be operated via Revox' wireless
remote control.
Needless to say, Itried to use this deck without reading the
booklet, but soon gave up. Fifteen minutes later, and all was
revealed. For all of its seemingly idiosyncratic ergonomics, the B215
is supremely logical in use, and once Icleared my head of
preconditioning vis àvis myriad Japanese cassette decks ( Naks
aside), the B215 proved to be ajoy. it's not often that Ifind myself
trusting automatic record level controls, but Isimply couldn't fault
the Revox, even when dubbing from CD. For sport, Itook out astack
of singles spanning ten years and as many studios, just to see how
the deck fared if Irelied upon it to take care of the varying levels; I
was treated to atape that played through over 24 songs without any
need to adjust playback levels. That's bordering on the
revolutionary...
The sound differences between recordings and source were as
minute as those found with the Nakamichi ZX-9; in other words, only
acad would worry about the miniscule amounts of hiss apparent
during soft passages. Soundstage and stereo information remained
intact, with no squashing or shrinking of the image. This held true for
both quality tapes — Iused TDK SAX, Maxell MX and UDXL II, and
Sony UCSX — as well as with... prerecorded tapes! Yes, friends,
here's adeck that just about matches the Dragon for extracting all
that amusicassette can offer. And I'm not talking about the special
real-time masters lurking in my collection, but the swill foisted off on
us by the majors.
If Ihave to find acomplaint, it's only that the Revox was noisy
during fast spooling, though the spooling itself was flawless. For
some reason, tapes which move silently through lesser decks rattled
like snakes in the B215. Other than that, Iwant one.
The 8215 is amagnificent machine, well worth the £ 1050 plus VAT
price if you're serious about your tapes. Minor criticisms, like the lack
of illumination behind the cassette, are acounted for by the real-time
counter, the lack of auto- reverse by the quick ingress/egress of the
doorless design. The inclusion of Dolby HX Pro with the Dolbys - B &
-C, mpx filter, bypassable auto tape select facilities, manual override
for everything else, all point to amachine that lacks only glitter. I
think the Swiss are telling us something...
Ken Kessler
\1.1101a( turves swcifital•
Wow & Flutter 0.1°0 060, 0901
Frequency Response 30-18kHz - 2/-3dB ( Type 1)
30-20kHz - 2/-3dB ( Type II,IV)
S/N Ratio, Dolby- C on > 70dB(A) ( Type
>72c1131A) ( Type H. IV)
Input Sensitivity 50mV/100k-ohms
Output 0.775V
Weignt 9.15kg
Dimensions 450x1 53x332 ( WHD)
FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Road, Borehamwood, Herts. Tek 01-953 0091

Some sound emanates from slots in the rear of the open design
capsules but this audio leakage is much less than that heard with
headphones that rest on the ear — the supra- aural types. This is
because the in-the- ear designs couple to the ear drum in amore
direct and intimate manner, requiring far less power to generate a
good perceived sound level. Consequently, the level o the sound
leakage to the outside is also much lower, by atypical 10-20dB.
In-the- ear capsules are less likely to annoy fellow travellers and have
the considerable advantage of providing abetter signal/noise ratio
for the listener Two benefits accrue: the sound level can be reduced,
improving aural comfort, and the better signal/noise ratios make for
89

Technics explain the
_pitfalls of Compact Disc.
A compact disc is made up of tiny
pits 700 times smaller than apin-prick.
Using alaser beam thinner than a
human hair, the CD player reads each pit

as they whizz around at up to 500 rpm.
Well that's how it works in theory.
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the machine picks up more from the disc.

Problems which Technics compact
disc players overcome by their « FF1'
(Fine-Focus 1-beam) optical pick-up and
'AccuServo' system.

For the highest possible resolution,
all Technics players also use afull 16 bit
D/A converter.
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beam. ( Its average random track search
time is aphenomenal 0.8 seconds.)
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yourself at your local Technics dealer.

Technics

Technics
300 - 318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks. SL1 6JB. Tel: Slough 34522.

for

improving aural comfort, and the better signal/noise ratios make for
superior dynamic range and clarity.
- Ihave found that in-the- ear models are superior to other types
when travelling long distances. Despite their small size, the sound
quality can be very good, and distortion levels are very low, again
due to their very low operating power.
The new Turbo series are said to have sapphire diaphragms —
probably a ' sapphire' alumina deposition to increase rigidity over the
16mm active surface. Moving- coil, the impedance is pretty constant
at 16ohms, while the sensitivity seems fantastic if compared with the
loudspeaker— 108dB for 1mW, 1000th of awatt!
The power limit is quoted at 50mW with anominal continuous
rating of 30mW. Since 100mW will produce an ear-splitting 128dB, in

Sansui At. J-G3OX intezrated am Aifier

I

FNAD AND ROTEL ARE TODAY'S HOT NAMES IN THE
budget electronics stakes, it should be remembered that 10 or
15 years ago, the honours belonged to Sansui and Trio. While
we have yet to hear of Trio's desire to regain status in the
'budget audiophile' arena, Sansui have taken note of their fall
from grace. The new 45W/channel AU-G3OX integrated
amplifier is their shot at the NADs and Rotels, and it appears that
Sansui have done their homework.
As with all of the new-wave Japanese budget beauties, the Sansui
was designed after having paid attention to British opinions on
sound quality. Though this unit has its roots in aless- well- received
predecessor, it seems like an all new amplifier because the changes
lift it well out of the mire of anonymity. The UK advice led to circuit
revisions, removal of amediocre m- cstage for apreferred, decent
m- m stage, improved component quality, amore straightforward
signal path, and careful matching and selection of major

components. Nice touches abound, like anon-switchable primary
speaker selector, leaving only the remote pair as switchable for
on- off, aflickering tell-tale that lets you know when the amp has
settled down after switch- on, and — in keeping with current practice—
tone control defeat. The retention of tone controls obviously makes
this product acceptable to far greater numbers, as only the hi-fi
hardcore are even aware of deleterious effects from extra ci rcuitry,
and Sansui have also included full dubbing facilities for two tape
decks in their nod towards generally required ergonomic frills.
(Please, please accept the fact that not all consumers want hi-fi hair
shirts, and that companies of Sansui's size cannot rely on small
numbers of audiophiles for massive sales. The fact that Sansui,
Rotel, and others of their ilk even pay attention to the likes of us is
reason enough to give thanks, so allow for these few mass- market
accessions.) '
The Sansui is conventional in appearance, clean in the way of
Yamahas rather than cluttered, and its black fascia with excellent
finish adds the usual air of hi- tech. The AU-G3OX is hefty, too, much
of its 8.1kg mass due to the more-than- ample heat sinks located
within, with flow-through ventilation guaranteeing this unit is acool
runner. The socketry on the back includes ample binding posts for
thick cables, but Ido wish that they'd take more than bare wire;
five-way binding posts take up no more space than the terminals
HI-FI NEWS 8: RECORD REVIEW
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practice there are no power handling problems. To give an idea of
the efficiency of in-the- ear phones, note that 108dB from astereo pair
of speakers will typically require 20,000 times more electrical power.
The linear crystal cable is 1.3m long — suitable for portables but it
may require an extension cable for use with ahome hi-fi system. The
miniature 2.5m stereo jack is gold-plated while an adapter to the
larger 6m jack size is also provided, again gold-plated and fitting
snugly into aloop on the side of the protective pouch. The latter may
be fitted with aneck cord and the main case, asort of silvered plastic
jewel box, has aneat stowing system whereby the cable may be
reeled- in like afishing line.
On sound quality grounds, these headphones were compared with
my reference MDR- 50, the MDR- 252, as well as Technics' EAH 19.
The latter come in acompact cassette housing, and are included with
the SLXP7 portable CD player, although they can also be bought
separately for between £ 10-15, under the Panasonic brand label.
The MDR- 50 still stands up very well and had no trouble disposing
of the ' 252 in smoothness and overall frequency range. The Z19s
were surprisingly better than the ' 252s, showing that Matsushita can
also compete in this area. The treble was atrifle muted here but the
effect was pleasant enough and they clearly offer good value — anice
gift with the CD player. However, Ifound the new E282 something
special. Vocal lines were particularly clear while they also showed
good solid bass with fair extension, and adelicate, uncoloured
treble. The mid had atouch of nasality about it— but nothing serious.
Stereo images were nicely focused with an exceptional feeling of
transparency. In this respect they point in the direction of the
fabulously costly Stax electrostatic headphones.
Superbly made and finished, these ultra compact earphones are
strongly recommended. Ihope they fit your ears as well as they did
mine!
Martin Colloms

Sansui have chosen.
Itried the Sansui with the kind of products likely to be mated with a
£179 integrated amplifier, showing personal prejudice only in that I
insist on sticking with the cherished LS3/5As. Turntable was the
Thorens TD318, with the Ortofon 0M40 still in place from previous
sessions. Cables were normal Monster cable; stands were the
Partington Dreadnaughts. Ialso used the Mission DAD7000 CD
player and the Sony Beta Hi Fi VCR to check sonic consistency from
input to input. The remarks that follow concern mainly LP use, for the
Sansui's ' flavour' remained consistent beyond the expected changes
each source provides.
To use acolleague's favourite expression, this product is ' A
honey'. Ididn't whip out my chequebook after the first few seconds,
or ring Japan to shout '
Maze! Toy!', but Idid make amental note to
the effect that here was another product Imight be able to
recommend to non- masochists wanting good sound without
sacrificing build quality, facilities, perceived value and styling.
Additionally, the initial pleasant surprise meant another listening
session Iwouldn't treat like homework in biology or history.
Without wishing to suggest that the AU-G3OX is amonumental
achievement like the Marantz Pm-4or the Musical Fidelity A-1, it is
exceptional in that it's so competent and consistent. This product is
not aglimpse of the high- end, like the Mission Cyrus, but it is a
solution to so many problems that I'd kiss the Sansui sales rep if I
were still in retail. On top of all of the conventional aspects, like
comprehensive facilities and presentation that need no apologymaking from any salesman showing it to anon-tweak, the Sansui
offers the kind of sound that will not allow better- funded hi-fi snobs
to criticise its selection by the less-well-heeled. ( Or less crazy,
depending on your attitude toward expensive hi-fi, whether you can
afford it or not.)
'Listenable' is aterm that can mean minimally acceptable or, in this
case, worthy. The former is aback- handed compliment; the latter a
genuine compliment. Never fatiguing, the Sansui managed this
without sounding soft or as if it had shaved off the nasties by taking
some of the music with it. Bass was solid, with minimal overhang; at
the same time, it didn't have that sledgehammer effect Iassociate
with the worst excesses of solid-state design. Midrange was clean,
but not to the degree that suggests digital at its worst, and the upper
registers were sweet and open, if not as free or edginess as I'd expect
from, say, a £ 300 amplifier. The continuity from top-to- bottom was
nearly first-class, in fact, with the Sansui showing slightly better
capability with the bottom half of the spectrum.
What made the Sansui more than just another good sub-£ 200
choice was its handling of dynamics and its presentation of spatial
qualities. The former quality shows that Sansui paid attention to the
way the unit behaves with music instead of just test signals, and the
Sansui didn't run out of steam with CDs like Telarc's wicked tribute to
the Beach Boys. If any masking of low level details took place, its
effect generally concerned slight loss of air around the performers
rather than the removal of musical nuances. Images were well 91

placed, with reasonable depth for aproduct of this price, and the
better than adequatn, while offering the consumer something he or
overall impression was far more tactile than I'd ever expect for such a she can live with without feeling that something non- sonic is
reasonable outlay. Indeed, the only sub-£200 rivals this amp may
missing. If ahardcore, Krell- owning, out- at- the- edge audiophile were
have for its stereo capabilities are the various Rotels and Mission's
to visit aless- dedicated friend owning the AU-G30X, he wouldn't feel
Cyrus One. ( Luckily for all of them, the A-1 is now just over the £ 200
compelled to leave should the friend wish to play some music.
mark...)
Whether or not this amplifier will add Sansui's name to the list of
The Sansui doesn't stand out in the way that some more
Rotel and NAD fighters depends more on how the press regard it
audiophile- oriented budget designs do, yielding to them mainly in
rather than its actual performance, but Ihave no doubt that it will go
the sense of total command that seems to accompany units with
along way to restoring Sansui to its previous role of manufacturer of
ultra- simple circuitry, zero facilities, and overkill power supplies.
'jolly good' budget amplifiers for first-time buyers.
Instead of straining for ten tenths, the Sansui strives to be much
And that's no mean achievement.
Ken Kessler

The Cliff Stone swaker stands: Atlas and Pi

C

liff Stone has enjoyed commercial success with the
well- established Foundation speaker stand, which
was reviewed for HFN/RR last November by
Christopher Breunig and which received an FBA
Award in 1985.
Selling for around £ 100, the Foundation is arobust,
single- pillar design of rigid, welded- steel construction with two
planar plates— one for the foot and one for the base of the speaker.
The stand, covered in ablack nylon ' paint', is massy due to the
quantity of steel involved, and its weight is increased further by a
graded mineral and lead shot filling for the column. This has the
additional benefit of damping structural resonances. Four small
pea- sized pads of Blutak are used to interface the speaker to the
stand, the speaker only supported at the corners, points of maximum
rigidity. Spiked screw feet fit in the corners of the base, and can be
adjusted from above for levelling.
Although offered as suitable for use with anumber of
loudspeakers, the Foundation was particularly successful in a19in.
optimised height version for use with the SL6 and ' 600. Cliff Stone
has since developed two further, complementary stands — the Atlas
at around half the cost of the Foundation, and the Pi, priced at a
rather surprising 2.5 times that of the original.
Taking the Atlas first, this value- for- money £ 50 product comes a
flat pack and in essence comprises atwin- pillar version of the
Foundation. It is fitted with proper spiked feet and was found to give
acompetitive performance when used with speakers ranging from
the Rogers LS6 to the Celestion SL6S. Less expensive models, such
as the B&W DM100 and ' 110 and the Mordaunt Short 25Ti, also
benefitted. The Atlas clearly works well and its performance may be
further enhanced by temporarily removing the the top plate and
filling the pillars with dry sand. This adds mass and cleans up the
sound, resulting in acleaner midband with reduced levels of
coloration.
The Pi costs an astonishing £250, and, according to the
manufacturers, is intended to alter one's view of the importance of a
speaker stand in the context of its potential contribution to a
complete audio system. The argument is analogous to the one
popularised by Linn Products, and runs along the lines of ' What is the
point of using agood loudspeakerif there is no sonically correct
structure to support it?'.
Stone's view, not surprisingly, is that apair of Pis should be
regarded as amajor investment, to be made before even amatching
speaker is purchased. The benefits of astand of this quality are said
to be evident even with inexpensive £ 100-£150 speakers. However, I
will not be drawn into this argument other than to suggest that
readers interested in this philosophy should experiment for
themselves at dealers ( these should offer proper demonstrations

Mission Cyrus Two/PSX )ower su » I
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FIT SEEMS THAT THE MISSION CYRUS TWO/PSX POWER
Supply combination is suffering from over- exposure this
month, ask yourself ' Why?'. No, Mission haven't sent each of
us aPorsche or crates of champagne.
Ithink it was MC who first went ga-ga over this affordable
combination — his testimony can be found elsewhere in this
issue — and I'd heard it enough times to know that this under-£ 500
package (£460 to be precise) delivered well in excess of what
anybody had any right to expect. Ican only suppose that JA has also
been knocked over by these far- from- ostentatious, wholly affordable
gems enough to want to make certain that our readers get the
message.
Having learned that even aCyrus Two on its own could drive the
power-hungry Apogee Scintillas to almost realistic levels, Iwas
pleased to learn that the addition of the outboard power supply
increased its capabilities, if not quite making it an ideal match.
(Thought: four of ' em mono'ed . . .) More important was to learn
what this package could do with more realistic demands placed upon
it. Sandwiched between the Thorens TD318, with Ortofon's stunning
little MC10 Super fed into the Cyrus Two's m- cstage, the lot
92

with aproduct costing as much
as the Pi).
Elements of the Pi's
construction are obviously in
part responsible for its price.
For example, while the Atlas
has atextured epoxy finish, the
Pi shares the heavier nylon
covering, which offers a
measure of mechanical
damping. A pair of Pis contains
some 18ft of heavy duty welded
steel, this including the robust
integrated feet. The top plate is
extra thick, and the two pillars
are placed so as to generate
maximum rigidity and
minimum resonance. The
grading and filling of the pillars
is said to be atrade secret ( see
'Technology' p43), and results
in asingularly dead, inert
structure of considerable
weight. The spiked feet are
adjustable from above and are
finished off on the top of the ' feet' with knurled gold-plated brass
bosses, which can be finger- tightened.
While it was clear that the Pi could make astill greater contribution
to the sound quality of modest loudspeakers, the 19in. Pi really came
into its own with the Celestton SL600. Properly attached and placed,
the speaker was sonically screwed to abedrock foundation: in the
bass, harmonic lines were cleaner and firmer, while the bass itself
seemed both more even and lower extended. Dynamics were
improved, the sound acquiring more ' drama' and excitement.
Coke:on was lower in the voice range, and the near- holographic
ability of the SL600 to produce clear, well- detached, convincing
stereo imagery was enhanced. The improvement was in several
respects rather greater than could be obtained by substituting a
more expensive amplifier.
[I also tried apair of Pi stands with my SL600s and felt the sound to
be the best Ihave ever heard from these speakers, with
improvements along the lines described by Martin. For such high
performance speakers, Pi stands should be mandatory— Ed]
To conclude, Iwas so impressed by the Pi stands with the SL600s
that Ibought apair for my own use. Initial indications with other high
quality systems suggested consistently good results. The Pi is
expensive but is very well- engineered and well-justified its cost in
terms of sound quality improvements.
Martin Colloms
channelled into the LS3/5As — killer sound quality for atotal price of
well below the grand mark.
Iknow that MC will be giving you the full story in his report, so I
won't waste space repeating that the Cyrus package is minimalist,
but in the right places. Neither will Idescribe the method required to
hook the two peces together, for Mission would rather see
authorised personnel ( your retailer) digging inside. Suffice to say
that the addition of £200- worth of outboard power supply enhances
only the Cyrus Two's virtues with no negative side effects that Icould
discover.
On its own, Mission's Cyrus Two is aremarkably commanding
unit, offering solid, palpable imagery, high- end transparency,
admirable attack, and an uncoloured, unfatiguing sound rare enough
in £ 1000 solid-state amplifiers, let alone in items priced as
realistically as the Two. As neutrality is one of the highest virtues an
amplifier can attain, that elusive ability for an amplifier to impose as
little of itself on the signal as is electronically possible, the Cyrus Two
deserves all of trie success and praise it has already garnered. It has
become something of ayardstick for amplifiers at its price point,
causing no erd of worry to manufacturers fighting it head-on, as well
as frightening some who manufacture far costlier pieces.
What the PSX does is add the kick, the headroom, the margin that
111.F1 NE‘A SA: RECORD REVIEN
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limits the unadorned Cyrus Two to applications of amore midmarket kind. The philosophy will endear Mission to the consumerists
among you, for it makes upgrading much less of apocket-draining
disease. The progression is so humane — start with a £700 system
based around the Cyrus Two plus asource and some good £ 150
speakers, and the Cyrus will need upgrading only after the front-end
has reached high-end status. And when it comes time to opt for a
pair of exotic speakers, possibly needing more oomph than the
Cyrus can supply, add the PSX. The combination is good enough to
hold its own until the budget allows for an amp of the four-figure
persuasion.
Like an injection of some magic drug, the PSX frees the Cyrus Two
of its inherent power-delivery limitations to an extent where it
renders most of the competition redundant. No strain at all was
evident while using the package in asensible manner (
not with the
Scintillas, Ishould say), nor could Ifind any major faults worth
noting. Minor weaknesses were apparent only in the context of
standards reserved for far costlier components, specifically avery
slight lack of body on some male vocal material and my preferred
sense of ' roundness' on acoustic bass. This slightly lean balance,

The Linn Index revisited, vet a:ain!

L

INN NOTED RECENTLY THAT THEY FELT CONFIDENT IN
the quality of their latest Index model, and asked if I
would have athird go at reviewing it; ( first review July
'85, p46; second September '85, p75).
The first time around the Index rated as unsatisfactory
due to apeaked and wildly unbalanced response with
considerable accompanying coloration. The second version was
improved in some general respects but still remained seriously
unbalanced in frequency response terms, and Ifound tbarely more
palatable than the first.
Iviewed the prospect of athird pair ( post- November 1985) with
some apprehension, but in the event Iwas won over. The latest pair
sounded as smooth and tonally uniform as one could wish for at the
price. The latter, incidentally, has been increased marginally owing
to the greater complexity of the revised crossover network. While
some of the original ' attack' of the first series has been lost, in my
view the new balance is infinitely preferable. Indeed, it sounded

PMENT REVIEW

however, goes along way toward ameliorating the exaggerated
bump in the upper bass of the LS3/5A, so Icall it ablessing in my
particular application: Iwould imagine that this benefit would also
be apparent with some ported or transmission line speakers with a
tendency toward fat lower registers. For those of you with speakers
needing no added control in the bottom octaves, rest assured that
the package never showed atendency toward the artificially tight
bass of similarly priced solid-state designs.
Much though I'm tempted to curse the Cyrus Two/PSX pairing with
the kind of accolades which ad copywriters love to lift out of reviews,
I'm loath to do so because a) no product ever deserves or receives
universal approval, b) its better competitors deserve better than that,
and c) Idon't need any albatrosses around my valve'd, Decca'd,
LS3/5A'd neck, thank you very much. All I'll say is that the Mission
Cyrus Two/PSX combination is the kind of product that keeps British

hi-fi from losing everything to the Japanese, especially respect for
sonic strengths. While its iconoclastic styling and total lack of flash
will keep far too many consumers from even considering its
purchase, Ican only feel that it's their loss as much as Mission's.
Take the two boxes and stick them inside one container of amore
conventional ( or boring, if you prefer) nature, slap on acouple of
dummy tone controls, and the Japanese will have to quit the
manufacture of integrated amplifiers selling for over £ 00. As it
stands, I've got afeeling that the Cyrus Two/PSX will remain asecret
kept from the lay public by wise- shopping audiophiles.
Ken Kessler

more like atraditionally
balanced KEF, with aresponse
nicely flattened by the use of
computer-aided design.
In its current form, the Index
represents aneutral, middle-ofthe-road design of average
sensitivity, moderate coloration
and more extended bass than
usual. The latter is atouch
'fruity' but the easy, fluid
characteristic of the high ' 0'
driver surround compensates
for this— afeature missing from
many systems using more
viscous terminations. Frontal
images were well presented, though Iwould have liked more depth.
Icannot help recommending the Index — Iprefer it to both its
brothers next in line, namely the Kan and the Sara.
Martin Colloms

portrayed. The bass was
dynamic, pounding along with
excellent rhythm and drive,
Above all, the sound was fui of
his is just to quote apleasant sonic experience during a
event and interest.
recent high-end turntable listening session. A current
Koetsu Red m-ccartridge had been loaned to us, fitted in [I'm on my second Red, having
worn out the first, and all Ican
aSME MkV tonearm, which in turn was mounted on an
say is ' Right on, Martin!' — Ed1
Oracle Delphi. This was acombination possessing
Clearly the Sugano magic is
something special: avery good performance was evident
still working; the current Koetsu
from all three components, but especially so from the cartridge.
Red is aclear exposition of his
In asystem comprising ac-jPremier Three ( bypassed), ARC D-115
great talents in the field of
II and Celestion SL600 on Cliff Stone Pi stands, the Red produced an
cartridge design and
impeccable sound. Many older records were brought up as new,
manufacture.
such was the high level of inner detail and discrimination shown.
(PS: the output is healthy
Stereo images were superbly focused and stable, giving almost an
etched relief in the sound-stage. Depth and the sense of the recorded enough for the SP- 10 and
Premier Three.)
Martin Colloms
acoustic were also very good, while excellent stage width was
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CLASSICAL GLASS

(mono amplifiers, Apogee Scintilla speakers,
DESIGNER CHIC IS NOT YET
apart of Hi Fi, not in the way
and avariety of cables including Randall
that it dominates fashion or
TX- Flex, Monster Interlink and Powerline,
influences automotive
Absolute Wire, HMC, and Whitely Bolton
trends. ( What? You haven't
(phew!). No mismatches occurred, and the
heard of Giugiaro?) Still, one
Koetsu worked adequately when fed straight
name looms large enough to warrant a
in, but Ialso tried avariety of set-ups from
signature on afascia with the desired,
Ortofon, Denon and Audio-Technica to
Yuppie- pulse-speeding, heavy- breathing
better explore the 802's headroom and
effect. Tim de Paravicini is the designer, and
dynamic capabilities. The Mission DAD7OOR
Esoteric Audio Research is the company
and Yamaha CD- X1 CD players were also fed
which sports his moniker on its products.
into the EAR. All listening was conducted
While Tim has been devoting much of his
without the 12dB/octave subsonic filter
energy in recent years with designs for other
engaged.
manufacturers, including Musical Fidelity,
The most striking aspect of the EAR's
and spending alot of time developing studio
performance was its lack of background
applications for his own products, his
noise, and Idon't mean just by valve
company continues to produce valve
standards. It was noticeably quieter than the
electronics for the enthusiast market; I
Nuance on phono, and this behaviour
reviewed his EAR519 amplifiers in our May
remained consistent on all inputs and during
Ken Kessler listens to the
1984 issue. Though the operation keeps a
mains switching — no nasty thumps
Tim
de
Paravicini-desi
ned
low profile in the UK, mainly because of
emanated from the 802 during the entire
EAR802 e
ream lifier
export commitments and demands placed
time Iused it. Unlike most valve preamps,
upon Tim by his other ventures, EAR now have active UK
which tell you they're on while idling, the EAR just sits there with
distribution, so Iwas invited to examine the EAR802 preamplifier—
only its red tell-tale to remind you to switch off at the end of a
an affordable, full-function unit, held in great esteem abroad.
session.
In keeping with the designer label, the 802 is abeautifully- finished,
This absence of background hash or hums made the EAR an ideal
robust product, both inside and out. The black fascia is
choice of valve-preamp-for-CD-use, particularly for those who value
complemented by gold plated knobs for source select, balance and
CD primarily because of the ghostly between-track silence; the 802
volume, which flank arow of black push- buttons for two tape decks
does not compromise this sole, indisuptable sonic virtue of the silver
(with dubbing in both directions), low filter, mono/stereo and on/off
disc. Additionally, the 802 handled whatever bangs and wallops I
adjacent to ared indicator lamp. The fascia is pre-drilled for 19in.
could feed it from trickery- laden CDs, dealing with dynamic contrasts
rack mounting, in line with Tim's concern for the professional user.
with ease. This held true for black disc as well, and one thing the EAR
At the back are the necessary phono sockets— each and every one
didn't do was squash the music when it came to conveying power.
gold-plated, well- spaced to enable the use of today's chunkier phono
Where the EAR did show reason for concern was in its ability to
plugs, and rugged enough to withstand the rigours inflicted by cable
reveal detail, though masking due to low level noise was ruled out as
experimenters.
acause. The EAR, while sounding leaner than most valve designs,
Under the cover, held in place by seven Allen bolts, lurks one of the lacked the absolute openness some describe as aclean window vs

tidiest sets of valve preamp innards I've seen at this price point. Two
major boards house the components, with all work clean enough to
inspire confidence in the unit's reliability. The rear sockets are
housed in black plastic mouldings terminating in legs — again
gold-plated — soldered directly to the circuit board, and the overall
appearance suggests no cost-cutting. Particularly inspiring is the
superbly finished mains transformer, not surprising as this is one of
Tim's fortes. The valve complement consists of two Telefunken
ECC83s and four PCF802s, unbranded, but the performance bears
out the high quality of this European triode.
The 802 is an m- m only design, partly because the price would
shoot through the roof if EAR were to incorporate Tim's The Head
step-up transformer. For many, this will be aserious omission, but,
as the EAR802 sells for £660, adding HFN/RR's simplified version of
The Head — the Black Head — would only boost the total price to a
shade over £700, while Ortofon's terrific T5 transformers will keep
the total price below the £700 mark. ( Iactually prefer EAR's choice of
m- m only to other manufacturers' penchant for m-conly, as the
former can be adopted to accept the latter for the cost of astep-up,
while converting an m-c-only preamp means either hoping that the
manufacturer can provide amodification, or buying aphono preamp
to feed into aline input.) The 802 uses no overall feedback, and the
RIAA eq circuit is totally passive.
Iused the EAR in asystem consisting of Koetsu Signature Red
cartridge, Sumiko FT3 tonearm, Oracle Delphi turntable, Beard P100
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one with alayer of film over it. It wasn't debilitating, like the blanket
covering the music in Golden Age valve preamps, but it wasn't up to
the standard of current models, including the Croft Micro, and
possibly — as I've heard on the grapevine — Tim's more recent
solid-state efforts for Musical Fidelity. This slight smearing obscured
the subtleties, primarily those which convey soundstage boundaries
rather than musical content, but such are the traits which take
something from the simply musical to the musical and lifelike.
Bass was especially firm — again aspecialty of Tim's — but abit less
controlled than that of the matching power amp, which Irecall
describing as of near solid-state impressiveness. This gave the
impression that the 802 would be an ideal mate for the 519, a
compromise between the 802's and 519's bass being less
exaggerated in either direction. Midrange was clearer and more
open than either of the extremities, the upper- mid and beyond
sounding slightly hazy. Imaging was very good, of the sort which
keeps me wedded to valves, with lots of ' body' to the players and no
thoughts of 2D cutouts standing in the room.
Despite the aforementioned masking of soundstage subtleties, the
EAR delivered awide picture, extending beyond the speaker
boundaries, with sufficient front-to- back depth to confound those
who don't believe it exists, and ample height to take advantage of the
Scintillas' capabilities in this area. The slight lack of air is the primary
manifestation of the masking effect; otherwise, the soundstage was
in keeping with the price.
95

wholly utilitarian approach; the same goes for the otherwise
wondrous Counterpoint SA-7, with its styling, sound and behaviour
perfectly analogous to ahighly desirable, yet temperamental
exoticar. The EAR, however, gives up leading-edge performance
while providing its owner with another kind of security.
lt',uriiititt
lis Paul Gook
Total harmonic distortion ( dB)

aux input

Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, aux input
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, disc ( m-m)
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, disc (m-c)

The EAR802 performs beautifully by whatever standards
determine the delivery expected from preamps under £700, but
recent developments are pushing those standards to alevel that a
year ago would have called for a £ 1200 purchase. The Croft Micro is
but one of ageneration of new, ridiculously underpriced, gems that
turn this toughest of components into less of aconsumer
compromise than ever before. Icould live quite happily with the
EAR802, delighting in its finishing school manners and utter lack of
fatigue-inducing nasties, but only with less revealing transducers
than the Scintillas. Many will find that the ergonomics, build quality,
and trouble-free behaviour more than make up for the minor —
though evident — weaknesses, so the EAR should be auditioned by
those after avalve preamp that delivers amiddle path between
absolute sound quality and construction/ergonomics. Much though I
adore the Croft Micro, Ican understand why many loathe its spartan,

20F-Ii
-72.0
-68.1
-34.5

Noise (dB)
Disc (m-m) input UHF, CCIR vvtd)
Aux/CD input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
Residual, unwtd (V/C at min)

-71.0
-79.8
<-95.0

Input overload ( dB)
Disc ( m-m) input ( IHF)
Aux/CD input ( IHF)

29.0
>20

Stereo separation (dB)
Disc input ( m-m)
Aux input
Channel balance, disc at 1kHz (dB)
Volume/balance tracking via aux
Input data
Disc ( m- m(
Aux

socket type
phono
phono

1kHz
-75.3

20kHz
71 3

28.4
> 20

26.4
>20

72.9
94.5

62.9
61.7

37.2
35.9

1.04
0.15

0.94

0.28

sensitivity
0.96mV
86mV

Outputs, preamp (tape)
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz ( m-m(
Size (WxDxH)

loading
50W4OpF
89W140pF
25.9Vmax/600ohms
+0.39/-0.9dB
480x100x290mm

Typical price inc VAT f660
Distributed by SIA, 58 Fellows Road, London NW3 3LJ

Ross RE-2560 head ) hones

0

NCE MISSION AND MERIDIAN HAD ADDED CD
players to the list of products with which UK
manufacturers were able to compete in the hi-fi
battlefield, only two items remained the sole
province of foreigners. While I'm not yet able to
report that there's aBritish cassette deck to keep
jingoists happy once again, Ican now reveal that the other is no
longer part of an important monopoly: you can now buy aset of
all-British headphones!
Idon't have the figures to hand, but Iwould guess that Koss, Sony,
Audio-Technica and Sennheiser own the lion's share of the
headphone market. Sony and Sennheiser, most notably, seem to
own particular slices, too, with the former dominating the personal
hi-fi sector and the latter having pre-eminence in the ' proper' hi-fi
sector. The formula to which these companies adhere — besides the
obvious 'giving the people what they want' — is one of sound quality,
competitive pricing and, now that personal hi-fi users buy so many
sets of ' phones, styling and practicality.
Ross, whom I
thought of previously as only the purveyors of
bubble-packed leads, have turned out to be one slick and serious
company, very much aUK answer to Audio-Technica; their latest
range of headphones is so carefully profiled that it cannot be written
off as cheap'n'cheerful impulse purchases to please the multiples.
The RE- 2560 covers all the bases, as if Ross set out to create amodel
to please all of the people all of the time. It sells for avery realistic
£24.95, its physical form makes it asensible compromise for those
torn between closed cans and lightweight open- backs, the styling is
chic enough for any Swatch-wearing Walkman- user, it comes with
either 6-4 or 3-5mm plugs for the two main applications, and it boasts
'digital- readiness'. Though Ross' adverts cite specifically the
company's desire to ' beat the Far East at their own game', the choice
of overall grey with blue trim and supra-aural earpieces make the
RE-2560 much more reminiscent of past and present Sennheisers
than anything the Japanese have offered.
This all- British designed and manufactured product is loaded with
nice touches, like Braille identification of left-and- right earpieces, the
aforementioned inclusion of both personal hi-fi and domestic hi-fi
plugs, freely swivelling earpieces and secure click-stop locking of the
inner headband to guarantee agood fit without resorting to
excessive pressure on the ears, and the provision of asmart,
moulded storage case. Ihave to give the Ross headphones a
thumbs- up for design, ergonomics and presentation.
The inner technology, leading to Ross' claims about the suitability
of CD, consists of what Ross describe as 'extended range, 44mm
Samarium cobalt, high-velocity drive units' and a ' dual filter bass
enhancer', the latter being thin membranes on either side of the
drivers said to clean up the lower registers.
The RE-2560 proved, in more ways than one, to be sonically as
much of amiddle-ground between fully-open and fully-sealed
headphones as they are physically. Sound was less ' out of the head'
than those types which do away with any form of shell behind the
driver, though less ' between the ears' than, say, aKoss Pro-4AAA
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type of design. This held true as well for sound leakage in both
directions, with the Ross being neither as isolating as closed ' phones
or as annoying to others as wholly open types. The balance, though,
made this more of adomestic headphone than one for outdoor,
personal hi-fi use— despite the chi-chi look — because the sheer size
and 135gm weight make these less than portable.
Sound was quite coherent from top-to- bottom, reasonably fast and
well-controlled, though I've heard better transient response from
similarly- priced Sony models. When using CD-only as asource the
Rosses proved to be quite capable of handling over-the-top bursts of
the sort which populate Telarc CDs, but any claims for tailoring
toward digital material seems unnecessary; I've yet to find any
quality headphones of recent vintage which can't cope with such
signals. The RE-2560 did sound cleaner with overly 'cut- glass'
sources, for such program material compensated for the slight
sluggishness heard when auditioning tape or LP. Coloration was low,
with only slight chestiness on male vocals and afine grain in the
uppermost trebles, but it would be churlish to criticise this product
for such minor weaknesses at this price- point.
Ken Kessler
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YAMAHA CUSTOM DESIGN & MANUFACTURE THEIR OWN [SI CHIPS

Small wonder nobody can reproduce
digital sound like Yamaha
contemporary tec
which Yamaha custom
manufacture are the standard of
for digital sound in electronic musical
instruments and compact disc players
alike. Yamaha compact disc players
promise an unmatched listening
experience.

CD-X3

The CD- X3 offers the quality and value
of aYamaha CD player in acompact,
mid- sized component that is also our
most affordable model. An attractive
component for any audio system, any
listening environment.

CD- 400

YAMAHA

The CD- 400 offers exceptional value,
relying on much of the same Yamaha
technology offered in our top- line
models to guarantee the finest possible
performance with surprising
affordability All essential playback and
programming features are offered.

CD- 500
The CD- 500 offers an excellent
combination of reproduction
performance and versatile programming
and playback features. It offers the
convenience of 10- key direct selection
access, an LED multi- function display,
and remote control.

CD-700
A high-performance model with
playback and programming features
providing extra operating versatility
A 6- digit fluorescent display panel
adds atouch of elegance. Remote
control includes 10- key operation.

CD- 1000
The CD- 1000 is designed to offer
maximum reproduction quality with
the use of several original Yamaha
technologies. Extensive programming
and playback features, a6- digit
fluorescent display panel, and remote
control with 10- key operation make it
an attractive high-performance model.

CD- 2000
Top model in the range, the CD- 2000
offers the widest possible range of
programming and playback options.
Variable output level is shown via alevel
meter in the fluorescent display panel.
Remote control unit supplied includes
10- key operation and up/down volume
control.

YANIAt
Send for full literature on Yamaha Hi Fi to Yamaha Electronics ( UK) Ltd.,
Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford, Hens WD I7JS. Tel: 0923 33166

Harmonious technology
by Revox.
Sound quality should not be the only
criterion in choosing ahi fi system.
Quality construction, long working
life and true user convenience are
factors of equal importance and are
all present in the Revox B200 series
which is designed to work in concert
or as individual components to
complement any good existing
sound system.
The B225 Compact Disc Player
is considered by many to be one of
the finest currently available.
Producing not only superb sound
quality, the B225 provides for every
possible need including asecond
variable output for direct connection
to apower amplifier if required and
multi-step programming that can be
as simple or as complex as desired.
Cassette tape is still underrated
in its ability to produce top quality
recordings but the electronic and
mechanical design of the Revox B215
Cassette Recorder makes it capable
of extracting the optimum
performance from any tape used.
Comprehensive computer alignment

FWO Bauch Limited, 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Hens,

with memory for six tape types,
Dolby HX Pro and automated input
level adjustment enables the B215 to
make exceptional recordings every
time.
The B285 Receiver includes
both AM and FM tuner sections.
Twenty-nine memory positions each
with frequency and station
identification combine with a 100
watt per channel amplifier to provide
an outstanding hi fi component both
in terms of sound and user
convenience.
These three Revox products,
the B791 Turntable and asecond,
possibly reel-to-reel, tape recorder
can all be operated from the B205
infra-red remote control transmitter.
Seldom are so many features
combined in ahi fi system designed
to please the eye as much as the ear.

R EVOX

Dedicated to excellence.

WD6 4RZ

Please send me more details of Revox products.

Name

Post Code

Address

Telephone
FIFN5/86
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Ken Kessler talks to Windham Hill's
Will Ackerman
NE OF THE MOST SURPRISING
successes in the recording
industry during the past decade
has been the ascendancy of
Windham Hill. From the investment of afew
hundred dollars in 1976, which enabled
guitarist Will Ackerman to press afew LPs of
his music for friends, we now find a
company that not only shows turnover in the
millions of dollars but one which has come
to stand for awhole new music style. The
genre, loosely referred to as New Age', has
been described as everything from musical
quiche to soft jazz for music lovers who hate
rock. It is, for lack of abetter description, a
sort of ' intelligent Muzak', hard to classify,
but showing elements of jazz, folk and light
rock. What has astounded the major record
labels is the way Windham Hill have taken
off in the USA, with shops having ' Windham
Hill' sections and with consumers buying
every release regardless of the artist. Imet
with founder Will Ackerman to hear his
thoughts on this quiet revolution, just as the
label hopes to repeat its success in the UK.
(Windham Hill CDs, LPs and chrome tapes
are distributed in the UK by A&M Records.)
KK: Can you give Windham Hill ageneric
label other than ' New Age'?
WA: Future music historians will be able to
write that we bucked the trend of more and
more layers and more and more distancing
between the musician and the listener, that
we brought these two people back into some
proximity, and that we brought about some
appreciation again for acoustic instrumental
sounds. Writers now describe acertain kind
of music as ' Windham Hill- like'; because we
are the most visible entity of whatever this
categorisation is, we are now in ourselves a
generic term. .
KK: For the first time since
the ' 50s and ' 60s, we find a
record label which seems to
be more important than the
artists. How do your
performers feel about their
records being purchased just
because they're on Windham
Hill rather than because of
their own merits?
WA: The initial advantage
to being on Windham Hill for a
new artist is tremendous;
initial sales of an album by
one of our artists who's
unknown will surpass the total
sales achieved by most jazz
artists, with the exception of a
Pat Metheny or an Earl Klugh.
Imention jazz only because
we're listed in the jazzcharts
by Billboard. Part and parcel
of that is the fact that
Windham Hill artists work
very cooperatively together,
and Windham Hill tours
usually consist of one or two
established acts taking out a
new act, who — when they're
established — will then bring
somebody else along with
them. So there's this
progressive development that
exists which can begin at a
much higher scale for an
individual artist because of
the association with the label.
To varying degrees,
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the artists on Windham Hill begin to chafe at
the bit after awhile, and I'm utterly
supportive of their desire to see more go into
the development of their names and their
careers, as opposed to constantly operating
under the banner of Windham Hill.
KK: If Windham Hill were suddenly to
become alabel of individual artists with less

DISC()GRAPI IV
George Winston Autumn WHANVHC/CDW 1012
George Winston Winter into Spring WHANVHC/CDW 1019
George Winston December WHA/WHC/CDW 1025
Will Ackerman Passage WHA/WHC/CDW 1014
Will Ackerman Past Light WHA/WHC/CDW 1028
Mark Isham Vapour Drawings WHA/WHC/CDW 1027
Mark Isham Film Music WHANVHC/CDW 1041
Shadowfax ShadowfaxWHA/WHC/CDW 1022
Shadowfax Shadowdance WHANVHC/CDW 1029
Alex de Grassi Southern Exposure WHANVHC/CDW 1030
Scott Cossu Islands WHANVHC/CDW 1033
Michael Hedges Aerial Boundaries WHANVHC/CDW 1032
Various Artists An Introduction to Windham Hill WHA/WHCI
COW 1

anonymity, would it change the label in the
eyes of the loyal consumer?
WA: Ithink that the consumer will
continue to buy our albums as long as we
continue to challenge and please them,
coming back into the store looking for
Windham Hill records. And furthermore, just
about every retailer, at least in the USA, has
already established aWindham Hill bin so
there's one source, so Ifeel that it's less of an
issue. But Ido feel that perhaps we have to
compensate for apendulum swing that went
too far. It worked wonderfully— 'Windham
Hill, Windham Hill, Windham Hill!' — but
we've gotten to the point where we haven't
distinguished between the new artist who
needs that support and the established artist
who has acareer and needs longevity in that
career, whether they're recording for
Windham Hill or any other label, and we
want to be able to give them that.
KK: Your median consumer seems to be a
Baby Boomer, someone in his or her mid- 30s
who grew up with the Beatles...
WA: Itry to analyse it — we're given great
credit for our ' absolutely stunning and
brilliant analysis of our demographics'; of
course nothing could be further from the
truth. This thing began with an unbelievable
naivety and could only survive with that
naivety. The sole objective of this record
company in 1976 was to try, desperately, to
sell 300 pressings that I'd made of athing
called Turtle's Navel. There was no concept
of arecord label, there was no concept of
other artists, so whatever has happened,
whether our critics like it or not, was not by
demographic analysis but by my having
pursued music Ienjoy, almost filling asort of
everyman role apparently for this
generation.
KK: With cassettes accounting for over
50% of your sales and CDs for over
20%, are you still committed
to the vinyl LP for all future
releases on WH?
WA: Of course. Ican't
imagine at which point we
would cease to manufacture
the record. It seems to me that
the percentage would have to
drop to well below 5% before
I'd even consider such athing.
Even with the rise of CD and
cassette, Idon't anticipate
such alevel for the
foreseeable future.
KK: Do you have any
worries that WH may just be a
temporary fashion?
WA: Iregard Windham Hill
as something of a
phenomenon. 1982, for
example, showed a597%
growth and that year we spent
4
/1.3 of 1% of net in advertising;
this is not acompany
bludgeoning the marketplace
into submission. This is
strictly word of mouth. It was
right place, right time; we did
not anticipate this success. If
Windham Hill ceases to fulfil a
role, in the music community
or culturally, the people are
going to tell us, and I'm not
going to flog adead horse. If
this is adead issue, Iswear to
you I'll just smile, wave, and
say, ' Good-bye, thank you •
very much!' J.99
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NOTES
ES on Denon Mahler in Frankfurt
January 24th, this year, and Iam seated in
Frankfurt's handsome Alte Oper for a
performance of Mahler's 5th Symphony —
stage four of Denon's complete cycle under
Eliahu Inbal and, in my view, the most
difficult of the canon to bring off
successfully. The series so far — Symphonies
1 & 2 — has surprised afew folk for more than
holding its own against the heavyweight
opposition. No.1 is especially fine — brave,
affectionate, refreshingly idiomatic; No.2,
'The Resurrection', less so, though even here
one's imagination is captured by Inbal's
intense involvement, his ardent appreciation
of the Mahler idiom. Pity about the ludicrous
up-front balance accorded the soloists.
Nothing could be further from Mahler's
intentions. In the finale it is imperative that
the soprano line be undetectable from the
choral texture until, as it were, it diverges
and floats heavenward from the general
sound- mass.
No.5 sounded good on January 25th.
Mahler's contention that the third movement
scherzo was destined for ' apeck of troubles'
because conductors would always take it too
fast, could hardly be levelled at Inbal.
Tempo-wise, this was Barbirolli territory:
ample breathing-space to allow all those
dramatic changes in mood and pace to make
their full and lasting effect. Distant horn calls
in the mists of time; those sudden
distillations of time and space — all were
atmospherically achieved. Inbal has afine
orchestra — superb principals in the trumpet
and horn departments ( both female), less
individuality in the string sound — and has
plainly won their allegience ( and that of his
audience, come to that). He should beware,
however, of over-characterising, of playing
too much on the extremes of contrast
inherent in this music. Those brittle
Mahlerian sforzandos don't always need
forcing, fussing and underlining to quite this
degree. The tiniest string phrases must still
breathe and sing. Too much here was
clipped and short-winded.
Even so, I'll wager that the finished editing
will yield an interesting 5th, one that sounds
well, too. Recording engineer, Peter
Willemoés — acharming and gentlemanly
Dane with bags of experience and as many
anecdotes — seemed justifiably pleased with
his open, yet detailed, sound: the product of
minimal omnidirectional miking. These
being co- productions with North German
Radio, he was, it seems, quite at liberty to
use their veritable forest of broadcast mics
as pick-up spots, but had found comparison
to yield minimal advantages: the odd touch
of ' assistance', perhaps, on asolo woodwind
voice here or there, but little more than that.
Post-concert, we (journalists, German
dignitaries et al) are driven in convoy
through the snow to maestro Inbal's
handsome residence on the outskirts of the
city. There Isnatch my moments to talk
Mahler over the coffee and dessert. Deryck
Cooke's performing version of the 10th is a
prime topic for debate — and this is
interesting. The 10th — in Cooke's
reconstruction — was Inbal's first public
Mahler. Unlike its many distinguished
detractors, he knew and admired it before
almost any of the earlier symphonies. Now,
in the fullness of time and experience, he is
no longer so sure. Mahler, he says, would
most certainly have discarded, modified and
refined the material — particularly those
scherzos — to aradical degree. Of that he is
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more convinced than ever. So, will he, or will
he not, record the performing version? To
what extent does he now regard the Cooke
10th as aserious ' might have been'? Time
will tell. There's more thinking to be done.

Rejuvenating jazz classics
Persuading the BBC to buy 26 half-hour
programmes for radio, consisting of a
remastered and edited digital compilation of
'Jazz Classics in Stereo' must be regarded as
afeat in itself. This series runs every Sunday
afternoon on Radio 2until the end of June
covering recordings issued through the
vintage jazz years 1917-1947, and is the work
of Australian engineer Robert Parker.
Now 49, Parker has been collecting jazz
78s since he was about 12, which climaxed in
his desire to become arecording sound
engineer. Born in Australia, and now
resident in Sydney, he has spent the last 20
years trying to put together atechnique that
would create aconvincing type ' stereo
spread', free from serious surface noise
intrusion yet capable of folding back into
'normal mono', when required by the user.
Before outlining his method of restoration,
let's look at Parker's background. He joined
the Commonwealth Film Unit ( now Film
Australia) in 1960 as writer, director, film
editor — his study of the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra ' Concerto for Orchestra' won the
Kodak Trophy — and in 1965 he joined Rank
Short Films Group in London. In 1973, he
became co-founder of Molinaire Sound
studios that were set up following the advent
of commercial radio in the UK to record
programmes and ' commercials'. In 1978,
Parker began broadcasting for LBC, deriving
material from his personal archive of over
8000 78rpm discs.
In 1981, following his successful
development of techniques in stereo
reprocessing historic recordings, Parker was
given acommission by ABC- FM in Australia
to present an experimental stereo jazz
classics series for broadcasting. After these
popular ABC programmes, he returned to
Sydney and formed Vintage Productions,
concentrating full-time on the restoration of
archive sound material.

FLUTTER
In Munich, Sir Colin Davis has been
presiding over anew production of
Gounod's Faust for Philips. Te Kanawa,
Araiza, and Nesterenko head the cast.
Also from Philips, treasure-trove for
Mengelberg admirers: 14 CDs of
performances ( most ' live') from the period
1939-40: the nine Beethoven Symphonies,
the St Matthew Passion, the Brahms German
Requiem and 1st Symphony, Schubert's 8th
and 9th. Mahler's 4th, the Franck Symphony
and Strauss' Don Juan.
Alexeev follows up his masterly record of the
Chopin Waltzes with the Preludes. Ihope to
talk with him around the time of the
sessions.
Elgar Choral novelties from Richard Hickox
and EMI. The Banner of St George— aBallad
from 1896-7; Te Deum, Benedictus and
Psalm 48. LSO Chorus, Northern Sinfonia
and Stephen Roberts.
The Lindsay Quartet have just set down
Schubert's '
Death and The Maiden' for ASV.

In Parker's own words, his objective has
been to reproduce early jazz masterworks
with the sound quality of a ' live'
performance, in which the performers play
in athree-dimensional space and the walls,
floor and roof of the venue contribute to our
enjoyment of the sound of the instruments.
Throughout the 78 era, studio walls were
made non- reflective, and the threedimensional spread of the instruments was
squeezed into apoint-source, with dynamics
crushed to minimise perception of surface
noise. In fact, the reproduced sound was
usually atravesty of the original ' live'
performance. Yet, right from the inception of
the Western Electric recording system
(1924-25) the quality of much of the
information recovered from the early discs
was very high, with amuch wider frequency
response than the original engineers could
have recognised. They simply did not have
equipment capable of replaying what had
been recorded in the grooves.
Using the first Sony PCM-F1 digital
encoders, bought in 1983, Parker found that
better results could be obtained by rerecording old 78s on to video tape. His next
step was to feed the digital video direct to
broadcast transmitters.
Parker's technique involves the use of a
Packburn Transient Noise Suppressor, plus
high and low pass filters, including a
specially designed variable threshold DolbyBcircuit, and agraphic equaliser. Stereo
enhancement is added by the ' Orban
Parasound', which splits mono sound into
five overlapping spectra, and can be placed
as required over the stereo stage. Finally, a
degree of ' echo' is added.
The latest Packburn Transient Noise
Suppressor consists of two separate
processors: one, the Switcher, is applicable
mainly to lateral-cut mono discs, and the
second circuit is the Blanker, usable on all
signals, operating immediately at the onset
of anoise transient. Lateral-cuts are first
processed through the Switcher and then
through two Blankers in series.
The 'cleaning- up' process starts with the
replay stylus/pick-up: Parker uses 15 styli, all
of different shapes and sizes to discover the
best profile for the old record grooves. The
reason for this is, of course, that recording
technicians in the past had no standards of
agreed rules to go by, and their dimensions
were obtained from listening experience. ( If
you wish to experiment with copying 78s or
cylinders, contact Mr Wyndham Hodgson,
Expert Pickups, PO Box 3, Ashstead, Surrey,
KT21 2CID, whose diamond tips are
employed by Parker.)
Where can one buy these records? RCA in
Australia have issued two LPs: VLP 10436,
all items from Victor originals; Vol.2 contains
some of the best Ellington 78s. It appears
that RCA Australia are planning to release
other discs in this series, treated by the
Parker system. Vol.3 will include Glenn
Miller, Benny Goodman and Al Bowlly. If you
cannot find these records imported into the
UK by aspecialist store, contact RCA
Records at Strathfield Plaza, Thé Boulevards,
Strathfield, 2135, Australia, or The ABC
Shop, PO Box 10000, Sydney, Australia.
Lastly, we understand that BBC Records &
Tapes, The Langham, Portland Place,
London, W1A 1AA, will be issuing some of
these remastered discs, transferred from
their digital broadcasts of the Parker
material, but these are not yet available.
Donald Aldous
lb)
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CLASSICAL WAX

T IS HARDLY NEW TO COMMENT ON
the importance of context on the perception of any stimulus. From Gestalt to
figure-ground relationships we know
that context has a profound effect upon the
way in which we react to stimuli, whether
they are visual, auditory or more complex
human activities.
Partly this has to do with expectation and
preconception; partly with previous knowledge and experience, sense of well being,
background noise, environment, to mention
only a few of the relevant factors. For
example, how often one hears a snatch of
music on the car radio and, caught unawares, finds oneself more than usually
moved by the music. Then, after purchasing
the recording, we settle down to listen to the
work in its entirety and find that somehow
the magic is missing ... it is not now as it
was before. The music is the same. The
context is different.
So it was with my introduction to Mannheim Steamroller and that group's album,
Fresh Aire. It is not so long since Fresh Aire
was in the air everywhere Iturned. A staple
musical fare for many university students, it
seemed as though every one of my students
leaning over their drawing boards was plugged in via his or her headphones to Mannheim Steamroller.
Funny how seemingly inconsequential
vignettes stick in the mind. It was several
years ago when Laurie Carron raised her
head off the design project on which she was
working, unravelled her headphones from
her shoulder length black hair and said,
'Here, ' fan, what d'you think of this?' What I
thought when Iheard those vibrant sounds
through the ' phones was that here was
music of great exuberance, clarity and attractiveness which had been magnificently
recorded.
Fresh Aire is produced, recorded and
released by American Gramaphone Record
Company [their spelling — Ed) which is a
small firm located in the American mid-west,
in Omaha, Nebraska. The company was
formed in 1974 to market successful commercial jingles as legit singles. Business
boomed and the singles led to a number of
albums by the fictitious CW McCall ( remember ' Convoy'?) who was in reality the creation of the imaginations of the founders of
American Gramaphone: Chip Davis and Bill
Fries.
Chip Davis it was who, in the middle
1970s, came out of the shadow of McCall and
created a more idiosyncratic musical sound
that he called ' 18th Century Classical Rock'
out of which came the first Fresh Aire album
which appeared in 1975 and which was
notable for its quality of sound, packaging
and ear-tickling music.
Don Sears and Chip Davis produced that
record, Don Sears had a hand in the
engineering and the music was played by
Mannheim Steamroller, a group which consists of Chip Davis on drums, percussion,
recorder ' and other toys'; Jackson Berkey on
a variety of keyboards which normally
include piano, celeste, harpsichord and
o synthesiser among others; Eric Hansen,
bass; as well as a variety of other guest
artists ranging from a single French horn
o player to the London Symphony Orchestra.
The three principals have remained
together throughout the series which has
now reached Fresh Aire V and there have
also been a number of other albums by
o
individuals ( Jackson Berkey in Sunken
Cathedral) and the group (
Interludes).
Baroque rock is probably as good a twoword description as any of the Fresh Aire
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and emotionally unified. It starts out with the
Ely Cathedral Choir singing ' Lumen', achant
for Candelmass, which is juxtaposed most
dramatically with rock and the LSO. The
track ' Zero Gravity' is full of celestial 'whooshings' and bass notes which rock my sofa
back against the wall.
The pianist, Jackson Berkey, is heard on a
solo albums, Sunken Cathedral, on which he
plays music by Debussy, Rachmaninov and,
most interestingly, Vincent Persichetti. The
sound is harmonically rich and pours out
into the space in front of the loudspeakers.
The album is cut at a high level and the fact
that it is a direct-to-disc recording probably
accounts for the tremendous amount of
energy packed into those grooves. Sonically,
this is the most striking of all the American
Gramaphone discs in terms of dimensionality of image, harmonic richness, hard hitting
Ifan Pa ne* details the • ro:ress of
transients and dynamicism. Musically, the
American Grama ' hone Records
recording is also most interesting, with the
style of music, all of which is composed by
Persichetti ' Sonata' being an attractive and
Chip Davis who combines harpsichord,
lightly jazzy work. Jackson Berkey performs
synthesiser, recorder, rock beat and strings
both alone and also with string accompaniinto a mixture that falls easily on the ear. In
ment on Ballade, an album which includes
addition to the attractive music, Fresh Aire I Rachmaninov's Vocalise for piano and
also ex5ibits above average recorded sound,
strings and also Debussy's Ballade for the
the main characteristics of which are a full
same forces.
harmonic richness with solid attack and well
Interlude is an album containing performlocated and imaginative lateral imaging.
ances for solo piano, Mannheim Steamroller
'Interlude l' of the first Fresh Aire album
and a variety of sound effects in music with
gives a good indication of what to expect:
titles like ' Amber', ' Mist' and ' Velvet Tear'.
the atmospheric wind chimes, the sound of
Ron Cooley plays on both Rainbows,
rain falling and the music of a lonely piano
where he performs gentle jazz with strings,
against the rumble of distant thunder. The
and on Day Dreams which is an impactfully
sound of that piano is holographically threerecorded album of easy listening jazz. This
dimensional, if unfocused, and fills the full
album also features members of Mannheim
20ft. width of the room between the loudSteamroller who turn up again on their very
speakers and this listener.
own Christmas record, wherein the group is
joined by assorted friends and strings to play
Currently available on American
old favourites given abreath of Fresh Aire on
Gramaphone in CD, cassette & LP .
Side One, while other well-known Christmas
AG- 355 Fresh Aire I, Mannheim Steamroller
music is played in more traditional settings
AG-359 Fresh Aire Il, Mannheim Steamroller
on Side Two.
AG- 361 Sunken Cathedral, Jackson Berkey
Branching out into somewhat different
AG- 365 Fresh Aire Ill, Mannheim Steamroller
territory, Old English Madrigals & Folk
AG- 366 Sampler Ill
Songs is a beautifully recorded program
AG- 368 Daydreams, Ron Cooley
performed by the choir of Ely Cathedral. The
AG- 370 Fresh Aire IV, Mannheim Steamroller
works, which range from madrigals by MorAG- 371 Ballade, Jackson Berkey
AG- 373 Fresh Aire Interludes, Jackson
ley and Wilbye to folksongs arranged by
Berkey/Mannheim Steamroller
Hoist and Vaughan Williams, are beautifully
AG- 378 Rainbows, Ron Cooley
sung with exemplary diction and lithe
AG-385 Fresh Aire V, Mannheim Steamroller
rhythms. The recording admirably captures
AG-386 Fresh Aire VI, Mannheim Steamroller
the acoustics of Ely Cathedral in a judicious
AG- 500 Old English Madrigals and Folk Songs,
balance of ambient reverberation and clarity.
Ely Cathedral Choir
Until the already announced Fresh Aire VI
AG-600 Urban Surrender, Rick Swanson
appears in the shops, the latest American
AG- 1984 Mannheim Steamroller Christmas
V- I
The Collector's Series, Vol I
Gramaphone album is Urban Surrender on
American Gramaphone (
sic) records are distributed
which drummer and keyboardist Ric Swanin the UK by Aston Audio.
son is joined by avariety of colleagues for an
Fresh Aire
is the most overtly Baroque
energetic programme of jazz in which the
of the series, especially ' Small Wooden
introduction to the numbers is generally the
Bachses' for antiphonal clavichords, violin
most inventive aspect of the music. Notable
and viola.
among these is ' Fire Escape' for electric
Fresh Aire IV contains two tracks of parguitar and dripping water.
ticular sonic interest. ' Crystal' is full of
Special thanks, as all the sleevenote credelicate, harmonically-complex chime- like
dits say, must go to Carol Davis for her
tones spread out across the room against a attractive photographs and sleeve designs
bakground of an icy wind. Then there is the
for all the American Gramaphone albums.
'Dream' with a pulsating bass which sounds
The years have gone by, Laurie now wears
like some phantom helicopter.
her hair pageboy short and more students
That ' Dream', and the photograph in the
than Ican remember have passed through
folded sleeve, presages Keppler's Dream,
the design studio. Fresh Aire still figures
which forms the theme of the next album in
prominently on the display racks of the local
the series, Fresh Aire V. This latter is a fully
record stores which fringe the university
fledged musical impression of the 16th cencampus, but Iam not sure that Ihave ever
tury astronomer's remarkable dream which
again been able to capture that initial sense
he set down in ' Somnium'. A visionary, in
of wonder at the quality of Mannheim
more than one sense, it is perhaps apt that
Steamroller's music making. Even so, there
he was the first person to explain correctly
is no doubting the quality of the group's
how the human eye functions.
music making, the superior sound, nor the
Fresh Aire V is the most exuberant of the
ability of American Gramaphone Records to
series as well as being the most thematically
create a product of exceptional quality.*
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QUAD 306 AMPLIFIER

QUAD deservedly enjoy the highest praise for their after sales service, not only from dealers and
customers, but also from rival manufacturers.
The new 306 amplifier reduces the cost of QUAD equipment and will win many new trends.
W.A. Brady were trading in Liverpool by 1936. Doug Brady came into the family business in 1960
when " 401" was purchased. Our purpose-built Kingsway Studios were opened in late 1983.
Contact us for a demonstration of the entire QUAD range — and enjoy the benefits of dealing with
two established firms.

W.A.

401 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool L15 3JJ.
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Tel: ( 051) 733 6859
Closed all day Wed

HI-FI

Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,
Warrington,
Padgate 828009
Closed all day Thurs
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Home
Demonstrations
01-228 7126

The real Hi Fi specialists in Buckinghamshire
SUPERB RANGE OF QURD EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE ON INTEREST FREE CREDIT
7Day Exchange
i

0f

'Is down
Balance over
six months
Personal callers

0

Part Exchange
Home
demonstrations
Service Facilities
Expert Installations
Mail Order Available
Export Services

Turntable set up facility

Quad 34 FM4 306

CREDIT

SELECTED PRODUCTS TO DEMONSTRATE FROM

80,1. 00,

Aiwa, Audio Technica, ADC, AR, A&R, Boston, BLQ, Celestion, Dual,
Denon, Exposure, Grado, Goldbug, Heybrook, Harmon Kardon, KEF,
Logic, Linn Arms, Monitor Audio, Michell, Magnum, Musical
Fidelity, Meridian, Mission, Marantz, Monster, Mordaunt Short,
Myst, Nakamichi, Nagaoka, NAD, Or-tofon, P.S. Audio, Proton, Quad,
QED, Rotel, Revox, Revolver, Sennheiser, Something Solid,
Systemdek, Tannoy, Target, Teac, Thorens, Walker, Wharfedale,
Yorkshire, Yamaha.

I.

L.

All QUAD Products available
for home demonstration
in the Greater London area.

Bowers
I HI-FI
&Wilkins I CD

\NORTHING_ yRECORDS

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks

Nol for Quad

(0296) 28790

1Becket Buildings • Littlehampton Road • Worthing • West Sussex • Tel (0903) 64141

OPEN .10am-6pm Monday- Friday . 930am-5 30 Saturday
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ACES HIGH
Ken Kessler looks at the t ' K's premier roc kan hive label

L

ACK OF INTEREST IS RARELY THE
inspiration for great things, yet ennui
motivated Ted Carroll not once, but
twice, in the creation of Ace Records.
Of course, it wasn't disinterest on the part of
Carroll and his partners, Roger Armstrong
and Trevor Churchill. No, it was the disinterest shown by major record companies in
reissuing oddities, rarities, or historic artefacts that played the major role in helping to
establish this leading specialist label.
As we're now swamped with magnificent
rock, blues, and R'n'B compilations and
reissues, it's hard to imagine what record
buying was like when it was restricted to
then- current chart material and strong backcatalogue material of the Bridge Over Troubled Water calibre. As a dealer in secondhand records and collectors' items in the late
1960s and early 1970s, Carroll noticed a
consistent demand for certain types of longdeleted records, including whole genres
omitted from the majors' release programmes. By 1975, he'd decided to take matters
into his own hands, forming the Chiswick
label with two friends whose experience in
other areas of the music business complemented his background as music lover,
collector, retailer and manager. Roger Armstrong joined Ted originally as a stop- gap
between jobs in the recording field, but
stopped looking for studio work once he got
caught up in the new venture. Trevor Churchill, having worked with major labels like
EMI, Motown and the Rolling Stones' label,
added behind- the- scenes know-how, especial'y in the area of licensing arrangements.
Between the three of them they could deal
with just about every aspect of reissuing
material owned by other companies, from
track selection through to legal problems.
Chiswick's first release, though, wasn't a
reissue, but an original recording. The
formation of Chiswick occurred just at atime
when interest was high in the myriad bands
playing the pub circuit, the years leading up
to the punk explosion. The fledgling label
reccrded an EP by the Count Bishops, and it
sold well enough to let the founders know
that they did indeed own a working record
company. Enter release number two: their
first reissue.

cosieeceee
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Vince Taylor's ' Brand New Cadillac' was
the first oldie on Chiswick's short-list to
which they could secure the rights. Fortune
smiled when friendly rival Charly Records
had a chart success with their reissue of
Hank Mizell's ' Jungle Rock', so Chiswick had
every reason to be optimistic. As a result of
the public's renewed awareness in vintage
rock ' n' roll, ' Brand New Cadillac' sold a
respectable 10,000 copies.
Here's where disinterest entered the picture for a second time. EMI had been distributing Chiswick; this new independent label
gave them street credibility with bands like
Motorhead, Sniff ' n The Tears and Radio
Stars. The distribution arrangement arose
out of Chiswick's knowledge that major
label-type muscle was needed to break hits,
but when Chiswick offered EMI some rock ' n'
roll compilations, the giant just wasn't
interested. All of this had aring of familiarity,
so it was decided to continue with the
reissue programme, but under a new banner, as the Chiswick name was already in use
and under obligation.
Ted, Roger and Trevor opted for Ace, as
they'd already released some material from
the venerable US label of the same name.
The original Ace label had been inactive for
years, so any confusion caused by a new
label with an old name was insignificant. Ace
(UK) still has an on- going relationship with
Ace ( USA), and the connections with great
American labels of the past have expanded
to include Laurie, Old Town, Del Fi, Caddy,
Brunswick and enough others to make Ace's
current catalogue look like a Who's Who of
monumental record companies.
The arrangement continued with both new
material and reissues propagating at an
alarming rate. By 1981/2, during the postPunk malaise, the decision was made to
concentrate on archive material instead of
chasing hits, despite the availability of
interesting new talent. Ted describes this as
the prime difference between major labels
with clout and money, and independents
workirg with much lower overheads, and it
goes a long way toward explaining why a
label like Ace has a far easier time dealing
with limited sales potential items like
obscure rockabilly compilations.
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Music has always been the inspiration and motivating
force behind B&W Loudspeakers.
Now, in celebration of our 20th Anniversary, we are proud
to sponsor aconcert by the ACADEMY OF ANCIENT MUSIC
whose commitment to the faithful reproduction of music
in its original form so accurately reflects
our own philosophy.

The Academy of Ancient Music

CHRISTOPHER HOGWOOD

In concert at the ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL
Tuesday May 27th at 7.30pm
THE ALL-MOZART PROGRAMME FEATURES
Clarinet Concerto in A
Soloist: Antony Pay
Requiem Mass
Soloists: Anne Dawson, Carolyn Watkinson,
Laurence Dale, David Thomas.
The Academy of Ancient Music Chorus.

B&W
PRESENT
Excerpts from the Academy's
work are now available on a
special B&W Compact Disc. Visit
your B&W dealer and hear the
original sound of the Academy
reproduced to perfection
through B&W Digital Monitor
Loudspeakers.
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Tel. ( 0903) 750750

The break-even point for an LP released by
a specialist label can be as few as 1500
copies. Ted contrasts this with the need for a
major to sell 5000 or more of areissue just to
account for the added cost of running a
company with a few hundred employees,
despite the fact that a major label reissuing
material from its own vaults doesn't have the
added cost of alicensing fee, however large
or small it may be depending on the material. As aresult, Ace can release Jesse Belvin
or Johnny Tillotson LPs, while the giants
rarely consider reissues or compilations of
artists less well-known than Eddie Cochran
or Buddy Holly. This has endeared labels like
Ace, Charly and Edsel to the hard-core music
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lover who just cannot afford the time o
money required to obtain long-deleted on
ginals.
If it sounds like Ace tempers its commercial side with acharitable streak, accept it as
true, for the company is made up of music
lovers - collectors all - who understand the
angst of the vinyl junkie (which has a far
nicer ring to it than ' digital junkie'). For every
well-known artist benefiting from the Ace
treatment, there are five obscure, forgotten

performers just as deserving of attention,
and speaking with Ace staffers lets you know
that there's an element of ' crusade' to the
whole affair.
This desire to make available such longlost treasures as an LP's worth of Arthur
Alexander performances or previously unreleased Dion material extends to the quality
of the recording, pressing and packaging, as
well as the actual content. Of course, Ace
won't balk at releasing memorable performances of less-than- perfect sound quality if
the only extant source is a78 or 45, but every
effort is made to get as close to the original
master as is humanly possible. ( The advent
of Sony's PCM-F1 means that Ted or Roger
can fly to the USA and bring back digital
copies of precious originals on a handful of
Beta cassettes instead of bulky open- reels.)
The sleeves sport liner notes wirten by
experts, and even the cover art - if the
original sleeve hasn't been used - always
has the right ' period' feel.
With three highly- individual music lovers
running the company, tastes run toward the
catholic, and rock ' n' roll has been joined by
blues, soul, rhythm ' n' blues, country, jazz
and - more recently - ethnic. From an
independent called Chiswick, afamily of 10
labels has grown - under the Ace umbrella in direct response to what Ted calls 'the retail
mentality'. Devoting each label to aseparate
genre has made it easier for the retailer to
select and display Ace releases. And, as Ace
products are aimed at the knowledgeable
collector rather than the casual purchaser,
this has worked in creating label identities as
strong as Windham Hill's, so country bop
fans know that they won't be disappointed
with Del- Rio titles, while solid soul fans can
buy Kent LPs without even looking at the
track listings,
Ace remains the label for rock and R'n'B
reissues, while Boplicity and Contemporary
deal with jazz; Big Beat and Off Beat have
taken over from Chiswick for new artists and

material ( including the strong- smelling, er,
selling, Cramps); Impact covers girl groups;
and Globe Style is exclusively for ethnic
material, including some remarkably exciting African offerings. Ace even has abudget
label subsidiary, Cascade, full of ' party'
compilations with appropriate ' 50s'n'60s
tack artwork.
In just over 10 years, the catalogue has
filled to over 300 titles, and the policy is to
keep the records available as long as there's
ademand; deletions from the Ace catalogue
are rare. With over 140 planned for 1986
alone, including the reissuing of some
important Stax material, Ace looks set to
retain its position as one of the finest reissue
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labels at work today. The success of the
company has meant that the major labels are
now more likely to cooperate when
approached for rights to old material, and
collectors have been given an easy opportunity to assemble libraries of rare material
that would have been inconceivable a
decade ago.
It seems like Ace intend to do what the
rame of their record shop commands: Rock
On. Here's hoping they do. -It-

ACE CD OFFER
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CE MAY HAVE ITS FOUNDATIONS
in the past, but all eyes are on the
future. To celebrate the Age of
Digital, Ace Records are now able
to offer CD versions of the kind of music we
feared would be ignored. The initial launch
consists of four releases, each sporting 18
tracks, period artwork, and the kind of music
that'll add height to your crêpe soles. Dion's
Hits - '
The Wanderer' on CD! The Everly
Brothers' Greatest Recordings - a ' Bye Bye
Love' that'll never wear out! And not one,
but two Jackie Wilson collections, that same
Jackie Wilson referred to by one writer as the
greatest vocalist who ever lived ( KK, if you
must know). Imagine, crackle-free ' Reet
Petite' and ' Higher And Higher'. Naturally,
those are the title tracks for the two discs priorities are priorities.
Here's the good part: though the four Ace
CDs are blessings in themselves, HFN/RR
and Ace Records have decided to reward you
for your good taste by offering an exclusive
compilation CD retailing for £ 11.50, with a £3
saving if you buy just one of the four
releases listed above. Each comes with a
coupon which you match with the coupon on
the cover. Send it to us with a cheque or
postal order for £8.50 payable to Ace

Records and we'll send you the HiFi Rock'n'Roll Party. Like the other Ace releases, this
fabulous collection contains 18 tracks from
the late 1950s selected not only for performance but also, with a few exceptions, for
rarity value. The purists are gonna have
kittens! Little Richard, Jackie Wilson, The
Chiffons, Frankie Ford, Link Wray, Dion - this
CD smokes. It's so good, in fact, that we're
even going to let you have it for the full price
if you just can't wait to get to the shop for an

Ace release with the coupon. Even at £ 11.50
it's the rock'n'roll bargain of the decade. And
the prices include postage, too.
As with all special offers, supplies are
limited and there is a deadline. The hippest
will act now, while those showing slow cool
will hang on right until the July 30th deadline. Wait too long, and you'll be singing
Track 2 on Jackie Wilson's Reet Petite ...*
'Why Can't You Be Mine', of course...

ACE RECORDS ORDER FORM
TO: ACE RECORDS CD OFFER, HFN/
RR EDITORIAL, LINK HOUSE,
DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA
DPlease send me one copy HiFi Rock'n'Roll Party CD @ £8.50 inc p&p plus coupon from
HEN/RR and insert coupon from an Ace CD.
13Please send me
My payment is £

copy/copies HiFi Rock'n'Roli Party CD @ £ 11.50 inc p&p
( with/without* coupons)

Name ( block caps please)
Address
Ienclose PO/Cheque/MO* made payable to ACE RECORDS
Signature
Please allow 28 days for delivery
*Delete as applicable

QUAD 4echibaiheck,
4eapeoadt
"PEACE OF MIND"

While trends come and go the Quad system allows the quality conscious user to buy confidently in ahighly
changeable market place. This gives peace of mind based on Quad's traditional principles of sound quality,
build and reliability, standing you in good stead for many years to come. Buying your new Quad system from
Aston Audio has many advantages. Choice for one as we stock most of the best amplifiers and speakers from
around the world. So when you finally buy your new Quad you will be really sure of the reasons why.
Expertise is another, enabling us to ensure that your new Quad is operating at its best within your chosen
system. Not least our service and wide ranging facilities which ase flexible and tailored to your individual
needs.
We welcome the new 306 amplifier in the modern grey livery and send our congratulations to Quad on
reaching their golden jubilee. Please write or telephone for aQuad brochure and our latest newsletter. You
will find peace of mind at Aston Audio and we look forward to meeting and serving you.

Quad is on permanent demonstration together with other fine equipment.

THE HIFI CONSULTANTS
4WEST STREET, ALDERLEY EDGE, CHESHIRE SK9 7EG • TEL: 0625-582704 OPEN TUESSAT 10-6
= EXPORT ENQUIRIES • TEL: 625-582704 • TELEX: 669440
THE ULTIMATE I
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CLASSICAL
JS BACH
111 Violin/Harpsichord Sonatas
(Huggett/Kooprnan)
CD
111 Art of Fugue IKocsis)
CD
111 Art of Fugue ( Moroney)
CD
111 Six Partitias ( Pinnock)
CD
111 Cantatas BWV 140/147
(Harnoncourtl R
CD
111 Motets BWV 118/225.231
(Gardiner) R
CO
BARTOK
111 Divertimento. etc ( Orpheusl
CD
BEETHOVEN
I11 Symphonies 1 & 211-logwood) CD
111 Symphony 9 ( Dohnanyi)
CD
111 Triple Concerto ( Gibson)
113 Violin Concerto ( SZeryng/Haitinkl
113

German Dances. etc IBella Musical

113
113
113

Quartet Op 132 Lindsay) rr1
String Trios ( Cummingsl
Cello Sonatas Op.5 ( Cohen/Coni

113
113
113
113
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
117
117
117
117
117
129
117
117
117
117
119
119
119

119
119
119
119
119
119
121
121
117
121

111
123
121
121
121
121
121
121
123

123
123
123
123
123
123

CD
CD

CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CO
CD

CD

CD

CD

RECORD RATINGS
Recording
A

Performance
Very Good

1

Good

2

Moderate

3

D

Poor

H

Historical
(pre- LP)

4
H ( or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)
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125
125
125
125
125

125
125
125
125
127
127

CD
Songs IKohn/Vignoles)
SERIO
Sinfonia/Eindrucke ( Boulez)
BERNSTEIN
Songs ( Alexander/Crone)
BIZET
Carmen ( Callas/Prétre)-à
CD
Carmen Suites. etc ( Casadesus) CD
BRAHMS
Symphony 1 ( Pedal®
CD
Handel Variations. etc ( Artymiwl
Fantasies, etc ( Kovacevichl
CD
Cello Sonatas Ilsserlis/Evans)
CD
German Requiem, etc ( Levine)
BRITTEN
Peter Grimes ( Pears/Britten) R CD
CARPENTIER
Motet/Miserere ( Herreweghe) CD
COUPERIN
Concerts Royaux ( variousl
CD
D'ALBERT
Cello Concerto ( Henkel/Starek) CD
DELIUS
Village Romeo & Juliet ( Davies)*
DONIZETTI
L'Elisir d'Amore ( Scimonel
CD
DVORAK
Symphony 8, etc ( Dohnanyi)
CD
String Serenade ( Lubbock) (à)
Durnky Trio ( Borodinl
ELGAR
Symphony 2 ( Haitinkl
CD
Enigma/Falstaff ( Mackerras)
Intro & Allegro ( Boult) 33.
FAURE
Quartets Opp- 15/45 ( Nash)
GERSHWIN
Rhapsody in Blue, etc ( Labeques)
CD
Rhapsody in Blue. etc ( Tilson
Thomas)
CD
GIBBONS
Tudor Church music ( Ledger)
CD
HANDEL
Concerti Grossi Op.3 ( Mackerras)
Oboe Concertos/Sonatas
(Goodwin)
Organ Concertos ( Koopman I
Italian Cantatas ( Hogwood)
German Arias ( Kirkby)
HAYDN
Quartets OP.76:3/411talianol ii
HOIST
The Planets 10zawal
The Planets ( Boult)
Hymn to Dionysus, etc
(Willcocksl
JANACEK
Mlach ( Orpheus) Iwith Bartok)
Amarus ( Mackerras)
LEHAR
Merry Widow ( Karajan) (F3)
LEONCAVALLO
Pagliacci ( Prêtre)
MAHLER
Symphony 1IPaital . à
Symphony 7, etc ( Sobil R
Symphony 9. etc ( Haitink ii
Todtenlefer. etc ICobosl
Kindertotenlieder. etc ( Prey
Haitink) LAI
MARTINU
Field Mass IMackerras)
MENDELSSOHN
Organ Sonatas. etc ( Hurford)
MOZART
Violin Concertos K211/216
(Kremer/Harnoncourt)
Violin Concerto K216, etc
(Shumsky/Tortelier)
Flute Concertos K313/314, etc
(Nicolet/Zinman)
Clarinet/Oboe Concertos
(HogwoodI

123

177
127
127
117
127
127

177
129
129
129

129
129
129
127

129
129
129

L)., ' tinrent, K251/270, etc
tOrpheusl
CD
Wind Serenades ( 375/388
(Harnoncourt)
CD
String Ouartets K458/428 1//ocian)
CD
Bassett- horn Trios ICaronel
Piano Sonatas K332/779/570
(Zacharias)
Decca Mozart sample, R
MUSSORGSKY
Pictures at an Exhibition
lAshkenazyl R
CD
NIELSEN
Symphony 5 ( Kubelikl
PROKOFIEV
Symphony 7. etc IJarvil
PUCCINI
Tosca ( CaballeDavisl H
CD
PURCELL
Songs IDellarl
CD
RAVEL
Bolero. etc ( Munch) R
CD
Bolero. etc IJordanI
CD
ROSSINI
Overtures ( Karalan) n
CD
SCHUMANN
Fantasie. etc IBuchlkinderl
SIBELIUS
Kullervo. etc 113erglundi
SMETANA
Piano Trio iElorod.n1 ( with Dvorak
SPOHR
Double Ouartets ( ASMI
STEPFIAN
MuS,C for Orchestra. etc 1Zender
CD
STRAUSS ( Johann II)
Blue Danube. etc various ,
STRAUSS ( Richard)
Symphony in D minor etc
ISchermerhorn)
CO
Tone Poems IFurtwanghn.
Four Last Songs. etc 'Marton
STRAVINSKY
Rite of Spring iOrawai
Divertimento, etc iChaily ,
SUK
Summer Tale ¡ Peso',
SUPPE
Overtures ( Karaiani R ',porn
RossIrul
TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 5Œtatti) R
Symphony 5. etc ( Abbado ,
String Serenade '
Lubbock

CD
CD

CD

VOL//MANN

131
13.

A •'
A
WALT-ON

(31

CD
137
CD

CD
WEILL
Senor a,-es I8) 2 Bo ,E,

133
133
133
133
133
133
133
135
135
135
135
135

135

135
135

AMERICA, THE DREAM GOES ON
CD
BRASS FESTIVAL 6Lorni,t,,,,
CD
BRENDEL IN CONCERT , 1
composers)
BRUSSELS DOUBLE•BASS
QUARTET 13 composers)
CELLO MINIATURES 7
composers,
CLASSICAL JAZZ CLASSICS 7
compose ,
CZECH CHAMBER MUSIC , 3
composer,
DECCA ' GRAND' VOCI' SERIES 16
chscs) R
DUETS FOR ORGAN lb coruposerS1
CD
DUETS FROM FAMOUS OPERAS
EDUARDO
UA
'' R
gD
eO
rs F ERNANDEZ
R
recital)
GUITAR COLLECTION iNryrri
North)
CD
HMV TREASURY SERIES 15 discs, 3
singers) - O
MONTSERRAT CABALLE 4
composers)
CD
OPERA CHORUSES ron,
operas)
CD
PAGANINI POT-POURR1
composers)
CD
POPULAR FRENCH ROMANTICS
(organ)
CD
PSALMS FROM ST ALBANS

NON- CLASSICAL
CD

131

TUBIN
Symphonies 2 & 61.1ary

CD

131

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
Two- Piano Concert , e,

131

VERDI
Arta G,i•

By,, t
CD

BAD COMPANY
103 10 From 6
BRASS BANDS
137 Various
JACKSON BROWNE
143 Lives In The Balance
CANNED HEAT •
141 Bougre With Cannel Heat
DON CHERRY
137 Home Boy

139
141
143
143
139
137
143
137
137
137
139
143
143
143
139
139
139
139
139
139
143

JACKIE LEE COLR AN
Fiddle Fit Man
ALBERT COLLINSo HNNy
COPELA
ND
C
sO
ho
Pwdow
N
D
,,
THE CONNELS
Darker Days
THE COSTELLO SW
Krog Of Amen, a
THE CRAMPS
A Date With E
JORGE DAL TO
Urban Oasis
DION AND DION AND THE
BELMONTS
So Why Didn't You Do That The
First Time>
DON DIXON
Most Of The Girls Iike Ti
»
But
Sonic Of The. 8,1, ,, y •
EASTMAN JAZZ ENSEMBLE

CD
SIMON ESTES
Spirituals
CO
THE EVERLY BROTHERS
In The Studio
FETCHIN BONES
Cabin Flounder
FLAMIN' GROOVIES
Supersnazz
BOB GADDY
Rip And Run
GIANT SAND
Valley 01Rain
BRYN GREGORY & THE CO-STARS
The Beat Goes Or,
BILLY HART
Osrumare
TOPPER HEADON
Waking Up
THE HOLLIES
Not The Hits Aga'n.
CAROL KIDD
All My Tomorrows
KING KURT
7

DENIS LE VAILLANT
Baf,11/1 CIrCUS
MANHEIM STEAMROLLER
Saying The Awilrte
DL MENARD
Caton Saturday N'or,1
AUGIE MEYERS
Augie's Back
OZZY OSBORNE
The Ultimate Sin
PART OF ART
p
SH
oR
nASaucvage
N
i
tocce
olksinger

137

Pickin' Up The Pieces
QUICKSILVER MESSENGER
SERVICE
137 The Ultimate Journey
RAINBOW
143 Finyl Vinyl
DJANGO REINHARDT
139 F
Arv
ae
n
c
ce
Le Quintette du Hot Club/,
I

BEST OF THE MONTH
Huggett & Koopman: aperfect Bach duo
Moroney's Bach double-starred on CD_
Beethoven's Dances & Minuets from Vienna
Isserlis/Brahms cello star confirmed on CD
Charpentier from the Chapelle Royale_
Couperin: Concerts Royaux on CD
Haitink's Elgar No.2 now on CD
Enigma & Falstaff from Mackerras
Handel's Italian Cantatas from Hogwood
Handel's German Arias from Kirkby _—
Some off- beat Hoist from Willcocks
Solti's Mahler 7still stunning on CD _
Mndelssohn organ pedals down to 19Hz
Mussorgsky's Pictures both ways from Ashkenazy
Davis Tosca still shines on CD
Perlman's Vivaldi Seasons on CD
Weber flute music double-starred
Caballe's supreme art gathered onto CD
Brass festival from Scandinavia on CD_
High- power guitarism from Fernandez
Paganini PotPourri from dazzling Kremer
The Costello Show: best material yet _
Frank Sinatra's vocal magic
Carol Kidd sublimely recorded

137

103

COLLECTIONS
133

137
143

Ft, dn.- nt,
WEBER

13'

135
CD

143

1:9

135

TELEMANN
Recorder Bassoon Concertos
IDrottn,nghOlm ,

129

VIVAL DI

139

111
111
113
115
115
117
117
117
119
119
121
121
123
125
125
131
131
135
133
135
135
137
141
143

141
141
143
141
137
141
143

143
141
139
141

DIANE SCHUUR
Schuur Thing
CHARLIE SEXTON
Pictures For Pleasure
FRANK SINATRA
New York, New York
STARSHIP
Knee Deep in The Hoopla
MAXINE SULLIVAN
Uptown
HARVIE SWARTZ
Urban Earth
DMITRI TIOMKIN
The Film M.:;.ic of Drncr. T
TOMITA
LiveatLint 1984 - The M
ut
Universe
VARIOUS
Car Trouble
VARIOUS
Jazz Classics
VARIOUS
Jericho Go
VARIOUS
Kaleidoscope
VARIOUS

CD

143

Nuggets 5 - Pop Part
Nuggets
Nuggets 7 - Early San Fra ,, ,
0-1IPunk Parti'
VIRGINIA WOLF
143 . 7, n,a W
CHUCK WILLIS
143
JOHNNY WINTER
141

137
141
139

VAS- KAZ
Echi •'
FRANK ZAPPA
•,
ZEITGEIST
TransJate

' CD

RECORD RATINGS Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics' findings, but should be noted in conjunction
with the full reports— and taken as aguide only. Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it
beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such superlative cases astar is added to the leer or fi9ure as appropriate: eg, B:1*.
A':2 or ( exceptionally) A* : 1*. © HiFi News & Record Review. Any record reviewed in this magazine may be assumed
to be stereophonic unless its number is accompanied by: ( monophonic)or (
i) (stereo transcription). ® against an item
in the index above indicates aUK reissue. dmm = direct metal mastering. RECORD FAULTS ' Recording' ratings should
be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual LP pressing faults encountered with our test
samples. Readers may assume that acertain proportion of such variable faults will occur amon9 commercial pressings.
EQUIVALENT NUMBERS When we know that arecording has CD, LP or MC ( Musicassette) equivalents, these numbers
are given in brackets after the main catalogue number in the heading details. Likewise, if there are definitely no such
equivalents, this is stated instead ( NCD, NLP, NMC). Absence of such data simply indicates uncertainty at the time of
going ,to press, or in some cases arecord company's wish to avoid premature announcement of delayed CDs, etc.
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COVENT GARDEN RECORDS
THE COMPACT DISC PEOPLE

RD&

,e and listen to any SONY ES range product — They include CDP552
,,DAS 702ES, CDP502ES, CDP302ES ( C.D. Players) — TA F222ES ( Power
Amplifier) — TC K444ES Mk2 ( Cassette Deck) — ST S222ES ( Tuner) — And
qualify for a £5TRAVEL CHEW', with no purchase obligation necessary.

CD PLAYERS IN STOCK AND AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION
Akai CD- M88 with £30 of compact discs
Philips CD104B with £20 of compact discs
Philips CD304 with £30 of compact discs
Philips CD150 with £ 10 of compact discs
Philips CD350 with free r/m cont. ( Limited Offer)
Philips CD 450
Philips CD650
Denon DCD1000
Denon DCD1100 with r/m control
Denon DCD1500 with r/m control
Marantz CD45 with £ 10 of compact disc
Marantz CD65 with £30 of compact discs
Yamaha CDX3 with £20 of compact discs
Nakarnichi OMS5 with £40 of compact discs
Nakamichi OMS7 with r/m and £60 of CD's

£379
£239
£339
£209
£249
£299
£399
£259
£319
£439
£219
£349
£249
£695
£995

Meridian MCD with £30 of compact discs
£399
Meridian PRO
£675
Mission DAD700OR with remote control
£449
Sansui PCV 750 with £30 of compact disc
£299
Sansui PCV100 with £20 of compact discs
£259
Sony CD DISCMAN MKII
£259
Sony CDP30 with £30 of compact discs
£299
Sony CDP102 with £30 of compact discs
£399
Sony CDP302ES with £40 of compact discs
£499
Sony CDP502ES with £50 of compact discs
£699
Sony CDP 552/702 ES ( now in stock)
£1995
Toshiba XR-V22 " Twin CD player" ( Special Offer)
£199
Pioneer PD- M6 Multiplay CD player
£349
John Bowers Active One ( always in stock) ..:f13,95. £ 1295
Quad/44/405/FM4/ESL63 ( always in stock)
P.O.R

We demonstrate all CD Players in our purpose built listening rooms using the best playback equipment from the QUAD Electrostatic
system and the Nakamichi/B&W Playback System. We can supply anything from a CD Player to add to your existing System ... to a
complete system installed in your home.
NATIONWIDE DELIVERY BY INDEPENDENT EXPRESS AVAILABLE

* Two private demonstration rooms to listen to and compare players

*
*
*
*

15,000 Domestic and imported pop, jazz and classical compact discs always in stock
Individual listening facilities to audition CD's before you buy — remember mistakes can be costly!
Large selection of second-hand CDs now available from only £7.49
An efficient Mail Order Department. Mail and Telephone Orders welcomed by Visa, Access and Amex.
All goods despatched same day by First Class Recorded Delivery
* Our unique token system: on each purchase of anew compact disc you receive aCovent Garden token
when you have collected ten you can select a complimentary single compact disc to the value of
£10.95

CCD V-8 AF ( camcorder)
CCD M-8
EVC 8

IVEVVSFLASH!!
SONY Video 8 NOW IN STOCK AND ON DEMONSTRATION
£1249
EVA 300
£799
EVS 700
£499
TTV 8
PCM EV10
£199

£499
£799
£199

ALL DEMONSTRATED ON THE WORLD RENOWNED MrVY
."
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CLASSICAL
JS BACH: Six Sonatas for Violin & Harp[
CD]
sichord ( BWV 1014-1019a)
Monica Huggett (vIn)/Ton Koopman ( hpd)
Philips 410 401-2 (
2CDs) ( 2LPs: 410 401-1, 2MCs:
410 401-4)
Ihave long ranked Monica Huggett as afine
baroque violinist, and here she surely displays the keenest of musical minds in addition to her seemingly effortless technique.
The music breathes, engages one's emotions and delights by turn. She and Ton
Koopman have a keen understanding of the
dynamics of the music and of the role which
a true interplay of the lines plays in the
realization of its spirit. They are more
demonstrably emotional than Goebel and
Robert Hill on Archiv, and must vie for me
with the very sophisticated account by Kuijken and Leonhardt on HM. They are also
more warmly recorded than the Archiv duo,
adding considerably more presence and
depth to the image. The harpsichord is
accorded as much attention as the violin and
details emerge naturally from the web of
sound. The recorded instrumental placing
was very sensitive to even slightly different
listening positions, but once fixed, was very
comfortable. (
11:1•1
Roger Bowen

rentes of Nos.1 and 5, Burlesca of No.3). But I
can find him less comfortable with the big
gesture, such as the opening of the Sinfonia
of No.2 and, to a lesser extent, the first bars
of the Preambulum of No.5 — and Ioccasionally find his ritardandi a little too much.
The modern David Jacques Way harpsichord, after the 18th Hemsch pattern, gives
Pinnock an appealing range of stops and he
changes judiciously between movements
and on repeats. The lute stop ( used for the
Tempo di Minuetto of No.5 and the Rondeaux of No.2) may seem a little surprising,
but it might work for you! Clearwell Castle's
resonant acoustic adds appreciably to the
reverberance and is anything but neutral.
The result is initially slightly disconcerting,
but does not in fact detract from the overall
clarity, rather adding some distinct locational colour. [
A:1*/1]
Roger Bowen
JS BACH: Cantatas '
Wachet auf (BWV 140) [ CD]
& ' Herz und Mund' (
1471
Bergius/Rampf/Esswood/Equiluz/Hampson/Tólzer/
KnabenchorNCM/Harnoncourt
Teldec 8.43203 (
60m 11s)
Reissues

These two recordings come from recent
issues in the Teldec catalogue- numbered
series; the two cantatas are popular ones,
well-known through 'Jesu, joy' ( 147) and the
JS BACH The Art of Fugue ( BWV 1080) [ CD LP]
organ transcription of the central movement
Zoltan Kocsis (pno)
of 'Wachet auf' ( 140). The recordings are
Philips 412 729-2 (
2CDs, 100m 75) ( LP: 412 729-1,
good, although one gains an impression of
MC: 412 729-4)
audience mobility between the closelyrecorded ensembles and the more distantly
There has been renewed interest in performing Bach on concertgrands recently, but I managed and broadly spread choral movements. ' Jesu, joy ....' is warmly recorded and
find it surprising that this young pianist
taken at a speed and in a manner that are —
should choose to tackle this densest ( and to
for a Harnoncourt reading — familiar and
some, most severe) of Bach's keyboard
expressive in an orthodox way. A good
works. He makes it work, and his fine
coupling. (
11:11
Stephen Daw
rhythmic pulse and sharp phrasing serve
him well, although his over- use of a rather
driving tone at fairly high dynamics makes
for some tiring fugues. Kocsis' issue follows
JS BACH: Motets BWV 118, 225-231 H
[
CD]
Davitt Moroney's on harpsichord for HM
Cantatas BWV 4 ' Christ lag in Todesbanden' &
(March), and they both have an obviously
BWV 50 ' Nun ¡st das Heil...'
serious view of the work; but I found
Elisabeth Priday, Gillian Fisher (sops)/Ashley StafMoroney less self-consciously concerned
ford (alt)/Neil Mckenzie (ten)/Richard Savage (bar)/
with the notes and as a result more satisMonteverdi Ch/English Bar Sols/Gardiner
fying. Sustained listening to just one instruErato ECD 88117 (
2 CDs, 123m 43s1 ( 3 LPs: STU
ment may require stamina, and there is a 71337 & 71506, MCs: MCE 71337 & STU 71506)
realization for mixtures of instruments by
Reissues from 1981, 82
MAK — athough this is also difficult to
recommend wholeheartedly.
The Motets are very well recorded indeed,
There is a slightly sharp edge to the CD
with the voices excellently balanced and an
sound which, whilst ensuring clarity of the
extremely lifelike sound matching that of the
contrapuntal lines above the full firm bass,
1981 analogue LPs. The Cantatas, which
may lead to difficulties for continuous listenwere slightly less happily reviewed, involve
ing. Some of the more angular, thin-textured
problems of balancing the choir — large by
canons struggle a little in places, but the
Bach's standards — with the orchestra ( also
more rounded sound of the vinyl set slightly
large by the same standards, but not really
masks some of the problems. [ A/B -2]
strong enough to balance the choir). The
Roger Bowen
same problem is encountered in the CD
version. In fact, it is very difficult to rate this
part of the recording; we almost certainly do
hear what is happening, but that is in itself
JS BACH: The Art of Fugue. BWV 1080 [CD]
unbalanced musically. [
A*/A:1/2)
Davitt Moroney (hpd)
Harmonie Mundi HMC 901169/70 (
2CDs, 98m 47s)
Stephen Daw
(2 LPs: HMC 1169/70, 2 MCs: HMC 401169/70)
Iremarked in my LP review March ' 86 p97)
how won over I was by this thoughtful
account of 'The Art', and now the CD opens
up the range, seems to bring the instrument
in closer, and certainly firms up the image.
This forces me to amend my split sonic
rating to [A*:11.
Roger Bowen
JS BACH: The Six Partitas
[CD1
Trevor Pinnock (hpd)
DG Archiv 415 493-2 (
2 CDs, 129m 48s) ( LP: 415
493-1, MC: 415 493-4)
These performances confirm for me Pinnock's stature as a solo performer. Leaving
aside his virtuoso feats ( the coat- splitting
arm crosses of the Gigue from No.1), he is so
good at making something musically significant out of the most ordinary turn of phrase
or linking passage, and has the ability to
snerate bubbling enthusiasm ( the CorNEWS Bz RECORD REVIEW
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BARTOK: Divertimento
Romanian Folk [ CD]
Dances/JANACEK: Mladi
Orpheus CO
DG 415 668-2 (
50m) ( LP: 415 668-1, MC: 415 668-4)
This is the second recent Orpheus recording
(see p109 April), and DG are right to be
proud of this young American ensemble; but
they should be wary of over- exposing them.
Not that there is much risk of that so far, for
they spread their net pretty wide. The Divertimento gets a jauntier reading than usual,
more appropriate to the title perhaps, but it
takes the music entirely at face value and
there is little of the nocturnal terror that
some other performers find in the slow
movement. The finale, however, has seldom
been played with more point and verve. The
same can be said for Janacek's curious wind
sextet. This is the music of youth recollected
in old age, its ebullience tempered by experi-

ence, and the requisite restrain.
balanced here against the net
relaxed. The Dances, most popular tok's works, are also given a sparkling ,
formance. The recording matches the
Orpheus releases in excellence of
detail. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dora..
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies Nos. 1 & 2
AAM/Hogwood
L'Oiseau Lyre 414 338-2 (
59m 13s) digits
338-1, MC: 414 338-4)
A collector friend complained th
wood's coupling ' had no meat in
wich'. Iknow what he meant, but rct
review for the background ( Marc,'
p.
The CD transfer has ( to me) , n : ept
technological up-to-dateness that, p ad
ically, corresponds well wit'. trie spirit of
performances. IA:11
Christopher Bre

BEETHOVEN: Sympho.ty No.9 'Choral'
Carol Vaness (sot:i)/Janice Taylor Imez-sopl/Siey
fried Jerusalem ((en)/Robert Lloyd (bass)/Clevela,
Orch/Dohnanyi
Telarc CD 80120 (
65m 31s) digital ( LP: DG 10120,
NMC)
Working in the Masonic Auditorium, the
Telarc engineers have given this Ninth
extraordinary war,•nth; consequently,
Dohnanyi's very lucid exposition sounds
even further removed from the Szell or
Maazel precursors. His finale 'joy' theme is
taken far faster than with those conductors,
and he quite eschews the drama of the
opening recitatives. Giving scrupulous and
literal attention to every marking, bringing
out the logic of the writing, its symmetries
and resolving balances, Dohnanyi is thus
suggestive of Boulez — yet paradoxically his
impressive, highly individual reading put me
in mind of the old Furtwângler/Bayreuth
version. Not because Dohnanyi goes for the
mystic reaches, but because his choral finale
builds to a level of expressive intensity
almost unparalleled in ' studio' recordings,
and because in passages like the fugato after
Letter G Oh or the seething fortissimi K- L, the
impetus is so powerful. Despite this, the
more experienced Karajan is even more
cunning in deploying tensions — Dohnanyi
doesn't seem quite to know what to do with
his ff climax, which just lapses back to p
dolce, whereas with Karajan the next great
wave at Letter M is cumulatively disturbing.
Karajan is more daring in his balancing of
instrumental voices, where Dohnanyi's
approach is purely objective; the rather
tubby drum timbres make the scherzo less
daemonic.
Apart from the hazy warmth, the Telarc
sound gives the winds surprising prominence in
whereas the upper strings are a
little vague in location; the placing of the
soloists, spread wide stage-front, rather
exposes the soprano. But don't be put off by
the mixed rating! [
A/B:1*/2]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Triple Concerto [ LP]
Joseph Kalichstein (pno)/Jaime Laredo ( On)/
Sharon Robinson (vIc)/ECO/Gibson
Chandos ABRD 1146 digital ( MC: ABTD 1146)
You could hardly say that this 'Triple' is
worth 21/2 times the other ECO production on
CfP ( last month p105). The Chandos ( St
Barnabas Finchley) is bigger, bolder in
sound, with widely separated string soloists
(indeed, it is as if the producer saw some
musical point in such ' antiphonal' spacing)
while CfP's Henry Wood alternative is smaller in scale, more intimate in address.
Musical choice will be determined by two
principal factors: whether you want just an
uncomplicated, cheerful, and less classical
view of the Triple, a performance that skims
along; or whether you can accept the very
Ill
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wide vibrato of the cellist ( alarmingly so in
the first Largo entry). Ifind her tonal range
too perfumed, the expressive manner faintly
extravagant. Or perhaps — and this is certainly my preference — you see the slow
movement as a piece wholly disproportionate, in profundity and beauty, to its length?
Some will find the CfP finale too solemn in
its spaciousness, whereas on Chandos it
excites as it spins towards the coda; on the
other hand, Gibson's orchestral exposition in
(i) does not arouse such expectations as
Saraste's. In short, this is just too extravert,
and decidedly odd in placement of violinist
and cellist. [A:21
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto in D
[ LP]
Henryk Szeryng ( vIn)/Concertgebouw/Haitink
Philips 416 237-1 )
NCD, MC: 416 237-4)
Reissue from 1974
Well recorded, straightforward, this is technically a fine version. Yet Iprefer Szeryng's
earlier recording ( transferred to Contour): it
had greater poetry and inwardness in the
slow movement, and I slightly favour
Flesch's rondo cadenza, replaced here by
Joachim's. Iwould have chosen the Grumiaux/Galliera, to complement the Krebbers
'Sequenza' Philips alternative. [
A:1/2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: 12 German Dances Wo0.8 _ 1 [ CD]
12 Minuets Wo0.7
Bella Musica Ens Vienna
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901017 142m 50s) ( LP:
HM1017)
Reissue from 1980
Much preferring these considered' and spacious performances — two violins, cello, and
bass — to the ASM ' Sequenza' orchestral
version, Igave the LP a star for recorded
sound in the German Dances, noting a
thinner, slightly harder quality in Wo0.7
(March ' 80: ' The ambience is very agreeable;
the hall size suggested and relationship
between quartet and home listener have also
been judged nicely'.) CD naturally reflects
those tonal differences; however, this is one
of the happiest transfers I have so far
encountered. There's the total freedom from
vinyl clicks, with simple push-button access
to any of the 24 short tracks as well. [
A:1*j
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: String Quartet in a, Op.132
Lindsay Qt
ASV ACA 1015 (
NCD, MC: ZC ACA 1015)
Reissue from 1983

[LP]

The Lindsay's 1983 box set was widely
praised, not just for their penetrating interpretations of slow movements. Here, the
purposefulness in ( ii), and asense of flowing
movement in ( v), culminating in an exhilarating Presto, are just as admirable. But Icould
not help feeling that the listener is made to
think of this as ' hair shirt' music: that the
Lindsays project something of their ' cleverness' in late Beethoven performance. Anyone who has the 1968 Smetana Qt Op.132
recording will know how the outer movements sing in Czech hands. There is little of
the sheer beauty of string- sound that the
Hollywood Qt brought to this work in 1957
(even if it could be said they turned the
A- minor into Dvorak!). The ASV sound is
clear, tonally rather spare, narrow in stagewidth. This separate reissue is from the
original metalwork. [A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: String Trios in D & c [ LP]
(Opp.9:2/3)
Cummings Trio
Unicorn Kanchana DKP 9042 digital ( MC: DKP ICI
9042)
One of the greatest pleasures in the DG
'Beethoven Edition' was the box of string
trios by the Trio Italiano d'Archi — or so it
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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seemed at the time. Their recordings, like the
rival set by the Grumiaux Trio, have been
deleted, but comparisons with this first
release in aprojected series suggest that the
Cummings Trio could prove the most
idiomatic. They focus the early Beethoven
ethos more sharply than Grumiaux's ( performances with a Mendelssohnian lightness), whereas the Italians now strike me as
most self-consciously preoccupied with
'style'. Even so, there is not the magic of
Op.9/3 as played by Kogan/Barshai/Rostropovich, once on Saga.
Isaac Stern, interviewed recently by AK,
talked of digital recordings that suggested a
'vacuum of un noise'. Regrettably, these
new Rosslyn Hill Chapel productions exemplify digital string sound at its most distressing; the acoustic Iknow is hinted at in the
D- major, but sforzandi, or crescendi leading
to pauses, suggest the music entering some
sort of ' black hole', the bright edge contrasting most unfavourably with those model
analogue sets of the early ' 70s. My reaction
was to give the lowest grading, but with
respect for the disc- cutting quality, and the
'clean' aspects of the engineering: [
A/C:1].
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonatas Op.5 [ CD]
Patrick Cohen (pno)/Christophe Coin (y1c)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901179 (
50m 51s)
Reviewing the LP ( p86 Aug ' 85) Icomplained
of some boominess from the cello and alack
of integration. The CD preserves this ' separate acoustic' effect for the two instruments,
and since Ifind the cellist rather dour in tone
Ican only repeat a preference for the CBS
coupling with Ma/Ax. [
B:2] Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Songs — An die Ferne [ LP]
Geliebte ( 6songs, Op.98) 16 Gellert Songs ( 0p.48)
8other songs ( Opp.46/52/75/83, Wo0.123/133/
136/137)
Ralph Kohn (bar)/Roger Vignoles (pno)
Jerusalem ATD 8510 digital

The CBS recording of Sinfonia has enjoyed a
cult status among the hi-fi fraternity despite
its disappearance from the catalogues in the
mid ' 70s. This new version with the New
Swingle Singers made under the musical
direction, if not the baton this time, of the
composer, again captures the immediacy and
directness of the writing. Berio draws from
literary sources as wide apart as Levi- Strauss
and Samuel Beckett, while the longest movement starts with a quote from Mahler's
Resurrection Symphony and goes on to pull
together a fabulous collage of musical
quotes from ( Berio's own list) Bach, Schoenberg, Brahms, Stravinsky, Berg, Webern,
Boulez and Pousseur, while Strauss and
Ravel aren't hard to find. The isolated movement ' 0 King' to the memory of Martin
Luther King here shimmers as never before.
The recording from the IRCAM studio is
manipulative of ambience and perspectives
— far more than the more natural CBS/NYPO
recording — but the sonic ' idiom' is compelling once accepted. (
Eindrucke gets a less
distinctive recording from the studios of
Radio France.) Ihad never before heard the
delightful line ' and tomorrow we will read
that Berio's Eindrucke made tulips grow in
my garden'.
This performance confirms the work's true
status, though it is a pity that the fifth
movement has needed splitting off from the
first side ( modern cutting surely could have
coped with a 34 minute side), particularly as
this movement marks the coalescence of
much of the earlier material. A first-class
introduction to Berio's large-scale works.
[A/B:1/1*]
David Prakel

BERNSTEIN: Songs
[ LP]
Roberta Alexander (sop)/Tan Crone (Pno)
Etcetera ETC 1037 digital dmm ( NCD, MC: XTC
1037)
This is a motley collection of songs, beginning ( startlingly enough) with Ihate music—
five short and spunky pieces in the character
of a very American child. Next is La Bonne
Cuisine, eight droll settings of real recipes
including one called Rabbit at Top Speed,
which is just that. Iwould love to have heard
Streisand's performance of the touching
Pretty People given at the Broadway for
Peace concert in 1968, as Iimagine that she
was more warmly affecting than Roberta
Alexander is here. The two Rilke love songs
are haunting in their simple intensity. All on
this first side are previously unrecorded,
whereas those on Side Two are more familiar theatre works, with two songs each from
Mass and Candide and a sweet short one
from 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, these last
three being particularly beautiful. The show
songs revolve around the theme of houses,
ending with Wendy's house in four youthful,
delicately wistful songs written as incidental
music for a production of Peter Pan in the
1950s. The last of these, Never- Land, has the
soloist duetting with herself.
Roberta Alexander is remarkably versatile
and in fine voice throughout, although for
me she lacks that last degree of enthusiastic
warmth that would really bring the songs to
life. The recording quality is excellent, with a
particularly silent background. Tan Crone
deserves mention for her immaculate
accompaniments. [
A:1]
Sue Hudson

Of Beethoven's rather under- exposed works
for solo voice, the pioneering and influential
To the Distant Beloved song- cycle of 1816
(not 1795 as stated on the sleeve) includes
some of his most touchingly heartfelt writing. In contrast, the Gellert group of 1802
represents a naive, hymn- like religiosity,
while the eight other songs here — mostly
concerned with love — draw on a variety of
literary sources and tap variously the Italianate, folk and other influences which played
upon German song before the Schubertian
Lied became firmly established.
If Ralph Kohn, whose voice has apleasing,
open timbre, and whose enuciation is exemplary, were a little more responsive to the
shifts of genre and to the varying poetic
moods of these 20 songs, this recording
could be a recommendable introduction to
Beethoven lieder. But his dramatic style is in
my view too circumscribed, lacking a sufficiently strong sense of yearning or wistful
resignation in the sadder love- songs, and in
need of more dynamic assertiveness in
extravert passages. Also, a few of the singer's more sustained notes are not as steady
in pitch as one might wish.
A pleasant recital in many respects, the
impact of this issue is nevertheless somewhat staid when compared, say, with those
by Prey, Hill and Fischer-Dieskau into which I BIZET: Carmen
[CD]
dipped. But Roger Vignoles is an excellent
Callas (sop)/Gedda (ten)/Guiot/Massard/Ch Rene
accompanist, and the recording is very good
Duclos/Orch Paris Op/Prêtre
— nicely set and spread, and presented with
EMI CDS 7473138 (
3 CDs, 146m 10s)
convincing realism. A German/English wordReissue from 1964
sheet is included. [
A:2/3]
John Crabbe
No doubt Callas fans will buy these CDs
regardless of criticisms. Hers is certainly an
extraordinary account of the role — aCarmen
BERIO: Sinfonia
Eindrucke* [ LP]
of overpowering, but hardly seductive,
Pasquier ( vIn)/New Swingle Singers/Ward Swingle/
strength. But there is acupped- hand coloraOrch Nat France/Boulez*
tion that hardens in her throat here, which I
Erato NUM 75198 digital ( CD: ECO 88151, MC: MCE
find too ugly for comfort. Perhaps it was
75198)
deliberate, intended as part of her character113
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isation, or due to the exacerbating effect of
French vowel sounds. Whatever the cause, I
cannot remember hearing this natural
tendency sound quite so marked before.
(Those wanting Callas at her best are
advised to plump for her marvellous HMV
Tosca, now also on CD.)
In relaxed moments the ambience here is
pleasantly spacious, but as soon as the
music swells there is an orchestral glare and
forwardness which, coupled with the
unnatural closeness of the singers, makes
for an unlikeable sound. This immediacy is in
keeping with the theatrical feel of Prêtre's
interpretation, which has a driving power
complementary to the Callas presence. The
bass has a boomy character which soon
becomes wearing, and the inevitable analogue tape hiss is prominent, hardly masked
even by the loudest passages. On the whole,
not the musical treat Iwas anticipating. [
C:2]
Sue Hudson

BIZET: Carmen Suites 1 & 2E] L'Arlésienne [CD]
Suites 1 & 2
Orch Nat de Lille/Casadesus
Forlane UCD 16533 169m 365)
A well-filled and attractive CD from an
unfamiliar source. Since its foundation in
1976, the Lille orchestra has been in the
musical care of Jean-Claude Casadesus —
son of the famous pianist — and a powerful
and flexible instrument he appears to have
made of it. The woodwind and brass sound,
particularly, lack the watery and vinegary
qualities we usually associate with French
orchestras, and only the relatively thin sound
of the upper strings keeps this band out of
world class — but only just. And Casadesus'
Bizet has great character: plenty of swagger
in the Carmen prelude and the Farandole
from L'Arlésienne, and delicacy in the more
ruminative numbers. Ido not warm especially to the Toreador's part taken by a
trumpet — forget not that Bizet himself had
nothing to do with these ' suites' — but
anyone who wants the composer's best
tunes in orchestral guise will not be disappointed. The recording is full-bodied and
naturally balanced save for some over- prominent timps at the beginning of the record.
All told, agood buy. [
A/B:1]
Hugh Canning
BRAHMS: Symphony No.1 in c
[CD]
Nat PO/Paita
Lodia LO-CD779 142m 33s) digital ( NLP, NMC)
Reissue from 1981
This 1981 Kingsway Hall production was
released on LP just before the withdrawal of
the complete Lodia catalogue, but now the
Japanese- manufactured CD equivalents are
imported by John Goldsmith. Paita has
something of a reputation for overriding his
balance engineers, and this recording suffers
from ' variable focus' manipulations — notably the tymps are pulled right out, with
ignoble effect. Nor can the leader's portamento manner in ( ii) be admired as right
for Brahms. Paita pushes the orchestra in
(iii), and it is not grazioso at all. Ensemble
and intonation are imperfect ( shortly after,
the conductor founded his own orchestra).
The principal criticism is that his theatrical
approach is damaging in this work — Bernstein's is dramatic, but he had the advantage
of recording with the Vienna Philharmonic.
[s/D:31
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Handel Variations & Fugue r]
[
LP]
Sarabande in b :=1Suite in a :__I6Chorale Preludes
(arr Busoni)
Lydia Artymiw (pno)
Chandos ABRD 1147 digital dmm ( MC: ABTD 1147)
To start with a dull exercise like the B- minor
Sarabande ( 1855) is to warn the listener that
this is no ' fun' record. The second Sarabande, which opens the contemporary Suite,
at least has its Brahmsian touches; it and the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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second Gavotte were reworked in the Op.88
String Quintet. Listening thus far would
establish two things: Miss Artymiw has a
'ritardando' style, and her introspective manner ( which Ifind almost wholly cold, underlined by a chilly piano sound) is best suited
to the Chorale Preludes, and the pedal action
is so noisy that it induces considerable
irritation. Sounding like a ridged pressing,
the thumps spread across the whole recital.
Brahms' Handel Variations require an
artist who can equally encompass the contrasting demands of the Largamente
(Varn.13) and the Hungarian Dance- like 14.
Artymiw is better here than Barenboim, who
snatches at the notes, but Barenboim's
orchestrated pianism works in 13, where she
is at sea with the structure. The work also
demands to be heard at the outset as both
Handelian and Brahmsian. On records
Bishop-Kovacevich has managed this best;
magical in the spread chords in 3, he
matches Artymiw's clean- fingered runs in 1.
In 3 and 5you can hear how Arrau, deliberate in his expressive rubato, never loses the
flow, whereas Artymiw's switchback style is
disorientating. Whatever you think of Arrau,
he is above all a communicator, and that
quality I miss most in this sometimes
impressively neat, mouse- like recreation. [ A/
B:31
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: Fantasies Op.116 H Intermezzi [CD]
Op.117 EJ Klavierstücke Op.119
Stephen Bishop Kovacevich (ono)
Philips 411 137-2 150m 40s) digital ( LP: 411 137-1,
MC: 411 137-4)
That the background silence required for late
Brahms is guaranteed here, goes without
saying. When Philips provide a close
balance, the palm would seem to go to CD —
the strong attack in the very first Capriccio
might give not afew pickups the tremors. LP
review Feb ' 86 p103. (A:111-1
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: Cello Sonatas Nos.1 & 2
[CD]
Steven lsserlis ( vIc)/Peter Evans (pno)
Hyperion CDA 66159 (
49m 36s) digital ( LP: A66159,
NMC)
The bold recording debut by these artists
gained astar in my LP review ( Nov' 85 p117),
and I see the cellist's first name is now
spelled correctly. The CD has perceptibly
greater body and stereo focus, but Ilisten
more relaxedly to the LP. A strong recommendation in either format! [
A:1*1
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: A German Requiem El 8 Songs [ LP]
Kathleen Battle (sop)/Hakan Hagegard (bar)/CSO &
Ch/Levine
RCA RL 85002 (
2LPs) digital ( NCD, 2MCs: RK85002)
Karajan, Levine, Barenboim, Tennstedt —
Brahms' Requiem has been appearing one a
month. This RCA set, the second to feature
Chicago's Orchestra and Chorus, was made
after a 1983 Ravinia Festival performance. I
have to say that its real interest lies in the
fourth side, a selection of songs with Levine
at the keyboard, with Kathleen Battle the
more consistently appealing; Hagegard I
find rather ' tentative' and as if ill- at- ease with
Levine's pacing in Wiegenlied. He was surely
miscast to record the Requiem: with his
light-toned baritone he sounds, less than
appropriately, one ' led' rather than ' aleader'.
But then Idon't think Levine's interpretation was really worth setting- down on
records. Arbitrarily choosing the third of
Karajan's four versions ( CfP) for comparisons, underlined at every point either the
blandness or the sentimentality of the new
set. For instance, Levine does not match the
etherial introduction to ( v), where Karajan
points the harmonic reference back to ( ii). In
that movement, ' alles Fleisch', Levine

absurdly exaggerates the part for tympani,
and when the mood changes, ' Aber der
Hernn Wort.: it just sounds 'tacked on' —
unexpected, and incongruous. Just as the
funereal drums sit uneasily with the sweetness of the Chicago strings to over- romanticise the opening of ( ii), so the strings'
stabbings in ( iv), at ' my heart cries out', are
too obvious. As Beethoven did in Missa
Solemnis, so Brahms has depictive orchestral detail in the Requiem, but a less hearton- sleeve conductor will point detail without
overbalancing Brahms' essential classicism
and restraint.
The choral sound is very diffuse, and the
words are hard to follow with the printed
text. The songs are better done in DG's
'Brahms' Edition', where the pianoforte has
more richness, and its proper complexities
of timbre. But the soprano songs here are
worth hearing. [
B:3/21
Christopher Breunig

BRITTEN: Peter Grimes
[CD]
Pears/Watson/Pease/Brannigan/ROH Orch & Ch/
Britten
Decca 414 577-2 (
3 CDs, 141m 59s)
Reissue from 1959
This famous recording, with the composer
conducting and Peter Pears ( the original
Grimes) as Grimes, was one of the first great
opera successes of the stereo age. Twentyseven years on, it is still impressive, with a
theatrically vivid sound- stage and the ambience of the Walthamstow hall unusually well
captured. Reverberation aside, the effect is
like being in the front stalls at alive performance, with soloists quite close at times, and
the voices moving naturally about the stage.
The balance between orchestra, chorus
(effectively and believably mobile) and lead
singers is skilfully handled, with each
allowed due weight.
But the technological progress of nearly
three decades shows in the high level of
background noise, which at times — as in the
atmospheric last scenes — is very intrusive.
This takes the form of a continual hiss and
drone, accompanied on occasion by a
curious rapid flapping noise suggestive of
tape transport problems. Also, the sound is a
little ' hard' at times, and one tends to be glad
when the fortissimos are over as there is a
degree of compression. No reservations on
performance, though, which is definitive.
The vocal acting has great dramatic impact,
and is enhanced by excellent but ungimmicky sonic effects, combining to produce a
narratively powerful experience. [A/C:19
Sue Hudson

CHARPENTIER ( Marc- Antoine): Motet [ CD LP]
pour L'Offertoire de la Messe Rouge [ IMiserere
Agnes Mellon, Isabelle Poulenard lsopsl/Henri Ledroit (c-ten)/William Kendall (ten)/Peter Kooy (bass)/
Ch & Orch La Chapelle Royale/Herreweghe
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901185 (
59m 58s) ( LP: HMC
1185, MC: HMC 401185)
There is a gloriously fresh sound about the
orchestral timbres which Philippe Herreweghe entices out of the instrumentalists
of La Chapelle Royale. That is not to denigrate the equally sensitive singing of the
chorus, and it is fascinating to place this
alongside the more mellifluously melting
sound of the other arch Charpentier interpreter, William Christie and Les Arts Florissants.
There is marvellous variety within the music
of both the Motet (
written for the Paris
Parlement) and the Miserere, and both give
Herreweghe's soloists fine opportunities
which they clearly relish.
The studio recording successfully recreates the impression of a grand occasion,
with lots of feeling of space, without loosing
sight of the concern for clarity of sound and
diction. The instrumental band is beautifully
balanced within itself and against the solo
singers, who are projected forward, the
chorus being clearly a level behind —
115
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although naturally so. The LP, whilst good, is
altogether more muted. [
A*:1*] Roger Bowen

COUPERIN: Concerts Royaux
[CD]
Robert Claire, Janet See (flts)/Davitt Moroney
(hpd)/Jap ter Linden (viol)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901151 (
60m 50s) ( LP: HMC
1151, MC: HMC 401151)
Like the LP ( Aug ' 85 p87) the CD is cut low,
but once adjusted gives up a warm, firm
sound to these finely played Concerts. The
CD adds awider sonic staging which, whilst
keeping the flute firmly to the left, does give
amore satisfactory presence overall. [A:1*]
Roger Bowen

of a Beecham or Barbirolli touch. But in the
absence of an alternative, this version's
return to the catalogue is welcome. [A:2]
Peter Herring

ELGAR: Symphony No.2
[CD]
Philharmonia/Haitink
EMI CDC7 472992 (
58m 51s) digital ( LP: EL 27
01471, MC: EL 27 01474)
Reissue from 1985

DONIZETTI: L'Elisir d'Amore [CD LP]
Ricciarelli/Carreras/Nucci/Trimarchi/Turin RO & Ch/
Scimone
Philips 412 714-2 (
2CDs, 126m 49s) digital ( 2LPs:
412 714-1, 2 MCs: 412 714-4)

Writing in another journal a few months
back, Ivoiced exasperation that EMI, with its
currently limited CD pressing capacity, was
issuing a good deal of silver- disc repertoire
already offered to the point of tedium by
other labels, all the time ignoring the considerable claims of recordings that would
enhance and expand the catalogue. Icited
the Haitink Elgar No.2 as a prime example
(LP review by AK, March ' 85) and someone
within EMI seems to have agreed.
On black- disc the recording, although
superb, revealed a slightly leaner, colder
sound than EMI usually afford Elgar's music,
but one that complements Haitink's distinguished vision of the work. The CD shares
those characteristics, yet Idetect a somewhat firmer focus and a little more inner
clarity: the timpani are just that bit more
emphatic, for instance, but in truth the
differences are marginal. Now, EMI, how
about a CD of the new Enigma and Falstaff?
[A`:1*)
Peter Herring

Price-wise, collectors will note one thing
straight away: this issue is soundly economical in away that too few opera recordings
are. Its 126 minutes tightly pack two LPs and
generously fill two CDs. Musically, Ihave to
admit a preference for the recent Eurodisc
issue with Lucia Popp as the knowing village
girl and Yevgeny Nesterenko as the comic
quack doctor. But the buyer may well hesiD'ALBERT: Cello Concerto/VOLKMANN: [CD]
tate to pay half as much again ( it is on three
Cello Concerto*
Christoph Henkel ( vic)/Berlin RSO/Starek/
CDs or LPs) for a narrow musical margin
Jórg Baumann (vIc)*/Berlin RSO/Caridis•
over this Philips issue. ( The 1971 Bonynge
version has also now gone onto two CDs Schwann CD 11626 (
42m 10s)
review to follow soon - Ed.]
This recording has been entrusted to the
The Glasgow- born German Eugene d'Albert
conducting of Claudio Scimone, who is
(1864-1932), is now best known for his opera
primarily a baroque musician and does not
Tiefland, though he was avirtuoso pianist in
his day and enjoyed a great reputation as a seem able to work a pre- selected cast into
composer of piano music. He wrote two the animation of this 19th- century rustic
comedy. In particular, Katia Ricciarelli is just
piano concertos and this cello concerto in C,
a well- cultivated vocal instrument, with
his Op.20 in asingle movement lasting about
words not always clear and some short23 minutes. Effectively laid out for the
breathed phrasing: the warm-hearted charsoloist, it contains a good deal of attractive
acterisation offered by Lucia Popp in the role
music in the broad romantic vein of its
is far more appealing. Carreras is a stylish,
period ( 1899). It seems to be generously
dealt with by Henkel and Jiri Starek, who fine- toned singer who adds this Nemorino to
his formidable recorded achievement, while
make a reasonable case for its revival.
Leo Nucci as the swaggering sergeant and
Robert Volkmann ( 1815-83) has virtually
Domenico Trimarchi as the quack are in
faded from sight. A great respecter of tradigood voice and well- seasoned in the Italian
tion (
ie, Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven) the
little of his music that surfaces suggests that tradition.
With no appreciable difference between LP
he was not individual enough to outlive his
and CD, the recording is of a lively tone, if
time. His only concerto ( in A- minor and also
not always not quite so sharply defined as
in one movement) is typical of this tendency:
pleasant, intermittently interesting, but ulti- the Eurodisc, and with voices well forward
(even occasionally too much sol against the
mately bland and unmemorable. It, too,
orchestra. Orchestral colours are first-rate.
appears to receive as much advocacy as it
Economy commends this issue, but musical
demands, though the rather double-edged
remarks in the notes, 'The soloist is given a considerations must qualify that recommendation with arating of [A/B:2].
more rewarding part ... providing more
Arthur Jacobs
opportunities for solo display than this
recording may suggest', seem an unnecessary slur on Baumann's efforts. The recordDVORAK: Symphony No.8 1Scherzo Cap- [ CD]
ing is good, the performers nicely intericcioso
grated; not the highest CD quality, but good
Cleveland Orch/Dohnanyi
enough to deliver these two curios convinDecca 414 422-2 (
49m 4s) ( LP: 414 422-1, MC: 414
cingly. [
B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
422-4)
DELIUS: A Village Romeo & Juliet [ LP]
Elizabeth Harwood (sopl/Robert Tear (ten)/John
Shirley- Quirk, Benjamin Luxon (bars)/John Alldis
Ch/RPO/Davies
EMI EM 29 04043 (
2LPs) dmm INCD, MC: EM 29
04045)
Reissue from 1973
This idealised tale of young love thwarted by
the greed and narrow-minded attitudes of a
property- conscious society was written
between 1900 and 1901, during one of
Delius' most creative phases. Although the
inspiration isn't consistently high, there is a
great deal of quite magical music here, not
least the ' Walk to the Paradise Garden', now
a popular concert piece in its own right.
Despite the huge orchestra Delius specified,
the score is essentially very economical and
much of the melody is simple indeed,
although often clothed in the most sensuous
chromatic harmony. Among the most fascinating elements is the music given to the
mysterious Dark Fiddler. Not only does he
seem to embody the potency that music can
possess, but it's difficult not to feel that he
also personifies Delius himself.
Well performed, and exceptionally well
recorded by EMI's ever- reliable Parker/
Bishop duo, Meredith Davies' reading is both
committed and sympathetic, and well- paced
too. However, Ican't help but wish for a
slightly more idiomatic treatment. For all its
beauty, the work also has passages in need
HI- 11 NEWS d: RECORD REVIEW
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The CD confirms the high expectations
raised by the LP ( March ' 86 p101). Spacious
recording puts the music in perspective and
detailed sound lets us hear the exciting
orchestral colour in natural balance. Strings
slightly hard on top, but nothing to worry
about, and the winds are brilliant. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

DVORAK: Piano Trio Op.90 ' Dumky'/
SMETANA: Piano Trio in g
Borodin Trio
Chandos ABRO 115 (
MC: ABTD 115)

[LP]

This particular coupling seems not to have
occurred to anyone else, but it is a very
attractive one. Neither performance is in epic
vein: the Borodin Trio tend to concentrate on
melodic content rather than dramatic
urgency, and some may find the Dvorak
rather bland compared, say, to the Beaux
Arts recording. It is not an unattractive
alternative view, since it is not in fact at all
bland; it's simply that the contrast between
the dark and lighter sections is not as stark as
we are used to. The method works better for
Smetana, where personal sorrow is the
motivating force; this is a very tender and
appealing performance. The cellist is slightly
recessed relative to his companions, but
otherwise the recording is admirable. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

ELGAR: Enigma Variations 1Falstaff — [ LP]
symphonic study
LPO/Mackerras
EMI EL 27 03741 digital dmm ( MC: EL 27 03744)
High expectations were aroused here. It
wasn't just that Iexpected Sir Charles Mack erras to establish himself as an Elgar interpreter of distinction, but that the recording
would attain a comparable standard - what
with Christopher Parker as engineer and
Andrew Keener as producer. And they chose
the venue well, for St Augustine's, Kilburn,
offers just the warmth and glow these opulent scores require. The LPO is nicely ' terraced' in fine depth and perspective, with the
solo violin in Falstaff, for example, well
focused yet unexaggerated.
Sir Charles offers scrupulous readings of
the scores, ones also unfailingly spirited and
poetic. When other conductors seem unable
to allow ' Nimrod' to pass by without some
tasteless exaggeration, it's satisfying to hear
Mackerras produce a true ppp at the start
and continue with controlled dignity. In his
hands, too, Falstaff is allowed to unfold with
a satisfying certainty of line and structure,
and Ilike the way he points the fine detail
that often goes unnoticed ( helped by a very
lucid recording, of course).
Enigma and Falstaff occupy just one side
apiece, without deterioration, although that
doesn't stop me relishing the thought of a
CD, which surely must be in EMI's plans.
Anticipation of a CD was also stimulated by
the few but nevertheless annoying surface
blemishes afflicting the two copies of this
disc that Iplayed: very fine scratches, and
inevitably they had to be at the quiet conclusion of Falstaff. That apart, this is aconvincing issue in every respect, musically and
technically. [
A*:1*)
Peter Herring

ELGAR: Introduction & Allegro for Strings/ [ LP]
HOLST: The Planets
BBC SO/Boult
EMI ED 29 07251 dmm ( INCD, MC: ED 29 07254)
Reissues from 1937, 45
Of recent EMI historical transfers, that of
Boult's 1945 recording of The Planets is quite
remarkable. Perhaps the originals were acut
above the rest, but the engineers have to be
congratulated on the results. From the first
bars, as Mars' ominous tread begins and that
staccato march comes over with terrifying
intensity, there's no doubting the greatness
of the performance. Ican easily see why
many still consider it the finest that Boult
recorded: the tension, the electricity, are
almost tangible.
The Elgar has also come up well, consider117
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JUST TO WHET YOUR APPETITE...
Turntables by Dual, Linn. Michell, Oak, Revolver. Rotel, Systemdek and
Thorens
Amplifiers by A & R, Aucholab, Beard. Cyrus. Linn. Magnum. Musical
Frdelity. N,'yst NAD, NVA. Nakamichi. Opus. QED. Quad. Rote', Sondes.
Threshold, Yamaha.
Speakers by A & R. Castle, Diesis. Gale. Heybrook. KEF, Linn. Mission.
Monitor Audio. NAD, Quad. Spendor. Tannoy, Wharfedale.
Cartridges by A.T., A & R. Audionote. Glanz. Goldbug.
Grado. Linn. Nagaoka. Ortofon.
Additional Equipment by Denon. Jecklin, Nakarnichi. QED accessories.
Sennheisser. Trio

COUNTLESS TAPES AT OUR TAPE COUNTER...
We are an authorised TOP TAPE dealer where you can be sure of the best
choice with the best prices on tapes by MK. Maxell, Sony and Fuji including ,1" open reel and all six video systems.

HEAR FOR YOURSELF
,lve have comfortable listening rooms not unlike your
umn lounge including a single speaker demonstration

Harrow's one and only specialist hl- fl shop

room.

EASY WAYS TO UP-DATE YOUR SYSTEM
New models are constantly coming onto the market an ,.
upgrading or improving your system needn't cost you a
fortune - come and talk to us about it.
QUALITY ON A BUDGET
Not everyone can afford a £ 1.000 plus system but you
will be surprised what quality we can supply even on a
limited budget.

27 Springfield Road, Harrow, Middlesex.

Open: Tuesday- Saturday 9.30 a.m. until 5.30 p.m.
Appointments: 01-863 0938
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ing it was made nigh- on 50 years ago, but
background noise is of course higher than on
the Hoist. What comes through is Boult's
deep affection for the Introduction& Allegro.
His reading is robustly vigorous, very
extravert, fluent and rhythmically well sprung. Despite the years, a very fine performance can be wholeheartedly enjoyed.
The whole issue is generous value and
indispensable listening [
H:1*]
Peter Herring
FAURÉ: Quartets for Piano, Violin, Viola & [ LP]
Cello — No.1 in c, Op.15 :71No.2 in g, Op.45
Nash Ens
CRD 1103 (
CD: CRD 3403, MC: CRDC 4103)
These two Quartets neatly point up the
contradictory elements in Fauré's music, or
perhaps more correctly our perception of
him, from the ease of the popular salon style,
to the harmonically disconcerting and the
anguishedly poignant. The Nash Ensemble
sweeps us up into the elegant confidence of
the first movement of Op.15 equally as well
as it lulls us in the halcyon ease of its rocking
Adagio. Op.45 sees them in tougher mood
with the all-important piano part being given
full measure by Ian Brown. The Adagio non
troppo, with its insistence on bell- like timbres and exquisite scoring, is very finely
judged too.
To do true justice to the wealth of sonorities here the recording could have benefited
from a bigger sonic stage. The piano in
particular appears curtailed and the low
cutting level also brings up the background
at realistic listening levels. [
13/C:1]
Roger Bowen

GERSHWIN: Rhapsody In Blue Ii Piano
Concerto In F
Katia & Marielle Labeque (pnos)
Philips 400 022-2 (
43m 40s)
Reissue from 1981

[CD]

The pianos- only arrangement for Rhapsody
still jars, used as I am to the fullblown,
overly-familiar orchestral version. Of the
half-dozen I've heard, though, the Labeques
do the best job of infusing this sparse
alternative with the kind of majesty one
associates with the soundtrack to Woody
Allen's Manhattan. KD awarded the vinyl
version A:1 in June ' 81, and though I'm not
about to change the rating Ireckon this CD is
a bit short on depth perspective. But even
the less thrilling Piano Concerto - not my
favourite Gershwin work by any means 'swings' because of this duo's treatment, so
count this 1980 performance among the
better of the Gershwin to- CD treatments
released to date. [A:1]
Ken Kessler
GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue 77 Second [ CD]
Rhapsody 1
7
_
1
1piano works, etc
LAPO/Tilson Thomas
CBS MK 39699(53m 19s) digital ( LP: IM 39699, MC:
IMT 39699)
'Authenticity' is the watchword here. Ten
years ago, Michael Tilson Thomas organised
what was the most authentic recording of
the Rhapsody in Blue ever, the soloist being
George Gershwin himself - courtesy of a
piano- roll - and the arrangement Grofe's
original 1924 one for the Paul Whiteman jazz
orchestra. Tilson Thomas now takes the
leading part in the Rhapsody, again with the
angular, less romantic, original arrangement, and couples it with the rarely played
Second Rhapsody from 1931, for which
Tilson Thomas consulted the composer's
manuscript in the Library of Congress and
had new orchestral parts made.
Also included on this disc are a number of
solo piano works, not only the three Preludes, but also four admittedly lightweight the word Palm Court' comes to mind, particularly for the earlier works - but nevertheless charming pieces reconstructed from
sketches (
For Lily Pons, Violin Piece, SleepIII FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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less Night, Short Story) as well as the
piano-with- orchestra Promenade that Gershwin wrote for the Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers film Shall we dance?, all of which
receive their first recording here.
Produced by Steven Epstein, the all- digital
sound is surprisingly rich and resonant for
CBS, perhaps even too much so in the solo
piano works, where there is a little too much
'hall'. Although the piano is a touch bright
and light in the bass, this doesn't intrude
other than to lend the instrument a slightly
'clangy' tone. A collection to be recommended. [
A:1]
John Atkinson
GIBBONS: Tudor Church Music
Ch King's Coll, Cambridge/Ledger
ASV CD DCA 514 152m 2s) digital

[CD]

There is an historical background to this
issue, in that Orlando Gibbons was aformer
chorister of King's. That, however, would be
insufficient justification, were he not also a
remarkable composer - not, indeed, so prolific as some of his contemporaries, but the
author of undoubted masterpieces. This
recital gives a conspectus of Gibbons' work,
and includes three short organ solos. The
London Early Music Group accompanies
three items.
The standard of King's is too well-known
to need comment, and this period suits it
very well: restrained, objective, accurate but
not lacking in passion. However, the present
recording does not seem to render the
special atmosphere of the chapel so well as
some of the older issues have done. It is by
no means a poor recording, and loses
nothing which is essential; but King's is
King's, and Idon't seem to experience it with
the fullness Ioften have in the past. Something wrong with me, perhaps? [
A:1]
Peter Turner

HANDEL: Concerti Grossi Op.3
[ LP]
Prague CO/Mackerras
EMI EMX 41 20861 (
NCD, MC: EMX 41 20864)
Reissue from 1980
This ' Eminence' recording was originally
issued in collaboration with Supraphon, and
it admirably reflects the rhythmic life associated with both the conductor and the Czech
orchestra. Although there are strong competitive versions at higher prices, this is
certainly a worthy account of Op.3, with
good, scholarly cover- notes by the late Basil
Lam. The recording is rather ordinary, but
not objectionable; it sounds rather as though
it was made in a high, church- like building
that was empty apart from the orchestra and
engineers. It is clear, however, that this
skilled band was in excellent, responsive
form for Sir Charles. [
B/C:1 ]
Stephen Daw
HANDEL: Oboe Concertos & Sonatas [CIA
Concertos in BL ( HWV 301), in g ( 287) & in B
(302a) ' Concerto Grosso in G Op.3 No.3 ( 314) H
Sonatas in FOp.1 No.5 ( 363a), in cOp.1 No.8 ( 366)
& in B ( 3571
Paul Goodwin lobo)/St James's Bar Players/Ivor
Bolton
Meridian ECD 84106 156m 00s) ( NLP, NMC)
Paul Goodwin is a specialist baroque oboist
with avery fluent technique and asure sense
of line, but Ifind his playing just a little
unsubtle ( notably in tone and in volume) in
comparison with players in the class of
Ebbinge, Piguet and Reichenberg. After all,
in the baroque there were two classes of
oboists, the military and the chamber- specialists; the latter were chiefly distinguishable through the quietness and the subtlety
of their playing. Goodwin is clearly very
capable, but on this evidence he is not avery
positive ' Kammeroboist': there is too little
individuality for that, as yet.
The St James's ( Piccadilly) Baroque Players are atidy orchestra; they are very stylish
in the concertos ( although Ishould have

preferred a more strongly- voiced harpsichord, played lower in the register), and
their tone is sweet throughout. The
engineers have supplied the listener with a
very direct and open sound of the right width
and medium- distance; but possibly the
ensemble is a little far back in the concertos.
[A/B:2]
Stephen Daw
HANDEL: Complete Organ Concertos [LP]
Ton Koopman ( org)/Amsterdam Bar Orch/
Koopman
Erato NUM 75223 (
4 LPs) ( CD: ECD 88136/3)
This version contains the 16 concertos
generally accepted as having reasonable
provenance. They are played on baroque
instruments ( or authentic copies), except for
the organ, which poses the usual problems.
No English organ survives which is both
playable and known to be representative of
the period, and Koopman, who conducts
from the keyboard, has opted for a Netherlands instrument built by Lindsen ( 1831) at
Beek, near Nijmegen. A small positive organ
was used only in the concerto in F from
Arnold's 2nd edition. The main organ was
chosen because it ' sounds well with a baroque orchestra', but Ifound it too heavy and
'quinty' in tone for my taste, with a ' big'
sound which, though balanced well against
the orchestra, tended to negate the aimed for authenticity. The tuning is A=412.
The performance is very consistent
throughout - perhaps a trifle staccato and
heavily phrased, but enjoyable. All ad lib
passages were improvised at the keyboard
in performance, as was a considerable
amount of ornamentation, and while Koopman modestly admits that these cannot
replace the ephemeral originals, they are
skilful and convincing.
The overall sound does leave something
to be desired. It is a little thick, with occasional hardness in the upper strings, and I
had the impression that the acoustics of the
building were at least partly responsible. It
also suffers badly from traffic rumblings,
which may not be much of a problem on
average systems, but become very irritating
on those which extend below 50Hz. [
B/C:1]
Trevor Attewell

HANDEL: Four Italian Cantatas — 'Tu fedel? [CD]
tu costante?' 11 ' Mi palpita il cor' ( with oboe) 1
'Alpestre monte' =7, 'Tra la flamme'
Emma Kirkby (sop)/Miche/ Piguet (obo)/Rachel
Beckett (reaCharles Medlam (gba)/Jane Coe (v/c)!
AAM/Hogwood
L'Oiseau Lyre 414 473-2 154m 36s) ( LP: 414 473-1,
MC: 414 473-4)
Emma Kirkby sings with her customary
musicality, and Ihave come to associate her
also with the fine expressive reflection of
texts that is anotable feature here. However,
her voice is growing warmer in sound, and
as it does so it seems to me that her fine
tuning is becoming much more accurate, her
style increasingly relaxed and effortless.
Therefore Iurge not only her many international admirers, but also those who may not
have taken to the sound of her voice hitherto,
to hear this 1985 recording. It strikes me as
excellent.
Not only is the music marvellous; apart
from being excellently sung, the songs are
very well played indeed - and by the whole
ensemble ( obbligato soloists and ripieno
strings alike). The performance sounds
extremely lifelike, and the full warmth of the
baroque strings has been very well
accommodated on CD. A very attractive new
issue for our many English Handelians- and,
no doubt, many more abroad. [
A*: 1*]
Stephen Daw
HANDEL: Nine German Arias ( WAN 202- [ LP]
210)/attrib HANDEL: Sonata in F for Violin &
Continuo, Op.1 No.12 ( 370)
Emma Kirkby (sop/London Baroque
119
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MISSION CYRUS

SPEAKERS

Cyrus 1amp
Cyrus 2amp
Cyrus tuner
System C 1
System C2
775 turntable
(no arm)
775 turntable (
inc. 774
LC arm)

70 mk II speakers w/bk
700.2 speakers
707 speakers
737 speakers
770F
780A
Speaker cable ( per metre)
Speaker stands ( all models)

imam

Amplifiers

Rotel 840BX

Cassette Decks

Dual CS505.2

KEF C10

Compact Discs

A&R Alpha

Technics

Aiwa ADF 250

Dual CS505.2 Deluxe

KEF C20

A&R A60

Yamaha A320

Aiwa ADF 350

Denon

KEF C30

Audio Technica

AR P35

Yamaha 420

Aiwa ADF 640

NAD 5120

KEF C40

Denon PMA717

Yamaha 520

Aiwa ADF 660

Rotel RP830

KEF C60

Rotel RP850

KEF C80

Revolver/Mission 774

KEF C101

Revolver/LVX

KEF C103

Thorens

KEF C104.2

Denon 737

Aiwa ADF 770

Denon 757

Aiwa ADF 990

Hatter

Tuners

H.K.

A&R T21

Aiwa ADR 550

Luxman

A&R Beta

Aiwa ADR 650

KEF C105.2

Marantz PM4

Denon TU 710

Harmon Kardon

Marantz PM54

Denon TU 747

Denon DR171

Speakers

Mon Audio R100

Marantz PM64

Hitachi FT 5500 11

Denon DRM11

Arcam One

Mon Audio R352

Marantz PM84

Luxman
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EMI EL 27 02921 digital ( NCD, MC: EL 2702924
This is a first-class recording of excellent
material; both Emma Kirkby and Ingrid Seiffert are in superb form, and as a result we
have at last a really good recording both of
the Brockes arias ( written for voice, melody
instrument and continuo) and the unauthentic but nonetheless beautiful and eloquent
Sonata in F to place alongside John Holloway's outstanding performances of the
authentic Handel Violin Sonatas ( for CRD). It
was also avery good idea to intersperse the
Sonata's four movements among the arias;
the result gives us a satisfying sequence in
which variety is combined with consistent
grace and beauty.
The studio recording from Abbey Road
sounds clean but not too dry, and those
responsible — David Murray and Christopher
Parker — are to be congratulated for producing an effect of such tonal beauty and
realistic proportion in chamber music of this
demanding kind. A very strong recommendation for anybody who cares for the
real Handel. [
A.:1*1
Stephen Daw

[LP]

HAYDN: Quartets Op.76 Nos.3 & 4
Quailed° Italiano
Philips 416 241-1 (
NCD, MC: 416 241-4)
Reissue from 1977

Reviewing this release in May ' 77, PB gave it
an A*:1 rating and referred to 'the benign
and unostentatious virtues' of the Guartetto
Italiano's playing, virtues fully endorsed on
hearing the performances again. The recording holds up less well, due to some congestion in loud climaxes and distortion in the
rather over- loaded bass line which compels
me to bring down the rating of the reissue.
[B:1/11
Kenneth Dommett

HOIST: The Planets
Boston SO/Ozawa
Philips 416 242-1 (
NCD, MC: 416 242-4)
Reissue from 1980

(LP)

Splendidly recorded on a broad, spacious
canvas, and bathed in the very pleasant,
warmly expansive acoustic of Boston's Symphony Hall. Perspectives are natural and
instrumental colours ravishing on the ear.
The whole strikes me as perfectly scaled, and
a seductively beautiful sound — but then
Philips have frequently obtained good
results with Ozawa at this venue. In fact I
have rarely heard the detail of HoIst's
orchestration so delightfully presented, without recourse to close-focusing.
Unfortunately, Icannot relish the performance as much as the sound. It's well played,
obviously well considered, but ultimately
under- characterised: a bit ' straight' and
uninvolving. ' Mars' lacks the necessary
menace; ' Mercury' could be wittier, more
skittish; the big tune in ' Jupiter' misses out
on emotional content. It would be acceptable
if mid- price competition weren't fierce — but
it is: Boult on EMI Greensleeve, Karajan on
Decca Jubilee. However, if you want to
sample the Boston sound, [
A*:2]. Peter Herring

HOIST: Hymn to Dionysus O Choral [CD LP]
Hymns from the Rig Veda
Two Eastern Pictures
Osian Ellis (hrp)/RCM Cham Ch/RPOM/illcocks
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP ( CD) 9046 (
52m 20s) ( LP:
DKP9046, MC: DKPC9046)
The peculiar characteristics of oriental music
permitted the kind of break from convention
which Hoist relished, and his absorption with
these influences can be enjoyed to the full in
the four sets of Hymns from the Rig Veda.
Wonderfully evocative and lightly yet effectively scored, they need sensitive treatment
— not just from performers but from the
recording, which must retain an appropriately ethereal and translucent quality. Here,
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engineer Bob Auger has managed to do just
that, judging the acoustic of All Saints,
Tooting, to perfection and producing anicely
distanced, atmospheric quality that succeeds
in losing nothing in clarity of texture. Osian
Ellis' important and finely played harp contribution is deftly integrated, and when the
sound does need to expand, as in the noisy
conclusion to the Hymn to Dionysus, there is
plenty of space for it to do so.
Performances are outstanding: the RCM
chamber choir proves to be a fine body of
voices, and Willcocks' touch is just right for
this music. Sample the haunting feel he
brings to ' Summer', the second of the Two
Eastern Pictures.
A criticism of both black and silver versions is that they appear to have been
mastered at too low alevel. I'd prefer not to
have to turn the volume control to its limit to
get proper fortissimos off CD, and on LP it
inevitably means that the odd crackle intervenes. The CD displays slightly more
firmness in the louder passages, and a little
clearer edge to voices, but both formats are
very fine. A welcome issue. [
A:1'1
Peter Herring
LEHAR: The Merry Widow
[CD]
Harwood (sop)/Stratas (sop)/Kollo (ten)/Hollweg
(ten)/Kelemen (bar)/BPO/Berlin Op Ch/Karajan
DG 415 524-2 (
68m 39s) digital ( LP: 415 524-1, MC:
415 524-4)
Reissue from 1972
This is shown as a digital recording but
presumably this means that it has been
digitally remastered. The sound is good,
with the solo voices and the orchestra
cleanly reproduced in well defined stereo;
but the big choral climaxes suffer by comparison from some lack of transparency. The
recording was made in 1972 in the JesusChristus-Kirche in Berlin and this may
perhaps have had a slightly sobering effect
on the performance, which is always musical
but sounds alittle sedate at times! However,
the soloists, particularly Elizabeth Harwood
and René Kollo, sing delightfully. [
B:2]
John Freestone
LEONCAVALLO: Pagliacci [CD]
Domingo/Stratas/Pons/Ch & Orch of La Scala,
Milan/Prêtre
Philips 411 484-2170m 40s) ( LP: 411 484-1, MC: 411
484-4)
Involvement, Isuppose, is the key attribute
of this Zeffirelli version of Pagliacci: it
assaults the ear- drums in a more-veristicthan-verismo degree of violence that Ifind
ultimately rather wearing. All the principals
bar Juan Pons — an anomalously suave
Tonio — attack their music with a full-throated abandon, not to say coarseness, which
might go down well in Palermo, but sounds
out of place in Milan even allowing for the
low- life nature of the opera's genre. Idon't
think I've heard a more unlovely vocal
performance from Domingo — his RCA Canio
may have been less committed but it was
superbly sung — and Stratas' strident Nedda,
as always full of the most acute psychological insights, is adistressing experience for
anyone who has seen and admired her
captivating portrayal — provocatively louche,
dangerously, innocently sexual like her Lulu
— in the theatre.
An even worse drawback is the sound. As
indicated above, this is the soundtrack of a
recent Zeffirelli film, and the engineering
does no honour to Philips' illustrous name.
The orchestra sounds as if recorded in a
different studio from the forward- placed
sample the Boston sound, [
A*1. Peter Herring
and thin; and Prêtre, though an obviously
theatrical conductor, finds few subtleties in
Leoncavallo's expert score. For those who
saw and loved the film, perhaps, but certainly not for me. [
C:3]
Hugh Canning
MAHLER: Symphony No.1

[CD]

RPO/Paita
Iodla LO-CD 776 153m 25s) digital ( NLP, NMC)
Reissue from 1978
This is ashocker. Frankly, Paita didn't have
the first idea about the piece in 1978, resorting instead to the worst kind of egocentric
posturing: cheap, sensationalistic ' effects'
and distortive, unmusical rubati. Lodia serve
him with asuitably garish, high- profile production, and the RPO horns have a rare old
time blasting their way over any and everything in proximity. We've a number of
excellent Firsts on CD: Muti, Inbal. Some of
us even rate the Solti. [
13:41 Edward Seckerson
MAHLER: Symphony No.7 L] Des Knaben [CD]
Wunderhorn ( 4 lieder)
Yvonne Minton (m-sop)/CSO/Solti
Decca 414 675-2 (
2 CDs, 93m 48s)
Reissues from 1971
The four songs were coupled originally with
Symphony 5, yet despite their presence here
with No.7 we get only just over 11
2 hours of
/
music, which seems a bit mean. But there's
no deprivation when it comes to sound
quality, for here we have Solti's Chicago
orchestra captured at Decca's analogue best.
The Krannert Centre is no Concertgebouw,
and there is atouch of artificiality about the
sonics — but the brilliance, full-bodied
impact, and pristine cleanliness, are nevertheless superb. One is sitting fairly close to a
widely spread orchestra, but the depth element is conveyed well. Also, despite CB's
slight 1971 doubts, Ifind Minton's voice
convincingly balanced in the Wunderhorn
pieces.
As for the performances, they are classic
Solti, with all that this means in terms of
what CB called his ' vehement muscular
force'. It's now fashionable to sniff at this,
but I'm happy to endorse the original ratings.
[A•/A:1•11]
John Crabbe

MAHLER: Symphony No.9 .7 Kinder- [CD]
totenlieder
Hermann Prey (bar)/Concertgebouvv/Haitink
Philips 416 466-2 (
2 CDs, 104m 6s)
Reissues from 1970, 71
Another fine CD transfer of classic Haitink
recordings, both of which were highly
praised when first issued. CB awarded astar
in these pages for the five songs, and Deryck
Cooke waxed ecstatic in The Gramophone
about the symphony. Nevertheless, Ido now
feel that Hermann Prey was a little too
'detached' in the Kindertotenlieder (
harbouring as Ido a sentimental preference for a
female in these songs), and of the two
performances here Imuch prefer that of
Mahler's brooding, enigmatic symphony.
Sonically, the latter offers a compromise
between the Concertgebouw's wide open
spaces and the inner detail provided by
multi-miking, and while Isometimes wished
for atouch more reverberation, there's still a
lot of splendid sound here — and distant
perspectives when really needed. The songs
are acceptably balanced, but Iwould have
preferred Prey's voice to be more obviously
immersed with the orchestra in the hall's
acoustic. [
A:1*/2]
John Crabbe
MAHLER: Todtenfeier I Suite from [CD LP)
Orchestral Works by JS Bach
Berlin RSO/Lopez-Cobos
Schwann CD 11637 148m 44s) ( LP: VMS 1637)
I've seen the theory, but never actually heard
Todtenfeier— first draft of the first movement
of Symphony 2. To do so at last has proved
little short of a revelation: a window onto
Mahler's meteoric development as a composer. The first thing you'll notice here are
the restrictions in sonority at boths ends of
the spectrum: no contra- bassoon, extra piccolo, or two E-flat clarinets, to say nothing of
the two differently pitched tam-tams. Amaz121
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ing how these later refinements tell. Other
modifications to embellishments and doublings would again do the trick, but only later
did Mahler find focus in the symphonic
argument. Listen here to his first solutions,
to the strange and convoluted guts of the
movement — the development: it's new, it's
daring, it's exciting. But it loses its way.
And what's this on the reverse? Iwasn't
aware that Mahler had ever turned his hand
to the popular pastime of Bach transcriptions; but he did, it seems, in the penultimate
year of his life. And here are the forbidden
fruits: elephantine Bach in opulent full- string
garb with unison flutes, oboes, trumpets,
organ and spicy harpsichord continuo, to say
nothing of a few exotic harmonies. Air on a
G-string sounds closer than ever to that
glossy cigar ad.
My ratings don't reflect the fascination or
importance of this issue in documentary
terms. In either format the ' live' recordings
are tightly balanced and adequately clear,
though the Bach sounds puddingy and the
performance of Todtenfeier is clearly compromised through lack of rehearsal and/or
first- night nerves. [B/C:2/31 Edward Seckerson

MAHLER: Lieder emes fahrenden Gesellen [ LP]
Kindertotenlieder
Hermann Prey (bar)/Concertgebouw/Haitink
Philips 412 007-1 ( NCD, MC: 412 007-4)
Reissue from 1970
In March, JF discussed the classic mono
recoupling of Fischer-Dieskau's first recordings ( p119). His later DG versions are with
Symphonies 5 & 7 in the Kubelik sets, or
together on CD with Four Rückert Lieder:
good value. The two Kindertotenlieder performances are complementary ( in the third
song F- D seems uneasy at Bühm's pacing).
The Gesellen songs are marred for me by the
excessively forward balance in the Bavarian
production, and on this ' Sequenza' Prey too
is very forward of the orchestra. The crucial
difference is that Prey rarely sounds as
'inside' the music — the lull before the second
stormy passage in ' Ich hab' em n glühend
Messer' a notable exception — as does
Fischer-Dieskau. Too often you are thinking
of the art of the singer, rather than Mahler.
But in its own way the Wayfarercycle is very
good. The transfer is an improvement on
Philips' UK original, and texts are included.
[A/B:11
Christopher Breunig
MARTINU: Field Mass/JANACEK: Amarus [ CD]
Soloists/Czech P Ch & 0/Mackerras
Supraphon 33C37-7735 (
51m 16s) digital ( LP: 3576,
MC: 1922 3576) ( SP & SI
Martinu's Field Mass, a mixture of liturgy,
psalms and poetry, was composed in 1939
and dedicated to the Czech Army. Since it
was designed to be performed outdoors the
strings have been replaced by harmonium
and piano, and there is a large untuned
battery in addition to piccolos, clarinets,
trumpets and trombones. Liska recorded it
years ago, and Supraphon list alive performance recording by Neumann.
Mackerras gets the right note of simplicity
and the sense of exile implied in Muchas
verses, but the effect is somewhat vitiated by
Vaclav Zitek's uncharacteristically wobbly
baritone. Zitek, incidentally, is the soloist
with Neumann and is in much better voice
there. Janacek's pre-Jenufa cantata Amarus
lacks the poignancy of the Martinu but is
quite attractive. This otherwise competitive
and generally recommendable performance
is unfortunately put at risk by the tenor Leo
Vodicka's hard, incisive tone, especially as
his role is quite extensive.
This is my first encounter with Denon/
Supraphon CDs. The sound is natural
enough, but orchestra and chorus are more
recessed than usual in relation to the solo
singers. With better balance the limitations
might have been less obvious. [
A/B:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
1
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MENDELSSOHN: Sonatas Nos.2, 3 & 6 Li
[
LP]
Preludes & Fugues Nos.1, 2 & 3
Peter Hurford (org)
Argo 414 420-1 digital ( CD: 414 420-2, MC: 414
420-4)
There is a fair sprinkling of these works
already on record, but one does not have to
listen to the present versions for long to
welcome their production. Many players
tend to adopt a saccharine approach to
Mendelssohn, sometimes even with amaudlin tinge, but Hurford can always be relied
upon to re-think performance criteria. Here
he produces a crisp and sparkling account,
maintaining steady momentum with fluent
precision, and combining the Bachian
influence which underlies much of the material with the unmistakable romanticism of
the overall construction. This is the finest
Mendelssohn organ music to be had at
present and, Isuspect, for avery long time to
come.
The splendid Ratzeburg organ is used to
stirring effect, and the recording is very fine
indeed in all respects. The sleeve mentions
that the response extends down to 19Hz,
rightly described as achallenging test of any
system. With a suitable subwoofer set for a
flat response to 16Hz, this note could be felt
moving the wall of the listening room,
causing objects in other rooms to rattle.
Whether you listen to music or just to the
noise it makes, this disc is not to be missed.
Highly recommended. [A*:1*1 Trevor Attewell

MOZART: Violin Concertos K211 & K216 [CD]
Gidon Kremer (vIn)NPO/Harnoncourt
DG 415 482-2 (
43m 17s) ( LP: 415 482-1, MC: 415
482-4)
The G- major ( K216) seems to be everybody's
favourite just now. Kremer lays light hands
on it and his performance of both concertos
is sweet-toned and refreshingly bright. The
D- major is especially successful. Harnoncourt's contribution, with a reduced VPO, is
for the most part a happy collaboration with
the soloist, though there is surely something
odd about the fluctuating speeds in the finale
of K216.Icannot quite make up my mind, but
the opening orchestral tutti appears to
broaden out then pick up speed again when
Kremer joins in, and the short Andante
section midway seems to have afaster basic
pulse than the preceding Allegro. Whatever
it is, the effect is disconcerting. Kremer uses
cadenzas and lead-ins devised by himself
and Robert Levine; these are interesting,
stylish, but occasionally over- long.
The recording, made in the Musikverein in
Vienna, admits quite a lot of extraneous
noises, shuffling, heavy intakes of breath
from the soloist, and unexplained rattlings.
There is an appreciable resonance, and
despite the smallish orchestra the wind/
string balances are not particularly good.
[13:112]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Violin Concerto K216 El Sinfonia [ LP]
Concertante K364
Oscar Shumsky (vIn)/Eric Shumsky (vIa)/Scottish
CO/Tortelier
EMI EL 27 03551 (
NCD, MC: EL 27 03534)

soloists nevertheless lack the opulence of
the Stern-Zukerman duo, the brilliance of
Brown-Suk, or the absolute rapport of
Brainin and Schidlof.
The recording is sensitively balanced
between soloist(s) and orchestra and realistically distanced, the ambience of Edinburgh's
Queen's Hall giving the sound a pleasing
reverberance. [A:1/2)
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Flute Concertos K313 & 315 1] [ LP]
Andante K315
Aurele Nicolet (f10/Concertgebouvv/Zinman
Philips 416 244-1 (
NCD, MC: 416 244-4)
This recording was made in 1979 but does
not appear to have been released here
before. Nicolet's performances lean slightly
toward a romantic interpretation, with
cadenzas which, though interesting and
beautifully played, are decidedly flowery.
But these are not in any sense wayward
performances, and many will find much to
enjoy here, as they will in Zinman's handling
of a Concertgebouw much lighter in texture
and more brightly and cleanly recorded than,
for example, in some of Colin Davis' of the
same vintage, or the recent Harnoncourt
Mozart on another label. [
A:1)
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Clarinet & Oboe Concertos [CD]
Antony Pay (b-clt)/Michel Piguet (ob)/AAM/Hogwood
L'Oiseau Lyre 414 339-2 (
46m 48s) ( LP: 414 339-1,
MC: 414 339-4)
In the LP review ( March ' 86 p107) Iwas a
trifle hard on performance aspects and now
up- rate slightly. The CD opens up the space
around the soloists, giving Pay's low notes
greater resonance and aslightly better perspective; but apart from absence of noise the
CD is not arevelatory improvement. [A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Divertimenti K251 & 270 j [CD]
Serenata Notturna K239
Orpheus CO
DG 415 669-2 (
LP: 415 669-1, MC: 415 669-4)
K251 is something of a rarity. The last
recording and the only one currently listed is
the reissued Collegium Aureum release of
1973. It is a delightful work for oboes, horns
and strings, full of charm and reputedly
composed for Nannerl's Name Day in 1776.
Almost as rare is the wind sextet K270, which
otherwise occurs in the albums of wind
music by the London Wind Soloists and
Netherlands Wind Ensemble. This was the
last- but- one of the Tafelmusik composed for
the Salzburg court and is of comparatively
modest aspirations.
The Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, launched recently with a most attractive recording of the two Dvorak serenades, sustain the
high standard of those performances ( April
p109) with stylish playing, refined in tone
and crisp in attack. The Serenata Notturna
also receives a fine performance, enhanced
by the separation of the two groups in the
excellent recording. The wind sextet is rather
closely recorded and there is some rattling of
keys and intake of breath, but this is only a
slight niggle. [
A:1/1 * 1
Kenneth Dommett

Shumsky recorded K218 and 219 with the
same orchestra and conductor for Nimbus,
but this appears to be his concerto debut on
a major label. His playing is widely
MOZART: Wind Serenades K375 & K388 [ CD]
acclaimed but is inclined to be fulsome,
Wiener Mozart-Bláser/Harnoncourt
though here, particularly in the solo conTeldec 8.4.3097 (
49m 51s) ( LP: 6.43097, NMC)
certo, the warmth of tone and richness of
phrasing pay dividends. It is a performance
There is a broad accent about this Viennese
matched by Van Tortelier's handling of the
ensemble's playing, especially the horns,
orchestra, not strictly ' in period' but satisthat is not at all to everyone's taste. Their
fying. For those looking for cleaner cut
recording of the great Serenade K361
playing, Thomas on CRD, Brown on Decca or
appealed to some of us by virtue of its
Zimmerman on EMI are more likely to
vitality and the fact that the sheer number of
please. The Sinfonia Concertante, in which
Shumsky is joined by his violist son, makes a instruments masked the worst of those very
idiomatic tones which make the present
pleasing impression but not an especially
memorable one. Nicely integrated, the two Iissue more problematic. There are one or
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two rough passages - one towards the end
of the slow movement of K375 - caused by
Harnoncourt's tempi. Though generally
reasonable, these occasional vagaries - the
contrast between the Minuet of K388 ( too
fast) and the elegant and shapely Trio for
instance - spoil the general effect. The sound
is very clear, a shade edgy. The Chandos
recording by the SNO Wind Ensemble
(March p107) is more reliable in all respects.
[B:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: String Quartets K458 & 428
Kocian Ot
Denon 33C37-7538 (
NLP, NMC)

[
CD]

This is described as Vol.2 of the Complete
String Quartets. Ihave not heard Voll, but if
it is as good as this Iregret it. The Kocian,
another excellent Czech ensemble, give a
most attractive account of the Hunt, rhythmically alert and nicely paced, and a tender
reading of the enigmatic E- flat, again sensitively phrased, aware of the music's tensions
without over- emphasising them. The recording is equally acceptable, with agood spatial
image, and clean and natural string sound.
[A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Trios for Basset- horn
Trio di Carone
EMI EL 27 02811 INCD, NMC)

[LP]

The three trios here are Nos.1, 6and 3of the
set of six listed as K439b. No.6, which
contains arrangements from Figaro and Don
Giovanni, is almost certainly not by Mozart,
and though doubts have been cast concerning the other five ( Einstein would not admit
them, giving them the Appendix No.229)
there is more reason to suppose them
genuine companion pieces to the various
vocal Notturni composed for the Jacquin
household. Ambitious works running to five
movements each, their original instrumentation has also been a matter of argument; but
a trio of basset- horns seems likely to be
authentic, and the music lies beautifully for
the instruments. Here, all three are listed as
being in F. whereas Kóchel lists them all as in
B-flat, and no information concerning the
recording has reached me as Iwrite.
The performances are all clearly con
amore, enthusiastic but controlled. The three
instruments conjure up a magically rich
sound so that it is not hard to see why
Mozart loved them so, and they are beautifully caught by a recording that sets them
neatly in adomestic ambience. Slight music
perhaps, though that is arguable, but utterly
charming. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

417 201-4)
Reissues from 1971-84
The point of samplers, Isuppose, is to induce
the listener to brave the arduous task of
listening to acomplete work. This one, made
up of extracts from a piano sonata, opera,
and sacred and orchestral music recordings
issued between 1971 and 1984, does the job
reasonably well and gives the attentive
listener a fair idea of how different performers approach Mozart's music. On one hand
we have Kertesz's and Solti's weighty concepts; at the other Ashkenazy's and Marriner's lighter and more effervescent manner. It
is difficult to like it all; one certainly feels that
a more attractive version than Sutherland's
of the Alleluia must be available to Decca.
The earlier pieces have been digitally remastered and the sound is generally recommendable. There are no notes. Performance
rating is well-nigh impossible, but overall
[A/B:1/3].
Kenneth Dommett

MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition —
[
CD]
Original piano version . 2, Orchestral version orch.
Ashkenazy
Philharmonia/Ashkenazy
Decca 414 386-2 (
66m 37s) digital
Reissues from 1983
The natural CD pairing, of course. All that
Ashkenazy strove to capture in his own
masterly orchestration - the toughly assertive ' promenades', the predominantly darkhued Russo cast of this music - is brilliantly
paraded before us in his dazzling account of
Mussorgsky's piano original ( first issued on
black- disc alongside a number of showy
Russian fillers). Istill think his orchestral
achievement compares favourably with
Ravel's ( see my LP review Jan ' 84 p109);
certainly he is truer to the spirit and letter of
Mussorgsky's original. London orchestras
take note: let's hear it in the capital for a
change. Ratings self-explanatory. [A*:1•]
Edward Seckerson

NIELSEN: Symphony No.5
Danish RSO/Kubelik
EMI EL 27 03521 (
MC: EL 27 03524)

[LP]

Like little flickers of a seismograph needle,
Kubelik's oscillating strings duly anticipate
the arrival of Nielsen's renegade percussion.
Time and space are well judged in these
opening pages: the air is suitably heavy and
intense, Kubelik's deep commitment and
breadth of vision immediately evident. I'm
not sure that his side- drummer is ever quite
the threat here that Nielsen envisaged. His
free- improvisatory solo stretch really doesn't
MOZART: Piano Sonatas K332, 279 & 570 [ LP]
go far enough - not for a moment does one
Christian Zacharias (pno)
really feel that, yes, he could actually halt the
EMI EL 27 02211 (
NCD, NMC)
progress of the orchestra. It may be that the
Danish Radio brass ( splendid throughout)
Zacharias made a promising debut with two
Mozart concertos ( K246 and 271) about a prove invincible too soon. Certainly Kubelik
holds little in reserve from them for the real
year ago. This appears to have been
climax at Fig.37.
rewarded with deletion, but the present
But it's the staunch nobility of this Nielsen
sample of his work goes a long way to
5that draws me. That alone would vindicate
remind us of his quality. The programme,
EMI's decision to issue these 1983 live
spread across Mozart's career as a writer of
Electrola tapes. The digitally remastered
sonatas, is sensitively played and the music
sound isn't wonderful - the level of hall
well characterised. No attempt is made to
noise and/or tape- hiss is obtrusively high find more than is there, and the neat, precise
finger-work and elegant phrasing make for a but the hall acoustic sounds well and a
no-nonsence balance offers you a good
most attractive recital. He lacks the poetic
centre- stalls seat. The playing, as I have
element which makes Uchida's performimplied, smoulders with conviction. True to
ances so compelling, but within his selfform, Part 2 begins in slight disarray
imposed discipline Zacharias's are lively and
(impossible, those pages) and I was disthoughtful readings, nicely focused in close
appointed to find Kubelik slightly muffing
but realistically balanced recording. [A:1]
the resplendent meno mosso transition in
Kenneth Dommett
the coda. But weigh against these flaws the
aspiring string phrasing, the aforementioned
brass, and of course that pyrotechnical first
clarinet. Iwonder if this Symphony is listed
MOZART: The glory of Wolfgang Amadeus [ LP]
as compulsory trial material when players
Mozart
come to audition for the orchestra? [
B/C:1]
Various artists
Edward Seckerson
Decca 417 201-1 part digital ( CD: 417 201-2, MC:
I
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PROKOFIEV: Symphony No.7
1Sinfo- [ LP]
nietta
SNO/Járvi
Chandos ABRD 1154 digital ( CD: CHAN 8442, MC
ABTD 1154)
Ialways think of this as Prokofiev's fairy-tale
Symphony, and so, it seems, does Jârvi.
Shimmering string counterpoints, glockenspiel and harp are, in Jârvi's hands, as
stardust from a wand, delicately touched in
and around the lyrical fantasy ( Ithink we
greatly underrate Prokofiev's considerable
melodic gifts). There are mischievous gremlins in the scherzo - those little sniggers from
muted trumpets, for example, are keenly
projected as Prokofiev's devilish waltz
begins its gradual whirl to frenzy - and the
finale has abundant wit and dash. Iwish
Jârvi had opted for the alternative ending:
the quiet one. Ilike to feel there's aquestionmark hanging over the closing pages: ' they
lived happily ever after' - or did they?
Prokofiev's revision is so obviously a compromise.
Side 2 brings the early Sinfonietta- something of a kindred spirit to his Classical
Symphony in scale and chiselled formality,
but actually tougher and more audacious in
its crafty, often wholly unpredictable, harmonic shifts. Prokofiev couldn't understand why
Sinfonietta failed to gain the popular currency of the symphony. I can. Another
finely- pointed performance, all the same ( the
SNO really do go from strength to strength),
and no misgivings this time over the Chandos string balance. I'd say it was about right
in terms of weight and immediacy, and
nothing of their naturalistic hall presentation
has been sacrificed in the process. I'm
happily going to gloss over the slightly acidic
top. [
A:11
Edward Seckerson

PUCCINI: Tosca
[CD]
Montserrat Caballe/Jose Carreras/Inqyar Wizen/
ROH/Davis
Philips 412 885-2 (
2CDs, 118m 24s) ( LP: 6700 108,
NMC)
Reissue from 1977
It has to be admitted that the matronly
Caballe is physically not ideally cast as the
heroine of Puccini's melodrama, particularly
as police chief Scarpia's desire for Tosca is
central to the plot. Soundwise, however,
there is nothing to worry about, with the
three central characters in fine voice, particularly Wixell as Scarpia, who is appropriately
villainous, and Caballe who just tugs at the
listener's heartstrings.
Sir Colin Davis' orchestra benefits from a
rich recorded sound, the producers firmly
putting aside ideas of recreating adry theatrical presentation - and don't be put off by
this recording's analogue origin. The layering of the sound- stage at the end of Act One,
for example, is the best on record, the
contrast of the sotto voce plotting of Scarpia,
the congregation ( backed with the organ)
singing the Te Deum in the church middleground, the orchestra and the church bells in
the near- distance, and the warning cannon
shots echoing around the hills of Rome in
the background, all being superbly delineated. Callas may be the all-time great Tosca,
but as her EMI CD set is in mono, this Philips
set just has to be my stereo CD recommendation. An excellent CD transfer, so [
A•/A:1•].
John Atkinson
PURCELL: Chansons de tavernes et de
chapelles ( Songs of tavern and chapel)
Deller Consort/Deller
Harmonia Mundi HMC 90242 (
50m 52s)

[CD]

Strange, but very human, that one who
could deploy genius to write sublimely
beautiful and loftily devotional music, as
Purcell did supremely, should also have had
a taste for the bawdy, and write some
incredibly vulgar ballads. Iam, Ihope, no
prude, but Idon't think Iwish to listen to the
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seamier bits of this recital very often. One of
the benefits of CD is that one needn't; and
this disc may even stimulate me into learning how to programme my PRO-MCD....
There are riches aplenty here, quite apart
from the odd snigger — and the Consort
enters enthusiastically into both. Ihave to
say that this isn't the most appealing Purcell
recital I have come across, or the most
musically rewarding; but it's still Purcell,
warts and all.
The recording is a nice one: balance well
preserved, and most of the words audible
without using the provided text. Ilook upon
the issue as one to have for the sake of
completeness: Ishould not recommend it as
an introduction to a very great composer.
[A/B:1]
Peter Turner
RAVEL: Bolero EJ Rapsodie Epagnole [CD]
Pavane Pour une Infant Défunte 1Daphnis et
Chloé suite No.2
Orch de Paris/Charles Munch
EMI 1102392 157m 45s)
Reissue from 1969
The rich, reverberant acoustic here makes
pleasant listening, although the balance is
out of kilter on occasion — as in Bolero when
the over- blown percussion swamps the
brass at the crucial climax. Strings are
mellow, the tonal balance natural, and the
dynamic range is impressively wide. The
inevitable hiss, though noticeably modulated, is of low enough volume not to be
too distracting. The ever- popular Bolero is
taken at a slow pace but does not lack
excitment and tension. The Pavane is beautifully tender, and Daphnis et Chloé is especially fine, full of passion and sensuous
delicacy.
Although this old French recording is not
up to modern standards of digital clarity,
there is much to enjoy in the warmth and
dynamic power of the Orchestra de Paris
under the sure direction of Munch. [ B:11
Sue Hudson

RAVEL: Bolero ci La Valse U Ma Mére [CD]
L'Oye :1Alborada del Gracioso
OSR/Armin Jordan
Erato ECD 88159 (
51m) digital ( LP: NUM 75201,
MC: MCE 75201)
The Ravel portrayed here is distinctly lightweight and dry. Bolero starts with a gay lilt
and continues in the same vein, so rhythmically strict and unsensuous that the tension fails to build towards the climax, which
subsequently leaves one unmoved. Similarly
in La Valse, where the swooping, drunken
dance should move recklessly towards
desperation, but here is lifeless and cold,
lacking the necessary sense of inner compulsion and hectic gaiety.
On the technical front things are better
handled: the recorded sound is clean and
correct, and there is a feel of a real concert
performance in a spacious ambience. Solo
instruments are well defined while not
obviously high- lighted, and there is good
depth to the stereo sound- stage. The percussion on Bolero is too strong, however,
emphasising the rhythmic stiffness which
characterises these performances. [
A:21
Sue Hudson

ROSSINI: Overtures — Barber, Magpie, [CD]
Semiramide, William Tell/SUPPÉ: Overtures —
Morning, Noon & Night, Light Cavalry, Poet &
Peasant
BPO/Karatan
DG 415 377-2 digital ( 67m 435)
Reissues various
Although these are not the most subtle or
idiomatic performances to be had, the Berlin
Phil's performances are fine enough to merit
a welcome for their transfer to CD format.
The full-bodied recording with its keen placing and vivid rendition of the percussion and
HI- El NEWS ,1
4 RI ( OR!)
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brass is well suited to digital transfer, and
although the orchestral spread is a little
narrow for the immediacy of the image, the
generally rounded quality of the sound is
appropriate to the works. There is slight tape
noise noticeable in the quieter passages, but
this is not of an unacceptable level. [ 8:1/2]
Doug Hammond

SCHUMANN: Fantasie, Op.17
zenen, Op.15
Rudolf Buchbinder (pno)
EMI EL 27 02821 dmm ( NMC)

Kinders- [ LP]

Hard driving goes some way towards mitigating the slightly opaque quality of these
EMI Electrola recordings, and what then
emerges are performances that, despite their
somewhat subdued atmosphere, have many
features to commend them, and adepth that
repays repeated listening. Buchbinder keeps
the textures open and carefully balanced,
avoids mawkish sentimentality in his
expressive approach, and has a well-considered long-range view of pacing and structure.
His sound has a lighter bass than is
normally adopted for Schumann, and
perhaps less attractively, arather spare tonal
quality in louder passages. On occasions the
expressive devices seem to be applied to the
music rather than being a natural and integral part of it, as at the opening of the
Fantasie, where the asked- for held- back
impression seems stagey; but his fine command of the more withdrawn aspects of
Schumann's musical personality dispels any
major misgivings. In the Kinderszenen Buchbinder at first seems to understate some of
the contrasts, but it soon becomes clear that
this is part of his overall of integration for the
work, building steadily towards ' Der Dichter
Spricht'.
The piano used is a clean-toned instrument, and its character has been well captured by the recording, as has its position
and size. If it were not for the above mentioned slight veil over the proceedings
this would be an exemplary production for
piano music. [
A/B:2]
Doug Hammond

SIBELIUS: Kullervo J The Origin of Fire "._] [ LP]
Our Native Land
Naumanen/Hynninen/Chs/Helsinki PO/Berglund
EMI EX 27 03363 (
2 LPs) digital dmm ( MC: 27
03365)
Berglund's second shot at this precocious
epic of a piece is immediately freer. You
sense the native orchestra, the spontaneity,
fire and flexibility in its veins. Ebb and flow
are more confident, the weaker transitions
better welded. In short, it's a deal more
convincing all round than his earlier Bournemouth account, with Berglund better able to
realise idiomatically so much that is prophetic of later marvels: the haunting distillations
of time and space, the unsettling groundswells. For one thing, he has quite an asset in
the penetrating, deeply- set Helsinki string
section ( marvellous in the gravely expressive reaches of ( ii1): the perfect anchor, you
might say, in an EMI presentation that
happily marries immediacy ( ripely focused
brass) with a sufficiently lively hall ambience. It's less diffuse, less far-flung in perspective, than his earlier EMI version, and in
general Iprefer it.
Both soloists are excellent, the talented
Jorma Hynninen particularly so in his
intense and truthfully projected lamentation
at the close of OW, to say nothing of the
stirring Kullervo-related Origin of Fire. The
Helsinki University Male Choir is, as it happens, common to both sets — and theirs
(along with their female counterparts) is the
voice of authenticity. It takes native voices in
the mother tongue to bring alive the fervant
declamations of Kullervo, and how they
relish the incandescent harmonies of Our
Native Land where the consoling glow of
Finnish summer nights would surely stir

even the most unpatriotic heart. [
A:11
Edward Seckerson
SPOHR: Double Quartets in D ( 0p.65) & EL [ LP]
(0p.77)
ASM Ch Ens
Hyperion A66141 (
CD: CDA66141, MC: KA66141)
Spohr is the only composer of stature to
have adopted the idea of using two string
quartets in conjunction rather than by amalgamating them into an octet as Mendelssohn did. The first, composed in 1823, is
actually more of a concerto grosso with the
first quartet acting the part of soloists and
the second as ripieno. The second, written
four years later, is a more successfully
integrated work and more individual.
Spohr's music can be very variable, which is
perhaps why it tends to be neglected, but
here we have him very nearly at his best,
personable, charming and inventive.
Neither work is currently listed, but no
matter since the ASM Chamber Ensemble's
performances are so lively and committed
that they would have been recommendable
anyway. The recording is fresh, detailed and
well focused, with excellent spatial separation. [
A:1/1*1
Kenneth Dommett

STEPHAN: ' Liebeszauber' 11 Music for [CD]
Orchestra I71 Music for Violin & Orchestra
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)/Hans Maile ( vIn)/
Berlin RSO/Zender
Schwann CD 11623 (
44m 30s) ( NLP, NMC)
Readers of my article Fin de siecle (
Feb ' 85)
may have noted a mention of Rudi Stephan
(or Stepan) as a specifically German composer of the period. Ihardly expected to hear
any of his music recorded, but here we have
three of his most important pieces. Stephan
(b.1887) was killed in Galicia in 1915 and, like
George Butterworth, is one of the great
'might-have-beens' of music. The earliest
piece Liebeszauber (
1907?), asort of cantata
to apoem by Hebbel, suggests the influence
of Scriabin as well as of Strauss and
Debussy, but the Music for Orchestra
(reworked 1913) is more adventurous and
uses the orchestra imaginatively. Harmonically it reflects Mahler and early Schoenberg,
but more probably Schreker is the greater
influence. The Music for Violin (
1910, rev.
1913) is the most interesting of all structurally and harmonically. The solo part shines
intermittently but is brilliantly written.
Maile gives a persuasive account of this,
but Fischer-Dieskau, as eloquently musical
as ever, is beginning to show some signs of
pressure and occasionally permits an
uncharacteristic wobble to escape in Leibeszauber. Zender's espousal of the music
appears committed enough, and the recording copes well with the dense textures —
though it is not of the highest quality. We
should nevertheless be thankful to have
heard this music at all. [
A/B:11
Kenneth Dommett

STRAUSS ( Johann II): Blue Danube H [ LP]
Emperor Waltz EJ Fledermaus 1IChampagne Polka
Tritsch-Tratsch Polka, etc
Various artists
CfP CFP 41 44991 (
NCO, MC: 41 44994)
Reissues from 1959, 61, 67, 72, 75
This compilation ( called Champagne &
Laughter) was first issued in 1975 but is well
worth the re-release. Old favourites predominate, but they are in delightful performances of yesteryear. There is the Viennese
Henry Krips, idiomatically fluid in the
Emperor Waltz and Tritsch-Tratsch Polka,
Schwarzkopf satin- toned in the Nun's
Chorus from Cassanova, Boskovsky ( of
course) in Fledermaus extracts with Fassbaender, Gedda, Holm, Rothenberger, Berry,
and Fischer-Dieskau, and five items from a
Hallé Viennese night with Barbirolli in fine
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form and voice. The older recordings hold up
well and only some of the Hallé items sound
aged, with edgy and steely strings. [
A/B/C:1*
/11
Doug Hammond

STRAUSS ( Richard): Symphony in d U [CD]
Interludio 7_, Kempf und Sieg
Hong Kong PO/Schermerhorn
Hong Kong 8.220322 (
47m 1s) digital
'Shows promise', one might say of the
symphony, though other performers would
doubtless have made more of its MendeIssohnian grace and fire, its already well formed lyrical facility. Rudimentary, no
more, is the standard of playing here, with
woodwinds that are inflexible of phrase and
crudly voiced, strings that would sooner
hack than yield, and precious little tonal
nuance to relieve the inelegancies. Add to
this the mediocre sound ( coarse- grained,
wiry in the upper reaches) and two fill- ups —
Strauss' re- working of the Prelude to
Mozart's ldomineo (
how dare he) and aquite
ghastly piece of juvenilia entitled Kampf und
Sieg — which might more kindly have been
left to obscurity, and you could just have
saved yourself £ 10 or so. [
C:3]
Edward Seckerson

STRAUSS ( Richard): Don Juan U Till [ LP]
Eulenspiegel U Tod und Verklárung
VPO/Furtwangler
EMI Références 1011551 g (
NCD, NMC)
Recordings from 1954, 50
A valuable centenary year re-release, when
even more vital but older BP0 Till/Don Juan
recordings are no longer available from DG.
In 1968 these Musikvereinsaal productions
were recut to accommodate Legge's earlier
Tod und Verklárung (
HOM1137), but this
Pathé transfer is sharper, clearer — the sound
is still dim, but clean in quality. Furtwângler,
more than Klemperer, conveyed the earthy
humour of Till, hinting at a wistful side too,
and Ihave long regarded his glowing and
ardent Don Juan, a reading of grandeur, a
match for the more famous NBC/Toscanini.
Even so, it is the brooding intensity of Tod,
Furtwängler drawing his listener deep into
its sombre moods, that makes this trilogy
most memorable. Silky violin solos from
Boskovsky. [
H:1/1•]
Christopher Breunig

STRAUSS ( Richard): Four Last Songs U [ LP]
Dance of Seven Veils & Closing Scene from
'Salome' U Malven U Symphonic Fragment from
'The Love of Donee'
Eva Marton/Toronto Symphony/Andrew Davis
CBS IM 42019 digital ( CD: MK 42019, MC: IMT
42019)
Two Strauss rarities, both gramophone premieres: his fifth ' last song' Malven — a
heartfelt last rose to the Czech soprano
Maria Jeritza — and the Symphonic Fragment
from his penultimate opera The Love of
Danae: vintage autumnal longings. That,
you might say, is the good news. The bad
news is that Eva Marton — around whom the
record is built — is not heard here to anything
like best advantage. The closing scene from
Salome thrills, or course, her big dramatic
soprano ( caught here ' live' in implaccable
up- front sound) riding and cutting the
Straussian texture with frightening determination. But that's as far as it goes. Turn to
Behrens and you'll discover the temptress of
desire, the teasing half- shades, the sensuality in the vocal line. Marton is all too
one-dimensional; too much brute force, not
enough insinuation. Moreover, her Four Last
Songs are frankly disastrous — blustery,
short-winded of phrase, the voice ungainly,
the intonation quite shocking at times. Worst
of all, the spirit of these priceless valedictions appears to elude her. I hear only
conflict with the line, never blissful accord.
She sounds uncomfortable.
For the Toronto Symphony, who sponHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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sored these recordings, Ican offer some
consolation for a job valiantly done. But
Andrew Davis? How is it possible for the
feverish opening bars of Salome's Dance to
sound so lifeless, so perfunctory? Admittedly the sound is parched and tonally
constricted, but where is there even asniff of
the textural luxuriance, the eroticism, the
pent-up sexual frustration — all so inherent in
this music? [
B/C:2/4]
Edward Seckerson
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
Boston SO/Ozawa
Philips 416 246-1 (
MC: 416 246-4)
Reissue from 1980

[LP]

Too well groomed, never dangerous enough
for me: muted in all but the very top register
of Philips' thickly-textured recording. Nor is
the Boston Symphony quite what it should
be in terms of unanimity and security: far too
much surplus flab here on a normally trim
frame. Give me the hewn-from-the- elements
animal fibre of Muti any day ( EM)). Or give
me Boulez ( CBS). [
B/C:2/3] Edward Seckerson

reservations on this recording ( originally a
Nimbus 45). He downgraded it from a provisional A* to B in view of the ' great wash of
resonance', describing the performance as
grand in scale, forthright, and persuasive. It
seems to me that both technical ratings
pertain, one for undoubted accuracy, the
other for the ' haze'. Put bluntly: wasn't this
rather a silly way to have produced this
music for records? But then, Idon't think the
reading can hold a candle to the LPO Fifths
under del Mar ( deleted CfP — alas!), or
Rostropovich (' Eminence'). Fine playing, yes,
but asuperfluous transfer. [
A'/B:2]
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No.5 [ LP]
Voyevode
CSO/Abbado
CBS IM 42094 digital ( NCD, MC: IMT 42094)

In Voyevode (
1890) aPolish general finds his
wife with former lover, orders a servant to
shoot them, but the servant fires on his
master. The opening crescendi sound like
Sibelius on skates, while the lyrical middle
section echoes Manfred, Romeo & Juliet. As
STRAVINSKY: Divertimento ( Le Baiser de [CD]
la Fée) U Suites 1 & 2ED Octet CI Fanfare for aNew the Chicago orchestra race to the side- drum
entries, the performance here is established
Theatre U Three Pieces for Clarinet Solo
as one of precision and finesse. James
London Sinf/Chailly
Mallinson's Orchestra Hall production veils
Decca 417 114-2 (
55m 2s) digital ( LP: 417 114-1,
the upper strings (?), but the ' shooting'
MC: 417 114-4)
should make you jump, and the thunderous
timpani in the closing bars have plenty of
Chailly's ' Stravinsky chronicle in miniature'
(see March ' 86 p113) has acquired a little weight and attack.
The Fifth is superbly played, and though
more tang in its silver- disc format: the
one could want 'that last degree of abandon',
keenest of focus on those razor- like upper
the stature of the work is such that a
lines. Eut either way you'll enjoy these alert,
distanced interpretation will still thrill. My
quick-witted performances. Elegance walks
report must, however, be guarded. The
hand in hand with precision, charm with
cutting of this LP is impeccable: no pre vulgarity. [A:1]
Edward Seckerson
echoes, and a very wide dynamic range. But
if the LP is true to the master, then some
other species of veiling stands in the way of
access. Ihear the sumptuous lower strings at
SUK: A Summer Tale
[ LP]
the beginning of ( ll), Ican tell the ebb and
Czech PO/Pesek
flow are beautifully controlled, the string
Supraphon 3645 digital ( SP&S)
chords at Tempo I, 108, hint at a real
ambience, the pianissimi late in the Andante
A Summer Tale is the first of Suk's great
are magical — yet this LP transfer withholds
trilogy of symphonically- scaled and largely
the necessary immediacy. Let us hope that
autobiographical tone- poems. The second,
Ripening, was reviewed last month in a only warping gave the horn solo its dubious
intonation — my pressing also had rustly
splendid new version directed by Neumann,
and we now only await the arrival of Epi- surfaces — and that CD will eventually reveal
logue, Suk's last orchestral composition, to Abbado's Fifth remake for what Ibelieve it to
be. [
B:1/11
Christopher Breunig
complete the cycle. A Summer Tale (
1907-9
is inward- looking, almost hallucinatory,
reminiscent at times of Mahler. It lasts about
52 minutes and is split into five sections, of
TCHAIKOVSKY: String Serenade in C/ [ LP]
which the second, ' Noon', has an almost
DVORAK: String Serenade in E
palpable sense of the oppressive, flattening
Orch of St. John's Smith Square/Lubbock
heat of midday. The third movement, ' The
ASV ABM 770 digital ( MC: ZC ABM 770)
Blind Fiddlers' has a strangely detached
Reissue from 1981
quality about it, and the scherzo, roughly
translated as ' The Power of Illusions', is full
These are fine performances, with sustained
of obsessive energy which, in this performweight of both tone and volume being drawn
ance at least, is never allowed to break strict
from all sections of the strings. Lubbock gets
bounds. Its effect is disturbingly fantastical,
warmth and lyricism in the slow movements,
and the finale, ' Night', draws down the
exhilaration in the fast, and sure-footed
curtain in terms as compelling as ' Noon',
articulation and intonation throughout. The
using very similar material.
recording has great presence, capturing the
The overall pace of the work is slow and its
natural timbre of the strings extremely well. I
length does impose demands on the listener.
would
have liked a wider spread and rather
It is arguable that Pesek might have brought
less reverberance, but with so much that is
more variety to the music, lightening it here
excellent this disc is great value for money.
and there, but the mood is admirably sus[A/B: 1]
Barbara Jahn
tained and the performance makes a powerful impression. Like Ripening, the recording
is slightly less detailed than one hopes for
but is very satisfactory. CD could well be
TELEMANN & VIVALDI: Concertos for [ CD]
more searching should it come along. [A:1]
Recorder, Bassoon & Strings
Kenneth Dommett
Class Pehrsson (red/Michael McCraw (bass)/Drottningholm Bar Ens
BIS CD-271 148m 05s) ( LP: LP2711
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No.5
[ LP]
Imust admit from the outset that Iam afan
LPO/Batiz
ASV DCA 550 digital dmm ( NCD, MC: ZCDCA 550)
both of Swedish recorder player Clas PehrReissue from 1982
sson and of the BIS sound, which tends to
the natural. It will come as no surprise,
Visiting one of AK's sessions for CfP therefore, that Ienjoyed this collection very
recently, Iwas amazed at the bloom that All much. Producer Robert von Bahr has
Saints Tooting gives to orchestral sound. It resisted the temptation to go in close on the
was that very quality that led to DH's strong recorder; rather he has left it balanced as the
129
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Nakamichi BX150
C239.95
Nakarnicht - very affordable when
you buy from us!
P.O.A.
Rotel P0830
£ 89.95
Technics RSB25
E119.95
Trio KX54
( 99.95
Yamaha 6220
£129.95
Yamaha 6320
£ 159.95
Yamaha 6420
( 179.95

Amplifiers

A & R Mph.,
£129.95
A 8 R A60 -.
£ 219.95
AR THE AMP
£ 169.95
Cambridge integer
£229.95
Cambridge prearnp
£ 239.95
Cambridge power amp
£ 259.95
Cyrus One
£ 139.95
Cyrus Two
£259.95
Denon PMA707
£ 99.95
Denon PMA737
£ 169.95
Harman PM625
£ 139.95
Marantz PM15I
£ 74.95
Nad 2155
£ 229.95
Nad 3120
£ 99.95
Nad 3130
£ 149.95
Nad 30200
£ 119.95
Nad 2150 power amp
£ 159.95
Nad 3155
£ 249.95
Ned 1155 preamp
£ 199.95
Nod 1130 preamp
£129.95
Ned 2200 power amp
£ 389.95
Proton P520B
£ 99.95
Proton 0540
£ 239.95
Ouad 34 ,44/405.2,520/306
P.O.A.
OED A240
£ 149.95
Rotel FIA820
£ 109.95
Rotel RA820BX
£139.95
Rotel RA840
£169.95
Rotel RA840BX
£ 179.95
Sansui AUG30%
£ 179.95
Sansui AUG5OX
£ 249.95
£ 109.95
Sansui AUG11X
SUV2
£134.95
Technics Super Quotes
P.O.A.
Trio KA54
£ 99.95
Trio KA74
£ 129.95
Trio KA94
£159.95
Yamaha A320
£ 99.95
Yamaha 5420
£149.95
Yamaha A520
£190.95

Tuners
A 8 R 721
£ 199.95
Alpha Tuner
£139.95
Cyrus Tuner
£ 199.95
Denon TU400L
(124.95
Denon TU717
( 99.95
Denon TU747L
( 139.95
Marantz 511511
£88.95
Nad 4130
£ 149.95
Nad 4155
£ 239.95
Nad 402013
( 99.95
Pioneer F99X
( 199.95
OED 7237
£ 149.95
Ouad FM4 •
P.O.&
Rotel RT820
( 69.95
Rotel RT830
( 99.95
Rotel R1850
(149.95
Sansui TUD33XL ( 109.95
Sansui TUD99XL
( 219.95
Trio KT54L
£ 99.95
Yamaha 0320
£ 99.95
Yamaha 1520
(149.95

Tuner Amps
Ned 7130
Nad 7140
Nad 7155
Yamaha R3

( 259.95
( 369.95
( 439.95
£ 189.95

Turntables

Cassette Decks

Acoustic Research 68101 £ 189.95
Anston R050
£ 139.95
Dual CS505/2
£ 99.95
Dual CS505/2 deluxe
£119.95
Dual CS5000B
£ 174.95
Oak ( ea)
£ 99.95
Rotel RP830
C129.95
Rotel RP850
( 179.95
Sansui SR222V
£ 109.95
Systemdek Ils ( eau
£ 125 95
Systerndek II% elect ( duo £ 184.95
Thorens T0316
( 179.95
Thorens 10318
£ 199.95
Thorens 10321 ( ex)
£ 234.95

nova Cassette Decks at hard to
beat prices this month . P.O.A.
Altai MXA201
.£ 94. 95
Denon DR171
£ 139.95
Denon DRM11
£ 194.95
[Tenon EIRM22
£ 44.95
Denon ORM33HX
£ 319.95
Denon ORM44FIX
£389.95
JVC KDX2
£ 94.95
Nact 6130
£ 129.95
Nad 6050C
( 159.95
904 6140
f199 95
Nad 6155
£ 249.95

Each component has been acclaimed " Best Buy"
in the UK Hi Fi Press, and as a system offers
unbeatable value for money.
This is an unrepeatable chance to purchase a
CD based hi -fi at abargain price.
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The following are available as OPTIONS to the turntable and speakers in the above systems.
AR EB101
AR 22BX
Ariston RD50
B&W DM110
Compact Disc Players

733338

Aiwa DX550
Aiwa DX770
Aiwa DX1200
Akai CDA7L
Aka, CDM5I5
Aka, CDM88
Cambridge CDI
Denon 0001000
Denon DCDI100
Denon DC01500
Maranta CD4513
Maranta C065
Mission DA07000R a
Ned 5355*
Nad 5355E *
Nakamichi
Philips CD104*
Philips CD150*
Philips CD304
Philips CD350*
Philips CD450
Philips CD650
Pioneer PDX500
Pioneer PDX700
Pioneer P06010
Pioneer PC05010
Sansui PCV750
Sansui PCV100
Sony CDP30
Sony CDP70
Sony CDP102
Sony CDP302
Sony COP502
Technics SLPJIK
Technics SLP3K
Technics SLP2K
Technics SLPIK
Technics SLPJ11
Technics SLP100
Technics SLP300
Technics SLP500
Trio DP770
Trio DP700
Trio DP900
Yamaha CDX2
Yamaha CO3
Yamaha CDXIII
Yamaha C0400

£ I99.95
£ 249.95
£ 329.95
£ 349.95
£ 199.95
£349.95
( 1499.95
C259.95
£ 319.95
E439.95
£ 199.95
P.O.A.
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Speakers
Present thIs atIvl lo
clam tree stands
and 6metres 0E0
Cable with all
Loudspeakers
listed below except • eMple
(Suggested
Systems excluded)
APOBX
£ 79.95
AR18130
£ 99.95
AR22BX .. ,
C129.95
AR33BX
£ 199.95
ASP Arcam One
( 329.95
A814 Arcam Two .. £ 199.95
A8F1 Arcam Three
( 129.95
Boston A40
£ 99.95
El 8 W DM100
£ 99.95
B 8 W DM110
( 129.95
0 8 W DM220
£ 99.95
Celestion 01.4
C99.95
Celestion 01.6
C129.95
Celesbon Da
£ 179.95
Celestoon SL6S
( 299.95
Heybrook HB1 dr
C149.95
Heybrook HB2R •
£ 239.95
jpw P1
£ 114.95
JPW AP2
f129.95
KO • C• New Series
P.O.A
Set R104.2
C699.95
Mission 7011
£ 99.95
Mission 7001E
£ 119.95
Mission 707
C149.95
Mission 737 R
( 199.95
Mission 770 F
C379.95
Mission 780 A
( 599.95
Monitor Audio R100 . •
C129.95
Monitor Audio R2520
(139.95
Monitor Audio R352
(199.95
Monitor Audio R700
(249.95
Mordaunt Short MS10 *
£79.95
Mordaunt Short MS15
E99 95

Mordaunt Short MS25Ti
Et 19.95
Mordaunt Short MS30
£129.95
Quad ELS63
Rogers LS2
(154.95
Rogers 1S3/5A
(239.95
Rogers LS6
( 207.95
Rogers LS?
£ 314.95
Rogers Studio 1
C439.95
Rote! RL850
(109.95
Spendor Prelude ...... £ 269.95
Spendor SP1
£ 599.95
Spendor SP2
£389.95
Spendor 153/5A
( 259.95
Tannoy Mercury
£ 145 95
Tannoy 8120 Gold .
( 199.95
Tannoy Venus . ( 249.95
Wharfedale Diamond II • £ 84.95
Wharfedale 504
C109.95
Wharfedale 506*
( 89.95
Wharfedale 508
( 159.95
Wharfedale 708
£ 299.95

Midi Systems
Aiwa midi
interest free credit this
month''
JVC
P.O.A
Philips FC0562
£ 329.95
Pioneer
P.O.A
Sony Super Quotes
P 0.A
Technics X2OW
£ 329.95
Technics X30A
£ 349.95
Technics 540A
£ 389.95
Technics X50A
( 474.95
Technics 560
E569.95
Technics X70
£ 699 95
Trio M3SC
£ 449.95
Speakers included unlesS stated

Specials
Altai FiXA201
( 94.95
Maranta CD54
£ 219.95
Nakarnichi BX150
£ 239.95
Pink Triangle ... £ 399.95
Pioneer In- Car
Crazy P.O.A.
Thorens T0321 Ceci
Yamaha CD3
.
£ 279.95
Prices include VAT and were correct at
time of preparation ( approximately 5
weeks before publication) but are
sublect to change without notice
E & 0E
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• Cartridge supplied with above systems.
• Leads provided with above systems.
• Carriage for mail order customers on
all orders in excess of £ 200. UK Mainland

Ferguson 3V48
Ferguson 3V43
JVC HRO565
JVC HR725
Panasonic NV810
Panasonic NV870
Sony EVS700

* FREE DISCS
WITH THESE MODELS
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£ 299.95
£239.95
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Rotel RP830/AT110E
add £ 25.00
Rotel RP850/AT110E
add £ 75.00
Tannoy Mercury
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Wharfedale Diamond II deduct £ 20.00

Compact
Disc Players
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£264.95
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CLASSICAL
composers wanted it, occasionally almost
submerged in ensembles, but always clear in
solo passagework without shrieking, even in
its higher register. ( A shame that Philips'
engineers could not treat Michala Petri in a
similar manner.) The solo bassoon, too, is
left to speak for itself.
Each instrument gets one concerto to itself
— Telemann's famous C- major for the recorder, Vivaldi's F- major for the bassoon ( with
its swooping scales in the opening allegro) —
and they join for the Telemann doubleconcerto and the flute- and- bassoon version
of Vivaldi's La Notte, where Pehrrson excels
with his long notes in the Largo. If Ihave any
reservations, they concern the tendency for
the orchestral sound to muddy at times;
such, however, is the unfortunate side- effect
of an honest recording policy, and to a large
extent is offset by the sense of ' space'
captured. [
A:1]
John Atkinson

TUBIN: Symphony No.2 ' Legendary' []
Symphony No.6
Swedish RSO/Jaryi
BIS CD-304 (
63m 21s)

[CD]

an/Vs championship of his fellow- Estonian's music is gathering pace, and another
recording is promised soon. This one presents two symphonies not otherwise available, No.2 from 1937 and nicknamed Legendary for no obvious reason, and No.6 composed in 1954, after Tubin had emigrated to
Sweden where he died in 1982. In general,
Tubin's individuality shows up best in the
dark, slower movements than in the fast
ones. In the latter he tends to exchange
invention for formulae, and the tendency is
particularly noticeable in the 6th Symphony
where there is much use of percussion, and
where the prominent saxophone part and
generous use of Latin-American rhythms
impart a sort of delà vu 1920s character to
the music that reminds one a bit of Milhaud.
This is the least satisfying symphony of
Tubin's Ihave heard so far. The second, on
the other hand, although it resorts a bit to
clatter in the finale, is a powerful, brooding
piece with a wonderfully sustained second
movement. The performances, taken on
trust, seem first-class. The recording,
however, is less well focused and slightly
mushier than usual for BIS, who can normally be counted on to provide impeccable
sound. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Concerto for Two [ LP]
Pianos & Orchestra* .7] Fantasia ( Quazi Variazione)
on the 'Old 104th' Psalm Tunet I 'The Wasps' —
Aristophanic Suite
Vit ya Vronsky, Victor Sabin (pnos)*/Peter Katin
(pno)t/LPO Cht/LPO/Boult
EMI ED 29 06531 dmm ( NCD, MC: ED 29 06534)
Reissues from 1968, 69, 70
The two- piano concerto is a controversial
work, subjected to many ' interpretations'.
Ferocious and echt-Bartok in places, it nevertheless gives many glimpses of RVW's
lighter vein. No disputing, though, that The
Wasps is firmly in that vein, although Boult
begins the overture with the most stately of
tempi — nothing like as fast as Handley or del
Mar. Contrast with the richly lyrical middle
tune is therefore less pointed than usual.
Thereafter, Boult offers asparkling and wellrecorded performance of this cheering score.
Less satisfactory is the concerto, where the
pianos are well forward and the impression
is very much of an orchestra boxed- in and
'peeping over the shoulders' of the soloists.
But on the plus side, the playing of Vronsky
and Babin is dazzling enough to deserve
prominence.
The Fantasia, one of the products of RVW's
fascination with the Tudor composers, is
better recorded, despite the difficult combination of forces. [
B/C:1]
Peter Herring

VERDI: Attila
1111-1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

[
CD1
MAY 198(s

Deutekom (sop)/Raimondi (bass)/Milnes (bar)/Bergonzi (ten)/Ambrosian Singers/RPO/Gardelli
Philips 412 875-2 (
2CDs, 105m 54s) ( LP: 6700 056)
Reissue from 1973
A concise and likeable work, Attila juxtaposes the violent tale of the barbarian's
invasion of Italy with all the gay flourishes of
Grand Opera. But that should come as no
surprise to lovers of this wonderfully incongruous art- form, and especially of Verdi.
HFN/RR reviewer Cedric Wallis found the
recording of soloists too distant ( May ' 73),
but on CD ( and perhaps with a little remixing?) the balance is blameless. Recorded
at Wembley town- hall, the ambience is much
in evidence, giving spaciousness whilst
retaining definition. The soloists are sensibly
miked, with a natural distancing resulting in
no loss of detail.
It's my impression, reading old reviews of
reissued discs, that tastes have changed —
how often nowadays will you see a recording praised for being bright and forward?
Bass is full — essential for Verdi's pointing
rhythms, but over- ripe and tiring to listen to
for 105 minutes. Hiss levels are remarkably
low and the dynamic range similarly
impressive. Gardelli's conducting is gracious
and sure. Bergonzi is outstanding as Foresto,
singing with great panache and agility. [
A:1]
Sue Hudson
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons ( Concertos [ CD]
Op.8 Nos 1-41
ltzhak Perlman ( yin)/Israel PO
EMI CDC 7473192 (
42m 01s) (
LP: EL 27 00231, MC:
EL 27 00234)
Both the performance and the recorded
sound made this my first- choice ' modern
instruments' Seasons (
Feb ' 86 p110), since
not only is everything here delightful, but the
performance and the recording are ideally
married. In all significant respects the CD
resembles the LP, but of course there is no
'playing sound'. [
A*:1•]
Stephen Daw
VIVALDI: Concerti da Camera — Concerto [ CD]
in D ( RV 941
Concertos in g ( 103), C ( 87), a ( 86), G
(101), a ( 1081, D ' la Pastorella' ( 951, g ( 105) & D ( 92)
Michala Petri (rec)/Heinz Holliger (ob)/Felix Ayo,
Pasquale Pellegrino ( vins)/Christiane Jaccottet
(hgcl)/Klaus Thunemann (bsn)/Thomas Demenga
(WO/Jonathan Rubin Itheorbol
Philips 411 356-2 (
2CDs, 86m 2s) ( 2LPs: 411 356-1,
2 MCs: 411 356-4)
Due recognition has been long in coming to
Vivaldi's chamber concertos. They are of
very great significance both musically and
historically, since it was in these works that
ritornello form first escaped from the limitations inherent in the larger, ripieno based,
concerto forms. However, these gems of
early 18th- century chamber- music do
depend considerably upon the delicacy and
sweetness of contemporary instruments for
much of their effect ( as Musica Antigua Küln
have effectively proved on LP). All of the
musicians involved in this exciting Philips
project are distinguished for their outstanding musicianship on modern instruments,
but it is today somewhat strange to hear
string players having to play at nearly halfvolume to avoid drowning the recorder, to
hear oboists struggling to play effectively
and continually in the lower compass, and so
forth.
A self-effacingly discreet recording helps
to minimise the acoustical problems; it is of
a fair breadth, but less identifiable in depth.
Tonally, all the playing is attractive, and
intonation is generally dependable. The supporting notes — by the indefatigably dependable Michael Talbot — are excellent, and at
least these recordings will form a good
introduction to a very appealing repertoire.
[13: 1/2]
Stephen Daw

WALTON: Symphony No.1
LSO/Harty

[ LP]

Decca 414 659-1 (
8 ( MC: 414 659-4)
Reissue from 1935
A classic among Waltonians sounding every
bit as dangerous now as ever it did. That's
what is exciting about Harty's reading: its
anger, its relentlessness. Not for one second
does the wiry tension of his first two movements relent: no rhetorical rubatos, precious
little ebb to counter the flow. He's caught the
grimace and, ultimately, the devil-may-care
exultancy of the piece, and you begin to
understand what was so shocking about it at
the time. Of course it all sounds pretty
squeaky now, transferred from 50-year- old
78s. Nevertheless, one does leave with an
impression of the heat generated, of an
orchestra playing fearlessly to within an inch
of their collective lives. And even if the
crucial timpani part is nowhere in the constricted sound picture, Walton's strident
wind writing comes through strongly
enough to ensure that all those venomous
harmonies emerge fully intact. [
H]
Edward Seckerson
WALTON: Façade L A Song for the Lord [ LP]
Mayor's Table*
Peggy Ashcroft, Paul Scofield (spks)/London Sin fi
Walton/Heather Harper (sop)/Paul Hamburger
(pno)*
Decca 414 664-1 (
NCD, MC: 414 664-4)
Reissue from 1972
With the opening hornpipe set at a speed
that both speakers find uncomfortably difficult to keep up with, this performance of
Façade begins none too well. However,
things settle down in the well cleaned- up
recording, though in an effort to highlight
the marvellous diction of Ashcroft and
Scofield, the fine playing of the London
Sinfonietta is rather subdued. An excellent
performance of the song- cycle For the
Mayor's Table follows far too quickly on
Façade's heels, making the sudden change
of acoustic, medium and placing temporarily
quite upsetting; and some treble edge on the
voice is in contrast with the clarity afforded
the former work. [
A/B:2/1".]
Barbara Jahn

WEBER: Flute Trio & Flute Sonatas [CD]
Preston/Ward-Clarke/Burnett
Amon Ra CD-SAR 21 (
53m 18s) digital ( LP: SAR 21,
MC: CSAR 211
There is aclose correspondence between CD
and LP, the latter reviewed Dec ' 85 ( p1311. A
certain warm glow over the LP has an
appeal, but is probably an artefact; both are
superb. [
A*: 1 * I
Peter Turner

WEILL: Symphonies No.1 & 2
BBC SO/Bertini
Decca 414 660-1 (
NCD, MC: 414 660-4)
Reissue from 1968

[LP]

This recording has really done the rounds,
first appearing on EMI, then Argo, and finally
turning up on Decca's London Enterprise
mid- price reissue label. Sound quality is still
fine, though by today's standards a little rich
and ill-defined in the very lowest registers.
Where this issue doesn't compete with the
Edo de Waart performances on Philips
Sequenza Special is in the slack quality of the
ensemble playing. The opening chords of
the First Symphony in particular lack the
crisp precision of the Leipzig Gewandhaus
playing, and the BBC violins are ragged in
places. Bertini later gets his forces more
closely mustered in this densely scored,
somewhat self-conscious work. The Second
is amuch more personal statement, to which
Bertini and the BBC SO respond with
altogether tighter ensemble and tidier phrasing. But neither this issue nor the de Waart
recording change the fact that these Symphonies ( the Second in particular) deserve
re-recording. [
A/B:1/2]
David Prakel
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FAST
EFFICIENT
MAIL
ORDER
ACCESSORY
SERVICE
STOCK ITEMS POSTED BY RETURN - CALLERS WELCOME- OVER 1000 ITEMS ON DISPLAY

am et ilu/ = Yriete
You want the best, then this is it! vdH cables
will yield improvements in transparency and
musical realism previously unattainable. If you
have aCD player then you need vd1-1cable to
get the best from it.
We offer below some popular packages but if
you don't find what you need then ask for a
quote
Interconnects
Price
(Stereo pair/Phono plugs
D102 Mk 2 1.5m ( Standard plug
£69
D102 Mk 2 1.5m (Tiffany Gold plug)
£75
D102 Mk 2 1Om ( Standard plug)
£59
HS300 Silver headshell leads set £ 18
D502 1Sm Stereo Tone arm lead £75
Speaker Cables
(Stereo pair/ 4mat plugs) Cable Only
3M
511
(
metre run)
D300 Mk 2
77.00 115 00
4.75
D300S Mk 2 173.00 27500
12.75
(4 lengths required for stereo application)
•State arm to be used with

SOLID CORE

INTERCONNECTS

Recommended to anyone who likes to extract
musical detail with a sweet and clear sound
The advantages of solid core are well
documented in the press and would be an
excellent choice for those not aspiring to the
super cables such as vdli
11.2Saua (Spaced) - the top interconnect
for high level use only ( not suitable ( or
turntables) but excellent for CD players.
tuners, tape decks or similar
IM stereo pair terminated phono plugs£24 90

0.5am (Twisted/Simielded) - 'FFD .
shielded interconnect for best results with tone
arms or situations where high levels of
interference are present
1M stereo pair terminated phono plugsC24 90
Tone arm output cable assembly 1M length
terminated gold plated RCA phonos and 5pin
tone arm connector
f49 00
(State arm with which this is to be used)
Imm (Twisted speaker cable) Excellent results with any speaker even over
long runs - supplied terminated 4rtim plugs at
both ends ( stereo pair) or cable only

3b1
5M7bI ION Cable Only
£1310£1630£19 50£24 30
080pm
Special requirements subject to quotation

JA Michell Engineering
Beautifully finished gold plated plugs and
terminals.
Set of 4
Speaker plug 4mm £99,)

IEri

i Set of 4
Speaker clip adaptors £ 695
4
Also available: amplifier and speaker terminals
(set of 4)
£6.95
TENDERFEET

Free standing isolation feet that improve
performance of speakers or other equipment
- similar properties to speaker spikes and
usable where spikes may be unacceptable excellent for CD players
Large ( high type)
£ 295 each
Small (( osa type)
£ 195 each

0

TOR LYTE

TURNTABLE
STAND £99.95 ,

The excellent range of Denon moving coil
cartridges can cater for most needs. There are
high output models for amplifiers without MC
inputs and the 103 series which have enjoyed
atremendous reputation over manggyears
ha age

Simply the best turntable stand available
combining lightness and rigidity. When
ordering state turntable you intend using it
with.
BATA CARTRIDGES/STYLUS
RP20 £20.00 £ 14.50
RP40 £40.00 £ 28.00
ACCESSORIES
Clamp 1 ( 13 amp plug)
£8.62
Super Clamp
£ 1995
CRAMOLEV AUDIO MAINTENANCE
Cramolin ' Red' reduces ths effect of
oxidisation by cleaning contacts thereby
reducing distortion. Cramolin 'Blue' preserves
clean contacts and deters oxidisation. Kit
contains . Both liquids, applicators and
instructions £ 14.95
Spray Kit for hard to reach app'ications ( Red
on)v)
£14.95

e

PICK-UPS AND
CARTRIDGES

DENON

Model
Price
Price
DL110 ( high) E £ 49.95 £ 37.50
DL160 ( high) E £ 6995 £ 52.50
DL103
S £ 7995 £ 59.95
DLIO3M
BE £ 119.95 £ 89 95
DLIO3D
SE £ 139 95 £ 104 95
DL301
E £ 85.95 £ 64.50
DL1000a
BE £49900 £375.00
N.B. Exchange prices only available when old
cartridge body is returned with your order.
Stylus types: E - elliptical; BE - Boron
cantilever w'th elliptical stylus; S - spherical:
SE - Super elliptical

QED
COMPACT

DISC
SWITCH UNIT

This excellent useful CD switch unit enables
the addition of aspecially attenuated CD input
to amplifiers that don't have one. It connects
to the tuner input and provides switching
between tuner or CD"
£ 18.50
Speaker Switch Units All these 2 way
switch units enable an extra pair of speakers to
be connected to amplifiers.
2/2 - Standard ( takes up to 42 strand
cable)
£9.50
SSU2 - As above but improved internal
wiring. silver plated contacts accepts 79
strand
£ 1395
UHSS2 - Internally wired with 79 strand,
silver plated contacts, headphone socket
(takes 5mm cable)
£28.00
Torlyte - Isolation platforms that improve
performance of turntables and CD players
(finished black and 2cm's deep).
Sizes: TP1 ( 40 x 34cm); TP2 ( 44.5 x 35cm).
TP3 ( 48 x 37cm), CDT ( 34 x 24cm )£35.0()

Diplomat Carbon Fibre Record Cleaner £8.95
Other Dacca products available
Super Gold ( Mk 7) Cartridge £248.00
Deram Stylus ( eppliptical) £5.95
London International Tone-aim £98.90
DK30 Ribbon Horn drive units ( 2) £238.00

JECKLIN
FLOATS
EARSPEAKERS
Float 1 ( Dynamic)
Float 2 ( Dynamic)
Float ( Electrostatic)

SUPREME!
£59.95
£7995
£299.00

SPECIAL OFFER
5- REEL 1200
Double Play Tape
Just £ 1.95 a reel

maxell. ixus
U.S.A.
1985
AWARD
WINNER Well

PICK-UP ARMS
ALPHASON
OPAI
£95.00
DELTA
£154.00
XENON
£196.00
XENON MCS
£24500
HR 1005
£335.00
HR 100 MCS
£385.00
HELIUS
SCORPIO Mk 2 £105.00
AUREUS
£245.00
ORION
£425.00
ORION vdH
£500.00
SME
SERIES 3
£205.00
SERIES 3S
£146.56
ZETA
£45900
with vdH wiring £ 549.00
CARTRIDGES/STYLUS
Carbide, Stylus
A & R
C77
£ 19.90 £ 9.50
E77
£ 34.90 £24.50
P77
£ 44.90 £34.50
PMXIO
£ 10990 £ 79.90
CORAL
MC82
£ 99.90
E
EMPIRE MC1000 vdH £ 310.00
E
GLANZ
GMCIOEH
£ 4990 £29.00
GMCIOLX
£ 6990 £49.00
GMC20E
£ 129.90 £ 75.00
GOLDBUGMedusa
£ 172.00
E
£ 295.00
Clement 2
E
Brier
E
£ 649.00
MS Brier
£ 875.00
E
GOLDRING EPIC
£ 16.50 £ 12.50
G1010
£ 29.95 £24.00
G1020
£ 44.95 £31.50
G1040
£ 69.95 £57.5(l
KOETSU Black K
£ 477.00
E
Red
£687.00
E
Red
(Signature)
£ 997.00
E
Gold
(Signature)
£1395.00
E
LINN
Basik
£ 16.50
K9
£ 55.00
Asaka
£ 23000
Karma
£ 345.00
E
NAD
9100
£ 11.50 £ 7.95
9200
£ 25.00 £15.95
SMIOOE
£ 83.95 £55.20
SUPEX
Van den
HUL
MC10 £ 500.00
E
E indicates that an exchange price can be
quoted on application.
ALL CARTRIDGES AND STYLI CAN BE
SUPPLIED POST FREE ( UK only)

POST AND PACKING: £ 1.50 per order ( over £ 30 Post Free)
Overseas orders - £ 5 handling charge irrespective of value.

r

Need we say - quality is guarani,
TYPE
BIAS
EACH
FOR
(Audio)
Type
TEN
UL 60
N
0.69
6.55
UL 90
N
0.89
8.45
UL 120
N
1.29
12.25
UDI 60
N
0.94
8.93
UDI 90
N
1.i 2
10.64
UDI 120
N
1.95
18.52
XLI 90
N
1.49
14.15
XLIS 90
N
1.79
17.00
UDII 60
H
119
11.30
UDII 90
H
129
12 25
XLII 60
H
1 ?9
12.25
XLII 90
H
137
14.91
XLIIS 90
H
199
18.90
MX 90 ( Metal)
M
2.79
26.50
N.B. Bias Types - M - Metal: H •- High or
Chrome. N - Normal.

To Kd Leisuresound Ltd. Dept. HFINI;

I

48 Wigmore Street, London Will 9DF
Please send me:

Quantity
Value

Total

Ienclose my cheque/Postal Orders for £
(including post and packing if applicable) or please debit
my Access/Visa account with the above amount.

Expiry Date
Signature
Name
Address

The Sound Approach to HiFi
Dept. HFN , 48 WIGMORE STREET, LONDON W1H 9DF
Telephone: 01-486 8262/8263
Open: Monday- Saturday 10 am- 6 pm Thurs. until 7 pm

0

,

Daytime Tel No
Post Code
We can supply a wide range of Hi -Fi by mail
(carriage free) - tick box for details
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CLASSICAL
COIA.ECTIONS
AMERICA, THE DREAM GOES ON
[CD]
James In
Pops/John Williams
Philips 412 627-2 (
42m 26s) digital ( LP: 412 627-1,
MC: 412 627-4)
The American spirit is the thread running
through this collection. Jostling side- by- side
are, it must be said, rather staid, ordinary
versions of Copland classics (
Fanfare, HoeDown from Rodeo), with aspirited Bernstein
medley and arrangements of When the
Saints Go Marching In, Battle Hymn of the
Republic and This Land is Your Land. Conducting and playing throughout is of rather
low temperature, but the sensitive British ear
would do well to approach conductor John
Williams' own ' inspiration hymm' America,
the Dream Goes On only after alarge dose of
Valium. However, the recording clarity here
is superb, and this Soundstream production
is one of the finest to come from Boston
Symphony Hall. The soloist James Ingram
(in fine voice) is obviously individually
miked, but the overall sound of orchestra
and choir — for once playing to bring the
rafters down — is spine- tingling, those
cloyingly sentimental lyrics apart. [
A/A`:1/31
David Prakel
BRASS FESTIVAL
[CD]
ALMILA: Te Pa Te Pa/DANIELSSON: Suite No.3/
GRIEG: Funeral March/HALLBERG: Blacksmith's
Tune/HOLMBOE: Concerto for Brass/MADSEN:
Divertimento ; Per the Fiddler
Scandinavian Brass Ens/Panula
BIS CD-265 (
59m 29s) digital ( LP: LP- 265, NMC)
The Scandinavian Brass Ensemble, established in 1984 with the express purpose of
bringing newly composed Nordic music to
the public's attention, is an amalgamation of
the Stockholm Philharmonic Brass Ensemble, the Norwegian Brass Quintet, and leading players from some of Scandinavia's
major symphony orchestras. This disc certainly shows the Ensemble to be sympathetic and understanding in its interpretation of
these easily accessible works, and lucidly
displays a marvellous mix of colours and
reveals a high degree of virtuosity. The fine
recording is immediate, with aspacious, well
balanced image, and a warm yet bright
sound. It is of a live performance given in
Gothenburg in May 1984, and whilst it
carries all the spontaneity of such an occasion, there is happily no extraneous audience noise. Most enjoyable. [
A:1*]
Barbara Jahn
BRENDEL IN CONCERT
Works by Liszt, Berg & Busoni
Philips 416 319-1 INCD, MC: 416 319-4)

(LP.

With all royalties going to Amnesty International this is a very laudable issue indeed,
and there is some vintage Brendel playing
too. From live performances of 1972 to 1981,
the Liszt Valleé d'Obermann, Funerailles and
Sposalizio glow from the speakers, whilst his
Bagatelle '
without tonality' sizzles off the
page. The Berg Sonata Op.1 is redolent of
latent expressionist potency, and Busoni's
Toccata is played for all its supremely virtuosic worth. The Berg is in fact studio
recorded, and Brendel adds an apologia on
the sleeve about the problems of balancing
'concert tension' against coherent readings.
The actual sound is markedly better than the
'live' items, with elimination of the hiss
which bedevils the other tracks, compounded by the record being cut low. ( No
coughs, fidgets, etc, either.) [
A/C:1•11]
Roger Bowen
BRUSSELS DOUBLE- BASS QUARTET
Music by Alt, Prokofiev & Venherenthals
Brussels d-bs Ot
Pavane ADW 7166 (
NCD, NMC)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

[ LP]

MA) I9m,

The Brussels Bass Quartet are cautious players, achieving close ensemble and generally
accurate intonation but producing throughout a sombre effect — even in the Prokofiev
Scherzo Humoresque, which demands both
wit and a lightness of touch. The recital
stretches to just over half- an- hour and is
centred on two suites, one written in the ' 30s
by Bernhard Alt, a founder- member of the
Berlin Philharmonic Bass Quartet, and a
second written by the Brussels Quartet's
own Jacques Vanherenthals. This latter work
is a good show- piece for the string- bass,
capturing well its power, legato and tonal
range — the Elegie & Rondo Finale, based on
achildren's song, is set well above the run of
double- bass genre pieces.
The Quartet comprises graduates of the
Royal Brussels Conservatory, two of the
members playing with the Belgian Radio
Orchestra. Though there is obviously an
empathy between the quartet members,
there is something a little too cosy and
conservative in their approach which leaves
the listener feeling like a by-stander while a
group of friends, albeit very talented, make
music for themselves. Balance is nicely
judged, atmospheric but lacking some bite.
[A/B:2]
David Prakel

CELLO MINIATURES
Marek Jerie ( v/c//Ivan Klansky (pno)
Supraphon 3606 INMC) ISP&S)

[LP]

Some of the pieces in this recital are scarcely
miniature. Schumann's Adagio & Allegro
Op.70, for instance, lasts over eight minutes
— but as a generic title it serves well eough.
Jerie is one of the newer products of the
Prague Academy, a pupil of Rostropovitch
among others, and at 36 already a professor
of several years standing. His tone is full and
rounded, and his dexterity may be taken for
granted. He is at his best in the Dvorak and
Suk pieces which occupy the first side, Silent
Woods and the Rondo Op.94, and the Ballad
and Serenade from Suk's Op.3. The Schumann apart, the rest of the programme —
Saint-Saëns' Swan, Flight of the Bumble
Bee, Fauré's Après un reve, and Tchaikovsky's attractive Pezzo capriccioso— is more in
the nature of encores. Klansky provides
sensitive and well balanced partnership and
the pair are realistically positioned in awarm
natural ambience. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

CLASSICAL JAZZ CLASSICS [ LP]
Pieces by Milhaud, Gershwin, Debussy, Copland,
Hindemith, Stravinsky, Camilleri
Margaret Cini (pno)
Classical Elegance LSC 127 digital dmm
A somewhat dry and academic record of
'classical' works influenced by Jazz; an
interesting collection for the student, but not
destined to become a best-seller. The familiar Golliwog's Cake- Walk rubs shoulders
with works by lesser- known composers,
such as Camilleri's Concerto American, completed in 1977. This is a stridently modern
piece with much humour ( at least, it made
me laugh) and some brilliance. Hindemith's
Ragtime does for jazz what Ravel's La Valse
did for the waltz, setting the frenetic dance
rhythms into amusically dissonant picture of
city night- life. Milhaud's 1922 Caprices have
the melodic warmth and gaiety of early jazz
which is less evident in other pieces here.
The Gershwin work, Prelude No.2, is, not
surprisingly, the most accessible and truest
to the spirit of real Jazz, mixing blues with
fine writing for the piano in his inimitable
style. The theme of this is echoed in the first
of Copland's four blues, but here it fails to
catch in the mind so readily. The remaining
are good blues, although the melancholy is
more white than black.
Cini is an accomplished pianist with power
and rhythmic strength, but where the mood
is bluesy and more subtle Ifelt she was
rather rushed and heavy. The background

noise is surprisingly high, considering the
dmm and digital credentials, with low-level
modulated hiss ( perhaps the mikes?) and
some pressing- rumble. [
B:2]
Sue Hudson
CZECH CHAMBER MUSIC
[ LP]
NOVAK: Piano Trio in d/SUK: Piano Trio in c/
FIBICH: Piano Trio in f
New Prague Trio
Supraphon 3604 (
NCD, NMC) ISP&S)
Novak's Trio quasi una bal/ata and Fibich's
are still listed as being available in alternative recordings from Supraphon. They are
over ten years old now, though the performances are of ahigh standard. However, Suk's
delightful Op.2 ( the andante resembles a
tango) needed to be replaced, and here we
have impassioned accounts — nearly all the
music is impassioned anyway — of all three
works beautifully recorded in a clear, naturally resonant acoustic. The fact that all three
are in minor keys suggests a monotony of
mood, but in fact the music is very varied.
Novak's is emotionally heart- on- sleeve,
Suk's charming and introspective, and
Fibich's, one of the first Czech piano trios
(1872), has a more solid relationship to
mainstream European romanticism.
The New Prague Trio, itself now 16 years
old, contains no familiar names but has a
highly developed sense of ensemble and a
vigour which is decidedly refreshing and
breathes new life into music that tends to be
buried under Smetana and Dvorak. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

DECCA ' GRANDI VOCI' SERIES

[ LP]

London: Wagnerian excerpts
George London (bar)/VPO/Knappertsbusch
Decca GRV 414 610-1
Reissues from 1958
Ferrier: Lieder recital
Kathleen Ferrier (alt)/Bruno Walter (pno)
Decca GRV 414 611-1 g
Reissues from 1949
Berganza: Arias by Haydn, Mozart & Rossini
Teresa Berganza (m-sop)/Various orchs & conductors
Decca GRV 414 612-1
Reissues from 1959-1973
Souzay: French Operatic Arias
Gerard Souzay (bar)/NSO/Bonneau
Decca GRV 414 613-1 f
r
4
Reissues from 1956
Di Stefano: Songs of Italy & Sicily
Giuseppe di Stefano ( ten)/Orch/Olivieri
Decca GRV 414 614-1
Reissues from 1958
Home: French Operatic Arias
Marilyn Horne (m-sopl/Various orchs/Lewis
Decca GRV 417 614-1
Reissues from 1964-67
George London was one of the finest
Wagnerian baritones of his era, and these
examples show him in fine voice, singing
with authority and dramatic intensity. The
recording is very good for its age [ 13:1.]
Ferrier's lieder recital includes items by
Brahms, Schumann and Schubert, all worthy
of a great artist, the Schumann Frauenliebe
und Leben being especially fine. The recording is taken from a broadcast of 1949 and is
naturally very dated [
H:11. The novelty on
Berganza's recital is the Haydn Arianna a
Naxos which is here released for the first
time with an outstanding piano accompaniment by Felix Lavilla. The other items, all
orchestrally accompanied, are excellent in
very good sound [
A/B:1*1. Souzay's recital is
superb: he uses his voice with great artistry
and his diction is impeccable. This is a very
welcome reissue [
H:11. Di Stefano's record
of popular songs of Italy and Sicily shows
the tenor in good voice, but the overall result
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It seems these days that many of us Audiophiles have become so
preoccupied with the minutiae of sound reproduction that we
haven't even noticed that it doesn't sound like music anymore. We
marvel at the sound stage presentation, lose our continence over the
detail, and climax over our systems ability to rattle the lighting
fixtures and scramble our otoliths. But ask your average
audiophile if his super system reproduces instrumental
sounds realistically and he'll give you ablank stare, or
worse, tell you that it must because it's so accurate.
What makes it accurate? Well, listen to that
spaciousness, that detail, that seismic bass! How can
you doubt?! (How realistic is it? Whaddya mean how
realistic? What's that got to do with anything?)
Somewhere.along the line we lost track of what Audio is
all about: The Reproduction of Music. J. Gordon Holt,
Stereophile.Vol.8 No.7 December 1985.
Stereophile, The oldest Underground' Audiophile Magazine
currently being published in the United States, is available
1
£4.951 front Moth Group, 47 Armstrong Close. Wilstead.
Bedford MK45 3E1. ( 0234 7411521, and from selected HiFi
stores throughout the UK. Stereophile is published monthly
(except lan,April:luly:Oct). Please write for subscription details.

What have we done to deserve this?
"Never Ihad heard in my long life as alistener such a
dramatic difference as Igot using your cables. Really
incredible. For that 1must thank you."
M,Menazes, Brazil.

THE SERIES V
PRECISION PICK-UP ARM
OBTAINABLE FROM LEADING AUDIO DEALERS.

"The SLINK purchased recently has given excellent
results - everything as claimed in ad!"
P.Shepherd, Sussex.
"The result ( of using SLINK ) has been truly amazing! I
doubt that spending even £ 1000.00 on anew amplifier
could have broughf the same all round improvements
in dynamics, imaging and tonal balance. Ithink Inow
know what musicality means!"
A.Lampshire, London.
"Massive improvement on all other I've used, including
LC-OFC."
A.Ridge, Nottingham.
"The result ( of using SLINK ) is very, very good."
S.Fuller, Hampshire.
"In short Ihave to confess to being staggered at the
huge improvement 'The Power' made to the music. The
single most cost effective improvement I've ever made
to my system."

R. Priestland, Dyfed.

....an awful lot.
Available through discerning dealers or by mail order.
PS. * STURN .solid core tonearm lead is now available.

deltec precision audio
16 Claude Rd.,Roath,Cardiff, Wales.CF2 3PZ
Tel: (0222) 482818

The best pock top arrn,n the «odd

Write to:
SME LIMITED Steyning, Sussex, BN43GY
Telephone: ( 0903) 814321 Telex: 877808

I.

RADFORD

Audio Transistor Amplifiers
Audio Valve Amplifiers
Audio Measuring Instruments
Loudspeakers
Loudspeaker Kits
Loudspeaker Drive Units and Networks
Audio transformers for valve amplifiers
Radford Electronics, 47 A Clifton Road,
Weston- Super-More, Avon 13523 1I3W
Tel: 0934 416033

CLASSICAL
is rather monotonous. Apart from occasional
moments of piano singing, the tone is consistently too loud (
B/C:2]. Marilyn Horne is at
her very best in the airs from Carmen and
Mignon, while the coloratura aria from
Meyerbeer's Le Prophète rivals the legendary recordings by Schumann-Heink and
Onegin, and that is praise indeed. The
recorded sound is very good for its age.
[13:1*/1]
John Freestone
DUETS FOR ORGAN
[ CD]
Music by JC Bach, Hesse, Kellner, Merkel, SWesley
Hans Fagius & David Sanger (org)
BIS CD-273 155m 39s)
Duets for organ were afeature of the 18th &
19th centuries, many being arrangements;
but these, except for JC Bach's duet ( originally written for piano), were specifically
composed for the organ. Outstanding
among the others is Merkel's Sonata in
0- minor for four hands and four feet, which
features aconcluding fugue and is conceived
around psplm texts. The Swedish organ
used is an Akerman dating from 1863, and is
very distinctive, with rich sonorities yet
ample cutting power when needed — some of
the flutes are particularly fine.
The performance is excellent, with an
almost seamless ensemble. BIS's reputation
for good sound is splendidly upheld — the
balance is good, with a full dynamic range,
and a wide and level frequency response.
The general ambience is very believable, and
the image is well- dimensioned. If the
musical texture is occasionally atrifle thick it
is simply because eight limbs can cover an
awful lot of notes! Recommended as an
interesting and unusual acquisition. [
A:11
Trevor Attewell
DUETS FROM FAMOUS OPERAS [ LP]
Callas, Freni, De Los Angeles, Lear, Sciutti, Stella,
Tucci (sops)/Bergonzi, Bjorling, Corelli, Gedda,
Ouzonov (tens)/Blanc, Gobbi, Wâchter (bars)/
Various Orchs & Conductors
CfP CFP 41 44981 (
NCO, MC: 41 44984)
Reissues from 1958-65
This is a bumper collection of famous duets
sung by equally famous artists. There are
two bands of Callas and two of Gedda, but
the gem of them all is the Love Duet from
Madame Butterfly exquisitely sung by De
Los Angeles and Bjorling. Recording is
naturally variable but always very acceptable. [
B/C:1]
John Freestone
EDUARDO FERNANDEZ: Guitar Recital [ LP]
Eduardo Fernandez (gtr)
Decca 414 161-1 digital ( CD: 414 161-2, MC 414
161-4)
There are a fair number of concert- hall
favourites in this recital ( Rodrigo, Falla, etc),
but Fernandez is never boring or just imitative: he had a technique often electrifying
and never less than superb. In particular, his
ability to vary dynamic and tone-colour is
quite exceptional; though Ifeel that he does
not always escape the temptation to get into
what might be called the special- effects
department. In this collection there is little to
reveal his qualities as an interpretative artist,
but the whole is vastly enjoyable, and an
exhibition of high- power guitarism.
The sound has avery appealing quality: it
is clear and immediate, with sharp transients
and great ' speed'. I have met examples
where the inner nature of the instrument is
better explored, but the sonics here suit the
style of the recital: digital recording seems at
its best with solo instruments or small
ensembles. On my copy a background of
near- CD silence adds to the pleasure. [A:1 *]
Peter Turner

GUITAR COLLECTION
[CD)
Nigel North IgtrI/Maggie Cole (virg, f-pno)
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Amon Ra CD-SAR 18 (
60m 37s) digital ( LP: SAT 18,
MC: CSAR 18)
Ican find no important difference between
CD and LP in this case, in purely sonic terms.
Background silence is certainly a great help
with quiet solo instruments like these, but
my copy of the LP ( reviewed Nov '
84, p125)
is very silent itself. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
HMV TREASURY SERIES

[ LP]

ELISABETH SCHUMANN: Schubert Lieder
Elisabeth Schumann (sop)/Various accompaniments
EMI EX 29 03593 (
2LPs) ( NCD, MC: EX 29 03595)
Reissues from 1927-49
THE ART OF MARIAN ANDERSON
Marian Anderson (alt)/Kosti Vehanen (pno)/Lawrance Collingwood
EMI EG 29 00161 g ( NCD, MC: EG 29 00164)
Reissues from 1936-39
NAN MERRIMAN: French & Spanish Songs
Nan Merriman ( m-sop)/Gerald Moore (Pno)
EMI EX 29 06543 (
2LPs) (g) ( NCD, MC: EX 29 06545)
The Elisabeth Schumann album is identical
with the EMI ' Reference' issue reviewed in
March ' 86 ( p119). Nan Merriman was a
superb artist whose recordings were all too
few, and this album should not be missed by
lovers of French and Spanish art- songs. [ H:1]
Marian Anderson was the first coloured
female singer to achieve international status
in the classical field, and this album gives a
good idea of her great artistry and versatility.
[H:1]
John Freestone
MONTSERRAT CABALLE: Recital [CD LP]
Arias by Bellini, Donizetti, Rossini & Verdi
Montserrat Caballe (sop)/Orch lyrique de Rad
France/Gian-Franco Masini
Rodolphe RPC 32455 146m) ( LP: RP 12455)
These live recordings were made at a public
concert in the Abbaye du Thoronet in July
1974, but apart from this there is no information offered as to who made the recordings
except to say that they are documents taken
from ' L'Institut National de la Communication Audiovisuelle'. The sound suffers as a
result of the acoustics of the building, there
being a lack of orchestral definition and a
rather boomy bass. The accompanying
leaflet is in French and consists of two pages,
one of which is an appreciation of the art of
Montserrat Caballe. No sung texts are given
and no timings of the individual bands. But it
remains to be said that the soprano was in
excellent voice when the recordings were
made, and for this reason both formats can
be recommended, with the CD scoring
slightly over the LP. [
B/C: 11
John Freestone

OPERA CHORUSES
[CD]
From The Magic Flute, Der Freischutz, Fidelio,
Tannhauser, Nabucco, Macbeth, I Lombardi, II
Trovatore & Aida
Ch & Orch of German Op, Berlin/Sinopoli
DG 415 283-2 153m 52s) digital ( LP: 415 283-1, MC:
415 283-4)
While in the main these recordings are new,
'Va, pensiero, sul'ali dorate' from Nabucco
and ' Patria oppressa' from Macbeth have
been taken from the complete versions of
these works already issued on DG and
Philips. I had feared that Sinopoli would
appear quirky rather than individualistic
when heard just in excerpts, but the results
are consistently successful. The brassy setpieces from Aida and the Freischutz Huntsmen's Chorus stay in the memory on
account of the superb trumpet and horn
playing respectively ( also the splendid fanfares in ' We greet the noble hall' from
Tannhauser), while the German Opera
Chorus are well disciplined (' Viktoria! Vik-

tonal' from Freischutz) yet have a natural
ease that marks out their singing from that of
a ' recording' choir. The recorded sound is
spacious if a little artificially reverberant —
the enormous dynamics of the Aida and
Tannhauser excerpts are captured with real
power. [
A:1/11
David Prakel
PAGANINI POT-POURRI
[CD]
Virtuoso compositions for solo violin in tribute to
Paganini, by Nathan Milstein, Alfred Schnittke,
Heinrich Wilhelm Ernst, George Rochberg
Gidon Kremer ( vin)
DG 415 484-2 157m 50s) digital ( LP: 415 484-1, MC:
415 484-4)
A prophet without much honour in the music
for his own instrument, poor old Nicole)
really does seem cursed. Everyone steals his
ideas but few acknowledge the greatness of
his own ' variations'. At least here we have a
collection of Paganiniana written for the
violin in the diabolically brilliant spirit of the
devils' own fiddler. Gidon Kremer, virtuosically dazzling, recreates the charisma, with
only an occasional hint of sluggishness.
There is little watering down with romantic
slush of Paganini's angularity and fugue-ish
wildness. Instead, the jazz- like improvisations admirably retain the eerie, arrogant
beauty of his inimitable style.
Ernst's Etude works The Last Rose of
Summer into a fantastic juxtaposition of
Celtic sweetness and virtuostic extravagance. Many stylistic elements appear in
Rochberg's Variations, each seeming to arise
naturally from the ubiquitous 24th caprice,
while both these and the Schnittke piece
evoke the exquisite eeriness and uncompromising power of the original. A fascinating collection, compellingly listenable and
endlessly stimulating. It is also beautiful for
those who cherish the uncommon: a truly
diabolical CD. [
A:1 •-]
Sue Hudson
POPULAR FRENCH ROMANTICS [CD]
Music by Bonnet, Gigout, Guilmant, LefebureWely, Vierne & Widor
Jane Parker- Smith (org)
ASV CD DCA 539 (
45m 18s) ( LP: DCA 539, MC:
ZCDCA 539)
As indicated in the LP review ( Oct ' 85 p127),
this is a collection of superbly played potboilers. The sound- stage is very wide, and
well balanced. The CD brings out the dynamic range to better effect, and gives cleaner
sound with the extra airiness and effortlessness that characterises the best of the
medium. [
A/A• : 1]
Trevor Attewell

PSALMS FROM ST. ALBANS
Ch of St. Albans Cath/Darlington
Lammas LAMM 075 digital

[ LP]

Don't expect any traditional Anglican psalmtones or chanting — a pity in away, as these
form one of the great glories of that liturgy.
Rather we have settings of words taken from
the psalms ( indeed, the greater part of
liturgical texts must come from that source),
more in the manner of the motet or the
antiphon. There are also two organ solos
from Howells' Psalm Preludes, and a plainchant psalm which is quite nicely done. The
singing reaches a respectable standard,
while not being the equal of the greatest
choirs. The repertory is largely by composers bridging the 19th and 20th centuries; but
did we really need Crimond and The Old
Hundredth? Their inclusion suggests a
degree of nostalgia about the compilation.
The recording does not call attention to
itself. Simply, the structures are clearly
delineated and listening made easy and
enjoyable. Ihave not previously encountered
this small label, produced by Lance Andrews
in St. Albans, but further issues can only be
welcome in the light of this. [
A/B:21
Peter Turner
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ZEUS AUDIO - The Full Range of 7115510E1
Products at N. Ireland's
IM The largest selection of
quality HiFi in Ireland.
Leading HiFi Dealer
• Three demo rooms - just
LEcreonici

book an appointment or
drop in.
• Expert, friendly and
unbiased advice whether
you are starting out or
upgrading your system.
• Part exchange of your
existing equipment
normally possible.
• Excellent Credit
facilities as well as
Access and Visa.
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We are the only dealer in N. Ireland stocking the full range of Mission Cyrus
products including the Cyrus land 2Amplifiers, the PSX power supply, CD
Player, Rose cartridge as well as Mission Speakers from the 70 to the 770
Freedom.

TURNTABLES from The Source, Michill Gyrodek, Pink Triangle, Elite Rock, Thorens, Michell
Syncro, Revolver, Oak, Ariston and Dual. TONEARMS from Zeta, Well Tempered, Alphason,
Syrinx, Helius, Linn, Mission. CARTRIDGES from Koetsu, Van den Hull, Goldbug, Empire, Audio
Technica, Ortofon, Denon, Rata, Nagaoka, Glanz. COMPACT DISC PLAYERS from Meridian,
Mission, Denon, Audio Technica, Marantz, Phillips, Yamaha. AMPLIFIERS from Krell, Conrad
Johnston, Robertson, Perreaux, Liruc, Magnum, Musical Fidelity, Cambridge Audio, Audiolab,
Myst, Mission, QED, Sugden, Denon, Marantz. SPEAKERS from Mission, Celestion, Infinity,Proac,
Snell, Wharfedale, Tammy, AR, Gale, S.D. Acoustics, JBL and many more. CASSETTE DECKS&
TUNERS from Nacamichi, Denon, Marantz, Pioneer, Aiwa, Alcai and countless others. Hundreds
of accessories including custom cables.

Tullynure Lodge, 18 Castlecaulfield Road, Donaghmore
Dungannon, Co. Tyrone, N. Ireland

THE SPECIALIST HI-FI DEALER

Telephone ( 08687)
Monday
67935 ( 24 hour answering service) Hours: Tues - Fri 2 pm - 10.30 pm. Sat 10 am - 6 pm. Closed

HFN/RR ACCESSORIES CLUB

Your chance to catch up on some of the great offers already run in HiFi News & Record Review
quantity
The Goldring Stylus Cleaner e £ 11.50p inc p&p
The Mission lsoplat e £ 19.50 inc p&p
The ' Tweek' e £ 15 inc p&p
The Michell Banana plus (ri £9.50 per set inc p&p
Audiophile Records
_I Cantate Domino (£6.95) r] Saint-Saens (£6.95) E] Close- Ups (£6.95) E Jazz at the Pawnshop ( 2LP's £ 13.95) E Dafos (£ 12.95) inc. p&p
El
Quadropod Spikes £8.00 per set inc p&p & Jig e £4.00
HFN/RR'Flux Dumper' £22.00 inc p&p
Nagaoka record sleeves qi) £6.70 inc p&p ( set of 50)
Goldring Light (a)£12.95 inc p&p
HFN/RR Phase Shunter £ 51.45
High Performance Loudspeakers Book £ 14.95
HFN/RR Black Head MC Transformer £46.15
HFN DC1 Loudspeaker Kit ( Complete) £ 129.99
HFN DC1 Kit Minus Cabinet £49.99
CYX CD Damping Foil ( Pack of 10) £ 5.49
ALLSOP Carbonoptic LP Brush £ 5.00 incl. p&p El Cassette deck cleaner £ 5.00 incl. p&p E
CD Cleaner £ 19.50 incl. p&p Ci Special offer of all 3 £ 25.75 incl. p&p Li
Supercut Records please send for details El
RATA Torlyte turntable table AEBLCH £90.00 incl. p&p.
HFN/RR INTERLINKS. Whiteley — Bolton £ 14.95 inc. p&p Li Handmade cables £29.95 inc p&p fi
HFN/RR Flux Shunter 99p. inc. p&p
NAME
ADDRESS

Li Ienclose PO/Cheque/MO* Ei Iwish to pay by AccessNisa/Diners/Amex* * Please delete as necessary.
My card number is:

My payment is .

Signature

Please send your orders to HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 1YH. Cheques payable to HFN/RR Accessories Club.
E&OE Delivery subject to availability.

e 0234

741152 NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
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ROCK JPOP .r: JAZZ .1 8ic
THE CONNELLS: DARKER DAYS
Demon VEX1

depose all existing rock rulers, Declan MacManus has declared himself king. And we'll
all remember ' 86 as Coronation year. [
A:1*]
Fred Dellar

GIANT SAND: VALLEY OF RAIN
Zippo ZONG 008
Jangling guitars do not necessarily Byrdsclones make, and this pair of new bands
from the same UK label which gave us the
Long Ryders eta/ show enough non- country
rock influences not to render them Eaglets.
The Connells have tempered their West
Coast/Deep South sound with lashings of
British Gothic misery, Smiths- like in its dirginess, but here are enough Talking Headisms
to keep it — occasionally — peppy. Giant Sand
prefer a more frenetic route, crossing Jason
and the Scorchers with Lou Reed, to give us
yet another application of the aforementioned wall of Fenders/Gibsons. Guitars
dominate both hands with enough force to
make it seem like we're reaching saturation
point with this genre, but closer listening
reveals that the performers are aware of the
traps. As neither band has avocalist trying to
sound like McGuinn, both get [
A:1/21 for
effort.
Ken Kessler
THE COSTELLO SHOW: KING OF AMERICA
F- Beat ZL70946
A breath- taker. Really. Elvis II is dead. Somewhere between beers he opted to become
Dec MacManus once again. And the change
is more remarkable than the Clark KentSuperman transformation. The Attractions
have been discarded ( well, almost — they
appear merely on one track) and the man
that is Mac has drafted in an all-star squad of
history- makers in order to help him shift
through the musical influences that helped
shape ol' EC in the first place. Rockabilly?
Well, why not have James Burton on guitar?
After all, he was good enough for Elvis I. Line
him up alongside slap- bass Jerry Scheff and
wire- brush stomper Ron Tutt on ' Jack Of
Trades', toss in aline about Haggard and the
whole thing becomes an authentic son of
Sun. Cajun? All that's needed is agreat song
— and ' American Without Tears', a paean in
remembrance of the era of GI brides — is a
great song. Then you let Jo- El Sonpier wrap
his Gallic accordion around the 4and the
dance is on. R&B ? No sweat. Just grab JB
Lenoir's ' Eisenhower Blues', remember jukebox jump and sing up a storm while 1- Bone
Burnette ( the album's co- producer) and such
accomplished jazzers as Ray Brown and Earl
Palmer set the stage. And . . well, enough's
enough. Space doesn't permit the kind of
review this all- embracing, remarkably
accomplished, album deserves. Suffice to
say that Elvis ... er, sorry, Imean Dec ... has
never written better material, has never
really sung as formidably as this before. A
decade on since punk originally sought to
REFLECTIONS IN BRASS, VOL 3 ( Polyphonic
FB103) is a reissue from the old Paxton label
of performances by famous bands — some,
like Black Dyke, are still at the top of the tree;
others are gone ( Fairey Aviation) or renamed ( Munn and Felton). The recordings
are old but still have good, brassy resonance, and band enthusiasts with memories
of the Harry Mortimer days will not worry
much about the absence of stereo from most
tracks. As for the music, consider Black
Dyke's selection from Die Meistersinger.
Suppose we had never heard Wagner
before, wouldn't we sum this up as atypical
contest test- piece? Long and demanding it
certainly is, and the Queensbury men play
like champions. There are also traditional
rousing items like ' March of the Heralds'
(CWS Manchester) and ' Marche Militaire'
(Crossleys Carpets, Halifax).
Surprisingly good music from a band still
outside the golden dozen is ON TRACK WITH
THE HANWELL BAND (
Kestrel KES 8205), with
the ' Wasps' overture, the ' March to the
Scaffold', part of the ' William Tell' overture
and modern works by Gilbert Vinter and
Derek Bourgeois,
1-11-1-1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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JORGE DALTO: URBAN OASIS
Concord CJP 275
DON CHERRY: HOME BOY
Barclay 827 488-1
Concord Jazz Picante keeps coming up with
Latin music with a jazz tinge, perhaps the
reverse of what we're used to, in that the
main reason for their albums is the Latinness
of the project rather than the jazzness.
Consequently, the jazz is often lightweight —
as it is here — but the groove is usually first
class. Dalto's album is on the smooth side
but it swings with some sophistication. One
of the elements of the Dalto album which
gives it its particular sound is the flute of
Artie Webb, and another is the bubbling
conga of Carlos Patato Valdez. [
A:2]
Don Cherry is a genius in putting together
different kinds of ethnic music and jazz. He
can be a catalyst in a process which is often
hit or miss. This time he's missing more than
hitting. Rather than an ethnic music synthesis, Cherry mixes jazz and rock and rapping
— with just a little bit of jazz. The music is
static behind soporific doodling vocals.
Every now and again you hear some trumpet
in the background reminding you of music.
[A:3]
Ken Hyder
FLAMIN' GROOVIES: SUPERSNAZZ
Edsel XED161
POCO: PICKIN UP THE PIECES
Edsel ED173
QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE: THE ULTIMATE JOURNEY
See For Miles SEE61
Three late 1960s US rarities, two direct
reissues and one a masterful compilation,
make this batch a feast for those tired of
paying collector prices for true cult items.
The Flamin' Groovies, still bopping in
reasonably intact form, upset a number of
their San Francisco colleagues with this 1969
release showing more concern for good old
rock ' n' roll than weird old psychedelia. A
critic's/purist's band, the Groovies are of the
NRBQ/Dave Edmunds school, firm believers
that classic rock and pure pop make for sheer
magic. [
A/B:2]
Quicksilver was the other extreme,
beloved of the Groovies' detractors, but far
more accessible than those SF bands with
feet firmly planted in the cosmos. The Ultimate Journey is one fine cross-section of
their illustrious career, combining their best

LP tracks with hard-to- find singles material,
all wrapped up in authoritative commentary
by Brian Hogg. Since amassing a complete
collection will now set you back lots of time,
money, and shoe leather, look at this as an
easy way to fill one important gap in any
good collection of US West Coast rock.
(A/B/C: 1 /2]
Pickin' Up The Pieces was Poco's first LP,
released in 1969 while Buffalo Springfield
fans were still drying their tears. Ex- Buffalos
Richie Fu ray and Jim Messina kept the fires
burning with this masterpiece, long unavailable and still as exciting as it was in ' 69. The
production is remarkably undated, the music
fresh, and it tells me that Ihad really good
taste when I was 17. Edsel's gone the
original one better by ditching the original's
'Unipac' sleeve for a proper gatefold, so the
Poco hardcore will want this for even more
than its value as a replacement for worn-out
copies on Epic. (
A:1/1*), after all these years.
Ken Kessler
BRYN GREGORY & THE CO-STARS: THE BEAT
GOES ON
Razor RAZS 17
The Co- Stars have been around for a while
now, picking up interest mainly through their
much hailed contribution to the Countdown
Compilation last year. An unlikely band, a
Welsh pop outfit that's heavily Motown
influenced, they've made their own album
debut with a live set recorded before a
partisan Caerphilly crowd, late in ' 85. An
energetic aggregation, brass-totin' and
sporting the kind of keyboard sound that was
such a marked feature of British soul bands
in the late ' 60s, their ace- in- the- hole is the
voice of leader Gregory, a singer who has
the sort of individual sound possessed by
such as Jimmy Somerville and Fine Young
Cannibals' Roland Gift. Even if the Co- Stars
ultimately fail — it's tough keeping a sevenpiece on the road these days — Ihave the
feeling that Gregory's going to achieve
something in the not too distant future.
Meanwhile, ' Not Ready For Love', which
appears here for what Ibelieve is the third
time on record, remains the best original
song they've thrust our way. [
B:2] Fred Dellar
BILLY HART: OSRUMARE
Gramavision 18-8502-1
HARVIE SWARTZ: URBAN EARTH
Gramavision 18-8503-1
YAS-KAZ: EGG OF PURANA
Gramavision 18-7015-1
This American label has a reputation for
finely produced albums of music centred on
jazz but with an emphasis on the new and
exciting developments on the fringes. As a

Holst's suites for military band, complete,
are matched by four long works by the great
band master B Walton O'Donnell — good
Modern sounds are the speciality of the
solid fare.
James Shepherd Versatile Brass, whose
The more usual public face of military
AUTUMN LEAVES (
Kestrel KES 8206) starts' bands is gloriously and loudly recorded at
with a zippy, ' big band' arrangement of Wembley Stadium, THE 1985 MILITARY
'Sweet Georgia Brown', and there is plenty
PAGEANT (
Bandleader BNC 3003, double
of scope on all tracks for super solo work.
album), with 1700 musicians on parade.
Five of the 12 players are ex- Black Dyke, and
Another big public occasion is on Grasmere
this all-star group pushes out the usual
GRALP 6, GRAND MILITARY CONCERT in a
boundaries of brass band music to entertain
Berlin open-air theatre last summer. It feaa wider concert public.
tures massed bands from 18 British regimMilitary bands are also widening their
ents and corps, plus RAF Germany and one
repertoire and aiming higher; last year's
each from France and the USA. The progrecord by the band of RAF Germany was a ramme is suitably multinational; as well as
fine example. Take, too, MEN OF ACTION by
music representing all the forces mentioned,
the band of the Royal Marines ( Bandleader
Germany gets a Wagner item and the local
1010). The title track suggests the tough
audience must have been pleased to go
images of the corps, but the 16 tracks include
home with Paul Lincke's march ' Berliner
Bach, Mozart and the slow movement theme
Luft' ringing in their ears. Oh, and just to
of Elgar's first symphony. Still, it's the marmake up for the absence of any Welsh
ches which come off best; several modern
regimental band, a vocal touch was added
ones include one for a Royal visit to Canada,
on three items by the Morriston Orpheus
appropriately by Robert Farnon. Good digital
Choir — who incidentally have a new record
recording, as in the Coldstream Guards
of their own, SOFTLY AS ILEAVE YOU, GrasBand's MASTERPIECES FOR BAND. Two of
mere GRALP 8.
Dennis Argent

BRASS BRANDS

confused? well that state of mind probably
applies to more people than you would ever
guess... but worry not.

the search ends here

the absolute sound issued quarterly, is now
available at selected HiFi stores throughout
the U.K. Issue 41 available now, issue 42
coming soon, TAS is now bi-monthly.
back issues in stock. ring 0234 741152,
talk with Mike Harris.
the absolute sound is the sound of unamplified music occurring in real
space, usually, a large room, or
concert hall, small or large. that
music can be blue grass, folk, jazz,
big band or classical, it is the real
thing and provides a philosophical
absolute, thus effectively removing a
careful description of attempts to reproduct
it from the subjective, it is apoint widely misunderstood, even by us at first, the basic
descriptions of any given components performance is, if scrupulously attended, objective and
observational,
the absolute sound no.34 summer '84

forthcoming attractions
Apogée " monsters" — Goldmund reference ...
Linn playback system... Magnepan Tympani IV
— all coming, though the order in which
they will appear has not yet been
engraved upon the sands of time.
47 Armstrong Close, Misted. Bedford.
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result, the albums can sometimes make it
and sometimes fail. This batch, however,
would seem to indicate a change in policy
towards the safe, and ultimately, the bland. It
is indicative of alot that's going on right now
— music which at first sounds like it holds
something worthy of attention, but nevertheless ends up sounding hollow.
The Harvie Swartz album is too warm and
comfy for me. The music lurches from the
cocktail lounge to TV jingleland sounds.
Perhaps some of that over-familiar sound is
down to the inclusion in the line up of the
man 99% of young alto players try to
emulate — David Sanborn. (A:31
The Japanese Vas Kaz is electro ethnic
travelogue soundtrack material. Basically a
mixture of acoustic ethnic drumming ( much
of it a cross between West African and
Balinese music) and synthesised waves of
gushing melody, this album has an initial
attraction because of the exquisiteness of its
recordings. But the music gets nowhere and
ends up as classy music for lifts or shopping
malls. (A:31
The Billy Hart album easily stands out as
something worth attention. The energy in
contrast to the other two albums is startling.
Hart is adrummer with an impressive pedigree of experience. He's picked a good team
of sidemen including Dave Holland on bass
and Steve Coleman on alto. He mixes acoustic sounds and electric sounds well, while
retaining a bright, bustling feel of modern
mainstream jazz which can infuse you with
energy rather than induce you into sleep like
the other two in this batch. [A:2]
Ken Hyder

DL MENARD: CAJUN SATURDAY NIGHT
Edsel FIEND 64
AUGIE MEYERS: AUGIE'S BACK
Sonet SNTF 955
The sheer scope of country and western
music is no better illustrated than by this pair
of opposites. Menard's purist Cajun stance,
though he's singing in English rather than
French on his Edsel LP, contrasts vividly with
Meyers' LP, obviously the fruits of a performer with his roots in rock. That one will
follow the other alphabetically in your local
shop's C&W section proves, in spades, that
labels are meaningless. The Cajun material
may be abit hard to take, especially for those
with a fixed notion of the yahoo content in

THE NEW SOUTH
DON DIXON: MOST OF THE GIRLS LIKE TO DANCE
BUT ONLY SOME OF THE BOYS LIKE TO
Demon FIEND60

TOPPER HEADON: WAKING UP
Mercury MERH 83
Look out, ol' Stax is back in town! It's
surprising, of course, that a one-time Clashman might head in this direction but when
the team line-up is surveyed then things are
not quite so oddball as they might at first
seem. After all, Jimmy Helms, the man who
gave us an offer we couldn't refuse back in
'73, has always been a first soulman, and
Mickey Gallagher ( keyboards), Bobby Tench
(guitar) and Lynn Dobson ( sax), have proved
assets to every band with which they've ever
been connected. This nine- piece, then, is a
pro outfit, the sort who tackle virtually any
aspect of pop and make it work. But if the
path that Headon, Helms and Co have
chosen leads, via some devious jazz bypasses, to Memphis, Ifor one have no complaints regarding the route they've chosen,
even if another re- run of ' Time Is Tight' could
be deemed amite uncalled for. One to enjoy.
One to keep. [
A:11
Fred Della r
DENIS LEVAILLANT: BARIUM CIRCUS
Nato 382
This French label is trying hard to sell the
avant garde by colourful projects like this
one which purports to be some sort of circus
music. Of course, it may allude to circus
music in places but the main impetus of the
music is somewhere else, in the world of
chance-taking on a large scale. As these
things go, this is one of the more successful
projects. The circus band is blessed with
soloists like Kenny Wheeler ( trumpet) and
Tony Coe ( reeds), as well as propulsive
people like Barre Phillips ( bass) and Pierre
Favre ( drums). The leader is afluent, energetic pianist and he has put together an album
of spiky vibrancy. [
A:2]
Ken Hyder

MANNHEIM STEAMROLLER: SAVING THE WILDLIFE
American Gramaphone AG-2086
Or Fresh Aire 51
2 .There are no surprises
/
here for the fans of Mannheim Steamroller,
just two sides of nicely produced baroque
rock, but the concept behind the LP gives it
HI-FI NEWS ét RECORD REVIEW

added weight. The theme to an American TV
special about the plight of near- extinct species, Saving The Wildlife calls attention to
creatures under threat beside/because of
homo sapiens. Part of the proceeds from
sales of this disc will help keep rhinos,
dolphins, seals and tigers from becoming
mere memories, so it earns all of my support. Musically, it's livelier than most New
Age material, and it has all of the sonic
greatness associated with the label. An
audiophile disc with aconscience, it's asolid
[A•] with the performance depending on
your attitude toward classical/rock hybrids.
Ken Kessler
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FETCHIN BONES: CABIN FLOUNDER
DB Records/Stiff DBAT 77
VARIOUS: JERICHO GO
DB Records/Stiff DBAT 80
ZEITGEIST: TRANSLATE SLOWLY
DB Records/Stiff DBAT 75
Yet another revolution in US rock — for those
of you fed up with fourth generation Byrds —
is the newest rave of southern rockers, best
sampled via the fruits of DB Records, Georgia's leading indie label Jericho Go, a 10track package with bands as varied as the
Swimming Pool Q's, Oh Ok, and Guadalcanal Diary, convinces you that any generic
tag is due to geography rather than musical
commonality, and this showcase for DB's
best acts is as good a place to start as any if
you need proof that there's more than the
Klan south of the Mason-Dixon line. Fetchin
Bones, for instance, sound almost Pretenders y, while Zeitgeist sing out like the
bastard children of Lou Reed and the Burritos. If you really must know, these bands
don't sound southern at all, more like artsy
New York than compone and racism. But
one soul shines out, acommon thread in the
form of producer Don Dixon, whose name is
sprinkled over the Jericho Go sleeve, and
who adds the bass to Cabin Flounder. His
solo LP, the one with the Hoagy Carmichael
title, is, like Townshend's Scoop, made up of
myriad snippets, out-takes, and jams which
show Dixon to be a better performer than
any of the acts he's produced. His pop/rock/
soul acumen is such that fans of Crenshaw,
Lowe, Peter Wolf, Todd Rundgren, Roy
Wood, and Dave Edmunds will have no
difficulty in adding another renaissance
man/miracle worker to that fold. The LP
sounds more live than studio, a genuine
party for the kind of people with catholic
tastes and a need to hear every style all at
once. Dixon is a magician, and Ionly pray
that this LP doesn't end up as yet another
critic's fave. It's genuine [
A/B:1.] stuff, in
contrast with the mere [A/B:1/2] of his clients.
The year's only a few weeks old as Iwrite,
but Iknow Dixon's going to appear in ' Back
Door', January 1987.
Ken Kessler

country, and its whining, nasal character
could be deemed an acquired taste. Unlike
Cajun cookery, which is hot'n'spicy, the
music is more of acountry swing with ethnic
variations. [A/B:2]
Meyers, on the other hand, owes more to
the outlaw movement than the swamp, and
his delicious solo effort, after years as a
backing musician behind the likes of Dylan
and his erstwhile leader Doug Sahm, sounds
an awful lot like the early 1970s version of
the Sonny Curtis- led Crickets. Great stuff,
from both a country and a rock standpoint,
and far less likely to alienate those of you
who don't regard pick-up trucks as a sole
means of transport. [
A:11
Ken Kessler
OZZY OSBORNE
Epic 26404

THE ULTIMATE SIN

'Overkill, enough is enough, there's nothing
left for me to devour', Oz claims at the onset.
Well, not much, I'll admit. But still the lad
tries and probably will think up something
new in the way of revolting rock by the time
Donington comes around. Not that there's
anything slightly new about Ultimate Sin —
just acollection of the same old heavy metal
clichés, played in acceptably abrasive
fashion. It's just a pity that what is played
doesn't add up to much more than just so
much muscle- flexing, the songs, all penned
by Oz and guitarist Jake Lee, being as
forgettable as last week's soccer results in
the Vauxhall- Opel League. Piece of bat's
head, anyone? [
A/B:31
Fred Dellar

PART OF ART: SON SAUVAGE
Extra Platte EX 316141 (
distributed by Impetus)
They may be just part of the Vienna Art
Orchestra — but the part may be greater than
the whole. Maybe that's unfair, maybe the
excitement you get from asmall group is just
different from the emphasis of a big band.
Certainly this quintet is far more immediate
in its impact than the orchestra. The orchestra is likeable, and listenable, but sometimes
you have to penetrate the gloss and the
elaboration to get to the truth. Here the
burning energy is up- front. This quintet is
capable of getting down and cooking, or
taking the music out. There is a Germanic
austerity to the proceedings, with the occasional touch of angst, but at least there is no
posing and genuflecting to populist showbiz
froth. [
A: 1/2]
Ken Hyder
DJANGO REINHARDT: AVEC LE QUINTETTE DU
HOT CLUB DE FRANCE
Vanstory VS3425
Most of the half- dozen pre-war tracks here
have been much reissued by Decca, as have
the two 1946 London sides ' Liza' and
'Nuages' — this time, the sound is poor
compared with Decca's old Ace of Clubs or
Eclipse compilations but hardly worse than
their more recent double LP Struttin' Out.
These items shouldn't have to sound as if
they have been transferred via a Walkman
and pressed on recycled bin liners. Of the
other post-war titles, the best is ' Just One Of
Those Things', early electric Django with
elegant clarinet from Hubert Rostaing and a
driving swing beat. The last three, from
1952-3, are ' modern', with the guitarist
rather at aloss on aperversely be-bop ' Crazy
Rhythms', but buoyant on ' Nuits de Saint
Germain' and truly lyrical on a slow ' ICover
The Waterfront'. Despite the woolliness and
mild fake stereo, this is adisc full of delights.
[H:1]
Steve Harris
DIANE SCHUUR: SCHUUR THING
GAP 91022 ( CD D9531) from Import Music Service
With Stan Getz as her discoverer and mentor, this blind singer has already made her
mark, having sung at the White House, and
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her first record won an [
A:1] here last July.
She widens her scope in this selection, and
with the likes of Dave Grusin and Lee
Ritenour added to Getz' support, the tone is
decidedly modern. With one exception: the
homonym in the album title embodies the
Jerome Kern song which ends the record on
a satisfying '40s note. ' Sure Thing' is from
Cover Girl, in which it was sung by Nan
Wynn ghosting for Rita Hayworth. Ira Gershwin has related how he remembered the
tune as a Kern reject from a film four years
earlier and wrote new words for it. But ' Long
Ago And Far Away' was the film's big hit, so
'Sure Thing' was little noticed. It's a gem, a
song with narrow compass and much feeling, rather like the Rod9ers of ' It Never
Entered My Mind', and Miss Schuur makes
the most of Ira's words. She seems less
happy in ' It Don't Mean A Thing' ( or thang,
as she pronounces it), with some scatting.
The newer tunes gain from their star accompanists, but for me it's the Kern that has been
played over and over. [
A:1]
Denis Argent
CHARLIE SEXTON: PICTURES FOR PLEASURE
MCA MCG 6002
I had high hopes for this one. A young
singer/songwriter/guitarist hailing from
Austin — and one who'd worked with Lubbock hero Joe Ely — the signs looked good.
I'd heard that he'd taken Carl Perkins as his
starting point and then moved on. Again
good news. But Sexton seems to have
moved on so far he's completely missed the
winning post. So what we have here is just
another chromium- plated Keith Forsey production that fell off a lorry en route to Billy
Idol. Even a re- run of ' Hold Me', the old PJ
Proby hit, sounds as though it's so much
clean machine fodder despite a guitar solo
that has some faint human association.
Ultimately, Pictures For Pleasure would
appear to be a waste of talent. But the
album's doing well in the States at the time
of writin9 and Sexton looks as if he might
well be big, if only because he has the sort of
face that teenage girls' mags drool over
when it comes to front covers. So what the
hell do Iknow? Don't answer that! [
13:3]
Fred DeIlar
FRANK SINATRA: NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Reprise WX32 ( 92-3927-1)
With the dust still to settle on the
monumental 20- LP box set covering Sinatra's Capitol years, Reprise have cooked up a
16tracker containing the essence of his last
two- and a- half decades. Unfortunately, it
shows that Sinatra should have read 'To An
Athlete Dying Young', for the title track,
emphasised as it's his most recent ' hit',
proves that Sinatra is not aging with grace.
Need more proof than that out oftune
throwaway? As 14 of the 16 cuts originate in
the 1960s, gems like 'That's Life', his track
record shows that he's long past his best.
When on form, nobody could touch Sinatra;
he should leave it at that and spend his 70s
enjoying his retirement. ( Note: Sinatra was
one of the most vocal haters of rock'n'roll,
especially the Beatles, yet three songs in this
package come not from the Mercers and
Kahns but McCartneys and Simons.) Despite
the sad realisation than he cuts it no longer,
the classics within leave no doubt that
Sinatra was avocal magician. Except for the
opening song, this is [
A/B:1*].
Ken Kessler
MAXINE SULLIVAN: UPTOWN
Concord CJ 288 ( CJC 288) from Import Music
Service
Again this 75yearold marvel, singing better
than ever, and with a super accompaniment
from Concord regulars and super pianist
John Bunch. The 10 tracks include one
Arlen/Koehler classic, ' IGotta Right To Sing
The Blues', left out of her previous all-Arlen
record praise here in January. Other goodies
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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include songs by Schwartz — ' By Myself',
taken rather faster than is usual, and ' Something To Remember You By'. A great survival
from 1931, Harry Barris's 'Wrap Your Troubles In Dreams' has a main theme that we
may seem too schmaltzy for a jazz singer,
but surely its middle eight is one of the best
of its era, and as well as the relaxed and
gently swinging tenor of Scott Hamilton
there are tasteful guitar and melodious piano
choruses by Chris Flory and John Bunch.
Recorded in Tokyo last year, it all has the
round sound of real live instruments, not
messed about too much in the back room. In
'other words, the balance is what could have
'been heard with five sensitive musicians
quietly enjoying accompanying a legendary
singer who was astar 50 years ago — and still
is. [
A*:1*]
Denis Argent

DMITRI TIOMKIN: THE FILM MUSIC OF DMITRI
TIOMKIN
Royal College of Music Orchestra, Sir David Will.
cocks
Unicorn DKP(CD) 9057 ( 57m 08s)
Unicorn's latest in a series of distinguished
film scores returns to Dmitri Tiomkin, previously honoured by this label with an LP's
worth of his Western themes. Westerns are
present here, too, but this work for The Fall
of the Roman Empire takes this lion's share.
Also included are the themes from The Guns
of Navarone and Rhapsody of Steel, revealing that Tiomkin could hold his own with the
less-fussy Hermann. At times a sonic spectacular, this Unicorn release avoids the
excesses of other CD film scores because of
its concern with music rather than special
effects. [
A:1]
Ken Kessler

IITL BILL ES
CANNED HEAT: BOOGIE WITH CANNED HEAT
See For Miles SEE62
JOHNNY WINTER: JOHNNY WINTER
Edsel E0163
JOHNNY WINTER: SERIOUS BUSINESS
Sonet SNTF 948
No racism was intended when the critics
broke Blues into theee categories, the
genuine article played by the black originators being simply, ' the Blues'; those perceptive young performers in the UK in the early
1960s earned the label ' British Blues'. That
left American white kids following their
British colleagues with the tag 'White Blues',
and two of the earliest exponents were
Canned Heat and Johnny Winter. See For
Miles have reissued one of Canned Heat's
best, beefed-up with superb notes by the
inimitable Brian Hogg. The LP emphasises
the stylistic differences between the originators and their progeny, for Canned Heat, no
matter how purist were key members Al
Wilson and Bob ' the Bear' Hite, always
sounded like White Boys Playing The Blues.
Wilson's whacky voice, a strange falsetto,
lent the affair a space y feel, so die-hards
couldn't shout ' rip-off', and the band won the
respect of young novices and old masters.
The return of this 1968 release is welcomed
indeed. Winter, on the other hand, could fool
anybody into thinking he was black, this
Texan guitar slinger's legend preceding the
release of his eponymous 1969 LP with
intimations of a Hendrix rival-cum- blues
god. That he's albino added anice irony that
enhanced the mythology. Serious Business,
17 years on, shows that the fire's increased if
anything, continuing the precedent set by his
previous Sonet release, Guitar Slinger (
SNTF
914). Playing the Edsel reissue right after the
Sonet is acase of plus ça change, and it sure
feels good to know that, though Hite and
Wilson have passed away, Winter lives on to
do the job that today's young black artists
find demeaning: he simply plays The Blues.
[B:11 for the oldies, [A:1] for the new.
Ken Kessler

VARIOUS: KALEIDOSCOPE
Second Hearing MNGS9000 (
55m 19s)
EASTMAN JAZZ ENSEMBLE: LIVE
Second Hearing NGS9002 (
42m 25s)
Second Hearing's sampler, Kaleidoscope,
calls to mind various audiophile/New Age
labels, though the emphasis is on music
rather than sound quality. The mix includes
jazz, folk and classical, so the sampler has to
cover alot of ground to serve as an introduction to the catalogue, but the tracks are
satisfying one and all, and the taster for the
Eastman Jazz Ensemble led me straight to
the second disc in areal hurry. A curious mix
of Big Band and modern crossover, seasoned with enough Blue Note to give it real
cool, EJE's live offering has the appetising
glow of the famed Sheffield Harry James
LPs. The sound of this 1975-6 recording
exploits the digital format with its mandatory
excursions into loudspeaker GBH, but the
music is good enough to avoid its relegation
to demo disc status. Purists may hate the
eclecticism — it's too accessible to satify the
Sun Ra crowd — but it will keep your copy of
Jazz At The Pawn Shop from being lonely,
for it shares that disc's listenability. [
A:1/2]
Ken Kessler
for both.
JAZZ CLASSICS Vols 1-3
NEW ORLEANS: BBC REB 588, ZCF 588, CD 588
CHICAGO: BBC REB 589, ZCF 589, CD 589
NEW YORK: BBC REB 590, ZCF 590, CD 590
Sound and jazz buffs alike have had their
ears opened by the Sunday afternoon radio
series of records from the 1920s and ' 30s
recreated by Robert Parker. It may be exaggeration to say that the really early ones
sound as if they had been recorded yesterday, but the new depth and clarity are
amazing. To hear records which one knew as
78s on a wind-up portable in this kind of
sound is like colour after black-and-white.
And some of the early playing sounds good
in today's terms — the very first New Orleans
track, for example, Jelly Roll's ' Doctor Jazz'
from 1926, surely aclassic among classics, is
creative and uninhibited. It's great to hear
again such a classic as the Venuti-Lang
'Farewell Blues' ( 1931) on the New York disc,
a rip-roaring outing for the jazz greats of the
day, including Goodman and both teagardens — a record which Isoon wore out in
1933 after its release here on the shilling
Panachord label. And wasn't Goodman a
real jazzer then — hear also his playing as a
19year-old in 'That's A Plenty' ( 1928) on the
Chicago disc. Surely he wasn't dreaming
then of recording Mozart's K581 10 years on?
Having listened to the broadcasts on ' phones
as well as LS3/5As, I wondered whether
these BBC records were a bit muddy by
comparison. However, hearing the tape version on my local dealer's ESLs and approving the clarity, Ihad to accept his diagnosis
of a dirty stylus. It's hard to give a rating to
three records of such wonderful variety, but
it's certainly not [
H]!
Denis Argent
FRANK ZAPPA: DOES HUMOR BELONG IN
MUSIC?
EMI CDP 7 46188 2 (60m 44s)
A flick of the fingers under the chin to the US
Senators' wives pushing for rating the lyrical
content of rock music, administered by
Uncle Frank in his usual inimitable style.
Gawd, time flies, for here we find a proud
song written around the word that got Lenny
Bruce busted ... The sleevenotes warn us
that this disc is ' 100% live, 100% digital' and
devoid of overdubs; yet Frank undermines
this purity by revealing that just about every
track is composed of segments from different performances of his 1984 tour. Have I
missed aZappa joke somewhere? Whatever,
there are no surprises for those of you
familiar with the live Zappa, so giving it the
requisite (
A:11applies only for his fans.
Ken Kessler
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
OXFORD

EAST SUSSEX

SCOTLAND

Westwood& Mason (Oxford) Ltd
Concordant, Logic. Mom. Syrinx, Hehus, Sugden, Dosa.
JPW, ADC. Alphason, Castle, DiesIs. Dual, Dynavector, Ent:
Rock. Glanz, QED. Quantum, Questar, Rote, STD, Thoren's,
CJ Walker, Yorkshire. Alphason, B.L.O., D.N M , Decca,
Systemdeck, OAK Beard, S.M.E., Ortolan. Teac, Deltec.
Micro-Scanner, Snell, Audio-Innovations. SD. Acoustics.
Plus Many More

14 WEST
PRINCES ST
GLASGOW
Tel. 041
332 1779

111-Fl SPEC1AUSTS

&tit

LINN

71°
;1KE T
1i5i4
AÑC
BRId—ITON HI -FI
1 YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON. Tel: 695776
3YEARS PARTS & LABOUR

YORKSHIRE

SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM: MR CI CELESTION LI
CREEK Ill DEAN jDENON D DUAL [
1HEYBROOK CI
KEF D LINN SONDEK 1:1 MISSION D MONITOR
AUDIO 0 MORDAUNT-SHORT D MUSICAL FIDELITY
NAIM CI QUAD 1REGA D ROTEL LI SPENDOR LI
SYSTEMDEK
TANNOY D WHARFEDALE Cl YAMAHA
O BEYER El FOUNDATION AND TARGET STANDS D .
NAGAOKA ] QED 0 ORTOFON
GLANZ E.1
SENNHEISER El SUPEX
THORENS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday

LONDON
ANALOG AUDIO
(11-11,1Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12

WEST MIDLANDS

8 9Anoes Road. 1leadürgiey.leeds 186 3N.r

Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's NAD, Denon, Dual, Yamaha,
Pioneer, Rotel, Onkyo Centre.
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.
_

BM MARKETS

klephone(053,21789M
Stockists of most of the
World's leading Hi- Fi Products
Demonq pythons by appointment, pleaye

W.R.B.I.

Home Demonstrations

THE CONSULTANCY THAT BRINGS
THE SHOP INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM
-Covering London 8Home Counties
fr Also Advisory Service Available

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Phone

Tel. 0532 789115.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

EFORC)

64 8. 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

derails

24hr Answering Service

IIt MBERSIDE

LINN PRODUCTS • A& R
CAMBRIDGE • SPENDOR

('

GENIC WILEY

Warstones
HiFi
_
Studio

01-228 7126

!of

MONITOR AUDIO • SANSUI
ROGERS • NAKAMICHI
B&W SQUAD. RAT.A • SUPEX • DENON
ORTOFON • P.S. AUDIO
Hours of Opening
Mon, Tues, Wed, Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs, Fri 10am-9pm

54. Warstones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

somuRsvr

'CKINGI IAMSIIIRE

"BUYING ELITE DOES NOT MEAN
ELITE PRICES"
Just a few names of stock we carry.
A.D.C. AKG. ALPHASON, AUDIO TECHNICA,
BEARD. CAMBRIDGE. CASTLE, CELESTION, DECCA.
ELITE ROCK, GIRODEK, HEYBROOK 172. LOGIC
TEMPO & DATUM. MONSTER TRACKMATE, MYST,
ROGERS, ROTEL, SUGDEN. THATS TAPE, TEAC,
WALKER CJ61/CJ513.

âtila

174 lOngs Road, Norro9•1•1401 5J0
Tel, (0423)521831
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AVA !TO
i
lihosHI—FI
MON. TO SAT. 9.30am-5.30pm
Closed Wednesday. Late night Thursday
(By Prior appointment)
The Old Nursery, Butleigh, Glastonbury,
Somerset. Telephone: Glastonbury 50370

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE'S FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the sound gallery

A&R, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA. B&W, CELESTION, CREEK,
DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC. HEYBRCOK, SYSTEMDEK
REVOLVER, NAKAMICHI, CEP, PROTON. MARANTZ

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND INSTALLATION
SERVICE FOR DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-Fl.
65 CASTLE STREET, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS
Tel:

0494) 31682
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ROCK j: POP

BAD COMPANY: 10 FROM 6
Atlantic WX31
Described variously as latter-day Free or the
best- ever copy of Led Zep, Bad Company
was much more, just by virtue of Paul
Rodgers' magnificent voice. OK, so they're
little more than afootnote in rock history, but
this Best Of' shows us, in these days of
Frank Frazetta'd S&M flakes, what hard rock
can do if some of the posturing is put aside
for the performance. Occasional greatness is
better than consistent mediocrity, and Bad
Co were occasionally great. [ A/B:1/1*/2]
JACKSON BROWNE: LIVES IN THE BALANCE
Asylum EKT31
Gone is the wimp! Yes, friends, Jackson
Browne has noted the success of machomen Springsteen and Mellencamp and acted
accordingly. The necessary guts and raunch
are here, along with the requisite, thoughtful
paean to the USA, so maybe JB will outlast
his Left Coast laidbackery. Bravo, say we,
with a hearty [A:1/21.
JACKIE LEE COCHRAN FIDDLE FIT MAN
Off Beat/Ace WIK 44
Rockabilly lives on, performed here by a
veteran rather than an anachronism. Backed
by British stompers, Johnny and the Roccos,
Cochran sails through an LP's worth of the
pure stuff, all guts and twang and Vaseline.
More country rocker than teddyboy pacifier,
Cochran should not be treated as a mere
novelty. [ A:1I
ALBERT COLLINS, ROBERT CRAY, JOHNNY COPE.
LAND: SHOWDOWN
Sonet SNTF954
Showdown? Hardly - this is the friendliest
guitar battle we've heard since Stills met
Bloomfield. Wags might deem this a stopgap between Cray's last and his next,
whenever that may be, but it's much more,
as this trio is leading- edge blues for the end
of the century. The genre's alive, kicking, and
beautifully represented by pre- geriatric
blacks who don't vvanna go to the disco. Buy
it. [ 13:1/1*]
THE CRAMPS: A DATE WITH ELVIS
Big Beat WIKA46
Not for the weak of tummy, the Cramps are
the epitome cf trash. Punk/rockabilly can't
really be anything else, can it? Lyrically, this
is bordering on the incendiary; spiritually,
it's a glimpse of all that is wrong with Los
Angeles ... the part never seen by Jackson
Browne c. '
74. Ratings are meaningless here,
and only the truly decayed will understand
how [ D:41 can be high praise.
DION AND DION & THE BELMONTS: SO WHY
DIDN'T YOU DO THAT THE FIRST TIME?
Ace CH155
THE EVERLY BROTHERS: IN THE STUDIO
Ace CH159
Wonderful!!! Those miracle- workers at Ace
have managed to unearth whole LPs full of
unreleased Everlys and Dion, and they sure
as shootin' prove that these guys sounded
great even on out takes. The Everlys come
off as super- slick pros, incapable of uttering
a duff phrase, while Dion ( with and without
the marvellous Belmonts) proves that he,
like Bobby Darin, was much more than a
teen crooner. DO NOT TREAT THESE AS
MERE ARTEFACTS, for both LPs sound just
as good as the official releases. Thanks,
fellas. ( A/H:1) for both.
BOB GADDY: RIP AND RUN
Ace CH 164 ( mono)
What a discovery! The Ace detectives have
unearthed 16 tracks from an old blues'n'boogie master that should be in every
collection housing Fats Domino, Little
Brother Montgomery, or T- Bone Walker LPs.
iii I NI

RI (() RI) RUVItV,
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JAZZ &c

This is sublime 1950s urban angst, combining the keyboard swing of Domino with the
silky stance of Walker ( Gaddy's cover of
'Stormy Monday' is delicious), which ain't a
bad mix. Rejoice, because it's hot. [
H:11

Pete Frame, essential reading for the history
of a band with so many personnel changes.
Judy Garland fans might not be too pleased
with the opening cut, a heavy version of her
Wizard of Oz masterpiece. [ 8:2]

SIMON ESTES: SPIRITUALS
Phillips 412 631-2 ( zurri 30s)
One of the few gospel releases on CD,
Spirituals contains 15 selections including
just about every ' standard' you'd want in
your collection. Masterfully performed but
too reverent if you like your gospel to swing.
it's still a welcomed additon to any library
strong on quality black music. Its pure
majesty will knock ' em dead at hi-fi shows,
and it's a damned sight more uplifting and
inspiring than Stryper's heavy metal equivalent. [A:1/21

STARSHIP: KNEE DEEP IN THE HOOPLA
RCA/Grunt FL85488
Besides Slick - looking better now than she
ever did - this band grows further and
furthe.- from its San Francisco roots. Indeed,
they've even dropped the ' Jefferson' prefix
and have turned into a full-fledged REO
Speedwagon/Journey yuppie-pleaser. What
the hell - even kaftans get moth holes. This
LP does, however, contain the joyous ' We
Built This City', so forget you and me and
Pooned and Jack and Marty and Paul...
[A/A•:2]

THE HOWES: NOT THE HITS AGAIN!
See For Miles SEE63
Amusingly titled, this compilation brilliantly
recognises the need for avoidance of
rehashes. Consisting of 22 tracks, it shows
another side of Great Britain's greatest
bunch of harmonisers, culled as it is from
LPs and B- Sides, with the emphasis on the
band's supreme artistry when covering the
hits of others. Forget accusations of saccharine; the HoIlies could rock. [
A/B/H:1/21
CAROL KIDD: ALL MY TOMORROWS
Aloi AKH 005
Just gorgeous - the art personified by classy
chanteuses like Peggy Lee and Julie London
is still practiced, and - in Kidd's case sublimely recorded. As Ms Kidd hasn't been
hyped by amajor, anyone buying this will be
able to go in without any preconceptions.
What they'll get is the kind of treatment
standards deserve but rarely get. Don't miss
this if you consider Fred Astaire a great
dancer and Noel Coward a great playwright:
it's your kind of LP. [A/A :1]

TOMITA: LIVE AT LINZ 1984 - THE MIND OF THE
UNIVERSE
RCA RL85461
It must have been afantastic gig, with sound
attacking the audience from all sides. Some
loudspeakers were even suspended from a
helicopter! In stereo, the sense of atmosphere is lessened, but the music still
impresses, particularly when live instruments are mixed in with the tapes and
synthesisers, as in the reworking of The Lark
Ascending. Recommended to Tomita freaks
only. [ A/B:T]
VARIOUS: CAR TROUBLE
Chrysalis CHR1523
This soundtrack is almost as manic as the
story it accompanies, about one man's perverse lust for an E- Type Jaguar. Leo Sayer
sharing LP space with Meatloaf and Billy Idol
stretches one's credulity a bit, but all the
songs are just dandy, which is more than
most critics would say about the film. (A:1/21

VARIOUS: NUGGETS 5 - POP PART III
KING KURT: 7
Rhino RNLP 029
Stiff SEEZ 62
VARIOUS: NUGGETS 6 - PUNK PART II
Called, variously, King Kurt 2 and The Big Rhino RNLP 030
Cock because of the rooster on the cover, VARIOUS: NUGGETS 7 - EARLY SAN FRANCISCO
this exercise in rockabilly gone haywire will
Rhino RNLP 031 ( distributed by Making
offend less than the far more graphic Waves) The ultimate US ' 60s pop series
exesses of the delightful Cramps. Indeed, !continues with three more volumes covering
King Kurt could be considered as a subtle ;both greats and one- hit wonders ranging
alternative: equally warped, but less heavy- from garage giants The Shadows of Knight
handed with it. Hard to believe, with one of to the Beau Brummels and Grace Slick's
the members named after an unpleasant
pre- Airplane job, the Great Society. The
bodily excrescence, but it is rock'n'roll. ' Fun'
three volumes overlap in more ways than
isn't quite the right word. [ B:117
one, and the subtitling serves only as a
minor cistraction, but sublime taste has
PHRANC: FOLKSINGER
been exercised yet again, and archivists will
Stiff SEEZ 60
rejoice. The liner notes inform and entertain,
The press release and pre- launch gossip
and the packages reinforce one staffer's
have made it perfectly clear that Phranc is
belief that great AM pop fodder is a thing of
proud to be an American Jewish Lesbian. It's
the past. Check out the We Five on Vol. 7 if
a shame that this over- concern with her you want to learn that ' catchy' needn't refer
sexual proclivities will detract from her to infections. [A/H:1/2/3], with some consummusic, which is actually quite conventional,
mate trash thrown in for perspective. Bliss.
Hove- Pete- Seeger folk. Naturally, sexual
guerrillas like Phranc operate by beating you
VIRGINIA WOLF: VIRGINIA WOLF
over the head with their messages, so skip it
Atlantic 781 274-1
if you don't want to be regaled with songs
Power rock done the way the Yanks like it,
about why she hates women mud- wrestlers.
with lots of guts and plenty of hooks. It could
Surely someone this intelligent can succeed
end up with the other anonymous stadium
without a gimmick, for that's all that she's
fillers, but names like Roger Taylor on LP
making of her minority status; it's a safe bet
sleeves often prevent that. Slick and engagthat this'll make most sincere feminists
ing, if not too substantial. [ A:1/2]
cringe. [A:2]
RAINBOW: F1NYL VINYL
Polydor PODV8
After trie stunning packaging of the live
double Iron Maiden set, it's starting to seem
more than a coincidence that Heavy Metal
fans are treated to yet another lavish release.
This time, the now- departed Rainbow get the
treatment, with a double LP of their best live
work between 1978-1984. A limited number
come with a superb family tree courtesy of

CHUCK W'LLIS BE GOOD OR BE GONE
Ethel ED159
His life cut short at the tragically young age
of 30, Chuck Willis showed the kind of
promise that suggested a career to last into
old age. Covering all the R'n'B bases with the ¡
command of an old pro, Willis has been !
revered by a generation of hard-core fans of
black magic, and this new compilation, cul- I
led from his time at Okeh, reminds us of the
loss. 16 near- perfect tracks, it's agift. [ H:1/1*]
1.4
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FOR SALE-Private
EXPOSURE IV dual supply amplifier, VII
preamplifier, Two VI preamp power supplies, perfect condition, excellent opportunity - £ 800. Yamaha NS1000 Monitor Speakers with custom stands - £400. Brighton
454108. ( E)
LS3/5a's, KAN STANDS, £190 o.n.o. Systemdek turntable, Mission 774 arm, £ 185 o.n.o.
Toshiba XR-290 CD player, £ 210 o.n.o.
Denon DL- 103D, Osawa OS- 80L MC cartridges, ( both need stylus), offers, UHER
CG330 cassette deck, £80 o.n.o. 2 pairs
cabinets ( HFN ' Tabor') £35 each. Tel: 0782622947. ( E)
A UNIQUE and beautiful sound system.
Complimented by - Harold Beveridge pre amp. Harold Beveridge system 3 speakers.
Threshold 500 power- amp. Oracle premier
(not Delphi). Triplaner & Tone- arm. ( modsquad). Koetsu gold signature cartridge.
Revox tuner B261 ( latest.) Revox A700 reel
with extras. Audio research step up, M.C.P-2.
Please Tel: 061-793-0159, after 2.30 pm.
Anyday to discuss very reasonable prices.
(E)
TEAC A-2300 SX, open reel, 3 heads, excellent condition, top quality tapes included,
demonstrated, £ 195. Tel: South Benfleet
53974 ( evenings). ( E)
JECKLIN FLOAT ELECTROSTATIC HEAD LOUDSPEAKERS 2- head sets including the
power unit. Excellent condition - £60 lot.
Also, assorted headphones ( AKG etc), offers,
Tel: 091 2846666. ( E)
WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE three speakers
50W, 12" bass, cabinet dimensions
24x14x12". As new in original packing. £65
(pair). 01-883-8538 ( home). ( El
Superb pair KEF CONCERTO floor standing
loudspeakers. Teak finish. £ 130 ono. REVOX
G 36 stereo valve recorder 2 track 3/ 3/
4:7 1
/
2.
Quantity 1800 ft tapes £80. Tel: Colchester
322888. ( E)
LINN SONDEK TURNTABLE with SME arm,
and ADC XLM cartridge - £ 150. Pair of Gale
loudspeakers ( 100 watts handling) with
chrome tops: £ 250. C and P.51 Sugden
amplifier £ 150. Each item in excellent condition, will sell separately or as whole system.
Address: The Wirral. Telephone: ( 051) 334
4819. ( El
MERIDIAN M3 active system, with Meridian
101B control unti and all the leads plus M3
stands - £ 500. Yamaha CD X2 compact disc
player plus 10 compact discs - £250. ( only 4
months old, still under guarantee) Tel: 01837 8888 Extn: 139. From 7-11 pm. ( E).
AUDIO RESEARCH D-70 II power amp £ 1,450
o.n.o. Koetsu red £450 o.n.o. Both in perfect
144

condition. 15 months very occasional careful
use. Delivery inclusive, can demonstrate.
Tel: ( 0792) 862157 anytime. ( E)
LOVVTHER SPEAKERS TPI'S Model D teak
latest update, fine condition - £300. Tel:
050-279 641. ( E)
DYNACO STEREO 70 ( re- conditioned) and
PAS £ 250. Quad 22/11s £ 100. Lowther TP1
pair £ 300. Thorens TD160 IS mods) Hadcock
VMS20E £75. Quad 33/405 £200. Sugden T48
£75. Phone 01 508 8996. ( E)
BEARD P100 little used £600 ono. AR Legend
Linn Lux arm 3 months old £230 ono.
Tascam - Teac 32-2 reel to reel 10" tapes A.T.
mics headphones hardly run in yet £600 ono.
SUA6 Technics pre- amp £ 100 ono. Tel:
Harrogate 74848 evening/weekends. ( El

FOR SALE-Trade

QUAD 33 UPDATE
This yersatile control und was 1,111•00UFrcl in the Ilitin s but modern
source material has conitrined that the 33 adds a richness' or
'bloom' to all inputs Our
611111114 0 (11T1111 hoards replace
two internal Quad boards. bypassing tone and balance controls.
and glte an immediate improy (- mein in Illsc tape and CD radio treille
clarity and bass ' tightness' SHI0111
Ir - £ 26.10
QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE
Plc 1)1111,1 FNI3 tuner has a characteristic lorward' sinind balance
especially noticeable with the upgraded 1)tia,1 33. Our tilt503 C)
circuit board replaces aplug-in ( Inter 0111110 1.113 tuners Ilium serial
no "5885) and gises much impnned transparency to E‘l reception.
1119503 61I - £ 23.75
COMPACT DISC ATTENUATORS
Oscrload'non-linc.tral decortion results Inuit the It•Yel mismatch
between CD players 12 % oils) and typical radio au\ anlp Inputs.
100mY Ilike Quads' This gnes abard gritty treble. O softened bass
and all uncomfortahly high whim,. Our CD allenuators eliminate
these distortions and restore the natural sound 5yallable in- line or
as complete I5m leads Other sent:111%111es matches ayallable
In-line: S6200 C) ( DIN) - £ 10.30 (40233

( phono) - £ 13.23

S0263 C) ( I)I\ plug to phono socketn) - £ 13.90
1111245 (0 ( phono plugwpbono plugs) - £ 13.90
SUBS (
R MIN

dug/ plum') plugs) -

SOUNDBOX STEREO REMOTE CONTROL
Comprises of S11320 C) Infra- red handset and 6630(1 C) receiyercontroller which is connected In- line between pre and power amps
or between
player and amp) allowing full remote control of
bass and treble from your armchair The SF1300 © is
matched to Quad pre- power amps and is easily installed
SIV3110/S11 320 ((') pair - 039.90
SOUNDBOX, 35 FINCHES PARK ROAD,
L1NDFIELD,W.SUSSEX RH16 2DA

FalcoilDlY SPEAKERS
,/, Send for our FREE price list
PL15 all we ask is a large S.A.E.
(22p stamp) ( Overseas U.S. $ 2 bill)

SYSTEM DESIGNS (
Total Kits):
Focal, KEF Constructor Series, etc.
DRIVE UNITS: Focal, KEF, Audax,
Celestion, Coles, Peerless, Seas, Siare,
Scanspeak, etc.
Also Group/Disco Units
CROSSOVER NETWORKS - Active &
Passive Components, Accessories etc.
Expert advice via our enquiry service.
Full details from
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Tabor House, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)
AUDIOKITS

MOVING COILS SOUND BEST, however
don't waste up to £800 for cartridge or
tonearm. Gramophone says " MKIV + MC- 2V
+ T-24 reproduced test sequence of records
with unusual accuracy & tonal naturalness".
MC- 2V ' Vital' stylus £ 39.79, high output
MC- 3L/2 £39.79. MKIV tonearm £ 57.50. Unique T-24 £ 57.50. No veiling, coloration or
grain. Yes earth tag, automatic input impedance. Your Best Buy direct, Visa/Access/
Mastercharge welcome. Mayware, POB. 58,
Edgware, Middx. HA87UE. Tel: 01-958 9421.
(F)
NOW AVAILABLE - bumper catalogue - 170
pages - for collectors of vintage radio, audio
& TN equipment. Price £ 2.00 post paid U.K.,
£3.00 post paid overseas. Vintage wireless
Co. Ltd., Cossham Street, Mangotsfield, Bristol BS17 3EN. Tel: 0272-565472. ( K)
US/AMERICAN HI-FI. UPSCALE NEW le
USED Q Audio, 95 Vasssar St., Cambridge
02139 USA. Info/Lit pack U$5. Tel: 617 547
2727 Save. ( H)

PRECISION AUDIO COMPONENTS
Holco 813 0.5% 5OppnV Cpreasen reestors 2281. 33112, 47115, 100R.
2218,
471(5. 1000. 221K. 332K 40p each Any ogler E% value 208 - 45014
ken order 8per value £320 ERO 100V Folycatonate Capacnors O47 4F(a
25p. 10F re 40p 22 ro 65p, 4p7 I
, £ 115 BMW) 81-S208 C4P4cltor8
10000pF 40V £ 12 75. 15000 40V £ 16.75. 10000pF 63V £23 25. 150000F
£27 J500. J511 % constant current tied% 10 for £ 14
It the pan you want. Mat nefe - please ask
SAE to AUDIOKITS, 9PAIII Close. Borroween,
Derby DE7 3GO
1.1 0332-874929

HAVE QUICKSILVERS - WILL TRAVEL tIf
you live in the west country and would like to
experience these amazing amps driving your
own system contact:- Michael Leach, The
Parabolic Sales Co, P.O. Box 38, Torquay.
Tel: 0803-23796. ( G)

SOCIETIES
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides a meeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 3 Welbeck Mansions, 35 Welbeck Street, London
W.1. ( XIS)
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BEETHOVEN'S BELIEFS. Have you ever wondered how Beethoven's politics, religion,
philosophy, morality and social attitudes
relate to his music? Which thinkers and
books influenced him? How sincere was his
Catholicism in the Missa Solemnis? Did his
youthful radicalism finally evaporate when
Napoleon became Emperor? The answers to
such questions will be found in Beethoven's
Empire Of The Mind, ahighly praised biography-with-a difference by John Crabbe, onetime editor of HFN/RR. Available from bookshops at £5.95 ( distributor: Kahn & Averill),
or post-free from the publisher: Lovell
Baines Print Ltd., Hollington Farm, WooIton
Hill, Newbury, Berks RG15 9XN.

SERVICES
AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with
nearly 40 years experience. Specialist in
Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible
restoration to original design conception
with afull report covering each unit. 7 Days
enquiry service. Location: Woodford, Essex.
Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)
SPENDOR, ROGERS, LEAK, QUAD, RAD FORD, and other high quality loudspeakers
and equipment services and reconditioned.
Barnard Electronics. Tel: 01-531 8705. ( X)

Absolute Sound
138
Absolute Sounds
32
Acoustic Arts Ltd
60,82
Alternative Audio
116
Analog Audio
142
Arjay Interiors
64
Audio Innovations
124
Audio Projects
142
Audio Systems
142
Audiokits
144
Audition HiFi Studio
140
Automation Science
44
Avalon HiFi Studio
62,142
B & W Loudspeakers
106
Bartletts Hi Fi
120
Bauch Ltd, FWO
98
Beckenham Record Centre
140
Beechwood Audio
140
Bib Audio
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PERSONAL FURNITURE-MAKING SERVICE
Book and LP record cases up to 74" or 84"
high. Units for Hi Fi cocktails, compact
discs, cassettes, videos, etc specially
made to order. Send 3x13p stamps for
our brochure.
EDWARDS CONSTRUCTIONS
282 SKIPTON ROAD,
HARROGATE, YORKSHIRE.
PHONE: (
0423) 500442

01-686-2599

RECORDS FOR SALE
COMPACT DISCS ONLY 10p PER DAY! You
can borrow from a large selection, Rock,
Jazz, Classical. Send stamp for FREE catalogue. CD CLUB(HN), 38 Park Street, Wallasey, Merseyside. ( X)

COMPACT DISCS
— 7p per day to hire

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
78s and LPs
Quality Turntables - In Stock - Current Manufacture
THORNENS TD.126 Mk Iv Electronically variable.
LENCO: L75 Famous, fully variable system.
Cartridges & Styli: Standard models by Goldring, Shure and
Pickering for post-war 78s & Mono LP s
Specialist diamond styli for preceeding periods of
recording history.
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing. in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Tuesday to Friday 10.00-6.00: Saturday 10.00-3.00

WANTED
SPECIALIST Modern & Old systems, ValveTransistor Amplifiers, Speakers, Turntables,
LP's etc, Bought/Sold; Midland Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE,
Tel: 021 430 7817. ( F)
WANTED LUXMAN VALVE equipment CL34,
CL40, MQ68L, MQ3600, MQ50, any condition
considered working or not. Cash waiting.
Harrogate 74848. Evening or weekends. ( E)

—Buy at up to 20% off

44JeW,,,
free details Tel: 0825 813253

PO Box 127, Uckfield
ESussex TN223AF

SITUATIONS VACANT
NOTA JOB— FUTURE

LondonS premier compact disc shop require three career
minded individuals:
HI Fi Sales Executive - experienced, articulate, good
presentation.
Compact Disc Salesperson - good knowledge of
classical pop and jazz, previous sales experience a
requisite.
Office Manager/Bookkeeper up to T/B with typing. Parttime, approx 20 hours +. Hours by arrangement. Good
salaries are offered, dependant on age and experience.
Contact Howard or Simon on 01 - 379-7427 for more
information or send C.V. to:

COVENT GARDEN RECORDS, 84 CHARING
CROSS ROAD, LONDON WC2H OJA.
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OHN MARTYN HAS REACHED A PREeminent position in the music world,
this his 20th year in the public eye, as
one of Britain's more mature artists.
Glasgow- born Martyn initiated aseries of
startling changes in the folk music of the ' 60s
which rapidly developed in his experimental
'70s output to peak in the ' 80s, with some of
the most accomplished vocal and electronic
tunes ever put to vinyl. His new album, Piece
by Piece (
Island), demonstrates his long
career of creativity as every style from
ballads to mood music, electric rock, jazz,
soul to pop are executed with the dexterity of
amusician very comfortable with his art.
Born in 1948, John Martyn took up the
acoustic guitar at the age of 14 and shortly
after quit school to play the folk clubs. Later,
Martyn met veteran Scottish folk singer,
Hamish lmlach, who brought him to the
attention of mainstream folk circles and
taught him about American blues and ethnic
musics. It was here that Martyn was
influenced by Imlach's interest in combining
Gaelic music with contemporary forms.
From the heady green pastures of
Scotland, Martyn set out for London and was
immediately signed up to Chris Blackwell's
Island label, the first white artist on what
was then predominantly ablack reggae
label. On his 1968 debut albums, London
Conversation and The Tumbler, John Martyn
distinguished himself by writing humorous
folkie songs around simple tunes played
with great virtuosity on acoustic guitar.
Martyn used speeded- up rhythms and
phasers on the instrument, afacet that
marked him as aunique talent. He brought in
renowned flautist, Harold McNair, for The
Tumbler, and one track, ' Dusty', is brilliant in
its combination of flute and booming
acoustic.
After venturing to Woodstock, Martyn and
his singer wife recorded Storm bringer. With
Levon Helm on drums, its heavy bass and
piano, plus the first use of echoplex guitar
and even orchestration, it was an
exceptional accomplishment.
Martyn's next duet record, Road to Ruin
(1970), was one of peace, love, harmony and
nature. Yet the addition of ex- Pentangle man
Danny Thompson on upright bass and Dudu
Pukwana on saxophone, realised Martyn's
growing interest in jazz. He had tried the
saxophone but switched to amplifying his
acoustic guitar via echoplex, ie, repeating
what he played in waves. This was his real
distinguishing feature and through his by
now cemented friendship with Danny
Thompson, Martyn proceeded to establish
himself as Britain's leading innovator on the
acoustic rock circuit.
On Bless the Weather (
1971), we observe
Martyn at his first peak. The multiple
acoustic playing is very strong and the songs
beautiful. The standout cut was the
polyrhythmic ' Glistening Glyndebourne',
which climactically undulated in outward
patterns of acoustic plucks mirroring in their
beauty the natural elements of Martyn's
environment. John Martyn had arrived.
Martyn surprised everyone with his next
LP, Solid Air (
1973), the title track, an elegy
for lost friend Nick Drake, sombre and full,
while his lyrics struck gold with the ballad
'May You Never'. Again, he pleased his
following with the echoplexed ' I'd Rather Be
The Devil'.
Wanting to push the boundaries of his art
that much further, he went on to record
Inside Out, where he simply allowed
everything in his imagination to run free. He
fused ethnic musics from Scottish to
Moroccan with an array of instruments
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Dino Frescati on John Mart n
played by Steve Winwood, Chris Wood,
Danny Thompson and others. His most
unorthodox exploration of echoplex was on
'Outside In' which was ' live' in the studio and
completely undisciplined. It's not surprising
that most of this was recorded late at night.
Martyn pulled back abit and put more
order to his 1975 Sunday's Child, amore
domestic album which included his
everlasting acoustic rendition of the
traditional ' Spencer The Rover'. Playing with
atwo-piece back-up group of Jon Stevens
(drums) and Danny Thompson ( bass), he
decided to record his own live album and
distribute it himself from his house in
Southern England.
Live at Leeds (
1975) is amasterful record
showing Martyn fully immersed in acoustic
jazz backing while performing sets more
ambitious and atmospheric than his studio
albums. Thousands of copies were pressed
by Marlyn and agood indication of his
standing was that they sold out in weeks.
Martyn doesn't even have acopy!
His marriage under considerable strain,
Martyn flew off to the West Indies to live and
do session work with black reggae artists
such as Max Romeo, Peter Tosh and Scratch
Perry. This cooled his heels and on his return
to England he went into the studio with
Island record boss, Chris Blackwell, to record
One World, another John Martyn
masterpiece. Everything tight and
controlled, the emphasis was on electric
playing, echoplex and ambient mood music.
The music even incorporated samba on
'Certain Surprise', but the best music was on
the throbbing rain-washing aura of ' Small
Hours', where his electric guitar sounded like
tears.
As his divorce drew nearer, John Martyn
decided to alter his music for the ' 80s and
concentrate on his vocals. Phil Collins was
drafted in to produce Grace and Danger. The
outcome was the tightest music that Martyn
had ever produced. Songs like ' Hurt In Your
Heart' and ' Baby Please Come Home'
displayed his emotional state and the album
dispensed with acoustic music in favour of
stunningly produced keyboard/drum
sounds. ' Sweet Little Mystery' brought
Martyn to anew mass audience in terms of
lyrical and easy- listening perfection.
Although aradically altered man, he still
put on something for his old fans in the form
of afine echoplex version of ' Johnny Too
Bad'. He also went to Ireland, where his fame
is widespread, to produce the album Balance
and Control for folk-rock group Scullion.
Here he met his second wife Annie and
quickly his personality underwent an
optimistic resurgence.
In 1981 Martyn broke, for awhile, with

Island Records and formed agroup. The
resultant LP, Glorious Fool (
WEA), was
contemporary rock music but with little of
the cohesiveness of its predecessors. Eric
Clapton guested on agood rocked- up
version of ' Couldn't Love You More' and Phil
Collins produced, drummed and sang. The
title cut, agrand put-down of Ronald
Reagan, using effective echoplex on the bass
guitar, was the best. John Martyn played
regularly and featured most of his old music
in his set. New bassist Alan Thomson was an
electric fretless player of great dexterity and
boosted Martyn's material considerably in
concert. A move back to his true tome,
Island Records, was in the offing and to
celebrate this he went to the Bahamas to
record anew album with Robert Palmer. The
moody, dreamy, mystical boy had returned
to the fold and Sapphire (
1984) sparkles with
delight. Combining black textures with an
elemental grace, Martyn's guitar work and
vocals spun cobwebs of beautiful sounds
which brought him back to his old audience.
In 1986 John Martyn celebrates his career
with the release of his 18th album Piece by
Piece, which was digitally mixed. Settled
with his new wife Annie on the Scots
borders, Martyn is looking forward to the
success of the record and the world tour
which accompanies it. In answer to the
question of how he feels now, he chortles ' a
few of the rough edges have been knocked
off and afew of the smooth edges have been
roughed up'.
The record is arefreshing return to form
produced by Martyn himself. Fairly keyboard
oriented, the bulk of the material was written
by Foster Paterson and Martyn, while Colin
Tully ( sax) and Alan Thomson ( bass) give
ample musical back-up. ' Piece by Piece' itself
is arippling, dreamlike track, basking in the
sunny clarity of Martyn's vocals. His deft use
of subtle key changes and hooks makes you
want to listen to it again and again. He also
swims into pop with the likeable ' Lonely Love'
on which Colin Tully's sax adds apleasant
mood. ' Angeline' is the watery ballad and of
course his new single. ' Nightline' is ahightech dance piece full of stormy drums and
synth washes. This album is his most
electronic to date, with all instruments mixed
through avariety of units and synthesisers,
yet the old emotion is retained in his voice
and lyrics.
To coincide with this new record John
Martyn has released one of the world's first
Compact Disc singles. A five-track affair, it
differs considerably from the vinyl pressing
in that ' Glistening Glyndebourne' and ' Solid
Air' are included to give his new public a
taste of his past glory and his old fans a
special treat.+Dis(o2ra ) 11\
London Conversation
The Tumbler

Island ILP 952 1968
Island ILPS 9091 1968

Stormbringer (
with Beverley Martyn) Island ILPS 9113 1970
The Road to Ruin (
with Beverley Martyn)
Island ILPS 9133 1970
Bless the Weather

Island ILPS 9167 1971

Solid Air
Inside Out
Sunday's Child

Island ILPS 9226 1973
Island ILPS 9253 1973
IslandILPS 9296 1975

Live at Leeds
One World

John Martyn 1975
Island ZCI 9492 1977

So Far So Good (
compilation)
Grace and Danger

Island ILPS 9484 1977
Island ILPS 9560 1980

Glorious Fool
WEA K99 178 1981
Well Kept Secret
WEA K99 255 1982
The Electric John Martyn (
compilation)
Island ILPS 9715 1982
Philentropy (
live album)
Sapphire

Body Swerve JM1 1983
Island ILPS 9779 1984

Piece by Piece

Island 1985

CD single: Angeline, Tight Connection To My Heart ( Has
Anyone Seen My Love), May You Never, Solid Air, Glistening Glyndebourne.
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AR because our turntables reproduce

more of the music. How? We don't use

magic, just fine engineering, careful

design — and our ears.

AR's three-point isolated suspension

keeps out music-destroying feedback,

while close-tolerance arm and main

bearings avoid energy losses.

AR's pickup arms are superbly

constructed and in the EB101 you even

AR • BECAUSE YOU COULD'NT
GET TICKETS.

get afree cartridge— all ready to make

music.

In fact, our EB101 or Legend reproduce

music so natural and convincing that you

won't be sorry you couldn't get tickets.

You might even prefer to stay at home.

ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH
High Street, Houghton Regis, Dunstable
Bedfordshire LU5 5%, England
330 Turnpike Street, Canton,
Massachusetts 02021 USA.

Mission Electronics Limited, Huntingdon PE18 6ED, England. Phone: ( 0480) 57477 Telex: 32333

